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PREFACE

Trb present work it an attempt to interpret the
dMraeteristics of modem JrpM in the Ujrht of social
eknce. It alio seeks to tnrow some fight on the
exed question as to the real character of so-called
race-nature, and the processes by which that na-
ture is transformed. If the principles of social science
here set forth are correct, they nly as well to China
and India as to Japan, and thus will bear directly on the
cntfare proUem of Occidental and Orientid aocnl inter-
course and mtttnal influence.

The core of this work consists of addresses to Ameri-
can and English audiences delivered by the writer dur-
ing his recent furlough. Since returning to Japan, he
has been able to give but fragments of time to the com-
pletion of the outlines then sketched, and though he
would eladl^ reserve the manuscript for further elabo-
ration, he yields to the urgency of friends who deem it

wise that ne delay no longer m laying his thought be-
fore the wider public.

To Japanese readers the writer wishes to say that
although he has not hesitated to make statements pain-
ful to a lover of Japan, he has not done it to condemn
or needlessly to criticise, but simply to make phiin

what seem to hhn to be the facts. If he ha- Tred in

his hicts or if his interpretations reflect unjuE 'in the
history or spirit of Japan, no one will be more gkd than
he for corrections. Let the Japanese be assured that

his ruling motive, both in writing about Japan and in

spending his life in this land, is profound love for the

Japanese people. The term "native" has been freely

used^KMse it is the only natural correhtive for " for-

cing It may be well to say that nettiier the one nor

T
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thie other has any derogatory imi^ication, although
anti-foreign natives, and anti-native foreigners, some-
times so use them.
The indebtedness of the writer is too great to be

acknowledged in detail. But whenever he has been
conscious of drawing directly from any author for ideas

or suggestions, effort has been made to indicate the

source.

Since the preparation of the larger part of this work
several important contributions to the literature on
Japan have appeared which would have been of help to

the writer, could he have referred to them during the

progress of his undertaking. Rev. J. C. C. Newton's
" Japan : Country, Court, and People' ; Rev. Otis Cary's

"Japan and Its Regenei'ation"; and Prof. J. Nitobe's
" Bushido: The Soul of Japan," call for special mention.

Ail are excellent works, interesting, condensed, inform-

ative, and well-balanced. Had the last named come to

hand much earlier it would have received frequent ref-

erence and quotation in the body of this volume, de-

spite the fact that it sets forth an ideal rather than the

actual state of Old Japan.
Special acknowledgment should be made of the help

rendered by my brothers, Galen M. Fisher and Edward
L. Gulick, and by my sister, Mrs. F. F. Jewett, in read-

ing and revising the manuscript. Acknowledgment
should also be made of the invaluable criticisms and
suggestions in regard to the general theory of social

evolution advocated in these pages made b> my uncle,

Rev. John T. Gulick, well known to the sdentific world
for his contributions to the theory as well as to dw facts

of biological evolution.

S> L. G«
llATSUTAMA, JAPAM.
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INTRODUCTION.

THE tragedy enacted in China during the closing
year of the nineteenth century marks an epoch in

the history of China and of th^: world. Two
vorld-views, two types of civilization met in deadly
conflict, and the inherent weakness of isolated, belated,

Moreover, during this, China's crisis, Japan for the
first time stepped out upon the world's stage of political

and military activity. She was recognized as a civilized

nation, worthy to share with the great nations of the
earth the responsibility of niing tM kiriess and bade-
ward races.

The correctness of any interpretation as to the sig'-

nificance of this conflict between the opposing civiliza-

tions turns, ultimately, on the question as to what is

the real nature of man and of society. If it be true, as
maintained by Prof. Le Bon and his school, that the
mental and moral character of a people is as fixed as
its ph)[StoIogical characteristics, then the conflict in
China is at Dottom a conflict of races, not of civiliza-

tions.

The inadequacy of the physiological theory of na-
tional character may be seen almost at a glance by a
look at Japan. Were an Oriental necessarily and un-
changeably Oriental, it would have been impossible for

Japan to have come into such close and sympathetic
touch with the West.
The conflict of the East with the West, however, is

not an inherent and unending conflict, because it is not
'racial, but civilizational. Tt is a conflict of world-views
an<? systems of thought and life. It is a conflict of
heathen and Christian civilizations. And the conflict

will come to an end as soon as, and in proportion as,

China awakes from her blindnm and bq^ to biuld

IS
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her national temple on the bedrotk o£ universal

truth and righteousness. The conflict is practically

over in Japan because she has done this. In loyally ac-

cepting science, popular education, and the rights of

every individual to equal protection by the government,

Tapan has accepted the fundamental conceptions of civ-

ilization held in the West, and has thus become an in-

tegral part of Christendom, a fact of world-wide signifa-

cance. It proves that the most important differences

now separating the great races of men are civiliza-

tional, not physiological. It also proves that European,

American, and Oriental peoples may be possessed by

the same great ideals of life and principles of action,

enabling them to co-operate as nations in great move-

ments to their mutual advantage. ...
While even we of the West may be long in learning

the full significance of what has been and still is taking

place in Japan and more conspicuously just now, be-

rause more tragically, in China, one thing is clear

:

steam and electricity have abohshed forever the old

isolation of the nations.
. ,

Separated branches of the human race that for thou-

sands of years have been undergoing divergent evolu-

tion, producing radically different languages, customs,

civilizations, systems of thought and worid-views, and

have resulted even in marked physiolggical and psy-

chological differences, are now being brought into close

contact and inevitable conflict. But at bottom it is a

conflict of ideas, not of races. The age of isolation and

divergent evolution is passing away, and that of inter-

national association and convergent social evolution

has begun. Those races and nations that refuse to

recognize the new social order, and oppose the cosmic

process and its forces, will jurely be pushed to the wall

and cease to exist as independent nations, just a»i,in

ancient times, the tribes that refused to unite wth
neighboring tribes were finally subjugated by those that

did so unite.
. i j

Universal economic, po'itical, intellectual, moral, and

.-eligious intercourse is the characteristic of the new

aeon on which we are entering. What are to be the
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final consequences of this wide intercourse? Can a
people change its character? Can a nation fully pos-
sessed by one type of civilization reject it, and adopt
ont radically different? Do races have " souls" which
are fixed and incapable of radical transformations?
What has taken place in Japan, a profound, or only a
superficial change in psychical character? Are the d'^s-

tinies of the Oriental races already unalterably de-
termined?
The answers to these questions have already been

suggested in the preceding paragraphs, in regard to
what has already taken place in Japan. But we may add
that that answer really turns on our conception as to
the nature of the characteristics separating the East
from the West. In proportion as national character is

reckoned to be biological, will i: be considered fixed
and the national destiny predeterinined. In proportion
as it is reckoned to be sociological, will it be considered
alterable and the national destiny subject to new social
forces. Now that the intercourse of widely different
races has begun on a scale never before witnessed, it

is highly important for us to know its piObable conse-
quences. For this we need to gain a clear idea of the
nature both of the individual man and of society, of
the relation cf the social order to individual and to race
character, and of the law regulating and the forces pro-
ducing soda! evolution. Only thus can we forecast
the probable course and consequences of the free social
intercourse of widely divergent races.

It is the belief of the writer that few countries afford
so clear an illustration of the prinaples involved in social
evolution as Japan. Her development has been so rapid
and so recent that some principles have become mani-
fest that otherwise might easily have escaped notice.
The importance of understanding Japan, because of the
light her recent transformations throw on the subject
of social evolution and of national character and also
because of the conspicuous role to which she is destined
as the natural leader of the Oriental races in their adop-
tion of Occidental modes of life and thought, justifies a
careful study of Japanese character. He who really
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Mn«l*.r<»tands Taoan. has gained the magic key for un-

"iS SieS mysteries of China and the entire

SrVut the Japanese people, with their mstitut.ons

Md their various characteristics, merit carefal study

aho for their own sakes. For the Japanese constitute

an exceedingly interesting and even a unique branch of

the human race. Japan is neither a purgatory, a»

iomc would have it, nor a paradise, as others maintain,

but a land full of individuals in an interestmg stage of

social evolution.

Current opinions concemmg Japar;, however are as

curious as they are contradictory. Sir Edmn Arnold

says that the Japanese " Have the nature rather of birds

or butterflies than of ordinary b-iman beings. Says

Mr. A. M. Knapp: "Japan is the one country n Uie

world which does not disappoint. .
.

questionably the unique nation of the globe, the land of

dream and enchantment, the land which could hardly

differ more from our own were >t located »^ another

olanet. its people not of this world. An old rest-

Sent." however, calls ic
•• the land of disappointments

Few phenomena are more curious than the readmess

with which a tourist or professional journalist, after a

few days or weeks of sight-seeing and interviewmg,

makes up his mind in regard to the character of the peo-

ple, unless it be the way in which certain others,

who have resided in this land for a """iber of

years, continue to live in their own dreamland, these

two classes of writers have been the chief contributors

of material for the omr.lvorous readers of the West.

It app rs to not a few who have lived many years in

this Far 1 astern land, that the public has been fed witii

the dreams of poets or the snap judgments of tounsts

instead of with the facts of actual experience A recent

editorial article in the Japan Mail, than whose editor

few men have had a wider acquaintance with the Ja^-

nese people or language, contains the foUcwmg para-

gra{^:

" In the case of such writers as Sir Edwin Arnold and

Mr. Lafcadio Heam it is quite apparent that the logical
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fecnlty is in abeyance. Imagination reigns supreme.

As poetic flights or outbursts, the works of these

authors on Japan are delightful reading. But no one

who has studied the Japanese in 9. deeper manner, by

more intimate daily intercourse with all classes of the

people than either of these writers pretends to have had,

can possibly regard a large part of their description as

anything more than pleasing fancy. Both have given

rein to the poetic fancy and thus have, from a purely

Uteruy point of view, scored a success granted to few.

. . But as exponents of Japanese life and thought they

are unreliable. . . They have given form and beauty to

much that never existed except in vague outline or m
undeveloped germs in the Japanese mind. In doing this

ttey have unavoidably been guilty of misrepresentatir .

. . The Japaiiese nation of Arnold and Heam is not

the nation we have known for a quarter of a century,

but a purely ideal one manufactured out of the author's

brains. It is high time that this was pointed out. For
while such works please a certain section of the English

public, they do a great deal of harm among a section

of the Japanese public, as could be easily shown in de-

tail, did space allow."—/o^on MaU, May 7, i8(f8.

But even more harmful to the reading public of Eng-

land and America are the hastily formed yet, neverthe-

less, widely published opinions of tourists and news-

paper correspondents. Could such writers realize the

toevitable limitations under which they set and try to

generalise, the world would be spared many crudities

and exaggerations, not to sav positive errors. The im-

pression so common to-day that Japan's recent devel-

opments are anomalous, even contrary to the laws of

national growth, is chiefly due to the superficial writ-

ings of hasty observers. Few of those who have dilated

ecstatiodly on her recent growth have underwood ettlier

the history or the genius of her people.

" To mention but one among manv exampl^," sars

Prof. Chamberlain, " the ingenioM Traveling Cpmmi»-

skMcr o! the F«0 Ma0 Gatettr, Ifr, Henry Nmniaiif
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in his lively letters on Japan published nine or ten year*

aeo, tells the story of Japanese education under the

fetching title of 'A Nation at School'; but the impres-

sion left is that they have been their own schoolmasters.

In another letter on ' Japan in Arms,' he discourses

concerning ' The Japanese Military Re-organuters, The

Yokosuka dockyard,' and other matters, but omits to

mention that the reorganizers were Frenchmen, and

that the Yokosuka dockyard was also a French crea

tion. Similarly, when treating of the development of

the Japanese newspaper, he ignores the fact that it owed

its origin to an Englishman, which surely, to a man

whose object was reality, should have seemed an object

worth recording. These letters, so full and apparently

so frank, really so deceptive, are, as we have said, but

one instance among many of the way in which popular

writers on Japan travesty history by ignoring the part

which foreigners have played. The reasons for this are

not far to seek. A wonderful tale will please folks at a

distance all the better if made more wonderful still.

Japanese progress, traced to its causes and explained

by references to the means employed, is not nearly such

fascinating reading as when represented in the guise of

a fairy creation, sprung from nothing, like Aladdin s

palace."—" Things Japanese," p. iz6.

But inter-racial misunderstanding is. not, after all,

so very strange. Few things are more difficult than to

accommodate one's self in speech, in methods of life, and

even in thought, to an alien people; so identifying one s

deepest interest with theirs as really to understand

them. The minds of most men are so possessed by

notion acquired in childhood and youth as to be unable

to see even the plainest facts at variance with those

notions. He who comes to Japan possessed with the

idea that it is a dreamland and that its old social order

was free from defects, is blind to any important facts

invalidating that conception; while he who is persuaded

that Japan, being Oriental, is necessarily pagan at

heart, however civilized in form, cannot easily be per-

suaded that there is anything praiseworthy in her old
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civilization, in her moral or religious life, or in any of
her customs.

If France fails in important respects to understand
England; and England, Germany; and Germany, its

neighbors; if even England and Amttica. can so misun-
derstand one another as to be on the verge of war over
the boundary dispute of an alien country, what hope is

there that the Occident shall understand the Orient, or
the Orient the Occident?
Though the difficulty seems insurmountable, I am

persuaded that the most fruitful cause of racial misun-
derstandings and of defective descriptions both of the
West by Orientals, and of the East by Occidentals, is a
well-nigh universal misconception as to the nature of
man, and of society, and consequently of the laws de-
termining their development. In the East this error
arises from and rests upon its polytheism, and the ac-
companying theories of special national creation and
peculiar national sanctity. On these grounds alien
races are pronounced necessarily inferior. China's
scorn for foreigners is due to these ideas.
Although this pagan notion has been theorotically

abandoned in the West, it still dominates the thought
not only of the multitudes, but also of many who pride
themselves on their high education and liberal senti-
ments. They bring to the support of their national or
racial pride such modem sociological theories as lend
themselves to this view. Evolution and the survival of
the fittest, degeneration and the arrest of development,
are appealed to as justifying the arrogance and domi-
neering spirit of Western nations.

But the most subtle and scholarly doctrine appealed
to in support of national pride is the biological concep-
tion of society. Popular writers assume that society is

a biological organism and that the laws of its evolution
are therefore biological. This assumption is not strange,
for until recent times the most advanced professional
sociologists have been dominated by the same mis-
conception. Spencer, for example, makes sociology
a branch of biolc^. More recent sociologiau
writers, however, twk as Professm Gddmgs and
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Fairbanks, have taken special

essentially psycb-- character oi society; *ey reject

the bioloeical conception, as inadequate to express

Se «S niture of sSdety. The biological conception

Sey^S-^sfrs nothing m^re than a companson. u^u
for brintrine out certain features of the social

ife and ftrifcture. but harmful if understood as their

Ml statement. The laws of psychic activity and d^

vdopment differ as widely from those of b^o^
activity and development as these latter do from those

?hKld in the chemical world. If the laws which reg-

ulate psychic development and the progress of civdiza-

SJ^w'errunderstooS ^y popular writers on J^^^^^^^^
and

if the recent progress of Japan had been stated m ine

erms of thcse^aL. there {vould "^t^^^^e been
'^^^^^

mystification in the West in regard /his niatter as

SSe evidently has been. Japan would not have ap-

pear^to have "jumped out of her skin." or suddenly

fo Se escaped from the heredity of her past rnillen-

niums of development. This wide misunderstanding of

jipTn ?hen. is nSt simply due to the fact that " Japanese

irogr^ss. traced to its causes and explained by reference

to the means employed, is not nearly such fascinating

reading as when represented in the guise of a fairy crea-

tion," But it is also due to the still current popular view

that the social organism is biological, and sub|ect there-

fore to the laws of biological evolution. On this as-

sumption, some hold that the pt ogress of
J«»^

ever it may appear, is really superficial, while others

represent it as somehow having evaded the laws regu-

lating the development of other races. A nation s char-

acter and characteristics are conceived to be the prod-

uct of brain-structure; these can change only as brain

structure changes. Brain is held to determine civiliza-

tion, rather than civilization bram. HaniMred by this

defective view, popular writers inevitably describe

Japan to the West in terms that necessarily misrepre-

sent her, and that at the same time pander to Occidental

oride and prejudice.
, ,

But this misunderstanding of Japan reveals an equally

profound misunderstanding in regard to oursehres.
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Occidental peoples are supposed to be what they are

in civilization and to have reached their high attain-

ments in theoretical and applied science, in philosophy

and in practical politics, because of their unique brain-

structures, brains secured through millenniums of bio-

logical evolution. The following statement may seem
to be rank heresy to the average sociologist, but my
studies have led me to believe that the main differences

between the great races of mankind to-day are not due
to biological, but to social conditions; they are not
physico-psychological diflferences, but only socio-psy-

chological differences. The Anglo-Saxon is what he is

because of his social heredity, and the Chinaman is what
he is because of his social heredity. The profound dif-

ference between social and physiological heredity and
evolution is unappreciated except by a few of the most
recent sociological writers. The part that association,

social segregation, and social heredity take in the main-
tenance, not only of once developed languages and civi-

lizations, but even in their genesis, has been general^
overlooked.
But a still more important factor in the determination

of social and psychic evolution, generally unrecognized
by sociologists, is the nature and function of person-
ality. Although in recent years it has been occasionally

mentioned by several eminent writers, personality as a
principle has not been made the core of any system of

sociology. In my judgment, however, this is the dis-

tinctive characteristic of human evolution and of human
association, and it should accordingly be the funda-
mental principle of social science. Many writers on
the East have emphasized what they call Its " imper-

sonal " characteristics. So important is this subject

• '!4t I have cmisidered it at length in Uie body of this

H-ck.
iHKioIogical phenomena cannot be fully expressed by

:v combination of exclusively physical, biological, and
psychic terms, for the significant element of man
and of society consists of something more than these—
namely, personality. It is this that differentiates human
from anhnal evolution. The unit of human soeid<^
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is a self-conscious, sclf-dcterminative being. The

causative factor in the social evoUition of man is his

personality. The goal of that evolution is developed

personality Personality is thus at once the cause and

the end of social progress. The conditions which affect

or determine progress are those which affect or deter-

mine personality. •
i u«a

The biological evolution of man from the aninial has

been, it is true, frankly assumed in this work. No at-

tempt is made to justify this assumption. Let not the

reader infer, however, that the writer simdarly

assumes the adequacy of the so-called naturahstic Of

evolutionary origin of ethics of rehgion or even of

social progress. It may be doubted whether Darwin.

Wallace, Le Conte. or any exponent of biological evolu-

tion has yet given a complete statement of the factors

of the physiological evolution of man. It is certain,

however, that ethical, religious, and social >ynters who

have striven to account for the higher evolution of man,

by appealing to factors exclusively parallel to those

wWchhave produced the physiological evolution of man,

have conspicuously failed. However much we may find

to praise »n the social interpretations of such eminent

writers as Comte, Spencer, Ward, Fiske, Giddings.

Kidd. Southerland. or even Drtimmond, there still re-

mains the necessity o! a fuller consideration of the

moral and religious evolution of man. The higher

evolution of man cannot be adequately expressed or

even understood in any terms lower than those of per-

sonality.



EVOLUTION OF THE
JAPANESE

I

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

SAID a well educated and widely read Ens^shman
to the writer while in Oxford, " Can you explain to
me how it is that the Japanese have succeeded in

jumping out of their skins?" And an equally thoughtful
American, speaking about the recent strides in civiliza-
tion made by Japan, urged that this progress could not
be real and genuine. "How can such a mushroom-
growth, necessarily without deep roots in the past, be
real and strong and permanent? How can it escape
being chiefly superficial?" These two men are typical
of much * the thought of the West in regard to Japan.

Seld erhaps never, has the civilized world so
sudden J completely reversed an estimate of a
nation ni it has that with reference to Japan. Before
the recent war, to the majority even of fairly educated
men, Japan was little mere thairi a name for a few small
islands somewhere neai' China, whose people were
peculiar and interesting. To-day there is probably not
a man, or woman, or child attending school in any part
of the civilized world, who does not know the main facts
about the recent war: how the small countnr and the
men of small stature, sarcastically described by their
foes as "Wojen," pygmy, attacked the army and navy
of a country ten times their size.

Such a universal change of opinion regarding a
nation, especially regarding one so remote from the
centers of Western civilization as Japan, could not have
taken place in any previous generation. The tele-
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graph, the daily paper, the intelligent reporters and

writers of books and magazine articles, the rapid steam

travel and the many travelers—all these have made pos-

sible this sudden acquisition of knowledge and starthng

reversal of opinion. .... . •

There is reason, however, to think that much mis-

apprehension and real ignorance still exists about Japan

and her leap into power and world-wide prestige. Many
seem to think that Japan has entered on her new career

through the abandonment of her old civilization and the

adoption of one from the West—that the victories on

sea and land, in Korea, at Port Arthur, and a Wei-hai-

wei, and more recently at Tientsin and Pekm, were

solely due to her Westernized navy and army. Such

persons freely admit that this process of Westernization

had been going on for many vears more rapidly than

the world at large knew, and that consequently the

repuUtion of Japan before the war was not such as cor-

responded with her actual attainments. But they

assume that there was nothing of importance m the old

civilization; that it was little superior to oi^anized bar-

barism. . • t. 1. A U
These people conceive of the change which has taKcn

place in Japan during the past thirty years as a revolu-

tion, net as an evolution ; as an abandonment of the old,

and an adoption of the new, civilization. They con-

ceive the old tree of civilization to have been cut down

and cast into the fire, and a new tree to have been im-

ported from the West and planted in Japanese soiL

New Japan is, from this view-point, the new tree.

Not many months ago 1 heard of a wealthy family m
Kyoto which did not take kindly to the so-called im-

provements imported from abroad, and which conse-

quently persisted in using the instruments of the older

civilization. Even such a convenience as the kerosene

lamp, now universally adopted throughout the land of

the Rising Sun, this family refused to admit into its

home, preferring the old-style andon with its vegetable

oU, dim light, and flickering flame. Recently, however,

an electric-light company was organized in that city,

s -4 this brilliant illuminant was introduced not only
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into the streets and stores, but into many private

houses. Shortly after its introduction^ the family was
converted to the superiority of the new method of illumi-

nation, and passed at one leap from the old-style lantern

to the latest product of the nineteenth century. This
incident is considered typical of the transformations
characteristic of modern Japan. It is supposed that New
Japan is in no proper sense the legitimate product
through evolution of Old Japan.

In important ways, therefore, Japan seems to be con-
tradicting our theories of national growth. We have
thought that no " heathen " nation could possibly gain,

much less wield, unaided by Westerners, the forces of

civilized Christeudom. We have likewise held that

national growth is a slow process, a gradual evolution,

extending over scores and centuries of years. In both
respects our theories seem to be at fault. This " little

nation of little people," which we have been so ready to

condemn as " heathen " and " uncivilized," and thus to

despise, or to ignore, has in a single generation leaped
into the forefront of the world's attentii

Are our theories wrong? Is Japan an exception?
Are our facts correct? We instinctively feel that some-
thing is at foult. We are not satisfied with 'le usual

explanation of the recent history of Japan. We are

porhaps ready to concede that " the rejection of the old

and the adoption of Western civilization " is the best

statement whereby to account for the new power of

Japan and her new position among the nations, but

when we stop to think, we ask whether we have thus

explained that for which we are seeking an explanation?

Do not the questions still remain—^Why did the Japa-
nese so suddenly abandon Oriental for Occidental civili-

zation? And what mental and other traits enabled a

people who, according to the supposition, were far from
cwilized, so suddenly to jjrasp and wield a civilization

quite alien in character and superior to their own; a

civilization ripened after millenniums of development of

the Aryan race? And how far, as a matter of fact, has

this assimilation gone? Not until these questions are

really answered has the explanation been found. So
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that, after all, the prime cause which we

not to be found in the external environment, but ratncr

in the internal endowment.
, t _

An effort to understand the ancient history of Japan

encounters the same problem as that raised by her

modem history. What mental characteristics led the

Tapanese a thousand years ago so to absorb the Chinese

Civilization. phUosophy.andlanmiage that their own suf-

fered a permanent arrest? What religious traits led

them so to take on a reliRion from China and India that

tneir own native religion never passed beyond the most

orimitive development, either in doctrine, m ethics, m
ritual, or in organization? On the other hand, what

mental characteristics enabled them to preserve their

national independence and so to modify everything

brought from abroad, from the words of the new lan-

cuage to the philosophy of the new religions, that

Tapanese civilization, language, and roligion are mark-

edly distinct from the Chinese? Why is it that, though

the Japanese so fell under the bondage of the Chinese

language as permanently to enslave and dwarf their own

beautiful tongue, expressing the dominant thought of

every sentence with characters (ideographs) borrowed

from China, yet at the same time so transformed what

they bonowed that no Chinaman can read and under-

tUnd a Japanese book or newspaper?
. , _

Thesame questions recur at this new period of Japan s

national life. Why has she so easily turned from the

customs of centuries? What are the mental traits that

have made her respond so diflferently from her neighbor

to the environment of the nineteenth-century civilization

of the West Why is it that Japan has sent thousands

of her students to these Western lands to sec and study

and bring bacV ill that is good in them, while Cluna has

remained in stolid self-satisfaction, seeing nothing good

in the West and its ways? To affirm that the differ-

ence is due to the environment alone is impos-

sible for the environment seems to be essentially

the 'same. This difference of attitude and action

must be traced, it would seem, to differences of

mental and temperamental characteristics. Those
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who seek to understand the secret of Japan's
newly won power and reputation by looking sim-
ply at her newly ac(|uired forms c{ covernment, her
reconstructed national social structure, ner recently con-
structed roads and railroads, telegraphs, representative
government, etc., and especially at her army and navy
organized on European models and armed with Eu-
ropean weapons, are not unlike those who would dis-
cover the ecret of human life by the study of anatomy.

This external view and this method of interpretation
are, therefore, fundamentally erroneous. Never, per-
haps, has the progress of a nation been so manifestly an
evolution as distinguished from a revolution. No
foreign conquerors have come in with their armies,
crushing down the old and building up a new civiliza-
tion. No magician's wand has been waved over the
land to make the people forget the traditions of a thou-
sand years and fall in with those of the new r^me.
No rite or incantation has been performed to charm the
marvelous tree of civilization and cause it to take root
and grow to such lofty proportimia in an trnfMreparcd
soil.

In contrast to the defective views outlined above, one
need not hesitate to believe that the actual process by
which Old Japan has been transformed into New Japan
is perfectly natural and necessary. It has been a con-
tinuous growth ; it is not the mere accumulation of ex-
ternal additions; it does not consist alone oi the acquisi-
tion of the machinery and the institutions of the •")cd-
dent. It is rather a development from within, b..sed
upon already existing ideas and institutions. New
Japan is the consequence of her old endowment and hor
new envtronment. Her evolution has been in progress
and can be traced for at least a millennium and a half,
during which she has been preparing for this latest step.
All that was necessary for its accomplishment was the
new environment. The correctness of this view and
the reasons for it will appear as we proceed in our study
of Japanese characteristics. But we need to note at this
point the danger, into which many fall, of ascribing to
Japan an attamment of western civilization which the
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facts will not warrant. She has secured much, but by

no means all, that the West has to rive.

We may suggest our line of thought by askmg what is

the fundamental element of civilization? Does it consist

in the manifold appliances that render life luxurious;

the railroad, the telegraph, the post office, the manu-

factures, the infinite variety of mechanical and other

conveniences? Or is it not rather the social and int^-

lectual and ethical state of a people? MMiifestly the

latter. Tiie tools indeed of civilization may be imported

into a half-civilizcd, or barbarous country; such impor-

tation, however, does not render the country civilized,

although it may assist greatly in the attainment o jhat

result. Civilization being mental, social, and ethical,

can arise only through the growth of the mind and

character of the vast multitudes of a nation. Now has

Japan imported only th.; tools of civilization? In other

words, is her new civilization only external, formal,

nominal, unreal? That she has imported much is true.

Yet that her attainments and progress rest on her

social, intellectual, and ethical development will become

increasinglv clear as we take up our successive chapters.

Under the new environment of the past fifty years, this

growth, particularly in intellectual, in industrial, and in

political lines, has been exceedingly rapid as compared

with the growths of other peoples.

This conception of the rise of New Japan will doubt-

less approve itself to every educated man who will allow

his thought to rest upon the subject. For all human

progress, all organic evolution, proceec!s by the pro-

gressive modification of the old organs under new con-

ditions. The modern locomotive did not spring com-

plete from the mind of James Watt; it is the result of

thousands of years of human experience and conse-

quent evolution, beginning first perhaps with a rolling

log, becoming a rude cart, and bein^ gradually trans-

formed by successive inventions until it has become one

of the marvels of the nineteenth century. It is impos-

sible for those who have attained the view-point of

modern science to conceive of discontinuous progress;

of continually rising types of being, of thought, or of
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moral life, in which the higher does not find its ground
and root and thus an important part of its explanation,
in the lower. Such is the case not o-.Iy with reference;
to biological evolution; it is esr,ociaIly rnie of social
evolution. He who would under t.ind the Japai? of to-
day cannot rest with the bare st; U 1 < iu tliat hi adop-
tion of the tools and materials c ,'s.e! n civ iization
has given her her present power ^vC pii-- ' r.riong the
nations. The student with historical insight knows that
it is impossible for one nation, off-hand, without prepa-
ration, to " adopt the civilization " of another.
The study of the evolution of Japan is one of unusual

interest ; first, because of the fact tliat Japan has experi-
enced such unique changes in her environment. Her
history brings into clear light some principles of evolu-
tion which the usual development of a people does not
make so clear.

In the second place, New Japan is in a state of rapid
growth. She is in a critical period, resembling a youth,
just coming to manhood, wlien all tlie powers of growth
are most vigorous. The latent qualities of body and
mind and heart then burst forth with peculiar force.
In the course of four or five short years the green boy
develops into a refined and noble man; the thoughtless
girl ripens into the full maturity of womanhood and
of motherhood. 'These are the years of special interest
to those who would observe nature in her time of most
critical activity.

Not otherwise is it in the life of nations. There are
times when their growth is phenomenally rapid; when
their latent qualities are developed; when their growth
can be watched with special ease and delight, because so
rapid. The Renaissance was such a period in Europe.
Modern art, science, and philosophy took their start
with the awakening of the mind of Eurof^ at that
eventful and epochal period of her life. Such, I take it,

is the condition of Japan to-day. She is " being bom
a^ain"; undergoing her "renaissance." Her intellect,
hitherto largely dormant, is but now awaking. Hor
ambition is equaled only by her self-reliance. Her self-

confidence and amazing expectations have not yet been
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sobered by hard experience. Neither does she, nor do

her critics, know how much she can or cannot do. She

is in the first flush of her new-found powers; powers of

mind and spirit, as well as of physical force. Her

dreams are gorgeous with all the colors of the rambow.

Her efforts are sure to be noble in proportion as her

ambitions arc high. The growth of the past half-

century is only the beginning of what we may expect

to see. . .
,

Then again, this latest and greatest step m the evolu-

tion of Japan has taken place at a time unparalleled tor

opportunities of observation, under the incandescent

light of the nineteenth century, with its thousands of

educated men to observe and record the facts, many of

whom are active agents in the evolution m progress.

Hundreds of papers and magazines, native and

European, read bv tens of thousands of intelligent men

and women, have'kept the world aware of the dady and

hourly events. Telegraphic dispatches and letters by

the million have passed between the far East and the

West. It would seem as if the modernizing of Japan

had been providentiallv delayed until the last half of the

nineteenth century with its steam and electncity, anm-

hilators of space and time, in order that her evolution

might be studied with a minuteness impossible in any

previous age, or by any previous generation. It is

almost as if one were conducting an experiment m
human evolution in his own laboratory, imposing the

conditions and noting the results.
, xr t

For still another reason is the evolution of New Japan

of special interest to all inteUigent persons. To illus-

trate great things by small, and human by physical, no

one who has visited Geneva has failed to see the beau-

tiful mingling of the Arve and the Rhone. The latter

flowing from the calm Geneva lake is of delicate blue,

pure and limpid. The former, running direct from the

glaciers of Mont Blanc and the roaring bed of

Chamouni. bears along in its rushing waters powdered

rocks and loosened soil. These rivers, though joined

in one bed. for hundreds of rods are quite distinct; the

one, turbid; the other, clear as crystal; yet they presi
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each against the other, now a little of the Rhone's clear
current forces its way into the Arve, so<m to be carried

off, absorbed and discolored by the mass of muddy
water around it. Now a little of the turbid Arve forces
its way into the clear blue Rhone, lose there its iden-

tity in the surrounding waters. The interchange goes
on, increasing with the distance until, miles below, the
two rivers mingle as one. No longer is it the Arve or
the old Rhone, but the new Rhone.

In Japan there is going on to-day a process unique in
the history of the human race. Two streams of civiliza-

tion, that of the far East and that of the far West, are
beginning to flow in a single channel. These streams
arc exceedingly diverse, in social structure, in govern-
ment, in moral ideals and standards, in rehgion, in psy-
chological and metaphysical conceptions. Can they
live together? Or is one going to drive out and anni-
hilate the other? If so, which will be victor? Or is

there to be modification of both? In other words, is

there to be a new civilization—a Japanese, an Occi-
dento-Oriental civilization?

The answer is plain to him who has eyes with which
to see. Can the Ethiopian change his skin or the
leopard his spots? No more can Japan lose all trace of
inherited customs of daily life, of habits of thought and
language, products of a tht -isand years of training in

Chinese literature, Buddhist doctrine, and Confucian
ethics. That " the boy is father to the man " is true of
a nation no less than of an individual. What a youth
has been at home in his habits of thought, in his purpose
and spirit and in their manifestation in action, will

largely determine his after-life. In like manner the
mental and moral history of Japan has so stamped cer-
tain characteristics on her language, on her thought,
and above all on her temperament and character, that,

however she may strive to Westernize herself, it is im-
possible for her to obliterate her Oriental features. She
will inevitably and always remain Japanese.
Japan has already produced an Ocddento-Oriental

civilization. Time will serve progressively to Occident-
alize it. But there is no reason for thinkmg that it will
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evi become wholly Occidentalized. A Westerner

visiting Japan will always be impressed with its Oriental

features, while an Asiatic will be impressed with its

Occidental features. This progressive Occidentaliza-

tion of Japan will take place ccording to the laws oi

social evolution, of which ww must speak somewhat

more fully in a later chapter.

An important question bearing on this problem is the

precise nature of the characteristics differentiatmg the

Occident and the Orient. What exactly do we mean

whtn we sav that the Japanese are Oriental and wUl

always bear "ihc marks of the Orient in their civilization,

however much they may absorb from the West? The

importance and difficulty of this tiuestion have led the

writer to defer its consideration till toward the close ol

this work. .

If one would gain adequate conception of the process

now going on, the illustration already used of the min-

gling of two rivers needs to be supplemented by another,

corresponding to a separate class of facts. Instead of

the mingling of rivers, let us watch the confluence of

two glaciers. What pressures! What grindings!

What upheavals! What rendings! Such is the min-

gling of two civilizations. It is not smooth and noise-

less, but attended with pressure and pain. It is a colli-

sion in more ways than one. The unfortunates on

whom the pressures of both currents arc directed are

often quite destroyed.
, t j-

Comparison is often made between Japan and India.

In both countries enormous social changes are taking

place; in both, Eastern and Western civilizations are m
contact and in conflict. The diflFerences, however, are

even more striking than the likenesses. Most con-

spicuous is the fact that whereas, in India, the changes in

civilization are due almost wholly to the force and rule

of the conquering race, in Japan these changes are spon-

taneous, attributable entirely to the desire and initiative

of the native rulers. This diflFerence is fundamental and

vital. The evolution of society in India is to a large

degree compulsory; in a true sense it is an artificial evo-

lution. In Japan, on the other hand, evolution u
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natural. There has not been tiie slightest physical com-
pulsion laid on her from without. With two rare ex-
ceptions, Japan has never heard the boom of foreign

cannon carrying destruction to her people. During
these years of change,there have been none but Japanese
rulers, and such has been the case throughout the entire

period of Japanese history. Their native rulers have
mtroduced changes such as foreign rulers would hardly
have ventured upon. The adoption of the Chinese lan-

guage, literature, and religions from ten to twelve cen-
turies ago, was not occasioned by a military occupancy
of Japanese soil by invaders from China. It was due
absolutely to the free choice of their versatile people, as

free and voluntary as was the adoption by Rome of
Greek literature and standards of learning. The
modern choice of Western material civilization no doubt
Viad elements of fear as motive power. But impulsion
through a knowledge of conditions differs radically

from compulsion exercised by a foreign milit.iry occu-

pancy. India illustrates the latter; Japan, the former.

Japan and her people manifest amazing contrasts.

Never, on the one nana, has a nation been so free from
foreign military occupancy throughout a history cover-

ing more than fifteen centuries, and at the same time,

been so influenced by and even subject to foreign

psychical environment. What was the fact in ancient

times is the fact to-day. The dominance of China and
India has been largely displaced by that of Europe.
Western literature, language, and science, and even cus-

toms, are being welcomed by Japan, and are working
their inevitable effects. But it is all perfectly natural,

perfectly spontaneous. The present choice by Japan of

modern science and education and methods and prin-

ciples of government and nineteenth-century literature

and law,—in a word, of Occidental civilization,—is not
due to any artificial pressure or military occupancy. But
the choice and the consequent evolution are wholly due
to the free act of the people. In this, as in several other
respects, Japan reminds us of ancient Greece. Dr.
Menzies, in his " History of Religion," says :

" Greece
was not conqaered from the East, but stirred to new li£e
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by the communication of new ideas." Free choice has
made Japan reject Chinese astronomy, surgery, medi-

cine, and jurisprudence. The early chrice to admit for-

eigners to Japan to trade may have been made en-

tirely through fear, but is now accepted and justified by
reason and choice.

The true explanation, therefore, of the recent and
rapid rise of Japan to power and reputation, is to be
found, not in the externals of her civilization, not in the

pressure of foreign governments, but rather in the in-

herited mental and temperamental characteristics, re-

actin|^ on the new and stimulating environment, and
working along the lines of true evolution. Japan has
not " jumped out of her skin," but a new vttality has
given that skin a new color.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH

HOW many of the stories of the Kojiki (written
in 712 A. D.) and Nihongi (720 A. d.) are to be
accepted is still a matter of dispute among

scholars. Certain It is, however, that Japanese early
history is veiled in a mythology which seems to center
about three prominent points: Kyushu, in the south;
Yamato, in the east central, and Izumo in the west cen-
tral region. This mythological history narrates the cir-
cumstances of the victory of the southern descendants
of the gods over the two central regions. And it has
been conjectured that these three centers represent
three waves of migration that brought the ancestors of
the present inhabitants of Japan to these shores. The
supposition is that they came quite independently and
began their conflicts only after long periods of re^ence
and multiplication.

Though this early record is largely mythological, tra-
dition shows us the progenitors of the modem Japa-
nese people as conquerors from the west and south
who drove the aborigines before them and gradually
took possession of the entire land. That these con-
querors were not all of the same stock is proved by the
physical appearance of the Japanese to-day, and by their
language. Through these the student traces an early
mixture of races—the Malay, the Mongolian, and the
Ural-Altaic. Whether the early crossing of these races
bears vital relation to the plasticity of tiie Japanese is a
question which tempts the scholar.

Primitive, inter-tribal conflicts of which we have no
reliable records resulted in increasing intercourse. Vic-
tory was followed by federation. And through the
development of a common lang^uage, of common cus-
toms and conunon ideas, the tribes were unified socially

35
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and psychically. Consciousness of this unity was em-

phasued by the age-long struggle against the Ainu,

who were not completely conquered until the eighteenth

ccnturv. .

With the (lawn of authentic history (500^ A. p.)

we find amalgamation of the conquering tribes, with,

however, constantly recurring inter-clan and inter-

family wars. Many of these continued for scores and

even hundreds of years—proving that, in the modem
sense of the word, the Japanese were not yet a nation,

though, through inter-marriage, through the adoption

of important elements of civilization brought from

China and India via Korea, through the nominal ac-

ceptance of the Emperor as the divinely appointed ruler

of the land, they were, in race and in civilization, a fairly

homogeneous people. .

The national governmental system was materially

aflFected by the need, throughout many centurieSjOf

systematic methods of defense against the Ainu. The

rise of the Shogunate dates back to 883 a. d., when the

chief of the forces opposing the Ainu was appointed by

the Emperor and bore the official title, "The Bar-

barian-expelling Generalissimo." This office devel-

oped in power until, some centuries later, it usurped in

fact, if not in name, all the imperial prerogatives.

It is probable that the Chinese written language,

literature, and ethical teachings of Confucius came to

Japan from Korea after the Christian era. The oldest

known Japanese writings (Japanese written with

Chinese characters) date from the eighth century, in

this period also Buddhism first came to Japan. For

over a hundred years it made relatively little progress.

But when at last in the ninth and tenth centuries native

Japanese lUiddhists popularized its doctrines and

adopted into its theogony the deities of the aboriginal

religion, now known as Shinto. Buddhism became the

religion of the people, and filled the land with its great

temples, praying priests, and gorgeous rituals.

Even in those earlv centuries the contact of Japan with

her Oriental neighbors revealed certain traits of her

character which have been conspicuous in recent tinwa
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—^great capacity for acquisition, and readiness to adopt
'rccly from foreign nations. Her contact with China,
It that time so far in advance of herself in every ele-

ment of civilization, was in some respects disastrous to
her original growth. Instead of working out the prob-
lems of thought and life for herself, she took what China
and Korea had to give. The result was an arrest in

the development of everything distinctively native. The
native religion was so abscbed by Buddhism that for a
thousand years it lost all self-consdotuness. Indeed
the modem clear demarcation between the native and
the imported religions is a matter of only a few decades,
due to the researches of native scholars during the
latter part of the last and the early part of this century.
Even now, multitudes of the common people know no
difference between the various elements of the com-
posite religion of which they are the heirs.

Moreover, early contact with China and her enor-
mous literature checked the development of the native
language and the growth of the native literature. The
language suffered arrest because of the rapid introduc-

tion of Chinese terms for all the growing needs of
thought and civilization. Modem Japanese is a com-
pound of the original tongue and Japonicized Chinese.

Native speculative thought likewise found little encour-
agement or stimulus to independent activity in the

{>resence of the elaborate and in many respects pro-
ound philosophies brought from India and Qiina.

From earliest times the government of Japan was
essentially feudal. Powerful families and clans dis-

puted and fought for leadersliip, and the political his-

tory of Japan revolves around the varying fortunes of

these families. While the Imperial line is never lost to

sight, it seldom rises to real power.
when, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Japan's

conquering arm reached across the waters, to ravage the

coast of China, to extend her influence as far south as

Siaro, and even to invade Korea with a large army in

1592, it looked as if she were well started on her career

as a world-power. But that was not yet to be. The
hegemony of her clans passed into the powerful and
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shrewd Tokugawa family, the policy of which was peace

and national self-sufficiency.

The representatives of the Occidental nations (chiefly

of Spain and Portugal) were banished. The Oiristian

religion (Roman Catholic), which for over fifty years

had enjoved free access and had made great progress,

was forbidden and stamped out, not without much

bloodshed. Foreign travel and commerce were strictly

interdicted. A particular school of Confucian ethics

was adopted and taught as the state religion. Feudal-

ism was systematically established and intentionally

developed. Each and every man had his assigned

and recognized place in the social fabric, and change

was not easy. It is doubtful if any European coun-

try has ever given feudalism so lone and thorough

a trial. Never has feudalism attained so complete a

development as it did in Japan under the Tokugawa

regime of over 250 years.

During this period no influences came from other

lands to disturb the natural development. With the ex-

ception of three ship year from Holland, an occa-

sional stray ship ficn- aer lands, and from fifteen to

twenty Dutchmen isolated in a little island in the harbor

of Nagasaki, Japan had no communication with foreign

lands or alien peoples.
. , „ , ,

Of this period, extending to the middle of the present

century, the ordinary visitor and even the resident have

but a -.uperficial knowledf All the changes that have

taken place in Japan, sim . .he coming of Perry in 1854,

{ire attributed by the easy-goit»; tourist to the external

pressure of foreign nations. But such travelers know
nothing of the internal preparations that had been mak-

ing for generations previous to the arrival of Perry.

The tourist is quite ignorant of the line of Japanese

scholars that had been undermining the authority of the

military rulers, " the Tokugawa," in favor of the Im-

perial line which they had practically supplanted.

The casual student of Japan has been equally igno-

rant of the real mental and moral caliber of the Japa-

nese. Dressed in clothing that appeared to us fantastic,

and armed with cumbersome armor and ol<l-fashioned
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guns, it was easy to jump to the conclusion that the
people were essentially uncivilized. We did not know
the intellectual discipline demanded -^-f one, whether
native or foreign, who would master the native language
or the native systems of thought. We forgot tlut we
appeared as grotesque and as barbarous to them as
they to us, and that mental ability and moral worth are

qualities that do not show on the surface of a nation's

civilization. While they thought us to be " unclean,"
" dogs," " red-haired devils," we perhaps thought them
to be clever savages, or at best half-civilized neal^en,
without moral perceptions or intellectual ability.

Of Old Japan little more needs to be said. Without
external commerce, there was little need for internal

trade; ships were small; roads were footpaths; educa-
tion was limited to the samurai, or military class, re-

tainers of the <laimyo, " feudal lords "
; inter-clan travel

was limited and discouraged ; Confucian ethics was the

moral standard. From the beginning of the seventeenth
century Christianity was forbidden by edict, and was
popularly known as the " evil way "; Japan was thought
to bo especially sacred, and the coming of foreigners

was supposed to pollute the land and to be the cause of

physical evils. Education, as in China, was limited to
the Chinese classics. Mathematics, general history, and
science, in the modem sense, were of course wholly un-
known. Guns and powder were brought from the West
in the sixteenth century by Spaniards and Portuguese,
but were never improved. Ship-building was the same
in the middle of the nineteenth century as in th- middle
of the sixteenth, perhaps even less advanced. Archi-

tecture ''ad received its great impulse from the intro-

duction of Buddhism in the ninth and tenth centuries

and had made no material improvement thereafter.

But while there was little progress in the external and
mechanical elements of civilization, there was progress

in other respects. During the " great peace," first

arose great scholars. Culture became more general

throughout the nation. Education was esteemed. The
corrupt lives of the priests were condemned and an
effort was made to reform life through the revival of a
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certain ichool of Confucian teachers known as " Shin-

Gaku "—" Heart-Knowledge." Art also made prog-

ress, both pict-jrial and manual. It would almost seem

as if modern artificers and painters had lost the skUI ol

their furefatliers of one or two hundred years ago.

Many reasons exj)lain the continuance of the old po-

litical and social order: the lack of a foreign foe to com-

pel abandonment of the tribal organization; tlie moun-

tainous nature of the country with its slow, pnm't've

means of intercommunication; the absence of all idea

of a ct)rnpletelv centralized nation. Furtherrnore, the

principle uf co'mpUte subordination to superiors and

ancestors had become so strong that individual innova-

tions were practically impossible. Japan thus lacked

the indispensable key to further progress, the principle

of individualism. The final step in tlie develop. nent of

her nationality has been taken, therefore, only m our

own time. . . , . »i. .
Old Japan seemed absolutely committed to a thor-

ough-going antagonism to everytliing foreign. New

Japan seems committed to the opposite policy. What

are the steps by which she has effected this apparent

national reversal of attitude? ... , , a- ,

We should first note that the absolutism of the loku-

gawa Shogunatc served to arouse ever-growing opposi-

tion because of its stern repression of individual opinion.

It not only forbade the Christian religion, but also all

independent thought in religious philosophy and in poli-

tics The particular form of Confucian moral philoso-

phy which it held was forced on all public teachers of

Confucianism. Dissent was not only heretical, but

treasonable. Although, by its military absolutism, the

Tokugawa rule secured the great blessing of peace, last-

ing over two hundred years, and although the curse of

Japan for well-nigh a thousand preceding years had

been fierce inter-tribal and inter-family wars and feuds,

yet it secured that ^jeace at the expense of individual

i;t-.rty of thought and act. It thus gradually aroused

against itself the opposition of many able minds. The

enforced peace rendered it possible for these men to

devote themselves to proble of thought and of hif
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tory. Indeed, they had no other outlet for their ener-
gies. As they studied the history of the past and com-
pared their rcsuhs with the facts of the present, it grau-
ually dawned on the minds of the scholars of the lAfjih
teenth century, that the Tokugawa family were exer-
cising functions of government which had never been
delegated to them; and that the EmixTor was a povirt\ -

stricken puppet in the hands of a family that had seizod
the military power and had gradually absorbed all the
active functions of government, together with its reve-
nues.

It is possible for us to see now that these earlf
anese scholars idealized their ancient history, and as-
signed to the Emperor a place in ancient times wfiich
in all probability he has seldom held. Hut, however
that may be, they thought their view correct, and held
that the Emperor was being dei tved of his rightful rule
by the Tokugawa family.

These ideas, first formulated in secret by scbolari,
gradually filtered down, still in secrecy, and were ac-
cepted^ by a large number of the samurai, the militarv
literati of the land. Their opposition to the acttnl
rulers of the land, aroused by the individual-crushing
absolutism of the Tokugawa rule, naturally allied itself

to the religious sentiment of loyalty to the Emperor.
Few Westerners can appreciate the full significance of
this fact. Throughout the centuries loyalty to the Em-
peror has been considered a cardinal virtue. With one
exception, according to the popular histories, no one
ever acknowledged himself opposed to the Emperor.
Every rebellion against the powers in actual possession
made it the first aim to gain possession of the Emperor,
and proclaim itself as Sgjtaing for him. When, there-
fore, die sdiolars aimoonced tfcat the existing govern-
ment was in reality a usurpation and that the Emperor
was robbed of his rightful powers, the latent antagonism
to the Tokugawa rule began to find both intellectual and
moral justification. It could and did appeal to the re-
ligious pa.*'otism of the people. It is perhaps not too
much to sa; that the overthrow of the Tokugawa family
and dw restor^ion of the Imperial rule to &e Imperial
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family would have taken place even though there had
been n • interference of foreign nations, no extraneous

influences. But equally certain is it that these antag-

onisms to the ruling family were crystallized, and the

great internal changes hastened by tht coming in of the

ag^essive foreign nations. How this external influence

operated must and can be told in a few words.

When Admiral Perry negotiated his treaty with the

Japanese, he supposed he was dealing with responsible

representatives of the government. As was later

learned, however, the Tokugawa rulers had not secured

the formal assent of the Emperor to the treaty. The
Tokugawa rulers and their counselors, quite as much
as the clan-rulers, wished to keep the foreigners out of

the country, but they realized their inability. The rulers

of the clans, however, felt that the Tokugawa rulers

had betrayed the land ;
they were, accordingly, in active

opposition both to the foreigners and to the national

rulers. When the foreigners requested the Japanese

government, " the Tokugawa Shogunate," to carry out

the treaties, it was unable to comply with the request

because of the antagonism of the dan-rulers. When
the clan-rulers demanded that the government annul the

treaties and drive out the hated and much-feared
foreigners, it found itself utterly unable to do so,

because of the formidable naval power of the for-

eigners.

As a consequence of this state of affairs, a few serious

collisions took place between the foreigners and the

two-sworded samurai, retainers of the clan-rulers. The
Tokugawa rulers apparently did their best to protect

the foreigners, and, when there was no possible method
of evasion, to execute the treaties they had made. But
they could not control the clans already rebellious. A
few murders of foreigners, followed by severe reprisals,

and two bombardments of native towns by fc "eign gun-
boats, began to reveal to the military class at large

that no individual or local action against the foreigners

was at all to be thought of. The first step necessary was
the unification of the Empire under the Imperial rule.

Hiis, however, could be done only by the overthrow of
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the Tokugawa Shogunate ; which was effected in 1867-68
after a short struggle, marked bv great clemency.
We thus realize that the overthrow of the Sh(^[unate

as also the final abolishment of feudalism with its clans,
lords, and hereditary rulers, and the establishment of
those principles of political and personal centralization
which lie at the foundation of real national unity, not
only were hastened by, but in a marked degree depend-
ent on, the stimulus and contribution of foreigners.
They compelled a more complete Japanese unity than
had existed before, for they demanded direct relations
with the national head. And when treaty negotiations
revealed the lack of such a head, they undertook to
show its necessity by themselves punishing those local
rulers who did not recognize the Tokugawa headship.
With the establishment of the Emperor on Uie

throne, began the modem era in Japanese history,
known in Japan as " Meiji " Enlightened Rule."
But not even yet was the purpose of the nation at-

tained, namely, the expulsion of the polluters of the
sacred soil of Japan. As soon as the new government
was_ established and had turned its attention to foreign
affairs, it found itself in as great a dilemma as had its

predecessors, the Tokugawa rulers. For the foreien
governments insisted that the treaties negotiated with
the old government should be accepted in full by the
new. It was soon as evident to the new rulers as it

had been to the old that direct and forcible resistance!

to the foreigners was futile. Not by might were they
to be overcome. Westerners had, however, supplied
the ideals whereby national, political unity was to be
secured. Mill's famous work on " Representative Gov-
ernment " was early translated, and read by all the think-
ing men of the day. These ideas were also keenly
studied in their actual workings in the West. The
consequence was that feudalism was utterly rejected

and the new ideas, more or lesr modified, were speedily

adopted, even down to the production of a constitution
and the establishment of local representative assem-
Wies and a national diet. In other words, the theories

and practices of the West in regard to the political or-
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ganization of the state supplied Japan with those new

intellectual variations which were essential to the

higher development of her own national unity.

A further point of importance is the fact that at the

very time that the West applied this pressure and sup-

plied Japan with these political ideals she also put within

her reach the material instruments which would enable

her to carry them into practice. I refer to steam loco-

motion by land and sea, the postal and telegraphic sys-

tems of communication, the steam printing pre." the

system of popular education, and the modern organiza-

tion of the army and the navy. These instruments Japan

made haste to acquire. But for these, the rapid trans-

formation of Old Japan into New Japan would have

been an exceedingly long and difficult process. The

adoption of these tools of civilization by the central

authority at once gave it an imm?nse superiority over

any local force. For it could communicate speedily

with every part of the Empire, and enforce its decisions

with a celerity and a decisiveness before unknown. It

became once more the actual head of the nation.

We have thus reached the explanation of one of the

most astonishing changes in national attitude that his-

tory has to record, and the new attitude seems such a

contradiction of the old as to be inexplicable, and almost

incredible. But a better knowledge of the facts and a

deeper understanding of their significance will serve to

remove this first impression.

What, then, did the new government do? It simply

said, " For us to drive out these foreigners is impossi-

ble; but neither is it desirable. We need to know the

secrets of their power. We must study their language,

their science, their machinery, their steamboats, their

battle-ships. We must learn all their secrets, and then

we shall be able to turn them out without difficulty.

Let us therefore restrict them carefully to the treaty

ports, but let us make all the use of them we can."

This has virtually been the national policy of Japan

ever since. And this policy gained the acceptance of

tfie people as a whole with marvelous readiness, for a

rcMtm iriiich few foreigners can a^ciate. Had this
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policy been formulated and urged by the Tokueawa
rulers, there is tio probability that it would have been
accepted. But because it was, ostensibly at least, the

declared will of the Emperor, loyalty to him, which in

Japan is both religion and patriotism, led to a hearty

and complete acceptance which could hardly have been

realized in any other land. During the first year of his
" enlightened " rule (1868), the Emperor gave his sanc-

tion to an Edict, the last two clauses of which read as

follows:
" The old, uncivilized way shall be replaced by the

eternal principles of the universe.
" The best knowledge shall be sought throughout the

world, so as to promote the Imperial welfare."

It is the wide acceptance of this policy, which, how-
ever, is in accord with the real genius of the people, that

has transformed Japan. It has sent hundreds of its

young men to foreign lands to learn and bring back to

Japan the secrets of Western power and wealth; it has
established roads and railways, postal and telegraphic

facilities, a public common-school system, colleges and
a university in which Western science, histoty, and
languages have been taught by foreign and foreign-

trained instructors; daily, weekly, and monthly papers

and magazines; factories, docks, drydocks; local and
foreign commerce; representative government—in a
word, all the characteristic features of New Japan. The
whole of New Japan is only the practical carrykig otit

of the policy adopted at the beginning of the new en,
when it was found impossible to cast out tiie foreigners

by force. Brute force being found to be out of the ques-

tion, resort was thus made to intellectual force, and

with real success.

TTie practice since then has not been so much to re-

tain the foreigner as to learn of him and then to elimi-

nate him. Every branch of learning and industry has

proved this to be the consistent Japanese policy. No
foreigner may hope to obtain a permanent position in

Japanese employ, either in private firms or in the gov-

ernment. A foreigner is useful not for what he can do,

but for what he can teach. When any Japanese can do
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his work tolerably well, the foreigner is sure to be

dropped.
The purpose of this volume does not require of us a

minute statistical statement of the present attainments

of New Japan. Such information may be procured from

Henry Norman's " Real Japan," Ransome's " Japan in

Transition," and Newton's "Japan: Country, Court,

and People." It is enough for us to realize that Japan

has wholly abandoned or profoundly modified all the

external features of her old, her distinctively Oriental

civilization and has replaced them by Occidental fea-

tures. In government, she is no longer arbitrary, auto-

cratic, and hereditary, but constitutional and representa-

tive. Town, provincial, and national legislative assem-

blies are established, and in fairly good working order,

all over the land. The old feudal customs have been

replaced by wdl codified laws, which are on the whole
faithfully administered according to Occidental meth-
ods. Examination by torture has been abolished. The
perfect Occidentalization of the army, and the creation

of an efficient navy, are facts fully demonstrated to the

world. The limited education of the few—^and in ex-

clusively Chinese classics—^has given place to popular

education. Common schools number over 30,000,

taught by about 100,000 teachers (4278 being women),
having over 4,500,000 pupils (over 1,500,000 being

girls). The school accommodation is insufficient; it is

said that 30,000 additional teachers are needed at once.

Middle and high schools throughout the land are re-

jecting nearly one-half of the student a{^Hcants bx
lack of accommodation.

Feudal isolation, repression, and seclusion have given

way to free travel, free speech, and a free press. News-
papers, magazines, and books pour forth from the uni-

versal printing press in great profusion. Twenty dailies

issue in the course of a year over a million copies each,

while two of them circulate 34,000,000 and nfioofioo
copies, respectively.

Personal, political, and religious liberty has been

practicallv secure now for over two decades, guaran-

teed by the constitution, and enforced by the courts.
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Chinese medical practice has largely been replaced by
that from the West, although many of the ignorant

classes still prefer the old methods. The government
enforces Western hygienic principles in all public mat-
ters, with the result that the national health has im-
proved and the population is growing at an alarming
rate. While in 1872 the people numbered 33,000,000,

in 1898 they numbered 45,000,000. The general scale

of living for the common people has also advanced con-

spicuously. Meat shops are now common throughout
the land—a thing unknown in pre-Meiji times—and
rice, which used to be the luxury of the wealthy few, has
become the staple necessity of the many.

Postal and telegraph facilities are quite complete.

Macadamized roads and well-built railroads have re-

placed the old footpaths, except in the most mountain-
ous districts. Fav'tories of many kinds are appearing
in every town and city. Business corporations, banks,

etc., which numbered only thirty-four so late as 1864 are

now numbered by the thousand, and trade flourishes as

in no previous period of Japanese history. Instead of

being a country of farmers and soldiers, Japan is to-day

a land of farmers and merchants. Wealth is growing
apace. International commerce, too, has sprung up and
expanded phenomenally. Japanese merchant steamers

mav now ot seen in every part of the world.

All these changes have taken place within about
three decades, and so radical have they been,—so pro-

ductive of new life in Japan,—^that some have urged the

re-writing of Japanese history, making the first year

of Meiji (1868) the year one of Japan, instead of reckon-

hig <'om the year in which Jimmu Tenno is said to have
ascended the throne, 2560 years ago (b. c. 660).

The way in which Japanese regfard the transforma-

tions produced by the " restoration " of the present Em-
peror, upon the overthrow of the " Bakufu," or " Cur-

tain Government," may be judged from the following

graphic paragraph from The Far East:

"The Restoration of Meiji was indeed the ereatest

of rev(rfttti<ms that this island cm{Mre ever un&rwoit
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Its magic wand left nothing untouched and unchanged.

It was the Restoration that overthrew the Tokugawa
Shogunate, which reigned supreme for over two cen-

turies and a half. It was the Restoration that brought

US face to face with the Occidentals. It was the Resto-

ration that pulled the demigods of the Feudal lords

down to the level of the commoners. It was the Res-

toration that deprived the samurai of their fiefs and

reduced them to penury. It was the Restoration that

taught the people to build their houses of bricks and

stones and to construct ships and bridges of iron instead

of wood. It was the Restoration that informed us that

eclipses and comets are not to be feared, and that earth-

quakes are not caused by a huge cat-fish in the bottom

of the earth. It was the Restoration that taught the

people to use the " drum-backing " thunder as their mes-

senger, and to make use of the railroad instead of the

palanquin. It was the Restoration that set the earth

in motion, and proved that there is no rabbit in the

moon. It was the Restoration that bestowed on Soc-

rates and Aristotle the chairs left vacant by Confucius

and Mencius. It was the Restoration that let Shak-

spere and Goethe take the place of Bakin and Chika-

matsu. It was the Restoration that deprived the people

of the swords and topnots. In short, after the Restora-

tion a great change took place in administration, in art,

in science, in literature, in language spoken and written,

in taste, in custom, in the mode of living, nay in every-

thing "
(p. 541).

A natural outcome of the Restoration is the exuber-

ant patriotism that is so characteristic a feature of New
Japan. The very term " ai-koku-shin " is a new crea-

tion, almost as new as the thing. This word is an in-

cidental proof of the general correctness of the conten-

tion of this chapter that true nationality is a recent

product in Japan. The term, literally translated, is

"love-country heart"; but the point for us to notice

Krticularly is the term for country, " koku"; this word
s never before meant the country as a whole, but

only the territory of a dan. If I wish to ask a Japanese
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what part of Japan is his native home, I must use this

word. And if a Japanese wishes to ask me which of the

foreign lands I am a native of, he must use the same

word. The truth is that Old Japan did not have any

common word corresponding to the English term, My
country." In ancient times, this could only mean, My
dan-territory." But with the passing away of tte dans

the old word has taken on a new significance. The new
word, " ai-koku-shin," refers not to love of clan, but

to love of the whole nation. The conception of na-

tioiia! unity has at last seized upon the national mind

and heart, and is giving the peofde an enthusiasm for

the nation, regardless of the parts, which they never be-

fore knew. Japanese patriotism has only in this gen-

eration come to self-consciousness. This leads it to

many a strange freak. It is vociferous and imperious,

and often very impractical and Chauvinistic. It fre-

auently takes the form of uncompromising disdain for

le foreigner, and the most absolute loyalty to the

Emperor of Japan; it demands the utmost respect of

expression in regard to him and the form of government

he has graciously granted the nation. The slightest

hint or indirect suggestion of defect or ignorance, or

even of limitation, is most vehemently resented.

A few illustrations of the above statements from

recent experience will not be out of place. In August,

1891, the Minister of Education, Mr. Y. Osaki, critios-

ing the tendency in Japan to pay undue respect to

moneyed men, siid, in the course of a long speech,

"You Japanese worship money even more reverently

than the Americans do. If you had a republic as they

have, I believe you would nominate an Iwazakt or a

Mitsui to be president, whereas they don't think of

nominating a Vanderbilt or a Gould." It was not lo^
before a storm was raging around his head because of

this reference to a republican form of government as a

possibility in Japan. The storm became so fierce that

he was finally compelled to reugn his post and return

temporarily, from political life.
. „

.

In October, 1898, the High Counal of Education was

required to consider yariotts questtoas r^;arduig the
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conduct of the educational department after the New
Treaties should come into force. The most important
question was whether foreigners should be allowed to
have a part in the education ot Japanese youth. Tha
general argument, and that which prevailed, was that
this should not be allowed lest the patriotism of the dul-
dren be weakened. So far as appears but one voice was
raised for a more liberal policy. Mr. Y. Kamada main-
tained that "patriotism in Japan was the outcome of
foreign intercourse. Patriotism, that is to say, love of
country—not merely of fief—and readiness to sacrifice

everything for its sake, was a product of the Meiji era."
In 189 1 a teacher in the Kumamoto Boys' School gave

expression to the thought in a public address that, as all

mankind are brothers, the school should stand for the
principle of universal brotherhood and universal good-
will to men. This expression of universalism was so
obnoxious to the patriotic spirit of so large a number of
the people of Kumamoto Ken, or Province, that the
governor required the school to dismiss that teacher.
There is to-day a strong party in Japan which makes
" Japanism " their cry; they denounce all expressions of
universal good-will as proofs of deficiency of patriotism.
There are not wanting those who see through the shal-

lowness of such views and who vigorously oppose and
condemn such narrow patriotism. Yet the fact that it

exists to-day with such force must be noted and its

natural explanation, too, must not be forgotten. It is

an indication of self-conscious nationality.

That this love of country, even this conception of
country, is a modern thing will appear from two further
facts. Until modern times there was no such thing as
a national flag. The flaming Sun on a field of white
came into existence as a national flag only in 1859. The
use of the Sun as the symbol for the Emperor has been
in vogue since 700 a. d., the custom having been adopted
from China. "When in 1859 a national flag corre-
sponding to those of Europe became necessary, the Sun
Banner naturally stepped into the vacant place." *

The second fact is the recent origin of the festival

* " Thiogs Jspanw," p. 156.
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known as " Kigensetsu." It occurs on February 1 1 and
celebrates the alleged accession of Jimmu Tenno, the
first Emperor of Japan, to the throne 2560 years ago
(660 B. c). The festival itself, however, was tnittttited

by Imperial decree ten y«urs ago (1890).
The transformation which mts come over Japan in a

single generation requires interpretation. Is the
change real or superficial ? Is the new social order " a
borrowed trumpery garment, which will soon be rent by
violent revolutions," according to the eminent student
of racial psychology, Professor Le Bon, or is it of
solid nature " according to the firm belief of Mr. Stan-
ford Ransome, one of the latest writers on Japan?

This is the problem that will engage our attention
more or less directly throughout this work. We shall

give our chief thought to the nature and development of

Japanese racial characteristics, believing that this alone
gives the light needed for the solution of tfie fMroUem.*

* Let not the reader gather from the very brief glance at the
attainments of New Japan, that ihe has overtaken the nations
of Christendom in all important respects; for such is far from
the case. He needs to be on his guard not to overestimate what
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THE PROBLEM OF PROGRESS

WHAT constitutes progress? And what is the

true criterion for its measurement? In adopt-

ing Western methods of life and thought, is

Jfapan advancing or receding? The simplicity of the

ife of the common people, their freedom from fashions

that fetter the Occidental, their independence of furni-

ture in their homes, their few wants and fewer necessi-

ties—these, when contrasted with the endless needs and

demands of an Occidental, are accepted by some as evi-

dences of a higher stage of civilization than prevails in

the West.
The hedonistic criteri«» of progress is the one most

commonly adopted in considering the question as to

whether Japan is the gainer or the loser by her rapid

abandonment of old ways and ideas and by her equally

rapid adoption of Western ones in their place. Yet this

appeal to happiness seems to me a misleading because

vague, if not altogether false, standard of progress.

Those who use it insist that the people of Japan are los-

ing their former happiness under the stress of new con-

ditions. Now there can be no doubt that during the
" Kvu-han jidai," the times before the coming in of

Western waves of life, the farmers were a simple, un-

sophisticated people; living from month to month with

little thought or anxiety. They may be said to have been

happy. The samurai who lived wholly on the bounty

of the daimyo led of course a tranquil life, at least so

far as anxiety or toil for daily rice and fish was con-

cerned. As the fathers had lived and fought and died,

so did the sons. To a large extent the community had

all things in common ; for although the lord lived in rela-

tive luxury, yet in such small communities there never

was the great difference between classes that we find in

5*
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modern Europe and America. As a rule the people '

were fed, if there was food. The socialistic prmcipte

was practically universal. Especially was emphasisjaid
on kmship. As a result, save among the ontCMt datif,
the extremes of poverty did not exist.

Were we to rest our inquiries at this point, we might
say that in truth the Japanese had attained the summit
of progress; that nothing further could be asked. But
pushing our way further, we find that the peace and quiet

of the ordinary classes of society were accompanied by
many undesirwks features.

Prominent among them was the domineering spirit of

the military class. They alone hid claim to personal
'

rights, and popular stories are full of the free and furious

ways in which they used their swords. The slightest

offense by one of the swordless men would be paid for

by a summary act of the two-sworded swashbucklers,
j

while bqg^ars and farmers were cut down without com* i

punction, sometimes simply to test a sword. In de-

scribing those times one man said to me, " They used to I

cut off the heads of the common people as farmers cut

off the head of the daikon " (a variety of giant radish).

I have frequently asked my Japanese friends and ac-

quaintances, whether, in view of the increasing difficul-

ties of life under the new conditions, the country would I

not like to return to ancient times and customs. Bu|t
|

none have been ready to give me an affirmative reply.
j

On detailed questioning I have always found that the
|

surly, domineering methods, the absolutism of the ruleri, i

and the defenselessness of the people against unjust I

arbitrary superiors would not be submitted to by a
j

people that has once tasted the joy arising from indi-

vidual rights and freedom and the manhood that comes
from just laws for all.

j

A striking feature of those Japanese who are un-
|

changed by foreign ways is their obsequious manner
toward superiors and officials. The lordly and often- !

times ruthless manner of the rulers has naturally cowed !

the subject. Whenever the higher > • ity traveled, the

common people were commanded to ull on the groiuul

in obeisance and homage. Failure to do so wu pun-
^

I
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ishabic with instant deati' at tlu- liands of the retainers

who accompanied the lo 1 During my first stay in

Kumatnoto I was lurprised that farmers, coming in

from the country on horsebBck, meeting meM I walked,

invariably got down from their horses, unfastened tile

handkerchiefs from their heads, and even took off their

spectacles if there were r thing else removable. These
were signs of respect givor to ail in authority When
my real status began to be ^t rer iHy known, these signs

of pohteness gave place to rude htaring. It ti difficult

for the foreigner to apfW'eciate the extremes of the l^[k-

handed and the obsequit is ^pi: il which were devel^qwd
by the ancient form of g'> eninu nt. Yet it is compara-
tively easy to distinguisls ' a the evii iitly genuine

humility of the non-mil mry classes and the studied

deference of the dominant samurai

Another feature of the old order ot things was the
emptiness of the lives of the people. Education was
rare. Limited to the samurai, who cc»nposed bat a
fraction of the population, it was by no ans universal

even among them. And such educatio; the y 1 ad vva«

confined to the Chinese classics. Altli. ugh tlu re \v< ri

schools in connection with some of the ten pies, the

people as a whole did not learn to read or write. These
were accomplishments for the nobflity and own of

leisure. Tlie thoughts of the people were circumscribed
by the narrow world in which they lived, and this

allowed but an occasional jjlimpse of o'her clans

through war or a chance traveler. For, in tl ^se timt >,

freedom of travel was not generally allowed. Ettk
man, as a rule, lived and labored and died where he was
bom. The military classes had more freedom. Bat
when we contrast the breadth of thought and outlook
enjoyed 5)y the nation to-day, through newspapers and
magazines, with the outlook and knowledge »jf even the

most progressive and learned of those of ancient times,

how contracted do their lives appear!

A third feature of former times is die condition of

women during those ages. Euloginrs of Old ^apan
not only seem to forget that working classes < dsted

fSben, bat also <hat women, constituting half the popula-
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tton, were essent ! to the existed of the mtfkm.
Thoi^ allowii^ tnore frccdonn thsn wst given to
women in other ' ^nental natf'>ns, Janan did not mat
such liberty as is s-ential t'> i « ful' '< Hopment of her
powers. Woman is a >i s s p!-; h, ,

" expresses a
view still held in Japan. .Voi >Ie duty is the
bearing and rearing of chil rcn her \. sband " is the
dominant idea that has dcternnncd her place in the
fairly and in the atatc for hundreds of years. Tliat
she has any nJcpendent interest or .^alue a ^nman
hoins' has not entered into r

way in liicli .; '"eat'
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husband as if he were
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•Pioi a. CbamberUin.
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must serve him with all reverence and worship, not de-

spising or thinking lightly of him. The great life-long

duty of a woman is obedience. . . When the husband

issues his instructions, the wife must never disobey

them. . . Should her husband be roused to anger at any

time, she must obey him, with fear and trembling."

Not one word in all these many and specific instructions

hints at love and affection. That which to Western

ears is the sweetest word in the English language, the

foundation of happiness in the home, the only true bond
between husband and wife, parents and children—

LOVE—does not once appear in this the ideal instruc-

tion for Japanese women.
Even to this day divorce is the common occurrence in

Japan. According to Confucius there are seven

grounds of divorce: disobedience, barrenness, lewd con-

duct, jealousy, leprosy or any other foul or incurable

disease, too much talking, and thievishness. " In plain

English, a man may send away bis wife whenever he
gets tired of her."

Were the man's duties to the wife and to her parents

as minutely described and insisted on as are those of the

wife to the husband and to his parents, this " Greater

Learning for Women " would not seem so deficient; but

such is not the case. The woman's rights are few, yet

she bears her lot with marvelous patience. Indeed, she

has acquired a most attractive and patient and modest
behavior despite, or is it because of, centuries of well-

nigh tyrannical treatment from the male sex. In some
important respects the women of Japan are not to be
excelled by those of any other land. But that this lot

has been a happy one I cannot conceive it possible for a

European, who knows the meaning of love or home, to

contend. The single item of one divorce for every

three marriages tells a tale of sorrow and heartache that

is sad to contemplate. Nor does this include those

."Reparations where tentative marriage takes place with

a view to learning whether the parties can endure living

together. I have known several such cases. Neither

does thi' take account of the great number of concu-

bines that may be found in the homes of the higher
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classes. A concubine often makes formal divorce quite
superfluous.

I by no means contend that the women of Old Japan
were all and always miserable. There was doubtless
much happiness and even family joy; affection between
husband and wife could assuredly have been found in

numberless cases. But the hardness of life as a whole,
the low position held by woman in her relations to man,
her lack of legal rights,* and her menial position, justify

the assertion that there was much room for improve-
ment.
These three conspicuous features of the older life in

Japan help us to reach a clear conception as to what
constitutes progress. We may say that true progress
consists in that continuous, though slow, transformation
of the structure of society which, while securing its more
thorough organization, brings to each individual the
opportunity of a larger, richer, and fuller life, a life which
increasingly calls forth his latent powers and capacities.

In other words, progress is -i growing organization of

society, accompanied by a gi vowing liberty of the indi-

vidual resulting in richness and fullness of life. It is

not primarily a question of unreflecting happiness, but

a question of the wide develoimient of manhood and
womanhood. Both men and women have as yet un-
measured latent capacities, which demand a certain

liberty, accompanied by responsibilities and cares, in

order for their development. Intellectual education and
a wide horizon are likewise essential to the production

of such manhood and womanhood. In the long run
this is seen to bnng a deeper and a more lasting bald-
ness than was possible to the undeveloped man or
woman.
The question of progress is confused and put on a

wrong footing when the consciousness of happiness or

unhappiness is made the primary test. The happiness

of the diild is quite apart from that of the adult. Re-
gardless of distressing circumstances, the child is able

to laugh and play, and this because he is a child; a child

•Only since the coming of the new period has it becooMpn^
ible for a woman to gain a divorce from her busbaod.
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in his ignorance of actual life, and in his inability tci per-

ceive the true conditions in which he lives. Not other-

wise, I take it, was the happiness of the vast majority

in Old Japan. Theirs was the happiness of ignorance

and simple, undeveloped lives. Accustomed to tyranny,

they did not think of rebellion against it. Familiar with

brutality and suffering, they felt nothing of its shame
and inhumanity. The sight of decapitated bodies, the

torture of criminals, the despotism of husbands, the

cringing obedience of the ruled, the haughtiness of the

rulers, the life of hard toil and narrow outlook, were all

so usiial that no thought of escape from such an order

of society ever sogguted itself to those who endured
it.

From time to time wise and just rulers did indeed

strive to introduce principles of righteousness into their

methods of government; but these men formed the ex-

ception, not the rule. They were individuals and not

the system under which the people lived. It was always

a matter of chance whether or not such men were at

the head of affairs, for the people did not dream of the

possibility of having any voice in their selection. The
structure of society was and always had been absolute

militarism. Even under the most benevolent rulers the

use of cruel torture, not only on convicted criminals, but

on all suspected of crime, was customary. Those in

authority might personally set a good example, but they

did not modify the system. They ovmed not <Mily the

soil but practically the laborers also, for these could not

leave their homes in search of others that were better.

They were serfs, if not slaves, and the system did not

tend to raise the standard of life or education, of man-«

hood or womanhood among the people. The happi-

ness of the people in such times was due m part to their

essential inhumanity of heart and lack of sympathy with

suffering and sorrow. Each individual bore his own
sorrow and pain alone. The community, as such, did

not distress itself over individuals who suffered. Sym-
pathy, in its full meaning, was unknown in Old Japan.

The barbarous custom of casting out the leper from the

hmoM, to wander a l(»iely exile,living on the charity of
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strangers, is not unknown even to this day. We are told
that in past times the " people were governed by such
strong aversion to the sight of sickness that travelers
were often left to die by the roadside from thirst,

hunger, or disease; and householders even went the
length of thrusting out of doors and abandoning to
utter destitution servants who suffered from chronic
maladies." So universal was this heartlessness that the
government at one time issued proclamations against
the practices it allowed. " Whenever an epidemic
occurred the number of deaths was enormous." Seven
men of the outcast, " tho Eta," class were authoritatively
declared equal in value to one cumtnon man. Beggars
were technically called " hi-nin," " not men."
Those who descant on the happiness of Old Japan

•commit the great error of overlooking all these sad
•features of life, and of fixing their attention exclusively
ion the one feature of the childlike, not to say childidi,

lightness of heart of the common people. Such writers
^tat thus led to pronounce the past better than thd
present time. They also overlook the profound happi-
ness and •".'tdespread prosperity of the present era.

Trade, commerce, manufactures, travel, the freest of
intercommunication, newspapers, and international re-

lations, have brought into life a richness and a fullness

that were then unknown. But in additimi, the pemle
now enjoy a security of personal interests, a possession
of personal rights and property, and a personal liberty,

that make life far more worthy and profoundly enjoy-
able, even while they bring responsibilities and duties

and not a few anxieties, "niis explains the fact that no
Japanese has expressed to me the slightest desire to

abandon the present and return to the life and condi-
tions of CMd Japan.

Let me repeat, therefore, with all possible emphasis,
that the problem of progress is not primarily one of

increasing light-heartcdness, pure and simple, nor yet

a problem of racial unification or of political centraliza-

tion ; it is rather a problem of so developing the structure

of ftodety that the individual may have the Aillest oppor^
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The measure of progress is not the degree of racial

unification, of poHtical centralization, or of unreflective

happiness, but rather the degree and the extent of indi-

vidual ptrsonality. Racial unification, political centraU-

zation, and increasing happiness are in the attainment of

progress, but they are not to be viewed as sufficient

ends. Personality can alone be that end. The wide

development of personality, therefore, is at once the

goal ai^ the criterum of i»ogress.
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THE METHOD OF PROGRESS

EROGRESS as an ideal 5 s quite modern in its origin.

For although the ancients were progressing, they
did it unconsciously, blindly, stumblt'^g on it by
ce, forced to it, as we have seen, by the .truggle for

existence. True of the ancient civilizations of Europe
and Western Asia and Africa, this is emphatically true
of the Orient. Here, so far from seeking to progress,
the avowed aim has been not to progress; the set pur-
pose has been to do as the fathers did; to follow tfieir

example even in customs and rites whose meaning has
been lost in the obscurity of the past. This blind ad-
herence was the boast of those who called themselves
religious. They strove to fulfill their duties to their

ancestors.

Under sucli conditions how was progress possible?

And how has it come to pass that, ruled by this ideal

until less than fifty years ago, Japan is now facing ^uite
the other way? The passion of the nation to-day is to
make the greatest possible progress in every direction.

Here is an anomaly, a paradox; progress made in spite

of its rejection; and, recently, a total votte-face. How
shall we explain this paradox?

In our chapter on the Principles of National Evolu-
tion,* we see that the first step in progress was made
through the development of enlarging commnnities by
means of extending boundaries and hardening customs.
We see that, on reaching this stage, t'le great problem
was so to break the " cake of custom " as to give liberty

to individuals whet eby to secure the needful variations.

We do not consider how this was to be accomplished.
We merely show that, if further progress was to be

*duster zxix. Some may care to read this chapter at this point

6i
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made, it could only be through the development of the
individualistic principle to which we give the more exact
name communo-individualMm. This problem m to
how the " cake of custom " is successfuiy te^en matt
now engage our attention.

Mr. Bagehot contends that this process consisted,
as a matter of history, in the establishment cf govern-
ment by discussion. Matters of principle came to be
talked over; the desirability of this or tjtat measure WM
submitted to the peopk for their appraw^ or disap-
proval. This method served to sttmtuate definite and
practical thought on a wide scale; it substituted the
thinking of the many for the thinking of the few; it

stimulated independent thinking and consequently in-

dependent action. This is, however, but another way
of saying that it stimulated variation. A government
whose action was determined after wide discussicm
would be peculiarly fitted to take advantage of all use-
ful variations of ideas and practice. Experience shows,
he continues, that the difficulty of developing a " cake
of custom" is far more easily surmounted than that

of developing government by discussion; t. c, that it is

far less difficult to develop communalism than com-
muno-individualiam. The family of arrested civiliza-

tions, of whidi Chuia and India and Japan, until re-

cent times, are examples, were caught in the net of
what had once been the source of their progress. The
tyranny of their laws and customs was such that all in-

dividual variations were nipped in the bud. They failed

to progress because they failed to develop variations.

And they failed in this because they did not have gov-
ernment by discussion.

No one will dispute the importance of Mr. Bagehot's
contribution to this subject. But it may be doubted
whether he has pointed out the full reason for the diffi-

culty of breaking the " cake of custom " or manifested
the real root of progress. To attain progress in the full

sense, not merely of an oligarchy or a caste, but of the
whole people, there must not only be government by
discussion, but the responsibilities of the government
must be shared more or less fully by all the governed.
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History, however, shows that this cannot take place
until a conception of intrinsic manhood and womanhood
has arisen, a conception which emphasizes their infinite

and inherent worth. This conception w not produced by
S^overnment by disctusion, while government by discus-
sion is the necessary consequence of the wide acc«:^uice
of this conception. It is therefore the real root of prog-
ress.

As I look over the history of the Orient, I find no
tendency to discover the inherent worth of man or to
introduce the principle of government by discussion.
Left to themselves, I see no probability that any of
these nations would ever have been able to break the
thrall of their customs, and to reach that stage of de-
velopment in which common individuals could be trusted
with a large measure of individual liberty. Though I

can conceive that Japan might have secured a thorough-
giMng political centralization under the old regime, I
cannot see that that centralization would have Men ac-
companied by growing liberty for the individual or by
such constitutional rights for the common man as he
enjoys to-day. Whatever progress she might have
made in the direction of nationality it would still have
been a despotism. The common man would have re-
mained a helpless and hopeless slave. Art might have
prospered; the people might have remained simple-
minded and relatively contented. But they could not
have attained that freedom and richness of life, that
personality, which we saw in our last chapter to be the
criterion and goal of true progress.

If the reader judges the above contention correct and
agrees with the writer that the conception of the in-

herent value of a human being could not arise spon-
taneously in Japan, he will conclude that the progress
of Japan depended on securing this important concep-
tion from without. Exactly this has taken place. By
her thorough-going abandonment of the feudal social

order and adoption of the constitutional and representa-
tive government of Qiristendom, whether she recog-
nizes it or not, she has accepted the {ninciples of the in-

tercut worth of manhood and womanhood, as w«ll as
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government by discussion. Japan has thus, by imita-

tion rather than by origination, entered on the path (rf

endless progress.

So important, however, is the step recently taken
that further analysis of this method of progress is de-
sirable for its full comprehension. We have already
noted quite briefly* how Japan was supplied by the West
with the ideal of national unity and the material instru-

ments e.^sential to its attainment. In connection with
the high development of the nation as a whole, these two
elements of progress, the iiiai and the materia, need
further consideration.

We note in the first place that both begin with imi-
tation, but if progress is to be real and lasting, both
must grow to independence.
The first and by far the most important is the psychi-

cal, the introduction of new ideas. So long as the old,

familiar ideas hold sway over the mind of a nation, there
is little or no stimulus to comparison and discussion.
Stagnation is well-nigh complete. But let new ideas
be so introduced as to compel attention and comprehen-
sion, and the mind spontaneously awakes to wonderful
activity. The old stagnation is no longer possible. Dis-
cussion is started; and in the end something must take
place, even if the new ideas are not accepted wholly
or even in part. But they will not gain attention if pre-
sented simply in the abstract, unconnected with real

life. They must bring evidence that, if accepted and
lived, they will be of practical use, that they will give
added power to the nation.

Exactly this took place in 1854 when Admiral Perry
demanded entrance to Japan. The people suddenly
awoke from their sleep of two and a naif centuries to
find that new nations had arisen since they closed their

eyes, nations among which new sets of ideas had been
at work, giving them a power wholly unknown to the
Orient and even mysterious to it. Those i cas were
concerned, not alone with the making of guns, the build-

ing of ships, the invention of machinery, the taming
and using of the forces of nature, but also with methods

* cy. chapter ii.
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of government and law, strange notions, too, about
religion and duty, about the family and the individual,

which the foreigners said were of inestimable value and
importance. It needed but a few years of intercourse

with Western peoples to convince the most conserva-

tive that unless the Japanese themselves could gain the

secret of their power, either by adopting their weapons
or their civilization, they themselves must fade away
before the stronger nations. The need of self-preser-

vation was the first great stimulus that drove new
thoughts into unwilling brains.

There can be no doubt that the Japanese were right

in this analysis of the situation. Had the^ insisted on
maintaining their old methods of national hfe and social

order and ancient customs, there can be no doubt as to

the result. Africa and India in recent decades and
China and Korea in the most recent years tell the story

all too clearly. Tiiose who know the course of treaty

conferences and armed collisions, as at Shimonoseki
and Kagoshima between Japan and the foreign natioot,

have no doubt that Japan, divided into clans and per-

sisting in her love of feudalism, would long since have
become the territory of some European Power. She
was saved b^ the possession of a remarkable combina-

tion of national characteristics,—the powers of ob-

servation, of appreciation, and of imitation. In a word,

her sensitiveness to her environment and her readiness

to respond to it proved to be her salvation.

But the point on whidi I wish to lay special empha^
is that the prime element of the form^ in which the de-

liverance came was through the acquisition of numerous
new ideas. These were presented by persons who thor-

oughly believed in them and who admittedly had a

power not possessed by the Japanese themselves.

Though unable to originate these ideas, the Japanese

yet proved themselves capable of understanding and

appreciating them—^in a measure at least. They were

at first attracted to that which related chiefly to the ex-

ternals of civilization, to that which would contribute

intnmliately to the complete political centralization of

tiwiistioii. With great rapidtty they adopted Western
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ideas about warfare and weapons. They sent their
young men abroad to study the civilization of the for-
eign nations. At great expense they also employed
many foreigners to teach them in their own land At
things they wished to learn. Thus have the Ji^MUiese
mastered so rapidly the details of those ideas wliidi,
less than fifty years ago, were not only strange but
odious to them.
Under their influence, the conditions which history

shows to be the most conducive to the continuous
growth of civilization have been definitely accepted and
adopted by the people, namely, popular rights, the lib-
erty of individuals to differ from the past so far as this
does not interfere with national unity, and the direct
responsibility and relation of each individual to the na-
tion without any mediating grroup. These rights and
liberities are secured to the individual by a constitution
and by laws enacted by representative legisla^tires.
Government by discussion has been fairly inaugurated.
During these years of change the effort hasbeen to

leave the old social order as undisturbed as possible. For
eatample, it was hoped that the reorganization of the
military and naval forces of the Empire would be suf-
ficient without disturbing the feudal order and without
abolishing the feudal states. But this was soon found
ineffectual. For a time it was likewise thought that the
adoption of Western methods of government might be
made without disturbing the old religious ideas and
without removing the edicts against Christianity. But
experience soon showed that the old civilization was a
unit. No part could be vitally modified without affecting
the whole structure. Having knocked over one block in
the long row that made up their feudal social order, it
was found that each snccesshre block was touched and
fell, until nothing was left standing as before. It was
fotmd also that the old ideas of education, of travel, of
jurisprudence, of torture and punishment, of social
ranks, of the relation of the individual to the state, of
the state to the family, and of religion to the faniily,
wei^ more or less defective and unsuited to the new
cnpttzattcm. tiiis new movement all obstmctive
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ideas, however, sanctioned by antiquity, have had to give
way. Tlie Japanese of to-day loalc, as it were, upoa a
new earth uM a new heaven. TixMe of forty years
ago would be amazed, not only at the enormous changes
in the externals, life and government, but also at the
transformation which has overtaken every element of
the older civilization. Putting it rather strongly, it is

now not the son who obeys the father, but the father

the son. The rulers no longer command the people,

but the people command the rulers. The people do
not now toil to support the state; but the state toils to
protect the people.

Whether the incoming of these new ideas and prac-
tices be thought to constitute progress or not wiH de-
pend on one's view of the aim of life. If this be as
maintained in the previous chapter, then surely ^
transformatimi of japan must be counted |»'ogrcts.

That, however, to which I call attention is tiie feet that

the essential requisite of progress is the attainment of

new ideas, whatever be their source. Japan has not only
taken up a great host of these, but in doing so she has
adopted a social structure to stimulate the continuous
production of new ideas, through the development of
mdividuality. She is thus in the true line of continu-
ously pro^essfve evolution. Imitating the stronger
nations, she has introduced into her system the life-

giving blood of free discussion, popular education, and
universal individual rights and liberty. In a word, she

has begun to be an individualistic nation. She has intro-

duced a social order fitted to a wkle dcvdopmcnt of per-
sonality.

The importance of the second line of progress, the
physical, would seem to be too obvious to call for any
detailed consideration. But so much has been said by
both graceful and able writers on Japan as to the ad-

vantages she enjoys from her simple non-mechanical
civilization, and the mistake she is making in adopting
the medianical civilization of the West, that it may not
be amiss to dwell for a few moments upon it. I widi
to show that the second element of prof^tu conatett in

the increasing use of meckanisms.
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The enthunastic admirer of Japan hardly finds words

wherewith sufficiently to praise the simplicity of her

pre-Meiji civilization. No fiirniiure brings confusion

to the room; no machinery <li»tresses the ear with its

groanings or the eye with its unsightliness. No fac-

tories blacken the dty whh smoke. No trains screech-

ing through the towns and cities disturb sleepers and

frighten babies. The simple bed on the floor, the straw

sandal on the foot, wooden tiiopsticks in place of

knives and forks, the small variety of foods and of cook-

ing utensils, the simple, homespun cotton clothing, the

fascinating homes, so small and neat and clean—in

truth all that pertains to Old Japan finds favur in the

eyes of the enthusiastic admirer from the Occident.

<5ne such writer, in an elaborate paper intended to set

forth the superiority of the original Japanese to the

Occidental civilization, uses the following language:
" Ability to live without furniture, without impedimenta,

with the least possible amount of neat clothmg, shows

more tlum the advantage held by the Japanese race in

the struggle of life; it shows also the real character of

some of the weaknesses fai oar own civilization. It

forces reflection upon the useless nmltiplicity of our

daily wants. We must have meat and bread and butter;

glass windows and fire; hats, u'litc shirtr-, and woolen

underwear; boots and shoes; truislxs, bags, and boxes;

bedsteads, mattresses, sheets, and blanlvctb ; all of which

a Japanese can do without, and is naWy l/etter off with-

out.'^ * Surely one finds much of truth in this, and there

is no denying the charm of the simpler civilization, but

the closing phrase of the quotation is the assumption

without discussion of the disputed point. Are the Jap-
anese really better off without these implements of

Western civilization? Evidently they themselves do
not think so. For, in glancing through the list as

5iven by the writer quoted, one realizes the extent of

apanese adoption of these Western devices. Hardly

an article but is used in Japan, and certainly with the

supposition of the purchaser that it adds either to his

health or his comfort. In witness are the hundreds of

• " Kokoro," by L. Hearn. p. SJ.
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thousands of straw hats, the glass windows everywhere,
and the meat-shops in each town and city of the Em-
pire. The charm of a foreign fashion is not sufficient

explanation tor the lapidly s|>rnKUag tm of foK^
inventions.

That there are no uaelets or even evil featorei in our
Western civilization is not for a moment contended. The
stiff starched shirt may certainly be asked to give an
account of itself and justify its continued existence, if it

can. But I think the proposition is capable of defense
that tlie vast majority of the implements of our Occi-
dental civilixatimi have their definite place and value,
cither in eontrihnthig directly to the comfort and hap^-
nets of their possessor, or in increasing his health and
strength and general mental and physical power. What
is it that makes the Occidental longer-lived than the
Japanese? Wh\ is he healthier? Why is he more in-

telligent? Why is h a more developed personafity?
Why are his diildren more energetic? Or, rtvorstng
tiie questions, why has the poptuiation of Japan been
increasing with leaps and bounds since the introduction
of Western civilization and medical science? Why is

the rising generation so free from pockmarks? Why
is the number of the blind steadily diminishing? Why
are mechanisms multiplying so rapidly—the jimikislu^

the railroads, the roads, the waterworks atid sewers,

the diairs, the tables, the hats and unibreiiU>..t. !.^>nit>s,

dock?, glass windows and shoes? A hun^s : i-

lar questions might be asked, to which no t. r < >.
n-

swers are needful.

Further discussion of details seems unnecess^.'iy. )Lit

the full significance of this point can hardly be appre-

ciated without a perception of the great prlncq>le that

anderiies it. The only way in whioi man has beconae
and continues to be increasingly superior to animals is

in his use of mechanisms. The animal does by brut?

force what man accomplishes by various devices, 'i I'.f-

inventiveness of different races differs vastly. T--:*

everywhere, the most advanced are the most powerful.

Take the individnal man of the more developed race

and separate him from his tools and machinei, and it
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is doubtless true that he cannot in some selected points

compete with an individual of a less developed race.

But let ten thousand men of the higher development
compete with ten thousand of the lower, each using the

mechanisms under his control, and can there be any
doubt as to which is the superior?

In other words, the method of human progress con-
sists, in no small degree, in the progressive mastery of
nature, first through understanding her and then
through the use of her immense forces by means of suit-

able mechanisms. All the machines and furniture, and
tools and clothing, and houses and canned foods, and
shoes and boots, and railroads and telegraph lines, and
typewriters and watches, and the ten thousand other so-

called " impedimenta " of the Occidental civilization are

but devices whereby Western man has sought to in-

crease his health, his wealth, his knowledge, his com-
fort, his independence, his capacity of travel—in a word,
his well-being. Thiough these mechanisms he masters
nature. He extracts a rich living from nature; he an-
nihilates time and space; he defies the storms; he tun-
nels the mountains; he extracts precious ores and
metals from the rock-ribbed hills; with a magic touch
he loose .s the grip of the elements and makes them
surrender their gold, their silver, and, more precious

still, their iron; with these he builds his spacious cities

and parks, his railroads and ocean steamers; he travels

the whole world around, fearing neither beast nor alien

man; all are subject to his command and will. He in-

vestigates and knows the constitution of stellar worlds
no less than that of the world in v;'iich he lives. By his

instruments he explores the infinite depths of heaven
and the no less infinite depths of the microscopic world.
All these reviled " impedimenta " thus bring to the race
that has them a wealth of life both physical and psychi-
cal, practical and ideal, that is otherwise unattainable.

By them he gains and gives external expression to the
reality of his inner nature, his freedom, his personality.

True, instead of bringing health and long Ufe, knowled|[e
and deep enjoyment, they may become the means of btt-

%emt curses. But the ktson to learn from bxt
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is how to ase these powers aright, not how to forbid
their use altogether. They are not to be branded as
hindrances to progress.

The defect of Occidental civilization to-day is not
its multiplicity of machinery, but the defective view that

still blinds the eyes of the multitude as to the true na-
ture and the legitimate goal of progress. Individual,

selfish happiness is still the ideal of too many men and
vomen to peiinit of the ideal which carries the

Golden Rule into the markets and factories, into the

politics of parties and nations, which is essential to the

attainment of the highest progress. But no one who
casts his eyes over the centuries of struggle and effort

through which man has been slowly working his way
upward from the rank of a beast to that of a man, can
doubt that progfress has been made. The •worth of

character has been increasingly seen and its possession:

desired. The true end of effort and development was
never more clear than it is at the close of the nineteenth

century. Never before were the conditions of progprss
so bright, not only for the favored few in one or two
lands, but for the multitudes the world over. Isolation

and separation have passed from this world forever.

Free social intercourse between the nations permits wide
dissemination of ideas and their application to practical

life in the form of social organization and mechanical
invention. This makes it possible for nations more or
less backward in social and civilizational development
to gain in a relatively short time the advantages won
by advanced nations through ages of toil and under
favoring circumstances. Nation thus stimulates nation,

eadi furnishing the other with important variations in

ideas, customs, institutions, and medumisms resulting

from long-continned divergent evolution. The advan-
tages slowly gained by advanced peoples speedily ac-

crues through social heredity to any backward race

really desiring to enter the social heritage.

Thus does the paradox of Japan's recent progress be-

ctHBc thoroi^y teteffigiiie.
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JAPANESE SENSITIVENESS TO
ENVIRONMENT

ITH this chapter we begin a more detailed
study of Japanese social and psychic evolution.

T We shall take up the various characteristics
of the race and seek to account for them, show-
ing their origin in the peculiar nature of the so-
cial order which so long prevailed in Japan. This
is a study of Japanese psychogenesis. The ques-
tion to which we shall continually return is whether or
not the characteristic under consideration is inherent
and congenital and therefore inevitable. Not only our
interpretation of Japanese evolution, past, present, and
future, but also our understanding of the essential na-
ture of social evolution in general, depends upon the
answer to this question.

We naturally begin with that characteristic of Jap-
anese nature which would seem to be more truly con-
genital than any other to be mentioned later. I refer
to their sensitiveness to environment. More quickly
than most races do the Japaaese seem to perceive and
adapt themselves to changed conditions.
The history of the past thirty years is a prolonged

illustration of this characteristic. The desire to imitate
foreign nations was not a real reason for the overthrow
of feudalism, but there was, rather, a more or less con-
scious feeling, rapidly pervading the whole people, that
the feudal system would be uiuiUe to maintain tiie na-
tional integrity. At intimated, the matter was not so
amch reasoned out as felt. But such a vast illuttration
is more difficult to appreciate than some individual in-
stances, of which I have noted several.

I>uriog a conversatioo with Drs. Forsythe and Dale,

n
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of Cambridge, England, I asked particularly as to their
experience with the Japanese students who had been
there to study. They both remarked on the fact that all

Japanese students were easily influenced by those with
whom they customarily associated; so much so that,

wMun a duMt time, they acquired not only the cnt erf coats
and trodsers, but also the manner and accent, of those
with nHiom they lived. It was amusing, they said, to see
what transformations were wrought in those who went
to the Continent for their long vacations. From
France they returned with marked Frendi manners and
tones and clothes, while from Germany they brouj^t
the distinctiTe marks of German sttftiess in manner and
general bearing. It was noted as still more curious that
the same student would illustrate both variations, pro-
vided he spent one snmmer fai Germanjr and another
in France.

Japanese sensitiveness is manifested in many unex-
pected ways. An observant missionary lady once re-

marked that afie had often wondered how sodi unruly,
self-willed children as grow up under Japanese training,

or its lack, finally become such respectable members of
society. She cincluded that instead of being punished
out of their misbehaviors they were laughed out of
them. The children arc constantly told that if they do
so and so they wiU be laughed at—a terrible thing.

The fear of ridicnle has thus an important sodmogical
function in maintaining ethical standards. Its power
may be judged by the fact that in ancient times when
a samurai gave his note to return a borrowed sum, the
onl^ guarantee affixed was the permission to be faraghed
at m public in case of failure. The JqNUieie yomg
man wiK> is making a typewritten copy oif these pages
for me says that, ymen still young, he heard an aodress
to children which he still remembers. The speaker
asked what the most fearful thing in the world was.
Many replies were given by the children

—
"snakes,"

"wild beasts," "fathers," "gods," "ghosts," "de-
mons," " Satan," " hell," etc. These were admitted to
be fearful, but the speaker told the children that one
Other thing was to be more feared than all else, nannelyj
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"to be laughed at" TUs speech, with Hs vivid innstr»>

tions, made a lasting impression on the mind of the boy,
and on reading what I had written he realized how pow-
erful a motive fear of ridicule had been in his ovim life;

also how large a part it plays in the moral education of
the young in Japan.

Naturally enough this fear of being laughed at kada
to careful and minute observation of the dothini^,

ners. and speech of one's associates, and prompt con-
formity to them, through imitation. The sensitiveness

of Japanese students to each new environment is thus
easily understood. And this sensitiveness to environ-
ment has its advantages as well as its disadvantages. I

have already referred to the help it gives to the ertab-
lishment of indivtdiid conformity to ethical standards.
The phenomenal success of many reforms in Japan may
easily be traced to the national sensitiveness to foreign
criticism. Many instances of this will be given in the
course of this work, but two may well be mentioned at
this point. According to the older customs there was
great, if not perfect, freedom as to the use of clothing
by the people. The apparent indifference dmwn by
them in the matter of nudity led foreigners to call the
nation uncivilized. This criticism has always been a
galliriR one, and not without reason. In many respects
their civilization has been fully the equal of that of any
other nation ; yet in this respect it is true that they re-

sembled and still do resemble semi-civilized pe<^es.
In response to this foreign criticism, however, a law
was passed, early in the Meiji era, prohibiting nudity
in cities. The requirement that public bathing houses
be divided into two separate compartments, one for men
and one for women, was likewise due to foreign opin-
ion. That this is the case may be fairly inferred from
the fact that the enforcement of these laws has largely
taken places where foreigners abound, whereas, in the
interior towns and villages they receive much less atten-
tion. It must be acknowledged, however, that now at
last, twenty-five years after their passage, they are
almost everywhere beginning to be enforMd by the
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My other illustration of sensitiveness to foreign opin-
ion is the present state of Japanese thought about the
management of Formosa. The government has beoa
severely criticised by many leading papers for its Uunders
there. But the offkms feature is the constsnt reference to
the contempt into wfaidi stidi nitnnana|;anent will bring
Japan in the sight of the world—as if the opinion of
other nations were the most important issue involved,
and not the righteousness and probity of the govern-
ment itself. It is interesting to notice how frequently
the opinion of other nations with regard to Japan is a
leadine thought in the mind of the peG|>le.

In tisa connection the foUowing extract finds its nat-
ural {dace:

" In a very large number of schools throughout the
country special instructions have been given to the
pui>ils as to their behavior towards foreigners. From
various sources we have culled the following orders
bearing on special points, which we state as briefly as
possible.

" (j) Never call after foreigners passing along the
street.', or roads.

" (2) When foreigners make inquiries, answer them
politely. If unable to nuke them tmdentaiid. infcmn tit»

police of the fact.
" (3) Never accept a present from a foreigner when

there is no reason for his giving it, and never duugt
him anything above what is proper.

" (4) Do not crowd around a shop when a foreigner
is making purchases, thereby causing him mudb annoy-
ance. The continuance ct tills practice diqiraces as
as a nation.

"
(s) Since all human beings are brothers and sisters,

there is no reason for fearing foreigners. Treat them
as equals and act uprightly in all your dealings with
them. Be neither servile nor arrogant.

" (6) Beware of combining against the foreigner and
disliking him because he is a foreigner; men are to be
judged by their conduct and not by their nationality.
"
(7) As bAmonne with foreigners beccHoes doser
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and extends over a series of years, there is dan^^er that

many Japanese may bec(»ne enamored of their wajrs

and customs and forsake the good old customs of their

forefathers. Agatast this dai^^ you mart be on your
guard.

"
(8) Taking off your hat is the proper way to salute a

foreigner, l^e bending of the body low is not be
commended.

"
(9) When you see a foretgner be sure and cover up

naked parts of the body.
" (10) Hold in high regard the worship of ancestors

and treat your relations with warm cordiality, but do not
regard a person as your eneny because he or she is a
Christian.

" (11) In going through the world you will often find

a knowledge of a foreign tongue absolutely essential.
" (12) Beware of selling your souls to foreigners and

becoming their slaves. Sell them no houses or lands.
" (13) Aim at not being beaten in your competition

with foreigners. Remember that loyalty and filial piety

are our most precious national treasures and do noUiing
to violate them.

" Many of the above rules are excellent in tone. Num-
ber 7, however, wliich hails from Osaka,is somewhat nar-
row and prejudiced. The injunction not to sell houses
to foreigners is, as the Jiji Skimpo points out, absurd
and misoiievous." *

The sensitiveness of the people also works to the ad-
vantage of the nation in the social unity which it helps
to secure. Indeed I cannot escape the conviction that the
striking unity of the Japanese is largely due to this char-
acteristic. It tends to make their mental and emotional
activities synchronous. It retards reform for a season,
to be sure, but later it accelerates it It makes it d^
cult for individuals to break away from their surround-
ings and start out on new lines. It leads to a general
progress while it tends to hinder individual progress.
It tends to draw back into the general current of
national life those individuals who, under exceptional
oonditioiis, may have succeeded in brealdng away from
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it for a season. This, I think, is one of the factors of no
little power at work among the Christian churches in
Japan. It is one, too, that the Japanese themselves
little perceive; so far as I have observed, forc%Bers
likewise fail to realize its force.

Closely connected with this sensitiveness to tiiviron-
ment are other qualities which make it effective. They
are: great flexibility, adjustability, agility (both mental
and physical), and the powers 01 keen attendoB to de-
tails and of exact imitation.

As opposed to all this is the Chinese lack of flexibility.

Contrast a Chinaman and a Japanese after each has
been in America a year. The one to all appearances is

an American ; his hat, his clothing, his manner, seem so
like those of an American that were it not for his small
size, Mongolian type of face, and defective English, he
could easily be mistaken for one. How different is it

with the Chinaman! He retains his curious cue with
a tenacity that is as intense as it is characteristic His
hat is the conventional one adopted bv all Chinese im-
migrants. His clothing likewise, though far from
Chinese, is nevertheless entirely un-American. He
makes no effort to conform to his surromidhigf. He
seems to glory in his separateness.
The Japanese desire to conform to the customs and

appearances of those about him is due to what I have
called sensitiveness; his success is due to the flexibility

of his mental constitution.

But this characteristic is seen in multitudes of little

ways. The new fashion of wearing the hair according
to the Western styles; of wearing Western hats, and
Wiwtem clothing, now muvarsal m the army, among
policemen, and common among officials and educated
men ; the use of chairs and tables, lamps, windows, and
other Western things is due in no small measure to
that flexibility of mind which readily adopts new ideas
and new ways; is ready to try new things and new
words, and after trial, if it finds them convenient or nse-
ful or even amusing, to retain them permanently, and
this flexibility is, in part, the reason why the Japanese
are accounted a fickle people. They accept new ways
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so easily thai those who do not have this faculty have

no explanation fjr it but that of fickleness. A frequent

surprise to a missionary in Japan is that of meeting a

fine-looking, accomplished gentleman whom h i knew a

few years before as a crude, ungainly vouth. I am con*

vinced that it is the possession of this set of charac-

teristics that has enabled Japan so quickly to assttnilate

many elements of an alien civilization.

Yet this flexibility of mind and sensitiveness to

changed conditions find some apparently striking ex-

ceptions. Notable among these are the many customs

and appliances of foreign nations which, though adopted

by the people, have not been completely modtfiea to

suit their own needs. In illustration is the Chinese

ideograph, for the learning of which even in the modern
common-school reader, there is no arrangement of the

characters in the order of their complexity. The pos-

sibility of simplifying the colossal task of memorizing

these uncorrelated ideographs does not seem to have

occurred to the Japanese; though it is now being at-

tempted by the foreigfner. Perhaps a partial explana-

tion of this apparent exception to the usual flexibility of

the people in meeting conditions may be found in their

relative lack of originality. Still I am inclined to refer

it to a greater sensitiveness of the Japanese to the per-

sonal and human, than to the impersonal and physical

environment.
The customary explanation of the group of char-

acteristics considered in this chapter is that they arc

innate, due to brain and nerve structure, and acquired

by each generation through biological heredity. If

closely examined, however, this is seen to be no expla-

nation at all. Accepting the characteristics as empiri-

cal, inexplicable facts, the real problem is evaded, pushed
into prehistoric times, that convenient dumping ground
of biological, anthropological, and sociological diffi-

culties.

Japanese flexibility, imitatiicness, and sensitiveness

to environment are to be accounted for by a care-

ful consideration of the national environment and
social order. Modem psychology has called at-
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tention to the astonishing part played by imitation,

conscious and unconscious, in the evolution of the
hunuui race, and in the unification of the social

group. Prof. LeTarde goes so far as to make this

the fundamental principle of human evolution. He has
shown that it is ever at work in the life of every human
being, modifying all his thoughts, acts, and feelings.

In the evolution of civilization the rare man thinks, the

millions imitate.

A slight consideration of the wa^ in which Occidental
lands mve devek>ped their ctviluation will convince
anyone tfaust imitation has taken the leading part.

Japan, therefore, is not unique in this respect. Her
periods of wholesale imitation have indeed called spe-

cial notice to the trait. But the rapidity of the move-
ment has been due to the peculiarities of her environ-

ment. For long periods she has been in complete isola-

tion, and when brought into contact with foreign na-

tions, she has found them so far in advance of herself

in many important respects that rapid imitation was
the only course left her by the inexorable laws of na-

ture. Had she not imitated China in ancient times and
the Occident in modern times, her independence, if not

her existence, could hardly have been maintained.

Imitation of admittedly superior civilizations has
therefore been an integral, conscious element of Japan's

social order, and to a degree perhaps not equaled by
the social order of any other race.

The difference between Japanese imitation and that

of other nations lies in the fact that whereas the latter,

as a rule, despise forei^ races, and do not admit the

superiority of alien civilizations as a whole, imitating

only a detail here and there, often without acknowledg-
ment and sometimes ev<^n vithout knowledge, the Jap-
anese, on the other hand, have repeatedly been placed

in such circumstances as to see the superiority of for-

eign civilizations as a whole, and to desire their general

adoption. This lias produced a spirit of imitaticm

among all the individuals of the race. It has become a

Eart of their social inheritance. This explanation

irgely accounts for the striking difference between
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Japanese and Giinese in the Occident. Tin- Japanese
go to tl:e West in ofdcr to ac(|uirc all the West can
fhrc llie ChiiHunati goes steeled against its influ-

ences. The spirit of the Japanese renders him quickly
susceptible to every change in his surrmnding*. He
is ever noting details and adapting hiniscH t ) h.< cir-

cumstances. The spirit of the Chinaman, on the con-
trary, renders him quite oblivious to his environment.
His nmid is closed. Under special circumstances, when
a Chinaman has been liberated from the prepossession
of his social inheritance, he has shown himself as capa-
ble of Occidcntalization in clothing, speech, manner,
and thought as a Japanese. Such cases, however, arc rare.

Hut a still more effective factor in the development
of the characteristics under consideration is the nature
of Japanese f> udalism. Its emphasis on the complete
subordination of the inferior to the superior was one
of its conspicuous features. This was a factor always
and everywhere at work in Japan. No individual was
beyond its potent influence. Attention to details, ab-
solute obedience, constant, conscious imitation, secre-
tiveness, suspiciousness, were all highly developed by
tins social system. Ead) of thMC traits is a special
form of sensitiveness to environment. From the most
ancient times the initiative of superiors was essential

to the wide adoption by the people of any new idea or
custom. Christianity found ready acceptance in the
sixteenth; century and Buddhism in the eighth, because
they had been espoused by exalted persons. The sti-

periority of the civilization of China in early times, and
of the West in modem times, was first acknowledged
and adopted by a few nobles and the Emperor. Having
gained this prestige they promptly became acceptable
to the rank and file of people who vied with each othei*
in their adoption. A peculiarity of the Japanese is the
readiness with which the ideas and aims of the rulers
are accepted by the people. This is due to the nature of
Japanese feudalism. It has made the body of the na-
tion conspicuously subject to the ruling bram and
has conferred on Japan her unique sensitiveness to en-
vironment.
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Susceptibility to slight changes in the feelfaigt of

lords and masters and corresponding flexibility were

important social traits, necessary prodncti of the old

social order. Those deficient in these regards would m-

cvitably lose in the stmsgle for social precedence, U not

in the «ctn«l stniggie for existence. These diMraeicr*

istics would, accordingly, be highly developed.

Bearing in mind, therefore, the character of the fac-

tors that have ever been acting on the Japanese psychic

nature, we see clearly that the characteristics under

cooperation are not to be attributed to her inherent

race nature, but may be sofficienUy accounted for by

reference to the soda) order and sodal emhromacat.
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VI

WAVES OF FEELING—ABDICATION

IT
has long been recognized that the Japanese are emo-

tional, but the full significance of this element of their
nature is far from realized. It underlies their en-

tire life; it determines the mental activities in a way
and to a degree that Occidentals can hardly appreciate.
Waves of feeling have swept through the country,
carrying everything before them in a manner that has
oftentimes amazed us of foreign la .ds. An illustration
from the recent political life of the nation comes to
mind in this connection. For months previous to the
outbreak of the recent war with China, there had been
a prolonged struggle between the Cabinet and the po-
litical parties who were united in their opposition to the
government, though in little else. The parties insisted
thai the Cabinet should be responsible to the party* in
power in the Lower House, as is the case in England,
that thus they mig^t stand and fall together. The Cab-
met, on the other hand, contended that, according to
the constitution, it was responsible to the Emperor
alone, and that consequently there was no need of a
change in the Cab.net with every change of party lead-
ership. The nation waxed hot over the discussion. Sus-
cessive Diets were dissolved and new Diets elected, in
none of which, however, could the supporters of the
Cabinet secure a majority; the Cabinet was, therefore,
incapable of carrying out any of its distinctive measures.
Several times the opposition went so far as to decline
to pass the budget proposed by the Cabinet, unless so
reduced as to cripple the government, the reason con-
stantly urged being that the Cabinet was not compe-
tent to administer the expenditure of such large sums
Of money. There were no direct charges of fraud, but

ta
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simply of incompetence. More than once the Cabinet
was compelled to carry on the government during the
year under the budget of the previous year, as provided
by the constitution. So intense was the feeling that
the capital was full of " soshi,"—political ruflSns,—
and fear was entertained as to the personal safety of
the members of the Cabinet. The whole country was
intensely excited over the matter. The newspapers
were not loath to charge the government with extrav-
agance, and a great explosion seemed inevitable, when,
suddenly, a breeze from a new quarter arose and abso-
lutely changed the face of the nation.
War with China was whispered, and then noised

around. Events moved rapidly. One or two success-
ful encounters with the Chinese stirred the warlike pas-
sion that lurked in every breast. At once the feud with
the Cabinet was forgotten. When, on short notice,
an extra session of the Diet was called to vote funds
for a war, not a word was breathed about lack of con-
fidence in the Cabinet or its incompetence to manage
the ordinary expenditures of the government; on the
contrary, within five minutes from the introduction of
the government bill asking a war appropriation of 150,-
000,000 yen, the bill was unanimously passed.
Such an absolute change could hardly have taken

place in England or America, or any land less subject
to waves of emotion. So far as I could learn, the na-
tion was a unit in regard to the war. There was not
the slightest sign of a " peace party." Of all the Jap-
anese with whom I talked only one ever expressed the
slightest opposition to the war, and he on religious
grounds, being a Quaker.
The strength of the emotional element tends to make

the Japanese extremists. If liberals, they are ex-
tremely liberal ; if conservative, they are extremely con-
servative. The craze for foreign goods and customs
which prevailed *or several years in the early eighties
was replaced by an ahnost equally strong aversion to
anytiiing foreign.

This tendency to swing to extremes has cropped out
Mt infrequently in the theological thinking of Japanese
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Christians. Men who for years had done effective

work in upbuilding the Church, men who had lifted

hundreds of their fellow-countrymen out of moral and
relip[ious darkness into light and life, have suddenly,

as it has appeared, lost all appreciation of the triiths

fhty had been teaching and have swung off to the
limits of a radical rationalism, losing with their evan-
gelical faith their power of helping their fellow-men,
and in some few cases, going over into lives of open
sin. The intellectual reasons given by them to account
for their changes have seemed insufficient; it will be
found that the real explanation of these changes is to
be sought not in their intellectual, but in their emo-
tional natures.

Care must be taken, howeve-, not to over-emphasize
this extremist tendency. In some respects, I am con-
vinced that it is more apparent than real. The appear-
ance is due to the silent passivity even of those who
are really opposed to the new departure. It is natural
that the advocates of some new policy should be en-
thusiastic and noisy. To give the impression to
an outsider that the new enthusiasm is universal,

those who do not share it have simply to keep
quiet. This takes place to some degree in every
land, but particularly so in Japan. The silence

of their dissent is one of the striking character-
istics of the Japanese. It seems to be connected with
an abdication of personal responsibility. How often
in the experience of the missionary it has happened
that his first knowledge of friction in a church, wholly
independent and self-supporting and having its own
native pastor, is the silent withdrawal of certain mem-
bers from their customary places of worship. On in-

quiry it is learned that certain things are being done or
said which do not suit them and, instead of seeking to
have these matters righted, they simply wash their
hands of the whole affair by silent withdrawal.
The Kumi-ai church, in Kumamoto, from being large

and prosperous, fell to an actual active membership of
IcM than a dozen, solely because, as eadi member be-
came dissatisfied with the higfa-^nded and radiad pas-
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tor, he simply withdrew. Had each one stood by the
church, realizing that he had a responsibility toward
It which duty forbade him to shirk, the conservative
and substantial members of the church would soon have
been united in their opposition to the radical pastor
and, being in the majority, could have set matters right.
In the case of perversion of trust funds by the trustees
of the Kumamoto School, many Japanese felt that in-
justice was being done to the American Board and a
stain was being inflicted on Japan's fair name, but they
did nothing either to express their opinions or to mod-
ify the results. So silent were they that we were
tempted to think them either ignorant of what was tak-
ing place, or else indifferent to it. We now know, how-
ever, that many felt deeply on the matter, but were sim-
ply silent according to the Japanese custom.
But silent dissent does not necessarily last indefi-

nitely, though it may continue for years. As soon as
some check has been put upon the rising tide of feel-

ing, and a reaction is evident, those who before ha .

been silent begin to voice their reactionary feeling,
while those who shortly before had been in the ascend-
ant b^^ to take their turn of silent dissent Thus the
waves are accentuated, b<^ in their rise and in their
relapse, by the abdicating proclivity of the people.

Yet, in spite of the tendency of the nation to be swept
from one extreme to another by alternate waves of feel-

ing, there are many well-balanced men who are not car-
ried with the tide. The steady progress made by the
nation during the past generation, in spite of emo-
tional actions and reactions, must be largely attributed
to the presence in its midst of these more stable na-
tures. These are the men who have borne the respon-
sibilities of government. So far as we are able to see,

they have not been led by their feelings, but rather by
their judgments. When the nation was wild with fa-

di^aticm over Europe's interference with the treaty
which brought the Cnina-Japanese war to a close, the
men at the helm saw too clearly the futility of an at-

tempt to fight Russia to allow themselves to be car-
ried away 1^ sentiiMBtal notioiii of patiiodan. Thdrt
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was a deeper and truer patriotism than that of the great
mass of the nation, who, flushed with recent victories by
fand and by sea, were eager to give Russia the thrash-
ing which they felt quite able to administer.

Abdication is such an important element in Japanese
life, serving to throw responsibility on the youiig, and
thus helping to emphasize the emotional characteris-

tics of the people, that we may well give it further at-

tention at this point. In describing it, I can do no
better than quote from J. H. Gubbins' valuable introduc-
tion to his translation of the New Civil Code of Japan.*

"Japanese scholars who have inve:'.gated the sub-
ject agree in tracing the origin of the present custom to
the abdication of Japanese sovereigns, instances of
which occur at an early period of Japanese history.
These earlier abdications were independent of religious
influences, but with the advent of Buddhism abdica-
tion entered upon a new phase. In imitation, it would
seem, of the retirement for the parpose of religious

contemplation of the Head Priests of Buddhist mon-
asteries, abdicating sovereigns shaved their heads and
entered the priesthood, and when subsequently the cus-
tom came to be emidoyed for political purposes, the
cloak of religion was retained. From the throne the
custom spread to Regents and high officers of state,

and so universal had its observance amongst officials

of the high ranks become in the twelfth century that,

as Professor Shigeno states, it was almost the rule for

such persons to retire from the world at the age of
forty or fifty, and nominally enter the priesthood, both
the act and the person performing it being termed
'niu do.' In the course of time, the custom of abdi-
cation ceased to be confined to officials, and extended
to feudal nobility and the military class generally,
whence it spread through the natirn, and at this stage
of its transition its connecticm with the phase it finauy
assumed becomes dear. But with its extension beyond
the circle of official dignitaries, and its consequent sev-

erance from tradition and religious associations, whether

•PHrtII.p.zatU.
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real or nominal abdication changed its name. It was no
longer termed 'niu do,' but 'in kio/ the old word
being retained only in its strict religiotts meaning, and
' inkyo ' is the term in use to-day.
" In spite of the religious origin of abdication, its

connection with religion has long since vanished, and
it may be said without fear of contradiction that the

Japanese of to-day, when he or she abdicates, is in no
way actuated by the feeling which impelled European
n?onarchs in past times to end their days in the seclu-

sion of the cloister, and which finds expression to-day in

the Irish phrase, 'To make one's s-^ul.' Apart from
the influence of traditional convention, which counts

for something and also explains the great hold on the

nation which the custom has acquired, the motive seems

to be somewhat akin to that which leads people in some
Western countries to retire from active life at an age
when bodily infirmity cannot be adduced as the reason.

But with this great difference, that in the one case, that

of Western countries, it is the business or profession,

the active work of life, which is relinquished, the posi-

tion of the individual vis-a-vis the family being un-

affected; in the other case, it is the position of head of

the f^ily vhieh is relinquished, with the result of the

complete effacement of the individual so far as the

family is concerned. Moreover, although abdication

usually implies the abandonment of the business, or

profession, of the person who abdicates, this does not

necessarily follow, abdication being in no way incom-

patible with the continuation of the active pursuits in

which the person in question is engaged. And if an
excuse be needed in either case, there wonld seem to be

more for the Japanese head of family, who, in addi-

tion to the duties and responsibilities incumbent upon
his position, has to bear the brunt of the tedious cere-

monies and observances which characterize family life in

Japan, and are a severe tax upon time and energies,

while at the same time he is fettered by the restrictions

upon indiviuuai freedom of action imposed by the

family system. That in many cases the reason for ab-

dicattcm lies in the yiuh to escape from the tynumical
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calls of family life, rather than in mere deiire for idle-
ness and ease, is shown by the fact that just as in past
times the abdication of an Emperor, a Regent, or a state
dignitary, was often the signal for renewed activity on
his part, so in modem Japanese life the period of a per-
son s greatest activity not infrequently dates from the
time ol his withdnwu from the headship of his family."

The abdicating proclivities of the nation in pre-V ii

times are well shown by the official list of daimyos
lished by the Shogunate in 1862. To a list of 2( A-
ing daimyos is added a list of 104 " inkyo."

In addition to what we may call political and family
abdication, described above, is personal abdication, re-
ferred to on a previous page.
Are the traits of Japanese character considered in

this chapter i- !ierent and necessary? Already our de-
scription has conclusively shown them to be due to the
nature of the social order. This was manifestly the
case in regard to political and family abdication. The
like origin of personal abdication is manifest to him
who learns how little there was in the ancient training
tendmg to give each man a "feeling of independent re-
sponsibility to his own conscience in the sight of
Heaven." He was taught devotion to a person rather
than to a principle. The duty of a retainer was not to
think and decide, but to do. He might in silence dis-
approve and as far as possible he should then keep out
of his lord's way; should he venture to think and to act
contrary to his lord's commands, he must expect and
plan to commit "harakiri" in the near future. Per-
sonal abdication and silent disapproval, therefore,
were direct results of the social order.
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HEROES AND HERO-WORSHIP

IF
a clew to the character of a nation is gained by a

study of the nature of the gods it worships, no test
valuable an insight is gained by a study of its heroes.

Such a study confirms the impression that the emotional
life is fundamental in the Japanese temperament.
Japan is a nation of hero-worshipers. This is no exag-
geration. Not only is the primitive religion, Shintoism,
systematic hero-worship, but every hero known to his-
tory is deified, and has a shrine or temple. These
heroes, too, are all men of conspicuous yalor or
strength, famed for mighty deeds of daring. They are
men of passion. The most popular story in Japanese
literature is that of "The Forty-seven Ronin," who
avenged the death of their liege-lord after years of wait-
ing and plotting. This revenge administered, they
committed hatakiri in accordance with the etiquette of
the ethical code of feudal Japan. Their tombs are to
this day r •- he most frequented shrines in the
capital of • 1- id one of the most popular dramas
presented .eaters is based on this same heroic
tragedy.

The prominence of the emotional element may be
seen in the popular description of national heroes. The
picture of an ideal Japanese hero is to our eyes a cari-
cature.^ His face is distorted by a fierce frenzy of pas-
sion, his eyeballs glaring, his hair flying, and his hands
hold with a mighty grip the two-handed sword where-
with he is hewing to pieces an enemy. I am often
amazed at the difference between the pictures of Japa-
nese heroes and the living Japanese I see. This differ-
ence is manifestly due to the idealizing process; for they
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love to tec their heroes in their pauiontte moods and
tenses.

The craving for heroes, even on the part of those who
are familiar with Western thought and customs, is a

feature of great interest Well do I remember the en-
thusiasm with which educated. Christian young men
awaited the coming to Japan of an eminent American
scholar, from whose lectures impossible things were
expected. So long as he was in America and only his

books were known, he was a hero. But when he ap-
peared in person, carrying himself like any courteous
gentleman, he lost his exalted position.

Townsend Harris showed his insight into Oriental
thought never more clearly than by maintaining his

dignity according to Japanese standards and methods.
On his first entry into Tokyo he states, in his journal,
that although he would have preferred to ride 'n horse-
back, in order that he might see the city and the people,
yet as the highest dignitaries never did so, but always
rode in entirely closed " norimono " (a species of sedan
chair carried by twenty or thirty bearers), he too would
do the same; to have ridden into the limits of the city

on horseback would have been construed by the Japa-
nese as an admission that he held a far lower official

rank than that of a plenipotentiary of a great nation.

It is not diiHcult to understand how these ideals of
heroes arose. They are the same in every land where
militarism, and especially feudalism, is the foundation
on which the social order rests.

Some of the difficulties met by foreign missionaries
in trying to do their work arise from the fact that they
are not easily regarded as heroes by their followers.
The people are accustomed to commit their guidance to
officials or to teachers or advisers whom they can re-
gard as heroes. Since missionaries are not officials and
do not have the manners of heroes, it is not to be ex-
pected that the Japanese will accept their leadership.
A few foreigners have, however, become heroes in

Japanese eyes. President Clark and Rev. S. R. Brown
had great influence on groups of youni; men in the
early years of Meiji, while giving them secular edu-
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«tioo combined with Christian instruction. The condi-
tlont, however, were then extraordinarily exceptional,
and It IS a noticeable fact that neither man remained
long m Japan at that time. Another foreigner who
was exalted to the skies by a devoted band nf ttttdentt
wai a man well suited to be a hero—for h^. had the
Mnrarai spint to the full. Indeed, in absolute fearless-
ttess and assumption of superiority, he out-samuraied
the samurai. He was a man of impressive and imperi-
ous personality. Yet it is a significant fact that when
he was brought back to Japan by his former pupilit
after an absence of about eighteen years, during v^ich
they had continued to extol his merits and revere his
memory, It was not long before they discovered that he
was not the man their ima^'ination had created. Not
many months were needed to remove him from his
pedestal. It would hardly be a fair statement of the
whole case to leave the matter here. So far as I know
President Clark and Rev. S. R. Brown have always
retamed their hold on the imagination of the Japanese.
Tne foreigner who of all others has perhaps done the
most for Japan, and whose services have been most
heartily acknowledgeci by the nation and government
was Dr. Guido F. Verbeck, who began his missionary
work m 1859; he was the teacher of large numbers of
the young men who became leaders in the transfomu-
tion of Japan; he alone of foreigners was made a citizen
and was given a free and general pass for travel; and
his funeral in 1898 was attended by the nobility of the
land, and the Emperor himself made a contribution
toward the expenses. Dr. Verbeck is destined to be
one of Japan s few foreign heroes.
Among the signs of Japanese craving for heroes may

be mentioned the constant experience of missionaries
when search is being made for a man to fill a particular
place. The descriptions of the kind of man desired are
such that no one can expect to meet him. The Chris-
tian boys school in Kumamoto, and the church with it,
went for a whole year without principal and pastor be-
cause they could not secure a man of national reputo-
tion. They wanted a hero-prindpal, who would cut a
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grait figore in local politics and also be a hero-leader

for tbeChristian work in the whole island of Kyushu,

causing the school to shine not only in Kunuunoto, but

to send forth its light and its fame throughout the Em-
pire and even to foreign lands. The unpretentious, un-

prepossessing-looking man who was chosen temporarily,

^ough endowed with common sense and rather un-

usual ability to harmonise the various elements in the

school, was not deemed satisfactory. He was too mudi
like Socrates. At last they found a man after their own
heart. He had traveled and studied long abroad; was

a dashing, brilliant fellow; would surely make things

hum; so at least said those who recommended him

(and he did). But he was still a poor student in Scot-

land; his passace money must be raised by the school

if he was to be secured. And raised it was. Four

hundred and seventy-five dollars those one hundred and

fifty poor boys and girls, who lived on two dollars

a month, scantily clothed and insufficiently warmed,

secured from their parents and sent across the seas to

bring back him who was to be their hero-principal and

Kstor. The rest of the story I need not tell in detoil,

1 1 may whisper that he was more of a sUshing hero

than they planned for; in three months the boys' school

was split in twain and in less than three years both frag-

ments of the school had not only lost all their Giristian

diaracter, but were dead and gone forever. And the

grounds on whidi the buildings stood were turned into

mulberry fields.

Talking not long since to a native friend, concerning

the hero-worshiping tendency of the Japanese, I had my
attention called to the fact that, while what has been said

above is substantially correct as concerns a large pro-

portion of the people, especially the young men, there

is nevertheless a class whose ideal heroes are not mili-

tary, but moral. Their power arises not through self-

assertion, but rather through humility; their influence is

due entirely to learning coupled with insight into the

great moral issues of life. Such has been the character

of not a few of the " moral " teachers. I have recently

read a Japanese novel based upon the life of one siuii
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hwo. Omi Scijin, or the " Saee of Omi." is a name well
known among the peoph of Japan; and his fame reatt
rather on his character than on his learning. If tradi-
tion IS correct, his influence on the people of hit rmioa
was powerful enough to transform the character oTthe
place, producuig a paradise on earth whence lust and
crime were banished. Whatever the actual facts of his
Ule may have been, this is certainly the representation
of Ins character now held up tor honor and imitation.
There are also indications ii.jt the ideal military hero

IS not. for all the people, the self-assertive type that I
have described above, though this is doubtless the prev-
alent one. Not long since I heard the fdlowins coitD-
ktaa to the nature of a true hero:

" Makoto no Ei yu;
Bono jra, aisaa to shit* htunpn no golialii:
80B0 ihia, UsM to shit*UnM no goto^^

'• The true Hero;
In appearance, charming like the priac biMM.
In heart, firm as • 10^' ^

Another phrase that I have run across relating to theWeri man IS. I attc takakarazu." which means in plaintnghsh, having authority, but not puffed up." In the
presence of these facts, it will not do to think that the
Ideal hero of all the Japanese is, or even hi olden times
was, only a military hero fuU of swagger and bluster; in

fn-T
age such would, of necessity, be a popular

Ideal; but just in proportion as men rose to higher

£™1sed
character, so would their ideaU

It is not to be lightly assumed that the spirit .
"

i tn-
worship IS wholly an evil or a necessarily harmful u'-mg.
It has Its advantages and rewards as well as its dangers
and evils. The existence of hero-worship in any land
reveals a nature in the people that is capable of heroic
actions. Men appreciate and admire that which in a
measure at least they are, and more that which they
aspire to become. The recent war revealed how the
capacity for heroism of a warlike nature lies latent in
every Japanese breast and not is the descoidaiits of the
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old military class alone. But it is more encouraging

to note that popular appreciation of moral heroes is

growing.
, . j

Education and religion are bnnpmg forth modern

moral heroes. The late Dr. Neesima, the founder of

the Doshisha, is a hero to many even outside the Church.

Mr. Ishii, the father of Orphan Asylums in Japan, prom-

ises to be another. A people that can rear and admire

men of this character has in it the material of a truly

great nation.

The hero-worshiping characteristic of the Japanese

depends on two other traits of their nature. The first is

the reality of strong personalities among them capable

of becoming heroes ; the second is the possession of a

strong idealizing tendency. Prof. G. T. Ladd has

called them a " sentimental " people, in the sense that

they are powerfully moved by sentiment. This is a

conspicuous trait o'f their character appearing in num-

berless ways in their daily life. The passion for group-

photographs is largely due to this. Sentimentahsm, m
the sense given it by Prof. Ladd, is the emotional aspect

of idealism.

The new order of society is reacting on the older

ideal of a hero and is materially modifying it. The old-

fashioned samurai, girded with two swords, ready to kill

a personal foe at sight, is now only the ideal of romance.

In actual life he would soon find himseif deprived of his

liberty and under the condemnation not c'.'.y of the law,

but also of public opinion. The new ideal with which I

have come into most frequent contact is far different.

Many, possibly the majority, of the young men and boys

with' whom I have talked as to their aim in life, have

said that they desired to secure first of all a thorough

education, in order that finally they might become great

" statesmen " and might guide the nation into paths of

prosperity and international power. The modern hero

IS one who gratifies the patriotic passion by bringing

some marked success to the nation. He must be a gen-

tleman, educated in science, in history, and in foreign

languages; but above all, he must be versed in political

economy and law. This new ideal of a national hero
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has been brought in by the order of society, and in pro-
portion as this order continues, and emphasis continues
to be laid on mental and moral power, rather than on
'"nk or official position, on the intrinsic rather than
on the accidental, will the old ideal fade away and the
new ideal take its place. Among an idealizing and
emotional people, such as the Japanese, various ideals
will naturally find extreme expression. As society
grows complex also and its various elements become
increasingly differentiated, so will the ideals pass
through the same transformations. A study of ideals,
therefore, serves several ends; it reveals the present
character of those whose ideals they are; it shows the
degree of development of the social organism in which
they live; it makes known, likewise, the degree of the
differentiation that has taken place between the various
elements of the nation.



VIII

LOVE FOR CHILDREN

AN aspect of Japanese life widely remarked and
i\ praised by foreign writers is the love for chil-

X^Ldren. Children's holidays, as the third day of

the third moon and the fifth day of the fifth moon, are

general celebrations for boys and girls respectively, and
are observed with much gayety all over the land. At
these times the universal aim is to please the children;

the girls have dolls and the exhibition of ancestral dolls;

while the boys have toy paraphernalia of all the ancient

and modern forms of warfare, and enormous wind-
inflated paper fish, symbols of prosperity and success,

Ay from tall bamboos in the front yard. Contrary to

the prevailing opinion among foreigners, these festivals

have nothing whatever to do with birthday celebrations.

In addition to special festivals, the children figure con-
spicuously in all holidays and merry-makings. To the
famous flower-festival celebrations, families go in

groups and make an all-day picnic of the joyous
occasion.

The Japanese fondness for children is seen not only
at festival times. Parents seem always ready to provide
their children with toys. As a consequence toy stores

flourish. There is hardly a street without its store.

A still further reason for the impression that the Jap-
anese are especially fond of their children is the slight

amount of punishment and reprimand which they admin-
ister. The children seem to have nearly everything their

own way. Playing on the streets, they are always in

evidence and are given the right of way.
That Japanese show much affection tor their children

is clear. The question of importance, however, is

whether they have it in a marked degree, more, for in-

96
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stance, than Americans? And if so, is this due to their
nature, or may it be attributed to tiieir family life as
molded by the social order? It is my impression that,
on the whole, the Japanese do not show more affection
for their children than Occidentals, although they may
at first sight appear to do so. Among the laboring
classes of the West, the father, as <t rule, is away from
home all through the hours of the day, worlung in
shop or factory. He seldom sees his diildren except
upon the Sabbath. Of course, the father has then very
little to do with their care or education, and little op-
Eortunity for the manifestation of affection. In Japan,
owever, the industrial organization of society is still

such that the father is at home a large part of the
time. The factories are few as yet; the store is usmdly
not separate from the home, but a part of it, the front
room of the house. Family life is, therefore, much less
broken in upon by the industrial necessities of civiliza-

tion, and there are accordingly more opportunities for
the manifestation of the father's affection for the chil-
dren. Furt' ermore, the laboring people in Japan live

much on the street, and it is a common thing to see die
father caring for diOdren. While I have seldom seen
a father with an infant tied to his back, I have frequently
seen them with their infant sons tucked into their
bosoms, an interesting sight. This custom gives a vivid
impression of parental affection. But, comparing the
middle classes of Japan and the West, it is safe to say
that, as a whole, the Western father has more to do
by far in the care and education of the children than
the Japanese father, and that there is no less of fondling
and playing with children. If we may judge the degree
of affection ty the signs of its demonstrations, we must
pronounce the Occidental, with his habits of kissing and
embracing, as far and away more affectionate than his
Oriental cousin. While the Occidental may not make so
much of an occasion of the advent of a son as does the
Oriental, he continues to remember the birthdays of all

his children with joy and celebrations, as the Oriental
does not. Although the Japanese invariably say, when
asked about it, that they celebrate their children s birtji-
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days, the uniform experience of the foreigner is that
birthday celebrations play a very insignificant part in
the joys and the social life of the home.

It is not difficult to understand why, apart from the
question of affection, the Japanese should manifest spe-
cial joy on the advent of sons, and particularly of a first

son. The Oriental system of ancestral worship, with
the consequent need, both religious and political, of
maintaining the family line, is quite enough to account
for all the congratulatory ceremonies customary on the
birth of sons. The fact that special joy is felt and mani-
fested on the birth of sons, and less on the birth of
daughters, clearly shows that the dominant conceptions
of the social order have an important place in determin-
ing even so fundamental a trait as affection for off-
spring.

Affection for children is, however, not limited to the
day of their birth or the period of their infancy. In judg-
ing of the relative possession by different races of affec-
tion for children, we must ask how the children are
treated during all their succeeding years. It must be
confessed that the advantage is 'hen entirely on the side
of the Occidental. Not only aoes this appear in the
demonstrations of affection which are continued
throughout childhood, often even throu^out life, but
more especially in the active parental solicitude for the
children's welfare, striving to fit them for life's duties
and watching carefully over their mental and moral edu-
cation. In these respects the average Occidental is far
in advance of the average Oriental.

I have been told that, since the coming in of the new
civilization and the rise of the new ideas about woman,
marriage, and home, there is clearly observable to the
Japanese themselves a change in the way in which chil-
dren are being treated. But, even still, the elder son takes
the more prominent place in the affection of the family,
and sons precede daughters.

A. fair statement of the case, therefore, is somevrhat
as follows: TTie lower and laboring classes of Japan
seem to have more visible affeci.on for their children
than the same classes in the Occident. Among the mid-
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?"'l.'JPP*'" classes, however, the balance is in favor
of the West. In the East, while, without doubt, there
always has been and is now a pure and natural affection.
It IS also true that this natural affection has been more
mixed with utilitarian considerations than in the West
Christian Japanese, however, differ little from Christian
Americans in this respect. The differences between the
East and the West are largely due to the differing in-
dustrial and family conditions induced by the social
order.

The correctness of this general statement will per-
haps be better appreciated if we consider in detail some
of the facts of Japanese family life. Let us n. -Ice first
the very loose ties, as they seem to us, holding the Jap-
anese family together. It is one of the constant wonders
to us Westerners how families can break up into frag-
ments, as they constantly do. One third of the mar-
riages end in divorce; and in case of divorce, the children
all stay with the father's family. It would seem as if th^
love of the mother for her children could not be very
strong where divorce under such a condition is so com-
mon. Or, perhaps, it would bt truer to say that divorce
would be far more frequent than it is but for the moth-
er's love for her children. For I am assured that many a
mother endures most distressing conditions rather than
leave her children. Furthermore, the way in which par-
ents allow their children to leave the home and then
tail to write or communicate with them, for months or
even yours at a time, is incomprehensible if the parental
love were really strong. And still further, the way in
which concubines are brought into the home, causing
confusion and discord, is a very striking evid< nee
of the lack of a deep love on the part of the
father for the mother of his children and even for his own
legitimate children. One would expect a father who
really loved his children to desire and plan for their le-
gitimacy

; but the children by his concubines are not " ipso
facto " recognized as legal. One more evidence in this
direction is the frequency of adoption and erf separation.
Adoption in Japan is largely, though by no means ex-
clusively, the adoption of an adult; the cases when
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a child is adopted by a childless couple from love of

children are rare, as compared with similar cases in the

United States, so far, at least, as my observation goes. I

recently heard of a conversation on personal nnancia!

matters between a number of Christian evangelists.

After mutual comparisons they agreed that one of their

number was more fortunate than the rest in that he did

not have to support his mother. On inquiring into the

matter, the missionary learned that this evangelist, on
becoming a Buddhist priest many years before, had se-

cured from the government, according to the laws of

the land, exemption from this duty. When he became
a Christian it did not seem to occur to him that it was
his duty and his privilege to support his indigent

mother. I may add that this idea has since occurred to

him and he is acting upon it.

Infanticide throws a rather lurid light on Japanese
affection. First, in regard to the facts: Mr. Ishii's atteni

tion was called to the need of an orphan asylum by
hearing how a child, both of whose parents had died of

cholera, was on the point of being buried alive with its

dead mother by heartless neighbors when it was rescued

by a fisherman. Certain parts of Japan have been no-

torious from of old for tliis practice. In Tosa the evil was
so rampant that a society for its prevention has been in

existence for many years. It helps support children of

poor parents who might be tempted to dispose of them
criminally. In that province from January to March,
1898, I was told that " only " four cases of conviction

lor this crime were reported. The registered annual
birth rate of certain villages has increased horn 40-501

to 75-80, and this without any immigration from outside.

The reason assigned is t':e diminution of infanticide.

In speaking of infanticiuo in Japan, let us not forget

that every race and nation has been guilty of the same
crime, and has continued to be guilty of it until deliv-

ered by Christianity.

Widespread infanticide proves a wide lack of natural

affection. Poverty is, of course, the common plea.

Yet infanticide has been practiced not so much by the

desperately poor as by small land-holders. The amount
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of fanning land possessed by each family was strictly

limited and could feed only a g^ven numtter of mooUis.
Should the family exceed that number, all would be in-

volved in poverty, for the members beyond that limit

did not have the liberty to travel in search of new occu-
pation. Infanticide, therefore, bore direct relation to the
rigid economic nature of the old social order.

Whatever, therefore, be the point of view from which
we study the questimi of Japanese affection for children,

we see that it was intimately connected with the nature
of the social order. Whether we judge such affection or
its lack to be a characteristic trait of Japanese nature,

we must still maintain that it is not an inherent trait

of the race nature, but only a characteristic depending
for its greater ox IcM development on the nature of the

social order.



IX

MARITAL LOVE

IF
the Japanese are a conspicuously emotional race,

as is commonly believed, we should naturally expect

this characteristic to manifest itself in a marked
degree in the relation of the sexes. CuriousW enough,
however, such does not seem to be the case. So slight a

place does the emotion of sexual love have in Japanese
family life that some have gone to the extreme of deny-

ing it altogether. In his brilliant but fallacious volume,

entitled "The Soul of the Far East," Mr. Percival

Lowell states that the Japanese do not " fall in love."

The correctness of this statement we shall consider in

connection with the argument for Japanese imperson-

ality. That " falling in love " is not a recognized part of

the family system, and that marriage is arranged regard-

less not only of love, but even of mutual acquaintance,

are indisputable facts.

Let us confine our attention here to Japanese post-

marital emotional characteristics. Do Japanese hus-
bands love their wives and wives their husbands? We
have already seen that in the text-book for Japanese
women, the " Onna Daigal. ;," not one word is said

about love. It ma^ be stated at once that love between
husband and wife is almost as conspicuously lacking in

practice as in precept In no regard, perhaps, is the

contrast between the East and the West more striking

than the respective ideas concerning woman and mar-
riage. The one counts woman the equal, if not the su-
perior of man ; the other looks down upon her as man's
inferior in every respect; the one considers profou:'!d

love as the only true condition of marriage; the other

thinks of love as essentially impure, beneaui the dignity

of a true man, and not to be taken into consideration

loa
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when marriage is contemplated; in the one, the two
persons most interested have most to say in the matter;
m the other, they have the least to say; in the one, a
long and intimate previous acquaintance is deemed im-
portant; in the other, the need for such an acquaintance
does not receive a second thought; in the one, the
wife at once takes her place as the queen of the home;
in the other, she enters as the domestic for her husband
and his parents; in the one, the children are hers as well
as his; in th** other, they are his rather than hers, and re-
main with ! im in case of divorce; in the oae, divorce is

rare and condemned; in the other, it is common in the
extreme; in the one, it is as often the woman as the
man who seeks the divorce; in the other, until most re-
cent times, it is the man alone who divorces the wife; in
the one, the reasons for divorce are grave; in the other,
they are often trivial ; in the one, the wife is the " hdp-
mate"; in the other, she is the man's " plaything"; or,
at most, the means for continuing the family hneage;
in the one, the man is the "husband"; in the other, he
is the "danna san " or "teishu" (the lord or master);
in the ideal home of the one, the wi:'e is the object of
the husband's constant affection and solicitous care; in
the ideal home of the other, she ever waits upon her
lord, serves his food for him, and faithfully sits up for
him at ni^ht, however late his return may be; in the
one, the wife is justified in resenting any unfaithfulness
or immorality on the part of her husband; in the other,
she is commanded to accept with patience whatever he
may do, however many concubines he may have in his
home or elsewhere ; and however immoral he may be, she
must not be jealous. The following diaracterization
of the women of Japan is presumably by one who would
do them no injustice, having himself married a Japanese
wife (the editor of the Japan Mail).

" The woman of Japan is a charming personage in
many ways—gracious, refined, womanly before every-
thing, sweet-tempered, unselfish, virtuous, a splendid
mother, and an ideal wife from the point of vi.?w of the
master. But she is virtually excluded from the whole
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intellectual life of the nation. Politics, art, litenture.

science, are closed books to her. She cannot think logi-

cally about any of these subjects, express herself clearly

with reference to them, or take an intellectual part in

conversations relating to them. She is, in fact, totally

disqualified to be her husband's intellectual companion,

and tte inevttaUe reftdt is that he despises her. *

In face of all these facts, it is evident that the emo-

tional element of character which plays so large a part

in the relation of the sexes in the West has little, if any,

counterpart in the Far East Where the emotional ele-

ment does come in, it is under social condemnation.

There are doubtless many happy marriages in Japan,

if the wife is faithful in her place and fills it well; and

If the master is honorable according to the accepted

standards, steady in his business, not given to wine or

women. But even then the affection must be different

from that which prevails in the West. No Japanese wife

ever dreams of receiving the loving care from her hus-

band which is freely accorded her Western sister by

her husband.f
I wish, however, to add at once that this is a topic

about which it is dangerous to dogmatize, for the cus-

toms of Japan demand that all expressions of affection

between husband and wife shall be sedulously concealed

from the outer world. I can easily believe that there is

no little tru«: affection existing betwr n husband and

wife. A Japanese friend with whom have talked on

this subject expresses his belief that the statement made

above, to the effect that no Japanese wife dreams of re-

cdving the loving care whidi w expected by her West-

• rtfian Mail, June 4. 1898. P- 586.

4 i. all that hat beMi Mud above as to the relative lack of anec-

timi between hoabrad and wife is true, it will help to make
more credible, because more intelligible, the preceding chapter

aa to the relative lack of love for children. Where the relation

between husband and wife is what we have depicted it. where

the children are systematically taught to feel for their father re-

spect rather than love, the relation between the father and the

children, or the mother and the children, cannot be the r—— —
in lands where all these customs are revmed.
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era sister, is doubtless true of Old Japan, but that there
has been a great change in this respect in recent decades;
and esp cially among the Christian coinmunity. That
Christians excel the o !\ers with whom I have come in
contact, has been evident to me. But that even they
are still very different from Occidentals in this re^Mct,
is also clear. Whatever be the affection lavished on the
wife in the privacy of the home, she does not receive in
public the constant evidence of special regard and high
e«teem which the Western wife expects as her right.
How much affection can be expressed by low formal

bows? The fact is that Japanese civilization has striven
to crush out all signs of emotion; this stddsm is ex-
emplified to a large degree even in the home, and under
circumstances when we should think it impossible. Kiss-
ing was an unknown art in Japan, and it is still un-
known, except by name, to the ^reat majority of the peo-
ple. Even mothers seldom kiss their infant children,
and when they do, it is only while the children are very
yomtg.
The question, however, which particularly interests

us, is as to the explanation for these facts. Is the lack
of demonstrative affection between husband and wife
due to the inherent nature of the Japanese, or is it not
due rather to the prevailing social order? If a Jap-
anese ^oes to America or England, for a few years, does
he maintain his cold attitude toward all women, and
never tium the slightest tendency to fall in love, or ex-
hibit demonstrative affection? These questions almost
answer themselves, and with them the main question for
whose solution we are seeking.
A few concrete instances may help to illustrate the

generalization that these are not fixed because racial
characteristics, but variable ones dependent on the so-
cial order. Manv yatn ago when the late Dr. Neesima,
the founder, with Dr. Davis, of the Doshisha, was on
the point of departure for the United States on account
of his health, he made an address to the students. In
the course of his remarks he stated that there were
three principal considerations that made him regret the
necessity lor his departore at ttmt tfane; ^bt fim was
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that tlic Doihisha was in a most critical position; it was
but tUrting on its larger worit, and he felt that all its

friends should be on hand to help on the fi^eat under-
taking. The second was that he was compelled to leave
his aged parents, whom he might not find living on his
return to Japan. The third was his sorrow at leaving
his beloved wife. This public reference to his wife, ana
especially to his love for her, was so extraordinary that
it created no little comment, not to say scandal; espe-
cially obnoxious was it to many, because he mentioned
her after having mentioned his parents. In the reports
of this speech given by his friends to the public press
no reference was made to this (.-xpressinn of love for
his wife. And a few months after his death, when Dr.
Davis prepared a short biography of Dr. Necsima, he
was severely criticised by some of the Japanese t<xr re-
producing the speech as Dr. Neesima gave it.

Shortly after my first arrival in Japan, I was walking
home from church one day with an English-speaking
Japanese, who had had a good deal to do with for-
eigners. Suddenly, without any introduction, he re-
marked that he did not comprehend how the men of the
VVest could endure such tyranny as was exercised over
them by their wives. I, of^cour«e, asked what he meant.
He then said that he had seen me buttoning n.y wife's
shoes. I should explain that on calling.on the Japanese,
in their homes, it is necessary that we leave our shoes
at ' door, as the Japanese invariably do; this is, of
CO awkward for foreigners who wear shoes; espe-
cial J is the necessity of putting them on again. The
diffici .ty is materially increased by the invariably high
step at the front door. It is hard enough for a man to
kneel down on the step and reach for his shoes and then
put them on ; much more so is it for a woman. And after
the shoes are on, there is no suitable place on which to
rest the foot for buttoning and tving. I used, there-
fore, very gladly to help my wife with hers. Yet, so con-
trary to Japanese precedent was ds act of mine that
this well-educated gentleman and Christian, who had
had much intercourse witli foreigners, could not see in
it anything except the imperious command of the wife
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and the liaviBh obedience of the husband. His concen-
tion of the relation between the Occidental husband and
wife is best described as tyranny on the part of the
wife.

One of the early ihocks I received on this gen-
eral rabject was dne to the discovery that vriienever my
wife took my arm as we walked the street to and from
charch, or elsewhere, the people looked at us in surprised
displeasure. Such public manifestation of intimacy was
to be expected from libertines alone, and from these
only when they were more or less under the influence
of drink. Whenever a Japanese man walks out with
his wife, which, by the way, is seldom, he invariably
steps on ahead, leaving her to follow, carrying the par-
cels, if there are any. A child, especially a son,_ may
walk at his side, but not his wife.

Let me give a few more illustrations to show how the
present family life of the Japanese checks the full tmA
tree development of the affections. In one of our out-
stations I but recently found a young woman in a
distressing condition. Her parents had no sons, and
consequently, according to the custom of the land,
they had adopted a son, who became the husband
of their eldest daughter; the man proved a rascal,
and the family was gbd when he decided that he
did not care to be their son any kmger. Shortly after
his departure a child was bom to the daughter;
but, according to the law, she had no husband, and
consequently the child must either be registered as
illegitimate, or be fraudulently registered as the child of
the mother's father. There is much fraudulent registra-
tion, the children of concubines are not recognized as
legitimate; yet it is common to register such children
as those of the regular wife, especially if she has few or
none of her own.
An evangelist who worked long in Kyushu was al-

wivs in great financial trouble because of the fact that
he had to support two mothers, besides giving aid to his
father, who had married a third wife. The first was his
own mother, who had been divorced, but, as she had no
h<Mne, the son took her to his. When the father
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divorced his second wife, the son was induced to take
care of her also. Another evangelist, with whom I had
much to do, was the adopted son of a scheming old
man ; it seems that in the earlier part of the present era
the eldest son of a family was exempt from military
draft. It often happened, therefore, that families who
had no sons could obtain large sums of money from
those who had younger sons whom they wished to have
adopted for the puipose of escaping the draft. This
evangelist, while still a boy, was adopted into such a
family, and a certain sum was fixed upon to be paid at
some time in the future. But the adopted son proved
so pleasing to the adopting father that he did not ask
for the money; by some piece of legerdemain, however,
he succeeded in adopting a second son, who paid him the
desired money. After some years the first adopted
son became a Christian, and then an evangelist, both
steps being taken against the wishes of the adopting
father. The father finally said that he would forego all
relations to the son, and give him back his original
name, provided the son would pay the original sum that
had been agreed on, plus the interest, which altogether
would, at that time, amount to several hundred yen.
pus was, of course, impossible. The negotiations
dragged on for three or four years. Meanwhile, the
young man fell in love with a young girl, whom he
finally married; as he was still the son of his adopting
father, he could not have his wife registered as his wife,
for the old man had another gir! in view for him and
would not consent to this arrangement. And so the mat-
ter dragged for several months more. Unless the matter
could be arranged, any children born to them must be
registered as illegitimate. At this point I was con-
sulted and. lor the first timr, learned the details of the
case. Furthe." consultations resulted in an agreement
as to the sum to be paid; the adopted son was released,Md re-registered under his newly acquired name and for
the first time his marriage berame legal. The confusion
and suffermg brought into the family by this practice (rf
adoption and of separation are almost endless.
Jbe number of cases in which beautiful and accom-
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plished young women have been divorced hv brutal and
licentious husbands is appalling. I know several such.What wonder that Christians and others are constantly
laying emphasis, in public lectures and sermons and pri-
vate talks, on the crying need of reform in marriage and
in the home ?

*

Throughout the land the newspapers are discussing
the pros and cons of monogamy and polygamy. In Jan-
uary of 1898 the Jiji Shimpo, one of the leading daily
papers of Tokyo, had a series of articles on the subject
from the pen of one of the most illustrious educators ofNew Japan, Mr. Fukuzawa. His school, the " Keio
Gijiku," has educated more thousands of young men
than any other, notwithstanding th- fact that it is a pri-
vate institution. Though not a Christian himself, nor
making any professions of advoca;ing Christianity, yet
Mr. Fukuzawa has come out strongly in favor of mo-
nogamy. His description of the existing social and fam-
ily life IS striking, not to say sickening. If I mistake not.
It is he who tells of a cerUin noble lady who shed tears
at the news of the promotion of her husband in official
rank; and when questioned on the matter she confessed
that, with added salary, he would add to the nun'ber of
his concubines and to the frequency of his intercourBe
with famous dancing and singing girls.
The distressing state of family Hfe may also be gath-

ered from the large numbers of public and secret prosti-
tutes that are to be found in all the large cities, and
the singing girls of nearly every town. According to
popular opinion, their number is rapidly increasing,
rhough this general subject trenches on morality rather
than on the topic immediately before us, yet it throws a
lurid light on this question also. It lets us see, perhaps,
more clearly than we could in any other way, how de-
fcient IS the average home life of the people. A pro-
fessing Christian, a man of wide experience and social
standing, not long since seriously argued at a meeting
of a Young Men's Christian Association that dancing
and singing girls are a necessary part of Japanese civili-
zation to-day. He argued that thev supply the men
with that female element in social Ufe which the ordi-
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nary woman cannot provide; were the average wives
and daughters sufficiently accomplished to share in the
social life of the men as they are in the West, dancing
and singing girls, being needless, would soon cease

to be.

One further question in this connection merits our
attention. How are we to account for an order of so-

ciety that allows so little scope for the natural affections

of the heart, unless by saying that that order is the true
expression of their nature? Mu5t we not say that

the element of affection in the present social order is

deficient because the Japanese themselves are naturally

deficient? The question seems more difficult than it

really is.

In the first place, the affectionate relation existing

between husbands and wives and between parents and
children, in Western lands, is a product of relatively re-

cent times. In his exhaustive work on " The History
of Human Marriage," Westermarck makes this very
plain. Wherever the woman is counted a slave, is

bought and sold, is considered as merely a means of
bearing children to the family, or in any essential way is

looked down upon, there high forms of affection are by
the nature of tht case impossible, though some affection

doubtless exists; it necessarily attains only a rudimen-
tary development. Now it is conspicuous that the con-
ception of the nature and purpose of woman, as held in

the Orient, has always been debasing to her. Though
individual women mig'^t rise above their assigned posi-

tion th whole social order, as established by the leaders

of thoUf,ht, was against her. The statement that there

was a primitive condition of sc.:iety in Japan in which
the affectionate relations between husband and wife

now known in the West prevailed, is, I think, a mistake.

We must remember, in the second place, what careful

students of human evolution have pointed out, that

those tribes and races in which the familv was most
completely consolidated, that is to say, those in which
the power of the father was absolute, were the ones to

gain the victory over their competitors. The reason for

this is too (Vinous to require even a statement Eveiyt
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conquering race has accordingly developed the "patria

potestas " to a greater or less degree. Now one general

peculiarity of the Orient is that that stage of develop-

ment has remained to this day; it has not experienced

those modifications and restrictions which have arisen

in the West. The national government dealt with fam-

ilies and clans, not with individuals, as the final social

unit. In the West, however, the individual has become
the civil unit ; the " patria potestas " has thus been all

but lost. This, added to religious and ethical consider-

ations, has given women and children an ever higher

place both in society and in the home. Had this

loss of authority by the father been accompanied v'^h

a weakening ri the nation, it would have been an injury;

but, in the West, his authority has been transferred to

the nation. These considerations serve to render more
intelligible and convincing the main proposition of

these chapters, that the distinctive emotional character-

istics of t'ae Japanese are not inherent; they are the re-

sults of the social and industrial order; as this order

changes, tihey too will surely change. The entire civili-

zation of a land takes its leading, if not its dominant,

color from the estimate set by the people as a whole on

the value of human life. The relatively late develop-

ment of the tender affections, even in the West, is due

doubtless to the extreme slowness with which the idea of

the inherent value of a human being, as such, has taken

root, even though it was clearly taught by Clirist. But

the leaven of His teaching has been at work for these

hundreds of years, and now at last we are beginning to

see its real meaning and its vital relation to the entire

progress of man. ft may be questioned whether Christ

gave any more important impetus to the development

of civilization than by His teaching in regard to the in-

estimable worth of man, grounding it, as He did, on
man's divine sonship. Those nations which insist on
valuing human life only by the utilitarian standard, and

which consequently keep woman in a degraded place, in-

nsting on conctibinage and all that it implies, are sure to

wane Refbre diose nations which loyally adopt and prac-

tice Ok higher ideals of humaa wwth. The weakneM
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of heathen lands arises in no slight degree from their
cheap estimate of human life.

In Jai)an, until the Meiji era, human life was cheap.
For criminals of the military clar,scs, suicide was the
honorable method of leaving this world; the lower
orders of society suffered loss of life at the hands of the
military class without redress. The whole nation ac-
cepted the low standards of human value; woman was
valued chiefly, if not entirely, on a utilitarian basis, that,
namely, of bearing children, doing house and farm work,
and giving men pleasure. So far as 1 know, not among
all the teachings of Confucius or Buddha was the
supreme value of human life, as such, once suggested,
much less any adequate conception of the worth and
nature of woman. The entire social order was con-
structed without these two important truths.
By a great effort, however, Japan has introduced a

new social order, with unprecedented rapidity. By one
revolution it has established a set of laws in which the
equality of all men before the law is recognized at least;
for the first time in Oriental history, woman is given the
rig^it to seek divorce. The experiment is now being
made on a great scale as to whether the new social order
adopted by the rulers can induce those ideas among the
people at large which will insure its performance. Can
the mere legal enactments which embody the principles
of human equality and the value of human life, regard-
less of sex, beget those fundamental conceptions on
which alone a steady and lasting gfovemment can rest?
Can Japan really step into the circle of Western
nati >s, without abandoning her pagan religions
and .jushing onward into Christian monotheism with
all its corollaries as to the relations and mutual
duties of man? All earnest men are crying out for a
strengthening of the moral life of the nation through
the reform of the family and are proclaiming the neces-
sity of monogamy; but, aside from the Christians, none
appear to see how this is to be done. Even Mr.
Fukuzawa says that the first step in the reform of the
family and the establishment of monogamy is to develop
imblic sentiment against prostitution and plural or
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illegal marriage; and the way to do this is first to make

evil practices secret. This, he says, is more important

than to give women a higher education. He does not

see that Christianity with its conceptions of immediate

responsibility of the individual to God, the lovmg

Heavenly Father, and of the infinite value of each human

soul, thus doing away with the utilitarian scale for mcas-

U 'ing both men and women, together with its concep-

tions of the relations of the sexes and of man to man,

can alone supply that foundation for all the elements of

the new social order. inteUectual and emotional, which

wUl make it workable and permanent, and of which

monogamy is but one element.* He does not see that

•The effect of Christian missions cannot be measured by the

nnmbers of those who are to be counted on the church rolJs

;

Subconsciously the nation is absorbing Chnst.an ideals

from the hundreds of Christian missionaries and tens of thou-S of Christian natives. The necessities of the new «)c«d

order make their teachings intelligible and accepUble as the

older sodal order did not and could not. This accounte for tte

MtoSng change in the anti-Christian spirito* the lapanew.

This spSid not cease at once on the introdnctton of &eMW
Kwial order, nor indeed is it now entirely gone. But the changeK the Taban of thirty years ago to thelapan of to-day, in fts

att™ude towSd Christianity, is more marked than that of any

Seat nattonta^istory. A similar change in the Roman Empire

toSk place, but it required three hundred years Th>s change

injapan may accordingly be called truly miraculous, not .n tBe

•enM, however, of a result without a cause, for the causes are

'^Amo°n?toWhristians. especially, the old order is "Jpi^Y PV-

ing way to the new. Christianity has brought a new coMefh^S
of woman and her place in the home and her "l*"*"*;*^"^"^
band. Japanese thristiaa girls, and reoentty ""'•CJ'^f^
gSls, are seeking an education which dirfl fit them for their en-

SrSnat life. Many of the more Christian young men do not

w2tWhin wiwB, with their low estimate of themselves and

SdS!a^ rt*y are increasingly unwilling to manV t»ose

of whom thiy know nothing and for whom they care not at all

Already the idea that love is the only safe foundation for the

tome i^beginning to take root in Japan. This changing ideal

tebringingmarkl5i social changes. In soim churchesw totio^

ductloS cSmmittee is appointed ^hoM Wjrial f«^^
introduce marriageable persons and to hold
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representative, government and popular riehts cannot
stand for any length of time on any other foundation.

Vfifr- will doubtless become as characteristic of Japan in the
future as their absence has been characteristic in the past. To
recapitulate : these distinctive characteristics of the emotional
life of the Japanese might at first seem to be so deep-rooted as
to be inherent, yet they are really due to the ideas and customs
at the social order, and are liable to change with any new sys-
tem of ideas and customs that may arise. The higher devekm-

reorganization of the family life ; this rests on a new idea as to
the jilace and value of woman as such and as a human being

;

this in turn rests on the wide acceptance of Christian ideals as
to Ood and their mutual relations. It involves, likewise, new
ideals as to man's final destiny. In Japan's need of these Christian
ideals we find one main ground arid justification, if justification
beneededifor missionary enterprise among this Eastern people.

ment of the emotional



CHEERFULNESS — INDUSTRY — TRUTHFUL-
NESS—SUSPICIOUSNESS

MANY writers have dwelt with delight on the
cheerful disposition that seems so common in
Japan. Lightness of heart, freedom from all

anxiety for the future, living chiefly in the present, these
and kindred features are pictured in glowing terms.
And, on the whole, these pictures are true to life. The
manjr flower festivals are made occasions for family
picnics when all care seems thrown to the wind. There
is a simplicity and a freshness and a freedom from worry
that is delightful to see. But it is also remarked that
a change in this regard is beginning to be observed.
The coming in of Western madiinery, methods of gov-
ernment, of trade and of education, is introducing cus-
toms and cares, ambitions and activities, that militate
against the older ways. Doubtless, this too is true^ If
so, it but serves to establish the general proposition of
these pages that the more outstanding national diar-
acteristics are largely the result of special sociikl condi-
tions, rather than of inherent national character.
The cheerful disposition, so often seen and admired

by the Westerner, is the cheerfulness t)f children. In
many respects the Japanese are relatively undeveloped,
^his is due to the nature of their social order during the
i-ast. The government has been largely paternal in
* >rm and fully so in theory. Little has been left to in-
dividual initiative or responsibiliW. Wherever such a
system has been dommant and the perifectly accepted
order, the inevitable result is just such a state of simple,
childish cheerfulness as we find in Japan. It constitutes
that golden age sung by the poets of every land. But
being the cheerfulness of children, the happiness of im-
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maturity, it is bound to change with growth, to be lost
with coming maturity.

Yet the Japanese are by no means given up to a cheer-
ful view of life. Many an individual is morose and
dejected in the extreme. This disposition is ever stimu-
lated by the religious teachings of Buddhism. Its great
message has been the evanescent character of the
firesent Hfe. Life is not worth living, it urges; though
ife may have some pleasures, the total result is disap-
pointment and sorrow. Buddhism has found a warm
welcome in the hearts of many Japanese. For more
than a thousand years it has been exercising a potent in-
fluence on their thoughts and lives. Yet how is this
consistent with the cheerful disposition which seems so
characteristic of Japan? The answer is not far to seek.
Pessimism is by its very nature separative, isolating,
silent. Those oppressed by it do not enter into public
joys. They hide themselves in monasteries, or in the
home. The result is that by its very nature the actual
pessimism of Japan is not a conspicuous feature of
national character. The judgment that all Japanese are
cheerful rests on shallow grounds. Because, forsooth,
millions on holidays bear that appearance, and because
on ordinary occasions the average man and woman
seem cheerful and happ)-, the conclusion is reached that
all are so. No effort is made to learn of those whose lives
are spent in sadness and isolation. I am convinced that
the Japan of old, for all its apparent cheer, had likewise
Its side of deep tragedy. Conditions of life that struck
down countless individuals, and mental conditions which
made Buddhism so popular, both point to this ccrndtt-
sion.

Again I wish to call attention to the fact that the
prominence of children and young people is in part the
cause of the appearance of general happiness. The Japa-
nese live on the street as no Western people do. The
stores and workshops are the homes; when these are
op<^"' the homes are open. When the children go out
of the house to play they use the streets, for they seld(Mn
have yards. Here they gather in great numbers and
play most enthusiastically, utterly regardless of the
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passers-by. for these latter are all on foot or in iinrild-

alarm
consequently, never cause the chUdren any

.
The Japanese give the double impression of beine

industnous and diligent on the one hand. and. on the
other, ofbenig lazy and utterly indifferent to the lapse of
time, rhc long hours during which they keep at work
IS a constant wonder to the Occidental. I have often
been amazed in Fukuoka to find stores and workshops
open, apparently in operation, after ten and sometimes
even until eleven o'clock at night, while blacksmiths
and carpenters and wheelwrights would be working
away as if it were morning. Many of the factories
recently started keep very long hours. Indeed most of
the cotton mills run day and night, having two sets of
workers, who shift their times of labor every week
Those who work during the night hours one week take
the day hours the following week. In at least one such
factory, with which I am acquainted, the fifteen hundred
girls who work from six o'clock Saturday evening until
SIX o clock Sunday morning, are then supposed to have
twenty-four hours of rest before they begin their day's
wort mday morning; but, as a matter of fact, they
muv d three or four and sometimes five hours on
Sun« iming cleaning up the factory.

In a small silk-weaving factory that I know the cus-
tomary hours for work were from five in the morning
until nine at night, se.en days in the week. The wife,
however, of the owner became a Christian. Hirough
her intervention time for rest was secured on Sunday
long enough for a Bible class, which the evangelist of the
place was invited to teach. After several months of in-
struction a number of the hands became Oiristian. and
all were sufficiently interested to ask that the whole of
the Sabbath be granted to them for rest: but in order
that the master might not lose thereby, they agreed to
begin work at four each morning and to work on until
ten at night. With sudi hours one would have expected
them to fall at once into their beds when the work of the
day was over. But for many months, at ten o'clock in
the evening, my wife uid I heard them aing^ a hynm
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or two in their family worship before retiring for the
niffht.

In certain weaving factories I have been told that the
giris are required to work sixteen hours a day; and that
on Sundays they are allowed to have some rest, being
then required to work but ten hours! The diligence of
mail deliverers, who always run when on duty, the hour^
of consecutive running frequently performed by jin-
irikisha men (several have told me that they have made
over sixty miles in a single day), the long hours of per-
sistent study by students in the higher schools, and
many kindred facts, certainly indicate a tnriMrising
capacity for work.
But there are equally striking iUattrationi of an oppo-

site nature. The farmers and mechanics and carpenters,
among regular laborers, and the entire life of the com-
mon people in their homes, give an impression of indif-
ference to the flight of time, if not of absolute laziness.
The workers seem ready to sit down for a smoke and a
chat at any hour of the day. In the home and in ordi-
nary social life, the loss of time seems to be a matter of
no consequence whatever. Polite palaver takes un-
stinted hours, and the sauntering of the peojde through
the street emidiasizes the impression that no business
calls oppress uiem.

In my opinion these characteristics, also, are due to
the conditions of society, past and present, rather than
to the inherent nature of the people* The old civiliza-
tion was easy-going; it had no clocks; it hardly knew the
time of d.iy; it never hastened. The hour was esti-
mated and was twice as long as the modem hour. The
atructure of society demanded the constant observance
of the forms of etiquette; this, with its numberless genu-
flections and strikings of the head on the floor, alwavs
demanded time. Furthermore, the very character of the
footgear compelled and still cnnpels a shuffling, am-
Ming gait when walking the streets. The clog is a
well-named hindrance to civilization in the waste of time
it compels. The slow-going, time-ignoring character-
istics of New Japan are social inheritances from feudal
t.. es, characteristics which are still hampering its de-
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vdc^Mlient. The industrious spirit that is to be found
in wo many quarters to-day is largely the gift of the new
civilization. Shoes are uking the place of clogs. The
army and all the police, on ordinary duty, wear ihoea.
Even the industry of the students is largely due to the
new conditions of student life. The way m which the
JaiMnese are working to-day, and the feveriih haste that
aome of them evince in their work, shows that they are
aa capable as Occidentals of acquiring the rush of
civilization.

The home life of the people gives an impression of lift-
lessness thz* is in marked contrast to that of the West
This is partly due to the fact that the house work is rehi-
tively light, there being no furniture to speak of, the
rooms small, and the cooking arrangements quite
simple. Housewives go about their work with restful
deliberation, which is trying, however, to one in haste.
It is the experience of the housekeepers from the Weat
that one Japanese domestic is ablr to accomplish from
athird to a half of what is d<me I / a girl in America.
This is not wholly due to slowness of movement, how-
ever, but also to smallness of stature and orresponding
lack of strength. On the other hand, the one hours <3
work required of women in the majority of Japanese
homes is something appalling. The vrife i« expectnl to
be up before the husband, to prepare his meals, nd to
wait patiently till his return at night, however late that
may be. In all except the higher ranks of society she
takes entire care of the children, except for the help
which her older children may give her. During much
of the time she goes about her work with an infant tied
to her back. Though she does not work hard at any
one time (and is it to be wondered at?) yet she works
kmg. Especially hard is the life of the waiting girts in
die hotels. I have learned that, as a rule, they are re-
quired to be up before daylight and to remain on duty
until after midnight. In some hotels they are allowed
but four or five hours out of the twenty-four. The re-
sult is, they are often overcome and fall asleep vhUt at
Mrvice. Sitting on the floor and waiting to serve the
noe, with nothing to distract thdr tho^^ ot hM
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their attention, they easily lose thenuelvci fcr a lew
moments.
Two other strongly co.'trasted traits are found in the

Japanese character, absolute confidence and trustfulness
on the one hand, and suspicion on the other. It is the
universal testimony that the former characteristic is
rapidly passing away; in the cities it is well-nigh gone.
But in the country places it is still common. The idea
of making a bar^in when two persons entered upon
§om^ particular piece of work, vhc one as employer, the
other as employed, was entirely repugnant to the older
generation, since it was assumed that their relations as
inferior and superior should determine their financial
relations; the superior would do what was right, and the
inferior should accept what the superior might give
without a question or a murmur. Among the samurai,
where the arrangement is between equals, bargaining or
making fixed and fast terms which will hold to the end,
and which may be carried to the courts in case of dif-
ferences, was a thing practically unknown in the older
civilization. Everything of a business nature was
left to honor, and was carried oa in muttial confi-
dence.

A few illustrations of this spirit of confidence from my
own experience may not be without interest. On first
coming to Japan, I found it usual for a Japanese who
wished to take a jinrikisha to call the runner and take
the ride without making any bargain, giving him at the
end what seemed right And the men generally ac-
cepted the payment without question. I have found that
recently, unless there is some definite understanding
arrived at before the ride, there is apt to be some dis-
agreement, the runrer presuming on the hold he has, by
virtue of work done, to get more than is customary.
This is especially true in case the rider is a foreigner.
Another set of examples in which astonishing simplicity
and confidence were manifested was in the employment
of evangelists. I have known several instances in which
a full correspondence with an evangelist with regard to
his employment was carried on, and the settlement
finally concluded, and the man set to work without a
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2S**ti2?*«?Sj~^ ^* hardly b««M thrt no foreigner took part in that corresiind-

The limple, childlike trustfulness of the countrypeople IS seen in multiplied ways; yet on the whol. 1cannot escape the conviction that it is a truttfolneM
Which IS shown toward each other u eqnab. Certain
larmert .vhom I have employed to care for a cow and to
cultivate the garden, while showing a trustful disposi-
tton towards me, have not had the tame feeUngt toward
nieir fellows apparently,

TTiis confidence and trustfulness were the product of a
avihzation resting on communalistic feudalism: the
people were kept as children in dependence on their

*o "ccept what he said and did;wy were accustomed to that order of things from the
b<Mrinning and had no other thought; on the whole too,
wttnout doubt, they received regular and kindly treat-
ment. Furthermore, there was no redress for the
peasant in cas*- of hftrshnets; it was always the wise
policy, therefore, for him to accmt whatever was given
without even the appearance of dissatisfaction. This
nnrtt iras connected writh the dominance of the military
class. Simple trustfulness was, therefore, chiefly that of
the non-militar>- classes. The trustfulness of the
samurai sprang from their distinctive training. As al-
ready mentioned, when drawing up a bond in feudal

would read. If I faU to do so and so, you may husfa atme in public." ^
Since the overthrow of communal feudalism and the

estabhsiiment of an individualistic social order, necesri-
tating personal vOwnership of property, and tfie uni-
versal use of money, trusthil confidence is rapidly passine
awiy. Everything is being more and more accurately
reduced to a money basis. The old samurai scorn formoney seems to be wholly gone, an astonishing trans-
formation of character. Since the disestablishment of
ttie samurai class many of them have gone into
business. Not a few have made tremendwis &fluiet
tor lack of business instinct, being easily fleeced by more
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cunning and less honorable fellows who have played the
" confidence " game most successfully ; others have made
equally great successes because of their superior mental
ability and education. The government of Japan is to-
day chiefly in the hands of the descendants of the
samurai class. They liave their fixed salaries and
everything is done on a financial basis, payment being
made for work only. The lazy and the incapable are
being pushed to the wall. Many of the poorest and
most pitiable people of the land to-day are the proud
sons of the former aristocracy, who glory in the history
of their ancestors, but are not able or willing to chanj; j
their old habits of thought and manner of life.

The American Board has had a very curious, not to
say disastrous, experience with the spirit of trustful con-
fidence that was the prevailing business characteristic of
the older civilization. According to the treaties which
Japan had made with foreign nations, no foreigner was
allowed to buy land outside the treaty ports. As, how-
ever, mission work was freely allowed by the govern-
ment and welcomed by many of the people in all parts
of the land, and as it became desirable to have con-
tinuous missionary work in several of the interior towns,
It seemed wise to locate missionaries in those places and
to provide suitable houses for them. In order to do
this, land was bought and the needed houses erected,
and the title was necessarily heitl in the names of appar-
ently trustworthy native Christians. The government
was, of course, fully aware of what was beinp' done and
offered no objection. It was well understood that the
property was not for the private ownership of the indi-
vidual missionary, but was to be held by the Chrfstians
for the use of the mission to which the missionary be-
longed. For many years no questions were raised and
all moved along smoothly. The arrangement between
the missionaries and the Christian or Christians in whose
names the property might be held was entirely verbal,
tio document being of any legal valup, to say nothing of
the fact that in those early days the mention of docu-
mentary relationships would have greatly hurt the ten-
der feelings of honor which were so prominent a part of
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samurai character. The financial relations were purely
those of honor and trust.

Under this general method, ' -ge sums o? rr^oney were
expended by the American Bo ird for hua;es lo • its mis-
sionaries in various parts of J..f an, and especially in
Kyoto. Here was the Doshi , which gi jw from a
small English school and EvaugLlisii' ira<'.nng class to
a prosperous university with fine buildings. Tens of
thousands of dollars were put into this institution, be-
sides the funds needful for the land and the houses for
nine foreign families. An endowment was also raised,
partly in Japan, but chiefly in America. In a single be-
quest, Mr. Harris of New London gave over one hun-
dred thousand dollars for a School of Science. It has
been estimated that, altogether, the American Board and
its constituency have put into the Doshisha, including
the salaries of the missionary teachers, toward a million
dollars.

In the early nineties the political skies were suddenly
darkened. The question of treaty revision loomed up
black in the heavens. The politicians of the land
clamored for the absolute refusal of all right of prop-
erty ownership by foreigners. In their political furore
they soon began to attack the Japanese Christians who
were holding the property used by the various missions.
They accused them of being traitors to the country. A
proposed law was drafted and presented in the National
Diet, confiscating all such property. The Japanese
holders naturally became nervous and desirous of
severing the relationships with the foreigners as soon as
possible^ In the case of corporate ownership the trus-
tees began to make assumptions of absolute ownership,
regardless of the moral claims of the donors of tlie funds.
In the earlier days of the trouble frequen; conferences
on the question were held by the missionaries of the
American Board with the leading Christians of the Em-
pire, and their constant statement was, " Do not worry

;

trust us ; we are samurai and will do nothing that is not
perfectly honorable." So often were these sentiments
reiterated, and yet so steadily did the whole manage-
ment of the Doahiaha move further and finder away
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from the honorable course, that finally the " financial
honor of the samurai " came to have an odor far from
pleasant, A deputation of four gentlemen, as repre-
sentatives of the American Board, came from America
especially to confer with the trustees as to the Christian
principles of the instftution, and the moral claims of the
Board, but wholly in vain. The administration of the
Doshisha became so distinctly non-Christian, to use no
stronger term, that the mission felt it impossible to
co-operate longer with the Doshisha trustees; the mis-
sionary members of the faculty accordingly resigned.
In order to secure exemption from the draft for its
students the trustees of the Doshisha abrogated cer-
tain clauses of the constitution relating to the Christian
character of the institution, in spite of the fact that these
clauses belonged to the " unchangeable " part of the con-
stitution which the trustees, on taking office, had indi-
vidually sworn to maintain. Again the Board sent out
a man, now a lawyer vested with full power to press
matters to a final issue. After months of negotiations
with the trustees in regard to the restoration of the sub-
stance of the abrogated clauses, without result, he was
on the point of carrying the case into the courts, when
the trustees decided to resign in a ' ody. A new board
of trustees has been formed, who bid fair to carry on the
institution in accord with the wishes of its founders and
benefactors, as expressed in the original constitution.
At one stage of the proceedings the trustees voted mag-
nanimously, as they appeared to think, to allow the mis-
sionaries of the Board to live for fifteen years, rent free,
in the foreign houses connected with the Doshisha; this'
because of the many favors it had received from the
Board! By this vote they maintained that they had
more than fulfilled every requirement of honor. That
uiqr were consciously betraying the trust that had
been reposed In them is not for a moment to be suo-
posed.

*^

It would not be fair not to add that this experience in
Kyoto does not exemplify the universal Japanese char-
acter. There are many Japanese who deeply deplore
and condemn the whole proceeding. Siune of the
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Doshisha alumni have exerted themselves strenuously
to have righteousness done.

Passing now from the ch: -icter of trustful confi-
dence, we take up its opposite, suspiciousness. The de-
velopment of this quality is a natural result of a military
feudalism such as ruled Japan for hundreds of years.
Intrigue was in constant use when actual war was not
being waged. In an age when conflicts were always
hand to hand, and the man who could best deceive his
enemy as to his next blow was the one to carry off his
head, the development of suspicion, strategy, and deceit
was inevitable. The most suspicious men, other things
being equal, would be the victors; they, with their fami-
lies, would survive and thus determine the nature of the
social order. The more than two hundred and fifty
clans and " kuni," " clan territory." into which the land
was divided, kept up perpetual training in the arts of
intrigue and subtlety which are inevitably accompanied
by suspicion.

Modem manifestations of this characteristic are fre-
quent. Not a cabinet is formed, but the <|ucstion of its
make-up is discussed from tiie clannish standpoint.
Even though it is now thirty years since the centralizing
policy was entered upon and clan distinctions were
effectually broken down, yet clan suspicion and jealousy
is not dead.
The foreigner is impressed by the constant need of care

in conversation, lest he be thought to mean something
more or other than he says. When we have occasion to
criticise anything in the Japanese, we have found by ex-
perience that much more is inferred than is said.
Shortly after my arrival in Japan I was advised by one
who had been in the land many years to be careful in
correctingf a domestic or any other person sustaining
any relation to myself, to say not more than one-tenth
of what I meant, for the other nine-tenths would be
inferred. Direct and perfectly frank criticism and sug-
gestion, such as prevail among Anglo-Americans at
least, seem to be rare among the Japanese.

In closing, it is in order to note once again that the
emotional diaracteristics considered in this chapter, al-
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though customarily thought to be deep-seated traits of
race nature, are, nevertheless, shown to be dependent on
the character of the social order. Change the order, and
in due season corresponding changes occur in the
national character, a fact which would be impossible were
that character inherent and essential, passed on from
generation to generation by the single fact of biological
heredity.



XI

JEALOUSY—REVENGE-HUMANE FEEUNGS

ACCORDING to the teachings of Confucius, jeal-

l\ ousy is one of the seven just grounds on which a
X. JL woman may be divorced. In the " Greater Learn-
ing for Women," * occur the following words :

" Let her
never even dream of jealousy. If her husband be disso-

lute, she must expostulate with him, but never either

render her countenance frightful or her accents re-

pulsive, which can only result in completely alienating

her husband from her, and making her intolerable in his

eyes." " The five worst maladies that afHict the female
mind are indocility, discontent, slander, jealousy, and
silliness. Without any doubt, these five maladies infest

seven or eight out of t/ery ten women, and it is from
these that arises the inferiority of women to men. . .

Neither when she blames and accuses and curses inno-
cent persons, nor when in her jealousy of others she
thinks to set herself up alone, does she see that she is

her own enemy, estranging others and incurring their

hatred."

The humiliating conditions to which women have been
subjected in the past and present social order, and to
which full reference has been made in previous chapters,
give sufficient explanation of the jealousy which is recog-
nized as a marked, and, as might appear, inevitable char-
acteristic of Japanese women. Especially does this seem
inevitable when it is remembered how slight is their hold
on their husbands, on whose faithfulness their happiness
so largely depends. Only as this order changes and
the wife secures a more certain place in the home, free

from the competition of concubines and harlots and
dancing girls, can we expect the characteristic to dis-

*Cluipt«r T.p.it.
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appear. That it will do so under such conditions, there
is no reason to question. Already therj arc evidences
that in homes where the husband and the wife are both
earnest Christians, and where each is confident of the
loyalty of the other, jealousy is as rare as it is in Chris-
tian lands.

But is jealousy a characteristic limited to women? or
is it not also a characteristic of men? 1 am assured from
many quarters that men also suffer from it. The jeal-
ousy of a woman is aroused by the fear that some other
woman may supplant her in the eyes of her husband;
that of a man by the fear that some man may supplant
him in rank or influence. Marital jealousy of men seems
to be rare. Yet I heard not lon^ since of a man who
was so afraid lest some man might steal his wife's aflfec-
tions that he could not attend to his business, and
finally, after three months of married wretchedness, he
divorced her. A year later he married her again, but
the old trouble reappeared, and so he divor'-ed her a
second time. If marital jealousy is less common among
men than among women, the explanation is at hand in
the lax moral standard for man. Tlie feudal order of
society, furthermore, was exactly the soil in which to
develop masculine jealousy. In such a society ambi-
tion and jealousy go hand in hand. Wherever a man's
nse m popularity and infJiience depends on the over-
throw of someone already in possession, jealousy is
natural. Connected with the spirit of jealousy is that
of revenge. Had we known Japan only during her
feudal days, we should have pronounced 'the Japanese
excecdmgly revengeful. Revenge was not only the cus-
tom, It was also the law of the land and the teaching
of niorahsts. One of the proverbs handed down from
the hoary past is: " Kumpu no ada to tomo ni ten wo
itadakazu.' " With the enemy of country, or father,
one cannot live under the same heaven.'" The tales of
heroic Japan abound in stories of revenge. Once when
Confucius was asked about the doctrine of Lao-Tse that
one should return good for evil, he replied, " With what
thai should one reward good? The true doctine is to
return good for good, and evU with jtatios." This saying
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of Confucius has nullified for twenty-four hundred years
that pearl of truth enunciated by Lao-Tse, and has caused
it to remain an undiscovered diamond amid the rubbish of

Taoism. By this judgment Confucius sanctified the
rough methods of justice adopted in a primitive order
of society. His dictum peculiarly harmonized with the

militarism of Japan. Being, then, a recognized duty for

many hundred years, it wotud be strange indeed were not
revengefulness to appear among the modem traits of the

Japanese.
But the whole order of society has been transformed.

Revenge is now under the ban of the state, which has

made itself responsible for the infliction of corporal

punishment on individual transgressors. As a result

conspicuous manifestations of the revengeful spirit have
disappeared, and, may we not rightly say, even the spirit

itself? The new order of society leaves no room for its

ordinary activity; it furnishes legal methods of redress.

The rapid change in regard to this characteristic gives

reason for thinking that if the industrial and social order

could be suitably adjusted, and the conditions of indi-

vidual thought and life regulated, this, and many other

evil traits of human character, might become radically

changed in a short time. Intelligent Christian Social-

ism is based on this theory and seems to have no little

support for its position.

Are Japanese cruel or humane? The general impres-

sion of the casual tourist doubtless is that the^ are hu-

mane. They are kind to children on the streets, to a
marked degree; the jinrikisha runners turn out not only

for men, women, and children, but even for dogs. The
patience, too, of the ordinary Japanese under trying

circumstances is marked; they show amazing tolerance

for one another's failings and defects, and their mutual

helpfulness in seasons of distress is often striking. To
one traveling through New Japan there is usually little

that will strike the eye as cruel.

But the longer one lives in the country, the more is

he impressed with certain aspects of life which seem to

evince an essentially unsympathetic and inhumane dis-

postti<»i. I well remember the shock I received idien
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I discovered, not far from my home in Kumamoto. an in-
sane man kejit m a cage. He was given only a Ourht
amount of clothing, even though heavy frost fell^ch
night, l^ood was given him once or twice a day He

j*f.'^
not even being provided

with bedding. This is not an exceptional instance, as
might, perhaps at first be supposed. The editor of the
/apan Mail, who has hved in Japan many years, andknows the people well, says: "Every foreigner travel-
ing or residing m Japan must have been shocked from
time to time by the method of treating lunatics. Onlv
a few months ago an imbedle might have been seen atHakone confined m what was virtually a cage, wherefrom year's end to year's end. he received neifh^r medS
cal assistance nor loving tendance, but was simply fed
like a wild beast in a managerie. We have witnessedmany such sights with horror and pitv. Yet humane

ih?re'fL^° °^ establishing asylumswhere these unhappy sufferers can find refuge. There
!'A ^^y'""^ Tokyo. It is con-
trolled by the municipality, its accommodation is limited,and Its terms place it beyond the reach of the poor/'And the amazing part is that such sights do not^mto arouse the sentiment of pity in the Japanese.

llie treatment accorded to lepers is another sienifi-

s^'Jtiml't?'""
^""'^ ?^ sy^mpathetic and hurane

sentiments among the people at large. For ages thevhave been turned from home and Iiouse and compelledto wander outcasts, living in the outskirt of the villagesm rude booths of their own construction, and dependenton their daily beggmg, until a wretched death gives them
relief from a more wretched life. So far as I have been

fat!
' *lie opening of hospitals for lepers did notteke place until begun by Christians in recent timesThis casting out of leper kindred was not done by the

^ffll^
•'"^ ^y}^'"" ^^^^^^y although I do notaffirm or suppose that the practice was universal. I am
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they not supported by the character of my informants,
and by many other facts of a kindred nature.
A history of Japan was prepared by Japanese scholars

under appointment from the government and sent to
the Columbian Exposition in 1893; it makes the follow-
inff statement, already referred to on a previous page

:

"Despite the issue of several proclamations . . . peo-
ple were governed by such strong aversion to the sight
of sickness that travelers were often left to die by the
roadside from thirst, hunger, or disease, and household-
ers even went to the length of thmsting out of doors
and abandoning to utter destitution servants who suf-
fered from chronic maladies. . . Whenever an epi-
demic occurred, the number of deaths that resulted was
enormous." * This was the condition of things after
Buddhism, with its civilizing and humanizing influences,

had been at work in the land for about four hundred
years, and Old Japan was at the height of her ^ory,
w|iether considered from the standpoint of her govern-
ment, her literature, her religious development, or her
art.

Of a period some two hundred years earlier, it is stated
that, by the assistance of the Sovereign, Buddhism es-

tablished a charity hospital in Nara, "where the poor
received medical treatment and drugs gratis, and an
a^Ium was fotmded for the support of the destitute.

Measures were also taken to rescue foundlings, and, in

general, to relieve poverty and distress "
(p. 92). The

good beginning made at that time does not seem to
have been followed up. As nearly as I can make out,

relying on the investigations of Rev. J. H. Pettee and
Mr. Ishii, there are to-day in Japan fifty orphan asy-
lums, of which eleven are of non-Christian, and thirty-

nine of Christian origin, support, and control. Of the
non-Christian, five are in Osaka, two in Tokyo, four in

Kyoto, and one each in Nagoya, Kumamoto, and Mat-
suye. Presumably the majority of these are in the
hands of Buddhists. Of the Christian asylums twenty
are Rcmian Catholic and nineteen are Protestant It is

a notewcKrtby fact that in this form of plulai^hrofty and
•P. 133.
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religiotiB activity, as in so many others, Christians are
the pioneers and fiuddhists are the imitators. In a land
where Buddhism has been so effective as to modify the
diet of the nation, leading them in obedience to the doc-
trines of Buddha, as has been stated, to give up eating
animal food, it is exceedingly strange that the people ap-
parently have no regard for the pain of living animalii.
Says the editor of the Afoilin the article already quoted:
" They will not interfere to save a horse from the bru-
taJity of its driver, and they will sit calmly in a jinrikisha
whde Its drawer, with throbbing heart and straining mus-
cles, toils up a steep hill." How often have I seen this
sight! How the rider can endure it. I cannot under-
stand, except it be that revolt at cruelty and sympathy
with suffering do not stir within his heart. Of course,
heartless individuals are not rare in the West also. Iam speaking here, however, not of single individuals,
but of general characteristics.
But a still more conspicuous evidence of Japanese

deficiency of sympathy '• the use, until recently, of pub-
lic torture. It was the >ry of Japanese jurisprudence
that no man should be punished, even though proved
guUty by sufficient evidence, until he himself confessed
his guut; consequently, on the flimsiest evidence, and
even on bare suspicion, he was tortured until the de-
sired confession was extracted. The cruelty of the
methods employed, we of tl nineteenth century cannot
appreciate. Some foreign " tells how the sight of tor-
ture which he witnessed r .ised him to weep, while the
Japanese spectators stood by unmoved. The methods
of execution were also refined devices of torture. Town-
send Harris says that crucifixion was performed as fol-
'ows: "The criminal is tied to a cross with his arms
and legs stretched apart as wide as possible; then a
spear is thrust through the body, entering just under the
bottom of the shoulder blade on tfie left side, and com-
ing out on the right side, just by the armpit. Another
IS then thrust through in a similar manner from the
right to the left side. The executioner endeavors to
avoid the heart in this operation. The spears are
thrust throus^ in manner until the criminal ex-
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pires, but his sufferings are prolonged as much as possi-
ble. Shinano told ine that a few years -yo a very strong
man lived until the eleventh spear had been thrust
through him."
From these considerations, which might be sui^xnted

by a multitude of illustrations, we conclude that in the
past there has certainly been a great amount of cruelty

exhibited in Japan, and that even to this day there is in

this country far less sympathy for suffering, whether
animal or human, than is felt in the West.

But we must not be too quick to jump to the cmi-
dusion that in this regard we have discovered an essen-
tial characteristic of the Japanese nature. With rrfer-

ence to the reported savagery displayed by Japanese
troops at Port Arthur, it has been said and repeated
that you have only to scratch the Japanese skin to find

the Tartar, as if the recent development of human feel-

ings were superficial, and his real character were ex-
hibited in his most cruel moments. To get a tme view
of the case let us look for a few moments at some oth^
parts of the world, and ask ourselves a few questions.

How long is it since the Inquisition was enforced in

Europe? Who can read of the tortures there inflicted

without shr.ddering with horror? It is not necessary
to go back to the times of the Romans with their amphi-
theaters and £[ladiators, and with their Uirowing of
Christians to wild animals, or to Nero using Christians
as torches in his garden. How long is it sine witches
were burned, not only in Europe by the thousand, but
in enlightened and Christian New England? although
it is tru that the numbers there burned were relatively

few and the reign of terror brief. How long is it since

slaves were feeUng the lash throtishout the Southern
States of our " land of freedom "? How long is it since

fiendish mobs have burned or lynched the objects of thdr
rage? How long is it since societies for preventing
cruelty to animals and to children were established in

England and America? Is it not a suggestive fact that

it was needful to establish them and that it is still need-
ful to maintain them? The fact is that tilie highly de-

veloped hwnane sense which is now felt so strongly by
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the great majority of people in the West U a late de-
velopment, and is not yet universal. It is not for us to
boait, or even to feel superior to the Japanese, whose
opportumtiea for developing this wntuneiit have been
limited.

Furthermore, in regard to Japan, we must not over-
look certain facts which show that Japan has made grad-
ual progress in the development of the humane feelings
and in the legal suppression of cruelty. The Nihoni
Shoki records that, on the death of Yamato Hiko no
Mtkoto, his immediate retainers were buried alive in a
standing position around the grave, presumably with
the heads alone projecting above the surface of the
ground. The Emperor Suijin Tenno, on hearing
the continuous wailing day after day of th;- slowly
dying retainers was touched with pity and said that
It was a dreadful custom to bury with the master
those who had been most faithful to him when aliveAnd he added that an evil custom, even though
ancient, should not be followed, and ordered it to
be abandoned. A later record informs us that from
this time arose the custom of burying images in the
place of servants. According to the ordinary Jap-
anese chronology, this took place in the year correspond-nw to I B. c. The laws of leyasu (1610 a. d.) like-
wiae condemn this custom as unreasonable, together
With the custom in accordance with which the retainers
committed suicide upon the master's death. These same
laws also refer to the proverb on revenge, given in the
third paragraph of this chapter, and add that whoever
tmdertakes thus to avenge himself or his father or
mother or lord or elder brother must first give notice to
the proper office of the fact and of the time within whfch
he will carry out his intention; without sudi a notice
the avenger will be considered a common murderer!
lUis provision was clearly a limitation of the law of re-

'*!nS*j V'"*.'?*'* °^ leyasu also describe the old
methods of punishing criminals, and then add: " Crimi-
naU are to be punished by branding, or beating, or tying

^^'J!^ ''''^^^u
^^^'^y "^-aring or decapitatiool

mtt ttie dd poniahments of teiL'it.g to pitcea aad t*ft8K«.y
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to death arc not to be used." Torture was finally

legally abolished in Japan only as late as 1877.

It has already become quite clear that the prewlence
of cruelty or of humanity depends largelv upon tlie so-

cial order that prevails. It is not at all strangr Uiat

cruelty, or, at least, lack of sympathy ior suffernHT »"

man or beast, should be characteristic of an order ba« '

on constant hand-to-hand conflict. Still more nia\ wc

expect to find a great indifference to human suffering

wherever the value of man as man is sligteed. Not
until the idea of the brotherhood of man has taken fil

possession of one's heart and thought does true sym-

pathy spring up; then, for the first time, comes the power

of putting one's self in a brother's place. The apparently

cruel customs of primitive times, in their treatment of

the sick, and particularly f those suffering from con-

tagious diseases, is the natural, not to say necessary

suit of superstitious ^;norance. FuttHemiore, it

often the only ready means to prevent the spread of co«-

tagious or epidemic diseases.

In the treatment of the sick, the first prerequisite for

the development of tenderness is the introduction of

correct ideas as to the nature of disease and its proper

treatment. As soon as this has been effectually done,

a great proportion of the apparent indifference to human
suffering passes away. The cruelty which is to-day so

universal in Africa needs but a changed social and in-

dustrial order to disappear. The needed change has

come to Japan. Physicians trained in modern methods

of medical practice are found all over the land. In 1894

there were 597 hospiuls, 42,551 plqrsicians. 33,921

nurses and mMwives, 3869 pharmadsts, Md 16,106 drug-

gists, be^des excellent sdioc^ of pharmacy and metfi-

cine. *

It is safe to say that nearly all f( 'ms of active cruelty

have disappeared from Japan; some amount of active

83-in'^pthy has been developed, though, as compared to

that . other civilized lands, it is still small. But there

can be no doubt that At rapid dumge wh^ has come
• R^umfe statistiqtM I'Ea^M dtt Jt^n," pnblished by the

burial Cabinet, 1897.
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over t^ people during the past thirty years is not a
change in essential innate character, but only in the
social order. As soon as the idea takes root that every
man has a mission of mercy, and that the more cruel are
not at liberty to vent their barbarous feelings on helpless
areatures, whether man or beast, a strong uprising of
humane activity will take place which will demand the
formation of societies for the prevention of cruelty and
for carrying active relief to the distressed and wretched.
Lepers will no longer need to eke out a precarious liv-
ing by exhibiting their revolting misery in public; luna-
tics will no longer be kept in filthy cages and left with
insttfBdent care or clothing. The stream of philan-
thropy will rise high, to be at once a blessing and a glory
to a race that already has shown itself in many ways
capable of the highest ideals of the West
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AMBITION—CONCEIT

AMBITION is a conspicuous characteristic of New
Japan. I have already spoken of the common de-

L sire of her young men to become statesmen. The
stories of Neesima and other young Japanese who, in

spite of opposition and without money, worked their

way to eminence and usefulness, have fired the imagi-

nation of thousands of youths. They think that all they

need is to get to America, when their difficulties will

be at an end. They fancy that they have but to look

around to find some man who will support them while

they study.

Not only individuals, but the people as a whole, have

great ambitions. Three hundred years ago the Taiko,

Hideyoshi, the Napoleon of Japan, and the virtual ruler

of the Empire, planned, after subjugating Korea, to con-

quer China and make himself the Emperor of the East.

He thought he could accomplish this in two years. Dur-

ing Ae recent war, it was the desire of many to march
on to Pekin. Frequent eign-essioa was given to the

idea that it is the duty of Japan to rouse China from
her long sleep, as America roused Japan in 1854. It is

frequently argued, in editorial articles and public

speeches, that the Japanese are peculiarly fitted to lead

China along the path of progress, not only indirectly by
esoumde, as they have been doing, but directly by
teadimg, as foreigners have led Japan. " The Mission

of Japan to the Orient " is a frequent theme of public

discourse. But national ambitions do not rest here. It

is not seldom asserted that in Japan a mingling of the

Occidental and Oriental civilizations is taking place un-

der such favorable conditions that, for the first time in

history, the bettor dements of boUi are being sdected;

«37
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and that before long the world will sit to learn at her
feet. The lofty ambition of a group of radical Chris-
tians is to discover or create a new religion which shall

unite the best features of Oriental and Occidental re-

ligious thought and experience. The religion of the
future will be, not Christianity, nor Buddhism, but some-
thing better than either, more consistent, more pro-
found, more universal ; and this religion, first developed
in Japan, will spread to other lands and becomr the final

religion of the world.

A single curious illustration of thehigh-flyingthoughts
of the people may well find mention here. When the
Kumamoto Boys' School divided over the arbitrary,
tyrannical methods of their newly secured, brilliant prin-
cipal, already referred to in a previous chapter, the
majority of the trustees withdrew and at once estab-
lished a new school for boys. For some time they
struggled for a name which "should set forth the prin-
ciples for which the school stood, and finally they fixed
on that of " To-A Gakko." Translated into unpreten-
tious English, this means "Eastern Asia School"; the
idea was that the school stood for no narrow methods
of education, and that its influence was to extend be-
yond the confines of Japan. This Literpretation is not
an inference, but was publicly stated on various occa-
sions. The school began with twenty-five boys, if my
memory is correct, and never reached as many as fifty.

In less than three years it died an untimely death throu^^
lack of patronage.
The young men of the island of Kyushu, especially

of Kumamoto and Kagoshima provinces, are noted for
their ambitious projects. The once himous " Kuma-
moto Band " consisted entirely of Kyushu boys. Under
the masterful influence of Captain Jaynes those high-
^Mrited sons of samurai, who had come to learn foreign
languages and science, in a school founded to combat
Christianity and to upbuild Buddhism, became impressed
with the immense superiority of foreign lands, which
superiority they were led to attribute to Christianity.
They accordingly espoused the Christian cause with
great ardor, and, in their compact with one another.
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agreed to work for the reform of Japan. I have listened

to many addresses by the Kumamoto schoolboys, and I

have been uniformly impressed with the political and
national tendencies of their thought
Accompanying ambition is a group of less admirable

qualities, such as self-sufficiency and self-conceit. They
are seldom manifested with that coarseness which in

the West we associate with them, for the Japanese is

usually too polished to be offensively obtrusive. He
seldom indulges in bluster or direct assertion, but is con-

tented rather with the silent assumption of superiority.

I heard recently of a slight, though capital, illustration

of my point. Two foreign gentlemen were walking

through the town of Tadotsu some years since and ob-

served a sign in English which read " Stemboots."

Wondering what the sign could mean they inquired the

business of the place, and learning that it was a steam-

boat office, they gave the clerk the reason for their in-

quiry, and at his request made the necessary correction.

A few days later, however, on their return, they noticed

that the sign had been re-corrected to " Stem-boats," an

assumption of superior knowledge on the part of some

tyro in English. The multitude of signboards in aston-

ishing English, in places frequented by English-speaking

people, is one of the amusing features of Japan. It

would seem as if the shopkeepers would at least take the

pains to have the signs correctly worded and spelled, by

asking the help of some foreigner or competent Japa-

nese. Yet they assume that they know all that is

needful.

Indications of perfect self-confidence crop out in mul-

titudes of ways far too numerous to mention. The
aspiring ambition spoken of in the immediately preced-

ing pages is one indication of this characteristic.

other is the readiness of fledglings to undertake re-

sponsibilities far beyond them. Young men having a

smattering of English, yet wholly unable to converse,

set up as teachers. Youths in school not infrequently

undertake to instruct their teachers as to what courses

of study and what treatment they should receive. Still

more conspicuous is the cool assumption of superiority
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evinced by so many Japanese in discussing intellectual
and philosophical problems. The manner assumed is
that of one who is complete master of the subject. The
silent contempt often poured on foreigners who attempt
to discuss these problems is at once amusing and illus-
trs^ve of the characteristic of which I am speaking.*We turn next to inquire for the explanation of these
characteristics. Are they inherent traits of the race'Or are they the product of the times? Doubtless the
latter is the true explanation. It will be found that
those individuals in whom these characteristics appear
are descendants of the samurai. A small class of men
freed from heavy physical toil, given to literature and
culture, ever depending on the assumption of superiority
for the maintenance of their place in society and defend-
ing their assumption by the sword—such a class, in such
a social order, vvould develop the characteristics in ques-
tion to a high degree. Should we expect an immediate
change of character when the social order has been sud-
denly changed?

In marked contrast to the lofty assumptions of superi-
ority which characterized the samurai of Old Japan, was
the equally marked assumption of inferiority which char-
acterized the rest of the people, or nineteen-twentieths
of the nation. I have already sufficiently dwelt on thisMpect of national character. I here recur to it merely

L^^*"*^* i*^"^
^^^^ self-arropation and self-

adnqjation, haughtiness and humility, proud, high-
handed, magisterial manners, and cringing, obsequious
obedience, are all elements of character that depend on
the nature of the social order. They are passed oiTfrom
Emeration to generation more by social than by bio-

gical heredity. Both of these sets of contrasted char-
acteristics are induced by a full-fledged feudal system,
and must remain for a time as a social inheritance after
that system has been overthrown, particularly if its over-throw is sudden. In proportion as the principles of
personal ng^ts and individual worth on the basis of

-«*-^J5"- * P®*"* discussion see portions
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manhood become realized by the people and incorpo-
rated into the government and customs of the land, will

abnegating obsequiousness, as well as haughty lordli-

ness, be replaced by a straightforward manliness, in

which men of whatever grade of society wiU frankly face
each other, eye to eye.

But what shall we say in regard to the assumption
made by young Japan in its attitude to foreigners? Are
the assumptions wholly groundless? Is the self-confi-

dence unjustified? Far from it. When we study later

the intellectaal elements of Japanese character, we shall

see some reasons for their feeling of self-reliance. The
progress which the nation has made in many lines within
thirty years shows that it has certain kinds of power
and, conseqn ntly, some ground for self-reliance. Fur-
fhermore, seii-reliance, if fairly supported by ability and
zeal, is essential in the attainment of any end whatever.

Faint heart never won fair lady. Confidence in self is

one form of faith. No less of peoples than individuals

is it tnie, that without faith in themselves they cannot
attain their goal. The impression of undue self-con-

fidence made by the Japanese may be owing partly to
their shortness of stature. It is a new experience for

the West to see a race of little people with large brains

and large plans. Especially does it seem strange and
conceit«i for a people whose own civilization is so be-
lated to assume a rok of such importance in the affairs

of the world. Yet we must learn to dissociate physical

size from mental or spiritual capacity. The future alone
ill disclose what Japanese self-reliance and energy can

produce.
The present prominence of this characteristic in Japan

is still further to be accounted for by her actual recent

history. The overthrow of the Shogunate was pri-

marily the work of young men ; the introduction of al-

most all the sweeping reforms which have transformed
Japan has been the work of young men who, though
but partly equipped for their work, approached it with

energy and perfect confidence, not knowing enough per-

haps to realize the difficulties they were undertaking.

They had to set aside the cust(mu of centuries; to do
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this required startling assumptions of superiority to their

ancestors and their immediate parents. The young men
undertook to dispute and doubt everything that stood

in the way of national re-organization. In what nation

has there ever been such a setting aside of parental teach-

ing and ancestral authority? These heroic measures

secured results in which the nation glories. Is it

strange, then, that the same spirit should show itself in

every branch of Ufe, even in the attitude of the people to

the Westerners who have brought them the new ways
and ideas?

The Japanese, however, is not the only conceited

nation. Indeed, it would be near the truth to say that

there is no people without this quality. Certainly the

American and English, French and German nations can-

not presume to criticise others. The reason why we
think Japan unique in this respect is that in the case of

these Western nations we know more of the grounds for

national self-satisfaction than in the case of Japan. Yet

Western lands are, in many respects, truly provincial to

this very day, in spite of their advantages and progress;

the difficulty with most of them is that they do not per-

ceive it. The lack of culture that prevails among our
working classes is in some respects great. The narrow
horizon still bounding the vision of the average Ameri-
can or Briton is very conspicuous to one who has had
opportunities to live and travel in many lands. Each
country, and even each section of a country, is much in-

clined to think that it has more nearly reached perfec-

tron than any other.

This phase of national and local feeling is interestinfiTi

especially after one has lived in Japan a number of years

and has had opportunities to mingle freely with her

people. For they, although self-reliant and self-con-

ceited, are at the same time surprisingly ready to ac-

knowledge that they are far behind the times.
^
Their

open-mindedness is truly amazing. In describing the

methods of land tenure, of house-building, of farming,

of local government, of education, of moral instruction,

of family life, indeed, of almost anything in the West
that has some advantageous feature, the remark will be
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dropped incidentally that these facts show how uncivi-

lized Japan still is. In their own public addresses, if any

custom is attacked, the severest indictment that can be

brought against it is that it is uncivilized. In spite,

therefore, of her self-conceit, Japan is in a fairer way of

making progress than many a Western nation, because

she is also so conscious of defects. A large section of

the nation has a passion for progress. It wishes to learn

of the good that foreign lands have attained, and to apply

the knowledge in such wise as shall fit most advantage-

ously into the national life. Although Japan is ccm-

ceited, her conceit is not without reason, nor is it to be

attributed to her inherent race nature. It is manifestly

due to her history and social order past and present.
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PATRIOTISM—APOTHEOSIS-COURAGE

NO word is so dear to the patriotic Japanese as the

one that leaps to his lips when his country is

assailed or maligned, " Yamato-Daniashii." In

prosaic English this means "Japan Soul." But the

native word has a flavor and a host of associations that

render it the most pleasing his tongue can utter.

" Yamato " is the classic name for that part of Japan
where the divinely honored Emperor, Jimmu Tenno, the

founder of the dynasty and the Empire, first established

his court and throne. " Damashii " refers to the soul,

and especially to the noble qualities of the soul, which,

in Japan of yore, were synonymous with bravery, the

(^aracteristic of the samurai. If, therefore, you wish to

stir in the native breast the deepest feelings of patriotism

and courage, you need but to call upon his " Yamato*
Damashii."
There has been a revival in the use of this word dur-

ing the last decade. The old Japan-Spirit has been ap-

pealed to, and the watchword of the anti-foreign reaction

has been " Japan for the Japanese." Among English-

speaking and English-reading Japanese there has been

a tendency to give this term a meaning deeper and
broader than the historic usage, or even than the current

usage, will bear. One Japanese writer, for instance, de-

fines the term as meaning, " a spirit of loyalty to coun-

try, conscience, and ideal." An American writer comes
more nearly to the current usage in the definition of it

as " the aggressive and invincible spirit of Japan."
That there is such a spirit no one can doubt who has the

slightest acquaintance with her past or present history.

Concerning the recent rise of patriotism I have spoken

elsewhere, perhaps at sufficient length. Nor is it need-

144
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ful to present extensive evidence for the statement that

the Japanese have this feeUng of patriotism in a marked
degree. One or two rather interesting items may, how*
ever, find their place here.

The recent war with China was the occasion of focus-

ing patriotism and fanning it into flame. Almost
every town street, and house, throughout the Empire,
was brilHantly decked with lanterns and flags, not on a

single occasion only, but continuously. Each reported

victory, however small, sent a thrill of delight through-

out the nation. Month after month this was kept up.

In traveling through the land one would not have fan-

cied that war was in progress, but rather, that a long-
continued festival was being observed.

An incident connected with sending troops to Korea
made a deep impression on the nation. The Okayama
Orphan Asylum under the efficient management of its

founder, Mr. Ishii, had organized the older boys into a
band, securing for them various kinds of musical inttrtt-

mcnts. These they learned to use with much success.

When the troops were on the point of leaving, Mr. Ishii

went with his band to the port of Hiroshima, erected a
booth, prepared places for heating water, and as often

as the regiments passed by, his little orphans sallied

forth with their teapots of hot tea for the refreshment of

the soldiers. Each regiment was also properly saluted,

and if opportunity offered, the little fellows played the

national anthem, " Kimi-ga yo," which has been thus

translated: " May Our Gracious Sovereign reign a thou-

sand years, reign till the little stone grow into a mighty

rock, thick velveted with ancient moss." And finally

the orphans would raise their shrill voices with the

rhythmical national shout, " Tet-k(dni Ban-zai, Tei-koku

Ban-zai"; "Imperial-land, a myriad years. Imperial-

land, a myriad years." This thoughtful farewell was
maintained for the four or five days during which the

troops were embarking for the seat of war, well knowing
that some would never return, and that their children

would be left fatherless even as were these who saluted

them. So deep was die impression made upon the sol-

diers that many of them wqpt and many a bronzed fact
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bowed in loving recognition of the patriotism of these

Christian boys. It is said that the commander-in-chief

of the forces himself gave the little fellows the highest

military salute in returning theirs.

Throughout the history (jf Japan, the aim of every re-

bellious clan or eeneral was first to get possession of

the Emperor. Having done this, the possession of the

Imperial authority was unquestioned. Whoever was
opposed to the Emperor was technically called " Cho-

teki," the enemy of the throne, a crime as heinous as

treason in the West. The existence of this sentiment

throu^out the Empire is an interesting fact. For, at

the very same time, there was ihe most intense loyalty to

the local lord or " daimyo." This is a fine instance of a
certain characteristic of the Japanese of which I must

speak more fully in another connection, but which, for

convenience, I term " noniinality." It accepts and, ap-

parently at least, is satisfied with a nominal state of

affairs, which may be quite different from the real. The
theoretical aspect of a question is accepted without refer-

ence to the actual facts. The real power may be in the

hands of the general or of the daimyo, but if authority

nominally proceeds from the throne, the theoretical de-

mands are satisfied. The Japanese themselves describe

this state as "yumei-mujitsu." In a sense, throughout the

centuries there has been a genuine loyalty to the throne,

but it has been of the " yumei-mujitsu " type, apparently

satisfied with the name only. In recent times, however,

there has been growing dissatisfaction with this state of

affairs. Some decades before Admiral Perry appeared

there were patriots secretly working against the Toku-
gawa Shogunate. Called in Japanese " Kinnoka," they

may be properly termed in English *' Imperialists."

Their aim was to overthrow the Shogunate and restore

full and direct authority to the Emperor. Not a few lost

their lives because of their views, but these are now
honored by the nation as patriots.

There is a tendency among scholars to-day to

magnify the patriotism and loyalty of preceding ages,

also to emphasize the dignity and Imperial authority of

the Emperor. Tbe patriotic spirit is now so strong that
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it blinds their eyes to many of the salient facts of their
history. Their patriotism is more truly a passion than
an idea. It is an emotion rather than a conception. It

demands certain methods of treatment for their ancient
history that Western scholarship cannot accept. It for-

bids any really critical research into the history of the
past, since it might cast doubt on the divine descent of

the Imperial line. It sums itself up in passionate ad-
miration, not to say adoration, of the Emperor. In him
all virtues and wisdom abound. No fault or lack in

character can be attributed to him. I question if any
rulers have ever been more truly apotheosized by any
nation than the Emperors of Japan. The essence of
patriotism to-day is devotion to tne person of the Em-
peror. It seems impossible for the people to distin-

guish between the country and its ruler. He is the
fountain of authority. Lower ranks gain their right and
their power from him alone. Power belongs to the
people only because, and in proportion as, he has con-
ferred it upon them. Even the Constitution has its au-
thority only because he has so determined. Should he
at any time see fit to change or withdraw it, it is exceed-
ingly doubtful whether one word of criticism or com-
plaint would be publicly uttered, and as for forctUe oppO'
sition, of such a thing no one would dream.
Japanese patriotism has had some unique and inter-

esting features. In some marked respects it is dif-

ferent from that of lands in which democratic thought
has held sway. For 1 500 years, under the military social

order, loyalty has consisted of personal attachment to
the lord< It has ever striven to idealize that lord. The
"yumei-mujitsu" characteristic has helped much in iHs
idealizing process, by bridging the chasm between the

prosaic fact and the ideal. Now that the old form of

feudalism has been abruptly abolished, with its local

lords and loyalty, the old sentiment of loyalty naturally

fixes itself on the Emperor. " > riotism has perhaps
gained intensity in proportion as it has become focal-

ized. The Emperor is reported to be a man of com-
manding ability and good sense. It is at least true that

he has ^own wisdom in selecting his councilors. There
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is (general agreement that he is not a mere poppet in the

hands of his advisirs, but that he exercises a real and
direct iiiHucnce on tiu' j;()vcrnment of the day. During

the late war with China it was -iirrentiy reported that

Iroin early morning unM 1 u- at night, week after week

and month after montli, lie vwrked upon tlie various

matters of business that lomai' led his attention. No
important move or decision was umde witlioitt his careftil

consideration and final ajtroval. These and other

noble qualities of the ,.rc. ni !vnper(»r have, without

doubt, done much toward ii. n^firring the loyalty of

the people from the local daimyo to wmoaal
thrtme.

An event 'm the political world has recently occurred

which illustrates pointedly the statements ust made in

regard to the enthusiastic loyalty of the peofjle toward
the Emperor. In spite of the fact th ii tlu national

finances are in a distressing state of itusioii md not

withstanding the struggle which has , i n ^lomg (m I.. -

tween successive cabinets and political parties, the far-

mer insiatbig on, and the latter Rfusti^, ai^ increne

in the land tax, no sooner was it suggested bv a
small political party, to make a thankHjffering to the

Emperor uf 20,000,000 yen out of the firal paymmt of

the war im'emnity lately received, than tlu proposal was
taken up with zeal by both oi the s^reat and itterly hos-

tile politicalparties, and immediately by Yio h houst^ of

the Diet. The two reasons assigned v\ re, " First, tiiat

tile victory over China would never have been iron, nor
the indemnity obtained, had not the Fmperor been the

victorious, sagacious Sovereign that ae ' and that,

tiien 'ore, it is only right that a portion of i n ui k mnit^

^ould be offered to him; secondly . tluit His Majesty is

in need of money, the allowance granted by the st ae for

tlw maintenance of the Imperial Household bcng in*

sufficient, in view of the greatly enhanced prices of com-
modities and the large donations constantly r ade by
His Majesty for charitable purposes." * This a t oi tte

Dietappeals to the sentimenr of the people as the {W<Matc,

btt^MM-like method of the Occident would not«ie. The
*Ji^Mt Mail, December 10, iSgft.
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has been transferred to the Imperial Diet. On the con-

trary, it is still in the hands of the Emperor as before. . .

The functions of the government are retained in the

Emperor's own hands, who merely delegates them to

the Diet, the Government (Cabinet), and the Judiciary,

to exercise the same in his name. The present form of

government is the result of the history of a country
which has enjoyed an existence of many centuries.

Each country has its own peculiar characteristics which
differentiate it from others. Japan, too, has her history,

different from that of other countries. Therefore we
ought not to draw comparisons between Japan and other
countries, as if the same principles applied to all indis-

criminately. The Empire of Japan has a history of

3000 [ !] years, which fact distinctly marks out our
nationality as unique. The monarch, in the eyes of the
people, is not merely on a par with an aristocratic oli-

garchy which rules over the inferior masses, or a few
nobles who equally divide the sovereignty among them-
selves. Acceding to our ideas, the monarch reigns over
and governs the coimtry in his own right, and not by virtue

of rights conferred by the constitution. . . Our Em-
peror possesses real sovereignty and also exercises it.

He is quite different from other rulers who possess but
a partial sovereigntpr. . . He has inherited the rights of
sovereignty from his ancestors. Thus it is quite legiti-

mate to thmk that the ru|4its of sovereignty exist in the
Emperor himself. . . The Empire of Japan shall be
reigned over and governed by a line of Emperors un-
broken for ages eternal. (Constitution, Art. LXXHI.)
. . . The sovereign power of the state cannot be dis-

sociated from the Imperial Throne. It lasts forever,

along with the Imperial line of succession, unbroken for
ages eternal. If mt Imperial house ceue to exist, the
Empire falls."

In a land where adopted sons are practically equiva-
lent to lineal descendants (another instance of the
"ytunei-mujitsu " type of thought), and where marriage
is essentially polygamous, and where the "ytmiet-
tnujitsu" spirit has allowed the sovereignty to be
umarped in net, titooi^ it may not be fai name, it it not
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at all wonderful that the nation can boast of a longer line

of Emperors than any other land. But when monogamy
becomes the rule in japan, as it doubtless will some day,

and if lineal descent should be considered essential to

inheritance, as in the Occident, it is not at all likely that

the Imperial line will maintain itself unbroken from
father to son indefinitely. Although the present Em-
peror has at least five concubines besides his wife, the

Empress, and has had, prior to 1896, no less than thirteen

children by them, only two of these are still living, both

of them the offspring of his concubines ; one of these is

a son bom in 1879, proclaimed the heir in 1887, elected

Crown Prince in 1889, and married in 1900; he is said to

be in delicate health ; the second child is a daughter bom
in 1890. Since 1896 several children have been bom to

the Emperor and two or three have died, so that at ores-

ent writing there are but four living children. These

are all offspring of concubines.*

In speaking, however, of the Japanese apotheosis of

their Emperor, we must not forget how the "divine

right of kmgs " has been a popular doctrine, even in en-

lightened England, cntil the eighteenth century, and is

not wholly unknown in other lands at the present day.

Only in recent times has the real cource of sovereignty

been discovered by historical and political students.

That the Japanese are not able to pass at one leap from

* I have found it difficult to Mcure exact iuformatioii on the

subject of the Imperial concubhies (who, by the way. luw* a
special name of honor), partly for the reason that this is act a
matter of general information, and partly because of the unwill-

ingness to impart information to a foreigner which is felt to

tarnish the luster of the Imperial glory. A librarian of a public

library refused to lend a book containing the desired facts, say-

ing that foreigners might be freely informed of that which re-

veals the good, the true, and the beautiful of Japanese history,

customs, and character, but nothing else. By the educated and
more earnest members of the nation much sensitiveness is felt,

especially in the presence of the Occidental, on the subject ot

the Imperial concubinage. It is felt to be a Uot on Japan's fair

name, a relic of her less civiliMd days, and is, accordingly, kept

in the baduprooBd as much as possible. The statements given

in the Untrn rsgazd to the number of the concubines and chil-

dran an eorna so far as thay go. A full statement might
rsqaire «a iaofWM ia tte igofss ^vra.
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the old to the new conception in regard to this funda-

mental element of national authority is not at all strange.

Past history, together with that which is recent, fur-

nishes r. satisfactory explanation for the peculiar nature

of Japanese patriotism. This is clearly due to the nature

of tiie social order.

A further fact in this connection is that, in a very real

sense, the existence of Japan as a unified nation has de-

pended on apotheosis. It is the method that all ancient

nations have adopted at one stage of ti.eir social devel-

opment for expressing their sense of nat'onal unity and

the authority of national law. In that stage of social

development when the common individual counts for

nothing, the only possible conception of the authority of

law is that it proceeds from a superior being—^the

highest ruler. And in order to secure the full advan-

tage of authority, the supreme ruler must be raised to

the highest possible pinnacle, must be apotheosized.

That national laws should be the product of the un-

valued units which compose the nation was unthinkable

in an age when the worth of the individual was utterly

unrecognized. The apotheosis of the Emperor was
neither an unintelligible nor an unreasonable practice.

But now that an individualistic, democratic organization

of society has been introduced resting on a principle

diametrically opposed to that of apotheosis, a struggle

of most profound importance has been inaugurated.

Does moral or even national authority really reside in

the Emperor? The school-teachers are finding great

diflliculty in teaching morality as based exclusively on
the Imperial Edict. The politicians of Japan are not

content with leaving all political a d s* ite authority to

the Emperor. Notknig ago (June, 1898^, for the first

time in Japan, a Cabfaiet acknowledging responsibility to

a political party took the place of one acknowledging
responsibility only, to the Emperor. For this end the

politicians have been working since the first meeting of

the national Diet. Which principle is to succeed,

apotheosis and absolute Imperial sovereignty or indi-

vidualism with democratic sovereignty? The two can-

permanently Uve together. The strt^;!^ is sure to
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be intense, for the question of authority, both political
and moral, is inevitably involved.
The parallel between Japanese and Roman apotheosis

is interesting, I can present it no better than by quot-
ing from that valuable contribution to social and moral
problems, " The Genesis of the Social Conscience," by
Prof. H. S. Nash: "Yet Rome with all her greatness
could not outgrow the tribal principle. . . We find

something that reveals a fundamental fault in the whole
system. It is the apotheosis of the Emperors. The
process of apotheosis was something far deeper than
servility in the subject conspiring with vanity in the ruler.

It was a necessity of the state. There was no means of
insuring the existence of the state except religion. In
the worship of the Csesars the Empire reverenced its

own law. There was no other way in which paean
R(Mne could guarantee the gains she had made for civi-

lization. Yet the very thing that was necessary to her
was in logic her undoing. . . The worship of the Em-
peror undid the definition of equality the logic of the
Empire '»manded. Again apotheosis violated the
divine unity of humanity upon which alone the Empire
could securely build." *

That the &ial issue of Japan's experience will be like

that of Rome 1 do not believe. For her environment is

totally different. But the same struggle of the two con-
flicting principles is already on. Few, even among the
educated classes, realize its nature or profundity. The
thinkers who adhere to the principle of apotheosis do so
admittedly because they see no other way in which to
secure authority for law, whether political or moral.
Here we see the importance of those conceptions of
God, of law, of man, which Christianity alone can give.

^
From patriotism we naturally pass to the considera-

tion of courage. Nothing was more prized and praised in
Old Japan. In those days it was tiie deliberate effort of

Krents and educators to develop courage in children,
any were their devices for training the young in

bravery. Not content with mere precept, they were sent
alone on dark str i my nights to cemeteries, to houses re-

•P. 19.
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putcd to be haunted, to dangerous mountain peaks, and

to execution grounds. Many deeds were required of the

voune whose sole aim was the development of courage

'and daring. The worst name you could give to a

samurai was " koshinuke " (coward). Many a feud

leading to a fatal end 'las resulted from the mere use of

this most hated of all opprobrious epithets. The history

of Taoan is full of heroic deeds. I well remember a con-

veraation with a son of the old samurai type, who told

me, with the blood tingling in his veins, of bloody deeds

of did and the courage they demanded. He remarked

incidentally that, until one had slain his first foe, he was

ever inclined to tremble. But once the deed had been

done, and his sword had tasted the life blood of a man,

fear was no more. He also told me how for the sake of

becoming inured to ghastly sights under nerve-testing

circumstances, the sons of samurai were sent at night

to the execution grounds, there, by faint moonlight to

see, stuck on poles, the heads of men who had been

recently beheaded.
,

The Japanese emotion of courage is m some respects

peculiar. At least it appears to differ from that of the

Anglo-Saxon. A Japanese seems to lose all self-control

when the supreme moment comes; he throws himself

into the fray with a frenzied passion and a fearless mad-

ness allied to insanity. Such is the impression I have

gathered from the descriptions I have heard and the pic-

tures I have seen. Even the pictures of the late war

with Qiina give evidence of this.

But their courage is not limited to fearlessness in the

face of death; it extends to complete indifference to

pain. The honorable method by which a samurai who

had transgressed some law or failed in some point of

etiquette, might leave this world is well known to all,

the " seppuku," the elegant name for the vulgar term

"hara-kiri" or "belly-cutting." To one who is sensi-

tive to tales of blood, unexpurgated Japanese historpr

must be a dreadful thing. The vastness of the multi-

tudes who died by their own hands would be incredible,

were there not ample evidence of the most convincing

nature. It amy be laid with truth that suicide became
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apotheosized, a condition that I suppose cannot be said

to have prevailed in any other land.

In thus describing the Japanese sentiment in regard
to " seppuku," there is, however, some danger of mis-

representing it. " Seppuku " itself was not honored, for

in the vast majority of cases those who performed it

were guilty of some crime or breach of etiquette. And
not infrequently those who were condemns to commit
" seppuku " were deficient in phvsical courage; in such

cases, some friend took hold of the victim's hand and
forced him to cut himself. Such co\ irds were always

despised. To be condemned to commit " seppuku " was
a disgrace, but it was much less of a disgrace than to be

beheaded as a onnmon man, for it permitted the samurai

to show of what stuff he was made. It should be stated

further that in the case of " seppuku," as soon as the act

of cutting the abdomen had been completed, always by
a single rapid stroke, someone from behind wotild, with

a single blow, behead the victim, llie physical agony of
" seppuku " was, therefore, very brief, lasting but a few
sectxuls.

I can do no better than quote in this connection a para-

graph from the " Religions of Japan " by W. E. Griffis:

" From the prehistoric days when the custom of

'Junshi,' or dying with the master, required the inter-

ment of living retainers with their dead lord, down
through all the ages to the Revolution of 1868, when at

Sendai and Aidzu scores of men and boys opened their

bowels, and mothers slew their infant sons and cut their

own throats, there has been flowing a river of suicides'

blood having its springs in devotion of retainers to mas-

ters, and of soldiers to a lost cause. . . Not only a

thousand, but thousands of thousands of soldiers hated

their parents, wife, child, friend, in order to be disciples

to the supreme loyalty. They sealed their creed by
emptying their own veins. . . The common Japanese

novels read Uke records of slaughter-houses. No Mo-
lech or Shivas won more victims to his shrine than has

this idea of Japanese loyalty, which is so beautiful in

themybirt so hideoiu in practice. . . Could the rtatsstks
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of the suicides during this long period be collected, their

publication would excite bt Qiriiliiniom the atroott

mmduUty." *

I well remember the pride, which almost amounted to

glee, with which a young blood gave mt the account of

a mere boy, perhaps ten or twelve years old, whu cut lu?.

bowels in such a way that the deed was not quite com-

plete, and then tying his " obi " or girdle over it, walkad

into the presence of his mother, explMKd the ciroua-

stances which made it a point of honor tliat he riiotrid

commit " seppuku," and for&wtth uotied lm"dbi" and
died in her presence.

These are the ideals of courage and loyalty that have

been iMld up before Japanese youth for centuries.

Little comment is neednil. From the evolutionary

standpoint, it is relatively easy to understand the rise of

these ideas and practices. It is clear that they depend

entirely on the social order. With the coming in of the

Western social order, feudal lords and local loyalty and

^be carrying of swords were abolished. Are the Japa-

nese any less conrageous now than they were thirty

years ago? The social order has changed and the ways
of showing courage have likewise changed. That is all

that need be said.

Are we to say that the Japanese are more courageous

than other peoples? Although no other people have

manifested such phenomena as the Japanese in regard to

suicide for loyalty, yet any true appreciation of Western
peoples win at once dispel the idea that they lack

courage. Manifestations of courage differ according to

the nature of the social order, but no nation could long

maintain itself, to say nothing of coming into existence,

without a high degree of this endowment.
But Japanese courage is not entirely of the physical

order, althou^ that is the form in which it has chieflv

shown itself thus far. The courage of having and hold-

ing one's own convictions is known in Japan as else-

where. There has been a long line of martyrs. During

iSttt decades after ^ introduction of Bttdifiusiii, tiiere

•P.iif.
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was such opposition that it required much courage for

converts to hold to their beliefs. So, too, at the tune of

the nse of the new Buddhist sects, there was consider-

able persecution, especially with the rise of the Nichiren

Shu. And when the testing time of Christianity came,

under the edict of the Tokugawas by which it was
suppressed, tens of thousands were found who preferred

death to the surrender of their faith. In recent times,

too, much courage has been shown by the native Chris-

tians.

As an illustration is the following: When an

eminent American teacher of Japanese youth returned

to Japan after a long absence, his former pupils gathered

around him with warm admiration. They had in the in-

terval of his absence become leaders among the trus-

tees and faculty of the most prosperous Christian college

in Japan. He was accordingly invited to deliver a
course of lectures in the Chapel. It was generally

known that he was no longer the earnest Christian

that he had once been, when, as teacher in an interior

town, he had inspired a band of young men who be-

came Christians under his teaching and a power for

good throughout the land. But no one was prepared

to hear such extreme denunciations of Christian-

ity and Christian missions and missionaries as consti-

tuted the substance of his lectures. At first the matter

was passed over in silence. But, by the end of the sec-

ond lecture, the missionaries entered a protest, urging

that the Christian Chapel should not again be used for

such lectures. The faculty, however, were not ready

to criticise their beloved teacher. The third lecture

proved as abusive as the others; the speaker seemed to

have no sense of propriety. A glimpse of his thought

and method of expression may be gained from a single

sentence :
" I have been commissioned, gentlemen, by

Jesus Christ, to tell you that there is no such thing as

a soul or a future life." Although the missionary mem-
bers of the faculty urged it, the Japanese members, most

of whom were his former pupils, were unwilling to take

any steps whatever to prevent the continuation of the

blasphemous lectures. The students of the institution
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accordingly held a mass-meeting, in which the matter

was discussed, and it was decided to inform the speaker

that the students did not care to hear any more lu^
lectures. The question then arose as to who would

deliver the resolution. There was general hesitancy, and

anyone who has seen or known the lecturer, and has

heard him speak, can easily understand this feeling; for

he is a laree man with a most impressive and imperious

manner. The young man, however, who had perhaps

been most active in agitating the matter, and who had

presented the resolution to the meeting, volunteered to

go. He is slight and rather small, even for a Japanese.

Going to the home of the lecturer, he delivered calmly

the resolution of the students. To the demand as to

who had drawn up and presented the resolution to the

meeting, the reply was: " I, sir." That ended the con-

versation, but not the matter. From that day the idol-

ized teacher was gradually lowered from his pedestal.

But the moral courage of the young man who could say

in his enraged presence, " I, sir," has not been forgotten.

Neither has that of the young man who had acted as

interpreter for the first lecture; not only did he decline

to act in that capacity any longer, but. taking the first

public opportunity, at the chapel service the following

day, which proved to be Sunday, he went to the plat-

form and asked forgiveness of God and of men that he

had uttered such language as he had been compelled to

use in his translal^. Here, too, was moral courage of

no mean order.



XIV

nCKLENESS-STOUDITY—STOiaSM

AFREQUENT criticism of the Japanese is that

they are fickle; that they run from one fad to an-

other, from one idea to another, quickly tiring of

each in turn. They are said to lack persistence in their

amusements no less than in the most serious matters

of life.
, , . ... u

None will deny the element of truth m this charge.

In fact, the Japanese themselves recognize that of late

their progress has been by " waves," and not a i«:w la-

ment It. A careful study of school attendance will show

that it has been subject to alternate waves of popularity

and disfavor. Private schools glorying m their hun-

dreds of pupils have in a short time lost all but a few

score. In 1873 there was a passion for rabbits, certain

varieties of which were then for the first time introduced

into Japan. For a few months these brought fabulous

{rices, and became a subject of the wildest speculation,

n 1874-75 cock-fig^iting was all the ra^e. Foreign waltz-

ing and gigantic funerals were the fashion one year, while

wrestling was the fad at another time, even the wen

prime minister. Count Kuroda, taking the lead. But

the point of our special interest is as to whether fickle-

ness is an essential element of Japanese character, and

so dominant that wherever the people may be and what-

ever their surroundings, they will always be fickle; o'

whether this trait is due to the conditkms of their re-

cent history. Let us see.

Prof. Basil H. Chamberlain says, "Japan stood

still so long that she has to move quickly and often now

to make up for lost time." This states the case pretty

well. Had we known Japan only through her Tokug^wa

period, the idea of fickleness would not have occurred to

us; on the contrary, the dcNninant impnesiKm wtmW

IS9
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have been that of the permanence and fixity of her life

and custo.-.is. T'lis quality or appearance of fickleness

is, then, a niodim trait, due to the extraordinary cir-

cumstances in which Japan finds herself. The occur-

rence of wave ufter wave of fresh fashions and fads is

neither strange nor indicative of an essentially fickle

disposition. Glancing below the surface for a moment,
we shall see that there is an earnestness of purpose

which is the reverse of fickle.

What nation, for example, ever voluntarily set itself

to learn the ways and thoughts and languages of foreign

nations as persistently as Japan? That there has been

fluctuation of intensity is not so surprising as that,

through a period of thirty years, she has kept steadily

at it. Tens of thousands of her young men are now
able to read the English language with some facility;

thousands are also able to read German and French.

Foreign languages are compulsory in all the advanced
schools. A regulation going into force in September,

1900, requires the study of two foreign languages. This

has been done at a cost of many hundred thousands of

dollars. There has been a fairly permanent desire and
effort to learn all that the West has to teach. The ele-

ment of fickleness is to be found chiefly in connection

with the methods rather than in connection with the

ends to be secured. From the moment when Japan dis-

covered that the West had sources of power unknown to
herself, and indispoisable if she expected to hold her own
with the nations of the world, the aim and end of all

her efforts has been to master the secrets of that power.
She has seen that education is one important means.
That she should stumble in the adoption of educational

methods is not strange. The necessary experience is

being secured. But for a lesson of this sort, more than
<Mie generation of experience is required of a nation.

For some time to come Japan is sure to give signs of
unsteadiness, of lack of perfect balance.

A pitiful sight in Japan is that of boys not more than
five or six years of age pushing or pulling with all their

might at heavily loaded hand-carts drawn by their

pareats. Yet this is typical of one aspect of Japanese
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civiliiation. The work is largely done by yo^ng P«oPj«

under thirty, and vast multitudes of the wo'^ers are un-

der twenty years of age. This is true not only of raenW

labor, but also in regard to labor involving more or l«it

respoluibUity. In the post offices, tor 'nstana. the

irrnt majority of the clerks are mere boys. In the

ft^^» Me rareW leei a man past middle age conduct-

Jg tSeSSirorTcJiJg a. clerk. Why are the young

so^rominent? Partly becao?e oi custorn o abdi-

cation
" As "family abtlication" is frequent, it Hwa

perceptible effect on the general .'^^"a'=t".°l*^«?fSJS.*
EdScounts in part for rash business ventures and o<her

^rcTimpetuosity and unbalancedjudgment. Fur-

f&ore under the new civilisation, the older men have

becSS unfittwl to do the required work. The younger

more flexible member, of die riaing generation can

auickly adjust themselves to the new conditions, as n

tte scLoli, where the older men. who had received only

the regular training in Chinese classics were utteriy m-

competent as teachers of science. Naturally, therefore.

S?eS for instruction in these classics, the common-

IchZl teachers, during the earlier decades, were almost

whoUy young boys. The extreme youthfulness of

SioiIteachefs has constantly surprised J«*«
various branches of government this same PhenomeMO

i. equally common. Young men have been pushed for-

ww3 into positions with a rapidity and in numbers un-

known in the West, and perhaps unknown m any pre-

^"^VS^etteine of the Christian Ouj.*

has been instanced as a sign of the fickleness o« peo-

3e. It is a mistaken instance, for there are "'any oA«r

»uses quite sufficient to account for the phenomenon

S question. Let me illustrate by the experience of an

elderiy Christian. He had been ^^"ght to Christ

through the teachings of a young man of great brU

liancy? whose zeal was not tempered Willi ««M,^owK^S
-which, however, was.not strange, in view of hi. Imrftwl

opJoSunities for learning. His in^tniction was there-

f^e narrow, not to say bigoted. Still the elderijrgen-

toS^Sad the te«dibg» of the young manSB^^
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strong and clear thoroughly to upset all his old ideas

of religion, his polytht-iMii, his belief in charms, his

worship ol ai cestors, and all kindred ideas. He ac*
ce})ti-d the New Testament in simple apgnestioiiing
faith. But, after six or eight years, tbc young infrac-
tor began to lose his own primitive and simple faith.

He at once proceeded to attack that which before he had
been defending and expounding. Soon his whole theo-
logical position was clianged. Higher criticism and re-

ligious philosophy were now the center of his preach-
ing and writing. The result was that this old gentleman
was again in danger of being upset in his religious think-
ing. He felt that nis new faith had been received in bulk,
so to speak, and if a part of it were false, as his young
teacher now asserted, how could he know that any of
it was true? Yet his heart's experience told him that he
had secured something in this faith that was real ; he was
loath to lose it; consequently, for some years now, he
has systematically stayed away from church services,
and refrained from reading magazines in which these
new and destructive views have been discussed; he has
preferred to read the Bible juietly at home, r, i to have
direct communion with God, "ven though, in .nany mat-
ers of Biblical or theoretical science, he might hold his
mistaken opinions. A surface view of this man's conduct
might lead one to think of him as fivkle; but a deeper
consideration will lead to the opposite conclusion.
The fluctuating condition of the Christian churches

is not cause for astonishment, nor is it to be wholly,
if at all, attributed to the fickleness of the national char-
acter, but rather, in a large degree, to the peculiar
omditions of Japanese life. The early Christians had
much to learn. They knew, experimentally, but little

of Christian truth. The whole course of Christian
thought, the historical development of theology, with
the various heresies, the recent discussions resting on
the so-called " higher criticism " of the Bible, together
with the still more recent investigations into the history
and philosophy of religion in general, were of course
vboUy unkimwn to them. This was inevitable, and
they were blamdeag. All ONikl not be learned at once.
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Nor ia there any blame attached to the missionaries. It
was as impossible for them to impart to young and inex-
perienced^ Christians • full knowledge of these matters
as it waa for the latter to receive sudi information. The
pnmary interest of the missionaries was in the prac-
tical and everyday duties of the Christian life, in the
great problem of getting men and women to put away
the superstitions and narrowne.c and sins springing
from polytheism or practical atheism, and getting them
started in wayi of godliness. The training sdiools for
evangelists were designed to raise np practical workers
rather than speculative theologians. Missionaries con-
sidered it their duty (and they were beyond question
right) to teach religion rather than the science and phi-
losophy of religion. When, therefore, the evaafclists
discovered that the had not been tattg^ these advanced
branches of knowledge, it is not strange that some
riioold rush after diem, and, in their zeal for that which
they supposed to be important, hasten to criticise their
former teachers. As a result, they undermined both
their own faith and that of many who hsd become CHuris-
tians through their teaching.
The dullness of the church life, so conspicuoas at

present m many of the churches, is onl '»a.f'v due to
the fact that tt»t Christians are tired of the • •• • It
is true that these services no longer aff.: a 1

1 hat
mental and spiritual stimulus which they the
first, and that, lacking this, thejr find little in a > -^i to
attend. But this is only a partial explanation. Looking
over the experience of tiie put twenty-five years, we
now see that the intense zeal of the first few years was a
natural result of a certain narrowness of view. It is an
interesting fact that, during one of the early revivals in
the Doshisha, the young men were so intense an*'
cited that the missionaries were compelled to u Kain
them. These young Christians felt smd said tn^t che
missionaries were not filled with the Holy Spirit; they
accordingly considered it their duty to exhort their for-
eign leaders, even to chide them for their lack of faith.

The extraordinarv expectalions entertained bythe young
Japanese workers of those days and shared by the mis-
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kmaries. that Japan was to become a Christian nation

bdSrthe cndif the century, was due in large measure

JJ^^^iOTomice alike of Christianity, of human nature,

and ofTartienism. but. under the Pe^uhar condu.^s

Slife. this was well-nigh inevitable. And that g^at and

sudden changes in feeling and thought have come oyer

Kfant churches, in consequence of the rapid
J
W

tion of new light and new experience, is equally inevi-

SSe ThL changes are not P™ily attnbutab e to

fickleness of nature, but to the extraordinary additions

to their knowledge. .... , u,* ti,-

There is good reason to think, however, that the

period of these rapid fluctuations is passing away. All

the various fads, fancies, and folhes, together with the

sciences, philosophies, ologies. and isms of the Western

world, have already come to Japan, and are fairly well

known. No essentiaUy new and sudden experiences lie

before the people. ^«.„
Furthermore, the young men are year by year grow-

ine older. Experience and age together are g>vmg a

idF ;mess and a steadiness otherwise unattamable. In

the schools, in the government, in politics, and in the

iudidary, and in the churches, men of years and of tram-

Ing in the new order are becoming relatively numerous,

and erelong they will be in the majority. \\ e may expect

to see Japan gradually settling down to a steadiness and

a regularity that have been lacking during the past few

decades. The newcomer to Japan is nuch impress^

with the expressionless character of many Japanese

faces. They appear like the images of Buddha, who is

supposed to be so absorbed in profound meditation that

the events of the passing world make no impression upon

him I have sometimes heard the expression putty

face
" used to describe the appearance of the common

Janinese face. This immobility of the Oriental is more

Snspicuous to a newcomer than to one who has seen

mJch of the people and who has learned its significance.

SShough the " putty " effect wears off. there remams

zn impression of stoicism that never fades away These

two features, stolidity and stoicism, are so close y allied

in appearance that they are easily mistaken, yet they are
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really distinct. The one arises from stupidity, from dull-
ness of mind. The other is the product of elaborate
education and patient drill. Yet it is often difficult to
determine where the one ends and the (rther bqjtet.
The stolidity of stupidity is, of course, commonest

among the peasant dass. For centuries they have been
in closest contact with the soil; nothing has served to
awaken their intellectual faculties. Reading and writ-

ing have remained to them profound mysteries. Their
lives have been narrow in the extreme. But the Japa-
nese peasant is not peculiar in this respect. Similar
conditions in other lands produce similar results, as in
France, according to MtDet's faunous painting, "The
Man with Jhe Hoe."

It is an interesting fact, however, that this stolidity of
stupidity can be easily removed. I have often heard
comments on the marked change in the facial expression
of those adults who learn to read the Bible. Thetr minds
are awakened; a new light is seen in their eyes as new
ideas are started in their minds.

Tlie impression of stolidity made on the foreigner is

due less, however, to .«tupidity than to a stoical educa-
tion. For centuries the people have been taught to re-

press all expression of their emotions. It has been re-

quired of the inferior to listen quietly to his superior

and to obey implicitly. The relations cf superior and
inferior have been drilled into the people for ages. The
code of a military camp has been taught and enforced in

all the homes. Talking in the presence of a superior,

or laughter, or curious questions, or expressions of sur-

prise, anything revealinig ^ slightest emotion on the

part of the inferior was considered a discourtesy.

Education in these matters was not confined to oral

instruction; infringements were punished with great

rigor. Whenever a daimyo traveled to Yedo, the cap-

ital, he was treated almost as a god by the people. They
were required to fall on their knees and bow their faces

to the ground, and the death penalty was freely awarded
to those who &iled to make sural expressinis of respect.

One source, then, of the systematic repression of emo>
tional esprwKion is the character of the feudal order of
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society that so long prevailed. The warrior who had

best control of his faoal expression, who could least ex-

pose to his foe or even to his ordinary friends the real

state of his feelings, other things being equal, would come

off the victor. In further explanation of this repression

it the religion of Buddha. For 1200 years it haf helped

to mold the middle and the lower classes of the people.

According to its doctrine, desire is the grwt evil; from

it all other evils spring. For this reason the aim of the

religious life is to suppress all desire, and Uie «»own«-

ural way to accomplish this is to suppress the manifesta-

tion of desire; to maintain Passive features under all

drcumitancea. The images of Buddha andof Buddhist

saints are utterly devoid of expression. They indicate

as nearly as possible the attainment of their desire,

namely, freedom from all desire. This is the ambition of

every earnest Buddhist. Being the ideal and the actual

effort of life, it does affect the faces of the people. LwK
of expreMion. however, does not prove absence of de-

vre.
Every foreigner has had amusing proof of this. A

common expenence is the passing of a group ofjapa-

nese who, apparently, give no heed to the stranger.

Neither by the turn of the head nor by the movement

of a single facial muscle do they, betray any curiosity,

yet their eyes take in each detail, and involuntarily

foUow the receding form of the traveler. In the in-

terior, where foreigners are still objects of curiosity,

young men have often run up from behind, gone to a

distance ahead of me, then turned abruptly, a.s though

remembering something, and walked slowly back a^nm.

giving me, apparently, not the slightest attention. The

motive was the desire to get a better look at the for-

eigner. They hoped to conceal it by a ruse, for there

must be no iwinifestation of curiosity.

Phenomena which a foreigner may attribute to a UCk

of emotion of. at least, to its repression, may be due

to some vrrv different cause. Few things, for instance,

re more astonishing to the Occidental than the silence

on Ae part of the multitude when the Emperor, whom

dKf mmkatt and Uwc, appears on the street. Under
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drcumstances which would call forth the most enttei-
siastic cheers from Western crowds, a Japanese crowd
will maintain absolute silence. Is this from lack of emo-
tion? By no means. Reverence dominates every
breast. They would no more think of making noisy
demonstrations of joy in the presence of the Emperor
than a congregation of devout Christians would think
of doing the same during a religious service. This idea
of reverence for superiors has pervaded the social order
—the intensity of the reverence varying with the rank
of the superior. But a change has already begim. Si-

lence is no longer enforced ; no profound bowings to the
ground arc now demanded before the nobility; on at

least one occasion during the recent Giina-Japan war
the enthusiasm of the populace found audible expression
when the Emperor made a public appearance. Even
the stoical ajqiiearance of the people is passing away un-
der the influence of the new order of society, with its

new, dominant ideas. Education is bringing the nation
into a large and throbbing life. Naturalness is taking
the place of forced repression. A sense of the essentid
equality of man is springing up, especially among the
young men. and is helping to create a new atmosfrfiere
in this land, where, for centuries, one chief effort hat
been to repress all natural expression of emotion.
While touring in Kyushu several years ago, I had an

experience which showed me that the stolidity, or vivac-

ity, of a people is largely dependent on the prevailing

social order rather than on inherent nature. Those who
have modi to do with the Japanese have noted tiie ex-
treme quiet and reserve of the women. It is a trait that
has been lauded by both native and foreign writers.

Because of this characteristic it is difficult for a strangei;

to carry on conversation with them. They usually reply

in monosyllables and in low tones. The very expression
of their faces odicates a reticence, a calm stolidity, and
a lack of response to the stimulus of soda! intercourse
that is striking and oppressive to an Occidental. I have
always found it a matter of no little difficulty to become
acquainted with the women, and especially with the

young women, in the church with vducb I have been c(W>
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nected. With the older women this letkeace is not ao

marked. Now for my story:
,

One day I called on a family, expecting to meet the

mother, with whom I was well acquamted. She proved

to be out; but a daughter of whom I had not before

heard was at home, and I began to talk with her. Con-

trary to all my previous experience, this young girl ol

less than twenty years looked me straight in the face

with perfect composure, replied to my questions witn

dear voice and complete sentences, and asked questions

in her turn without the slightest embarrassment. 1 was

amazed. Here tMS a Japanese girl acting and talking

with the freedom of an American. How was this to be

explained? Difficult though it appeared, the protflem

was easily solved. The young ladv had been in Amenca,

having spent several years in Radcliffe College. There

it was that her Japanese demurencss was dropped and

the American frankness and vivacity of manner acquired.

It was a matter simply of the prevailing social customs,

and not of her inherent nature as a Japanese.

And this conclusion is enforced by the further fact

that there is a marked increase in vivacity in those who

become Christian. The repressive social restraints ot

tile old social order are somewhat removed. A freedom

is allowed to individuals of the Christian community, m
social life, in conversation between men and women, in

the holding of private opinions, which the non-CJnst«n

order of society did not permit. Sociability between

the sexes was not allowed. The new freedom naturally

results in greater vivacity and a far freer play of facial

«sqmsston than the older order could produce. Ihe

TiroHty and sodabiUty of the geisha (dancing and sing-

ing girls), whose bashieM it is to have social relations

with the men, freely conversing with them, still further

substontiates the view that the stolid, irrepressive fea-

tures of the usual Japanese woman are social, not essen-

tia, characteristics. The very same girls exhibit alter-

aalely stolidity mA vivacity according as they are aci-

ine as geisha or M rt^ecUble members of society.

Tliis completes <Mr direct study of tiie various de-
- ^ emotional nature of tiie J»p»-
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nese. It is universally admitted that the people are con-
spicuously emotional. We have shown, however, that
ti rir feelings are subject to certain remarkable sup-
pression!.

It remains to be asked why the Japanese are more
emotional than other races? One reason doubtless is

that the social conditions were such as to stimulate their
emotional rather than their intellectual powers. The
military system upon which the social structure rested
kept the nation in its mental infancy. Twenty-eig^t
miilioRs of hxmen and a millicm and a half of scridiers

was the proportion during the middle of the nineteenth
century. Education was limited to the soldiers. But
although they cultivated their minds somewhat, their
very occupation as soldiers required them to obey rather
than to think; their hand-to-hand conflicts served
mightiljr to stimulate the emotions. The entire feudal
order hkewise was calculated to have the same effect.

The intellectual life being low, its inhibitions were cor-
respondingly weak. When, in the future, the entire
population shall have become fairly educated, and taught
to think independently; and when government by the
people shall nave become much more miiversal, throw-
mg responsibility on the people as never before, and
stimulating discussion of me general principles of life,

of government, and of law, flien must the emotiomi
features of the nation become less conspicuous.

It is a question of relative development. As children
run to extremes of thought and action on the slightest
occasion, simply because their intellects have not come
into full activity, weeding at one moment and laughing
at the next, so it is with national Hfe. Where the gen-
eral intellectual development of a people is retarded, the
emotional manifestations are of necessity correspond-
ingly conspicuous.
Even so fundamental a racial trait, then, as the emo-

tional, is seen to be profoundlpr influenced by the prevail-

ing social t>rder. The emoticmal diaracteristics which
distinguish the Japanese from otiier races are due, in the
last analysis, to the nature of their social order rttter
than to Uieir inherent nature or brain structure.
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jESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS

IN
certain directions, the Japanese reveal a develop-

ment of asthetic taste which no other nanon has

reached. The general appreciation of landscape-

views well illustrates this point. The home and garden

of the average workman arc far superior artistically to

those of the same class in the West. There is hardly a

home without at least a diminutive garden laid out in

artistic style with miniature lake and hills and winding

walks. And this garden exists solely for the delight of

the cyC" •

The general taste displayed in many little ways 18 a

constant delight to the Western " barbarian when he

first comes to Japan. Nor docs this tlchght vanish with

time and tamiliarity, though it is tempered by a later

wrception of certain other features. Indeed, the more

one knows of the details of their artistic taste, the more

does he appreciate it. The " toko-no-ma, for example,

is a variety of alcove usually occupying half of one side

of a room. It indicates the place of honor and guests

are always urged to sit in front of it. The floor of the

" toko-no-ma is raised four or five inches above the

level of the room and should never be stepped upon.

In this "toko-no-ma" is usually placedsome work of art,

or a vase with flowers, and on the wall is hung a picture

or a few Chinese characters, written by some famous

calieraphist, which are changed with the seasons. The

wowiwork and the coloring of this part of the room is

of the choicest. The " toko-no-ma " of the main room

of the house is always restful to the eye; this honor-

able spot " is found in at least one room m every house;

and if the owner has moderate means, there «"ej^f ©j;

three such rooms. Only the homes of flie pomrest <« tlie

poor are without this ornament.

170
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The J[apanese show a refined taste in the colorine and
decoration of rooms; natural woods, painted and pol-
ished, are common ; every post and board standing erect
must stand in the position in which it grew. A Japanese
knows at once whether a board or post is upside down,
though it would often puzzle a Westerner to decide the
matter. The natural wood ceilings and the soft yel-

lows and blues of the wails are all that the best trained
Occidental eye could ask. Dainty decorations called

the " ramma," over the neat " fusuma," consist of deli-

cate shapes and quaint designs cut in thin boards, and
serve at once as picture and ventilator. The drawings,
too, on the " fusuma " (solid thick paper sliding doors
separating adjacent rooms or shutting off the closet) are
simple and neat, as is all Japanese pictorial art
Japanese love for flowers reveals a high aesthetic de-

velopment. Not only are there various flower festivals

at which times the people flock to suburban gardens and
parks, but sprays, budding branches, and even large

boughs are invariably arranged in the homes and pubHc
halls. Every church has an immense vase for the pur-
pose. The proper arrangement of flowers and of

flowering sprays and boughs is a highly developed art.

It is often one of the required studies in girls' schools.

I have known two or three men who made their entire

living by teaching this art. Miniature flowering trees

are reared with consummate skill. An acquaintance of

mine glories in 230 varieties of the plum tree, all in pots,

some of them between two and three hundred years old.

Shinto and Buddhist temples also reveal arti«tk quali-

ties most pleasing to the eye.

But the main point of our interest lies in the explana-

tion of this characteristic. Is the aesthetic sense more
highly developed in Japan than in the West? Is it more
general? Is it a matter of tnhereBt iMxtn, or of
civilization?

In trying to meet these problems, I note, first of all,

that the development of the Japanese aesthetic taste is

one-sided; though advanced in certain respects it is be-

lated in others. In illustration is the sense of smell. It

will iK>t do to say that " the Japanese have no tise fmr tile
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nose," and that the love of sweet smells is unknown.

Sir Rutherford Alcock'soff-quoted sentence that "in one

oi the most beautiful and fertile countries in the whole

worid the flowers have no scent, the birds no song,

and the fruit and vegetables no flavor," is quite mis-

leading, for it has only enough truth to make H the more

deceptive. It is true that the cherry blossom has little

or no odor, and that its beauty lies in its exquisite color-

ing and abounding luxuriance, but most of the native

^wers are praised and prized by the Japanese for their

odors, as well as for their colors, as the plum, the

chrysanthemum, the lotus, and the rose. The fragrance

of flowers is a frequent theme in Japanese poetry.

Japanese ladies, like those of every land, are fond of deli-

cate scents. Cologne and kindred wares find wide sale

in Japan, and I am told that expensive musk is not in-

frequently packed away with the clothing of the wealthy.

But ill contrast to this appreciation is a remarkable

indifference to certain foul odors. It is amazing what
horrid smells the cultivated Japanese will endure in his

home. What we conceal in the rear and out of the way,

he very commonly places in the front yard; though this

is, of course, more true of the country than of large

towns or cities. It would seem as if a high aesthetic de-

velopment should long ago have banished such sights

and smells. As a matter of fact; however, the aesthetics

of the subject does not seem to have entered the national

mind, any more than have the hygienics of the same
subject.

, ^ ,

In explanation of these facts, may it not be that the

Japanese methcKl of agriculture has been a potent hin-

drance to the aesthetic development of the sense of smell?

In primitive times, when wealth was small, the only

«wy method which the people had of preserving the fer-

tilizing properties of that which is removed from our

cities by the sewer-system was such as we still find in

use in Japan to-day. Perhaps the necessities of the case

have toughened the mental, if not the physical, sense of

the people. Perhaps the unaesthetic character of the

sights and smells has been submerged in the great value

of fertilizing materials. Then, too, with the Occidental,
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the thought is common that such odors are indications

of seriously unhealthful conditions. We are accord-

ingly offended not simply by the odor itself, but also by

the associations of sickness and death which it suggests.

Not so the unsophisticated Oriental. Such a correla-

tion of ideas is only now arising in Japan, and diaagM
are beginning to be made, as a consequence.

I cannot leave this point without drawing attention to

the (act that the development of the sense of smell in

these directions is relaUvely recent, even in the West
Of all the non-European nations and races, I have no
doubt Japan is most free from horrid smells and i>utrid

odors. And in view of our own recent emancipation it

is not for us to marvel that others have made little

progress. Rather is it marvelous that we should so

easily forget the hole from which we have been so re-

cently digged.

In turning to study certain features of Japanese pic-

torial art, we notice that a leading characteristic is that

of simplicity. The greatest results are secured with the

fewest possible strokes. This general feature is in part

due to the character of the instrument used, the " fude,"

" brush." This same brush answers for writing. It ad-

mits of strong, bold outlmes; and a large brush allows

the exhibition of no slight degree of skill. As a result,

" writing " is a fine art in Japan. Hardly a family that

makes any pretense at culture but owns one or more

framed specimens of writing. In Japan these rank as

pictures do or mottoes in the West, and are prized not

merely for the sentiment expressed, but also for the skill

displayed in the use of the brush. Skillful writers be-

come famous, often receiving large sums for smaH
" pictures " which consist of but two or three Chinese

characters.

No doubt the higher development of appreciation for

natural scenery among the people in general is largely

due to the character of the scenery itself. Steep hills

and narrow valleys adjoin nearly every city in the land.

Seas, bays, lakes, and rivers are numerous; reflected

mountain scenes are common; the colors are varied and

marked. Ftowering trees of strikiiig beanty are abnn-
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dant. Any |)C()i>le livi ig under these physical condi>

tions, and snrtkitiUly advanced in civilization to have
leisure and culture, can hardly fail to be impressed with

such wealth of beauty in the sceners itself.

In the artistic reproduction of this scenery, however,

Japanese artists are generally tttppoted to be Merior to
those of the West.
As often remarked, Japanese art hat directed Hs dlief

endeavor to animals and to nature, thus failing to give

to man his share of attention. This curious onc-sided-

ness shows itself particularly in painting and in sculp-

tmt. In the former, when human beings are the sub>
ject, the aim has apparently been to extol certain char-
acteristics; in warriors, the military or heroic spirit; in

wise men, their wisdom; in monks and priests, their mas-
tery over the passions and complete attainment of peace

;

in a god, the moral character which he is supposed to

represent. Art has consequently been directed to bring-

ing into prominence certain ideal features which must
be over-accentuated in order to secure recognition;

caricatures, rather than lifelike forms, are the frequent

results. The images of multitudes of gods arc frightful

to behold; the aim being to show the character of the

emotion of the god in the presence of evil. These idols

are easily misunderstood, for we argue that the more
frightful he is, the more vicious must be the god in his

real character; not so the Oriental. To him the more
frightful the image, the more noble the character.

Really evil gods, such as demons, arc always repre-

sented, I think, 5s deformed creatures, partly human
and partly beast It is to be remembered, in this con-
nection, that idols are an imported feature of Japanese
religion ; Shinto to this day has no " graven image." All
idols are Buddhistic. Moreover, they are but copies of
the hideous idols of India; the Japanese artistic genius
has added nothing to their grotesque appearance. But
the point of interest for us is that the ujsthetic taste

which can revel in flowers and natural scenery has
never delivered Japanese art from truly unxsthetic
representations of human beings and of gods.

Standing recently before a toy store and looking at
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tfie numberless dolts offered for sale, I was impressed
afresh with the lack of taste displayed, both in coloring
and in form ; their conventionality was exceedingly tire-

some; their one attractive feature was their absurdity.

But tiw moment I turned awa^ from the imitationi of
human beings to look at the tmiutions of mrture, die

whole impression was changed. I was pleased with die

artistic taste displayed in the perfectly imitated, deli-

cately colored flowers. Thev were beautiful indeed.

Why has Japanese art made so little of man as man?
Is it due to the " impersonality " of the Orient, as urged

by some? This suggests, but does not give, the correct

interpretation of the phenomenon in question. The
reason lies in the nature of the ruling ideas of Oriental

civilization. Man,asman,has not been honored or highly

esteemed. As a warrior he has been honored; conse-

quently, when pictured or sculptured as a warrior, he has

worn his armor ; his face, if visible, is not the natural face

of a man, but rather that of a passicmate victor, slaying his

foe or planning for the same. And so with the priests

and the teachers, the emperors and the generals; all have

been depicted, not for what they are in themselves, but

;or the rank which they have attained ; they are accord-

ingly represented with their accouterments and robes

and the characteristic attitudes of their rank. The
effort to preserve their actual appearance is relatively

rare. Manhood and womanhood, apart from social rank,

have hardly been recognized, much less extolled by art.

This feature, then, corresponds to the nature of the

Japanese social order. The art of a land necessarily

reveals the ruling ideals of its civilization. As Japan

failed to discover the inherent nature and value of man-
hood and womanhood, esthnating them only on a utiH*

tarian basis, so has her art reflected this failure.

Apparently it has never attempted to depict the nude
human form. This is partly explained, perhaps, by the

fact that the development of a perfect physical form

through exercise and training has not been a part of

Oriental thoi^t. Labor of every sort has been re-

garded as dMrading. Training for militarjr skill and
' n mdeed b<^weai has been cmmnoa mmtg die miliary
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classes; but the skill and strength themselves have been

the objects of thought, rather than the beauty of the

muscular dt velopment which they produce. When we
recall the prominent place which the games of Greece

took in her civilization previous to her development of

art, and the stress then laid on perfect bodily form, we
shall better understand why there should be such differ-

ence in the development of the art of these two lands.

I have never seen a Japanese man or youth bare his arm
to show with pride the development of his biceps ; and so

far as I have observed, the pride which students in the

United States feel over well-developed calves has no
counterpart in Japan—^this, despite the fact that the

average Japanese has calves which would turn the

Americ n youth green with envy.

From the absence of the nude in Japanese art it has

been urged that Japan herself is far more morally pure

than the West. Did the moral life of the people cor-

respond to their art in this respect, the argument would

have force. Unfortunately, such does not seem to be the

case. It is further suggested as a reason that the bodily,

form of Oriental peoples is essentially unasthetic; that

the men are either too fat or too lean, and the vvomen

too plump when in the bloom of youth and too wrinkled

and flabby when the first bloom is over. The absurdity

of this suggestion raises a smile, and a query as to the

experience w^ich its author must have had. For anpr

person who has lived in Japan must have seen indi-

viduals of both sexes, whom the most fastidious painter

or sculptor would rejoice to secure as models.

It might be thought that a truly artistic people, who
are also somewhat immoral, would have developed

much skill in the portrayal of the mde female form.

Bnt such an attempt does not seem to have been made
until recent times, and in imitation of Western art. At
least such attempts have not been recognized as art nor

have they been preserved as such. I have never seen

either statue or picture of a nude Japanese woman.
Even the pictures of famous prostitutes are always fault-

lessly attired. The number and size of the conventional

hairpins, and the gaudy coloring of the clothing, akme
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indicate the immoral character of the woman repre-

sented. . , .

It is not to be inferred, however, that immoral pic-

tures have been unknown in Japan, for the reverse is

true. Until forcibly suppressed by the government

under the incentive of Western criticism, there was per-

fect freedom to produce and seU licentious and lascivious

pictures. The older foreign residents m Japan testify

to the frequency with which immoral scenes were de-

picted and exposed for sale. Here I merely say that

these were not considered works of art ; they were re-

produced not in the interests of the aesthetic sense, but

wholly to stimulate the taste for immoral things.

The absence of the nude from Japanese art is due to

the same causes that led to the relative absence of all

distinctively human nature from art. Manhood and

womanhood, as such, were not the themes they strove

^^A^urious feature of the artistic taste of the people is

the marked fondness for caricature. It. revels in absurd

accentuations of special features. Chddren with pro-

truding foreheads; enormously fat little men; grotesque

dwarf figures in laughable positions; these are a few

common examples. Nearly all of the small drawings

and sculpturings of human figures are intentionally

erotesque. But the Japanese love of the grotesque is

not confined to its manifestation in art. It also reveals

itself in other surprising ways. It is difficult to realize

that a people who revel in the beauties of nature can

also delight in deformed nature; yet such is the «se.

Stunted and dwarfed trees, trees whose branches have

been distorted into shapes and proportions that nature

would scorn—these are sights that the Japanese seem to

enjoy, as well as "natural" nature. Throughout the

land in the gardens of the middle and higher classes,

may be found specimens of dwarfed and stunted irees

which have required decades to raise. The branches,

too, of most garden shrubs and trees are tnmmed m
fantastic shapes. What is the charm in these distor-

tions? First, perhaps, the universal human interest in

anything requiring skill Think of the patience and per-
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sistence and experimentation necessary to rear a dwarf
pear tree twelve or fifteen inches high, growing its full

number of years and bearing full-size fruit in its season I

And second is the no less universal human interest in

the strange and abnormal. All primitive people have
this interest. It shows itself in their religions. Ab-
normal stones are often objects of religious devotion.

Although I cannot affirm that such objects are wor-
shiped in Japan to-day, yet I can say that they are fre-

suitabfe inscriptions. Where nature can be made to

produce the abnormal, there the interest is still greater.

It is a living miracle. Witness the cocks of Tosa, dis-

tinguished by their two or three tail feathers reaching
th< extraordinary length of ten or even fifteen feet, the
product of ages of special breeding.

According to the ordinary us** of the term, aesthetics

has to do with art alone. Yet it also has intimate rela-

tions with both speech and conduct. Poetry depends
for its very existence on aesthetic considerations. Al-
though little conscious regard is paid to aesthetic claims

in ordinary conversation, yet people of culture do, as a
matter of fact, pay it much unconscious attention. In
conduct too, aesthetic ideas are often more dominant
than we suppose. The objection of the cultured to the
ways of the boorish rests on aesthetic grounds. This is

true in every land. In the matter of conduct it is some-
times hard to draw the line between aesthetics and ethics,

for they shade imperceptibly into one another ; so much
so that they are seen to be complementary rather than
contradictory. Though it is doubtless true that con-
duct aesthetically defective may not be defective ethic-

ally, still is it not quite as true that conduct bad from
the ethical is bad also from the aesthetical standpoint?

In no land have aesthetic considerations had more force

in molding both speech and conduct than in Japan.
Not a sentence is uttered by a Japanese but has the char-
acteristic marks of aestheticism woven into its very
structure. By means of " honorifics " it is seldom neces-
sary for a speaker to be so pointedly vulgar as even to

mention self. There are few points in the language so

grounds and dedicated with
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difficult for a foreigner to master, whether in speaking
himself, or in listening to others, as the use of these
honorific words. The most delicate shades of courtesy
and discourtesy may be expressed by them. Some
writers have attributed the relative absence of the per-
sonal pronouns from the language to the dominating
force of impersonal pantheism. I am unable to take
this view for reasons stated in tiit later diapters on
personality.

Though the honorific characteristics of the language
seem to indicate a high degree of aesthetic development,
a certain lack of delicacy in referring to subjects that
are ruled out of conversation by cultivated people in the
West make the contrary impression upon the uniniti-
ated. Such language in Japan cannot be counted im-
pure, for no such idea accompanies the words. They
must be described simply as aesthetically defective. Far
be it from me to imply that there is no impure conversa-
tion in Japan. I only say that the particular usages to
which I refer are not necessarily a proof of moral
tendency. A realistic baldness prevails that makes no
effort to conceal even that which is in its nature unpleas-
ant and unaesthetic. A spade is called a spade without
the slightest hesitation. Of course specific illustrations
of such a point as this are out of place. .Esthetic con-
siderations forbid.

And how explain these unaesthetic phenomena? By
the fact that Japan has long remained in a state of primi-
tive development. Speech is but the verbal expression
of life. Every primitive society is characterized by a
bald literalism shocking to the aesthetic sense of societies
which represent a higher stage of culture. In J^^Mn,
until recently, little effort has been made to keep out of
sight objects and acts which we of the West have con-
sidered disagreeable and repulsive. Language alters
more slowly than acts. Laws are making changes in
the latter, and they in time will take effect in the former.
But many decades will doubtless pass before Uie culti-

vated classes of Japan will reach, in this respect, the
standard of the corresponding classes (rf the Wnt
As for the esthetics of ctmduct in Japan, enoiq^ is in-
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dicated by what has been said already concenimjS tfie

aesthetics of speech. Speech and conduct are bat diverse

expressions of the same inner life. Japanese etiquette

has been fashioned on the feudalistic theory of soaety,

with its numberles, gradations of inferior and superior.

Assertive individualism, while allowed a certain range

among the samurai, always had its well-marked limits.

The mass of the people were compelled to walk a nar-

row line of respectful obedience and deference both m
form and speech. The constant aim of the inferior was

to please the superior. That individuals of an inferior

rank had r y inherent rights, as opposed to those of a

superior rank, seldom occurred to them. Furthermore,

this whole feudal system, with its characteristic etiquette

of conduct and speech, was authoritatively taught by

moralists and religious leaders, and devoutly believed

by the noblest of the land. Ethical considerations,

therefore, combined powerfully with those that were

social uod aesthetic to produce " the most polite race on

the face of the globe." Recent developments of rude-

ness and discourtesy among themselves and toward for-

eigners have empfcasized my general contention that

these characteristics are not due to inherent race nature,

but rather to the social order.

How are we to account for the wide aesthetic develop-

ment of all classes of the Japanese? As already sug-

gested, the beautiful scenery explains much. But I pass

at once to the significant fact that although the classes

of Japanese society were widely differentiated m social

rank, yet thej lived in close proximity to each other.

There was no spatial gulf of separation preventing the

lower from knowing fully and freely the thoughts, ideals,

and customs of the upper classes. The transmission of

culture was thus an easy matter, in spite of social

gradations. . , .

Moreover, the character of the building materials, and

the methods of construction used by the more prosper-

ous among the people, were easily imitated in kind, if

not in costliness, by the less prosperous. Take, for ex-

ample, the structure of the room; it is always of certam

fixed propmtions, that the uniform mats may be eauqp
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fitted to it. The mats themselves are always made of a
straw "toko," "bed," and an " omote," "surface," of

woven straw ; they vary greatly in value, but, of whatever

grade, may always be kept neat and fresh at compara-

tively small cost. The walls of the average houses are

made of mud wattles. The outer layers of plaster con-

sist of selected earth and tinted bme. Whether put

up at large or nnall expenM, these walls may be

neat and attractive. So, too, with odier parte of the

house.

The utter la'-k of independent thinking throughout the

middle and lower classes, and the constant desire of the

inferior to imitate the superior, have also helped to make
the culture of the classes the possession of tlte masses.

This subserviency and spirit of tmitati<Mi has been further

stimulated by the enforced courtesy and deference and

obedience of the common people.

In this connect ' on it should be noted, however, that

the universality of culture in Japan is more apparent

than real. The appearance is due in ^art to the lack of

furniture in the homes. Without chairs or tables, bed-

ste.-tds or washstands, and the mnltitade of other things

invariably found in the home of the Occidental, it is easy

for the Japanese housewife to keep her home in perfect

order. No special culture is needful for this.

How it came about that the Japanese people adopted

their own method of sitting on the feet, I cannot say;

neither lutve I heard any plausible explanation of the

practice. Yet this habit has relieved them of all neces-

sity for heavy furniture. Given the custom of sitting

on the feet, and a large part of the furniture of the

house will be useless. Already is the introduction of

furniture after Western patterns producinjg changes in

the homes of the people; and it will be interesting to

see whether the aesthetic sense of the Japanese will be

able to assimilate and harmonixe witfi itself these useful,

but bulky and unxsthetfc, demente of Occidental civili-

zation.

That no part of the fine taste of the Japanese is due

to the general dviliMition, rather than to the individual

possesion of tiie aesthetic facolty, may be inferred
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from many little signs. In spite of the 'ict that, follow-

ing the long-established social fashions, the women usu-

ally display good taste in the choice of colort for their

clothing, it sometimes happens that they also manifest

not the slightest sense of the harmony of colors. Daugh-
ters of wealthy families will array themselves in brilliant

discordant hues, yet a'^parently without causing the

wearers or their friend- " slightest aesthetic discomfort.

Little children are ar . in clothing that would doubt-

less put Joseph's CO? . many colors quite out of coun-

tenance. Combinations and brilliancy that to the West-
em eye of culture seem crude and gaudy, typical of bar-

baric splendor, are in constant use, and are apparently

thought to be fine. The Japanese display both taste

and its lack in the choice of colors for clothing; this

contradiction is the more striking in v of the taste

manifest in the decorations of the ho.. ,a of all classes

of the people. Few sights are matt ludicrously unses-

thettc than the red, yellow, and blue worsted crodieted
caps and shawls for mfants, which dioclc all our ideas of

aesthetic harmony.
In connection with Western ways or articles of cloth-

ing, the native aesthetic faculty often seems to take its

flight. In a foreign house many a Japanese seems to

lose his sense of fitness. I have had schoolboys, and
even gentlemen, enter my home with hobnailed muddied
boots, without wiping their feet on the conspicuous door
mat, which is the more remarkable since, in their own
homes, they invariably take off their shoes on entering.

I have frequently noticed that in railway cars the first

comers monopolize the seats, and the later ones receive

not the slightest notice, being often compelled to stand

for an hour at a time, although, with a little moving,
there would be abundant room for all. I have noticed

this so often that I cannot think it an exceptional oc-

currence. I do not believe it to be intentional rudeness,

but to be due simply to a lack of real heart politeness.

Yet a true and deep {esthetic development, so far at

least as relates to conduct, to say nothing of the sjnrit

of altruism, wonld not permit such indifference to an-

otlier't dtsootnfcnt.
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My explanation for this, and for all similar defects in
etiquette, is somewhat as follows. Etiquette is popularly
conceived as consisting of rules of conduct, rather tiaa
as the outward expression of the sute of the heart.
From time immemorial rules for the ordinsfy affairs of
life have been formulated by superiors and have been
taught the people. In all usual and conventional
relations, therefore, the average farmer and peasant
know how to express perfect courtesy. But in certain
situations, as in foreign houses and the railroad car,
where there are no precedents to follow, or rules to obey,
all evidence of politeness takes its flight The old rules
do not fit the new conditions. Not being grounded
on the inner principles of etiquette, the people are not
able to formulate new rules for new conditions. To the
Westerner, on the other hand, these seem to follow from
the simplest principles of common sense %ad kindliness.
The general collapse of etiquette in Japai wfaidh native
writers note and deplore, is due, therefon not only to
the withdrawal of feudal pressure, but ai.>o to intro-
duction of strange circumstances for which the people
have no rules, and to the fact that the people have not
been taught those underlying principles of hiffii coorteqr
which are applicable on all occasions.
An impression seems to have gained cttrrency in the

United States that the anaesthetic features seen in Ja-
pan to-day are due to the debasing influences of West-
em art and Occidental intercourse. There can be no
doubt that a certain type of tourist, ignorant of Japa-
nese art, by greedily buying strange, gaudy things at
high prices, has stimulated a morbid production of truly
unaesthetic pseudo-Japanese art. But this accounts for
only a small part of the grossly inartistic features of
Japan. The instances given of hideous worsted bibs
for babes and collars for dogs, combining in he closest
proximity the most uncomplementary and mutually re-

pellent colors, has nothing whatever to do with foreign
art or foreign intercourse. What foreigner ever deco-
rated a little lapdog with a red-grreen-yellow-bIue*and
purple crocheted odlar, four or five inches wide?

Westernera have been channed with the exquisite col>
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ored photographf produced in Japan. It is strange, yet

true, that ttie Mme artistic hand that produces these

beautiful effects will also, bv a alight change of tints,

produce the most unnatural and ipectral views. Yet

ttie strangest thing is, not that he produces them, but that

he does not seem conscious of the defect, for he will put

them on sale in his own shop or send them to purchasers

in America, without the slightest apparent hesitation.

The constant care of the purchaser in selection and his

insistence on having only truly artistic work are what

keep the Japanese artist up to the standara.

If other evidence is needed of asthetic defect m the still

unoccidentalized Japanese taste let the doubter go to any

popular second-grade Shinto shrine or Buddhist temple.

Here unaesthetic objects and sights abound. Hideous

idols, painted and unpainted, big and litde, often dec-

orated with soileu bibs; decaying to-rii; ruined sub-

shrines; conglomerate piles of cast-off paraphernalia,

consisting of broken idols, old lanterns, stones, etc.,

filthy towels at the holy-water basins, piously offered to

the gods and piously used by hundreds o! dusty pilgrims;

equally filthy bell-ropes hung in front of the main shrines,

pulled by ten thousand hands to call the attention of the

deity; travel-stained hands, each of which has left its

mark on the once beautiful enormous tasselated cord;

ex-voto tufts of human hair; scores of pictures, where

the few may be counted works of art while the rest are

hideous beyond belief; frightful faces of tengu, with their

long noses and menacing teeth, decorated with scores of

spit-balls or even with mud-balls; these are some of the

more conspicuous unaesthetic features of multitudes ol

Eopular shrines and temples. And none of these can

e attributed to the debasing influence of Western art.

And these inartistic features will be found accompany-

ing scrupulous neatness in well-swept walks, new sub-

dirines, floral decorations, and much that pleases the

eye—a strange compound of the beautiful and the ugly.

Truly the aesthetic development of the Japanese is cu-

riously one-sided.

A survey of Japanese musical history leads to the con-

clusion that while the people are fairly developed in cer-
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tain aspects of the xsthetics of music, such as rhythm,
thcv are certainly undeveloped in other direction»--in
melodv, for example, and m harmony. Their instni-
mental music is primitive and meager. They have no
systm of musical uota'*on. The love of music, such as
it is, is well-nigh universal. Their solo-vocal music,
a semi-chanting m minors, has impressive elements; but
these are due to the passionate outbursts and plaintive
wails, rather than to the musically zsthetic character
of the melodies. The universal twanging samisen, a
spedn of guitar, accompanied by tfie Mrill, hard voices
of the geisha (singing girls), marks at once the universal-

ity of the love of music and the undeveloped quality of
the musical taste, both vocal and instrumental. But
in comparing the musical development of Japan with
that of the West, we tntiat not forget how recent is that
of the fonner.

The conditions which have served to develop musical
taste in the West have but recently come to Japan.
Sufficient time has not yet elapsed for the nation to make
much visible progress in the lines of Occidental music.
But it has already done something. The popularity of
brass bands, the wide introduction of organs, their man-
ufacture in this land, their use in all public schools, the
exclusive use of Occidental music in Christian dntrches,
the ability of trained individuals in foreign vocal and in-

strumental music—all these facts go to show that in

time we may expect great musical evolution in Japan.
Those who doubt this on the ground of inherent race
nature may be reminded of the evolution which has taken
place among the Hawaiians during the past two genera-
tions. From being a race manifesting marked defi-

ciency in music they have developed astonishing musical
taste and ability. During a recent visit to these isl-

ands after an absence of twenty-seven years, I attended
a Sunday-school exhibition, which was largely a musical
contest; the voices were sweet and rich; and the diffi-

culty of the part songs, easily carried through by chil-

dren and adults, revealed a musical sense that surpasses

any ordinary Sunday school of the United States or
England with which I am acquainted.
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The development of Japanese literature likewise con-

picttously reflects the ruling ideas of the social order,

and reveals the dependence of literary taste on the order.

As fa other aspects m Japanese aesthetic development,

so in this do we see marked lack of balance. " It it

wrnderful what felicity of phrase, melody of yerslfl«-

tion, and true sentiment can be compressed within the

narrow limits (of the Tanka). In their way nothing can

be more perfect than some of these little poems."*

The deficiencies of Japanese poetry have been remarked

by the foreigners most competent to judge. The follow-

ing general characterizatioD from the volume )ust

quoted merits attention.

" Narrow in its scope and resources, it is chiefly re-

markable for its limitations—for what it has not, rather

than what it has. In the first place there are no long

poems. There is nothing which even remotely resembles

an epic—no Iliad or Divina Commedia—not even a

Nibefungeti Lied or Chevy Chase. Indeed, narrative

poems of any kind arc short and very few, the only ones

which I have m>t with being two or three ballads of a

sentimental cast. Didactic, philosophical, political, and

satirical poems are also conspicuously absent. The

Japanese muse does not meddle with such subjects, and

It IS doubtful whether, if it did, the native Pegasus pos-

sesses sufficient staying power for them to be dealt with

adequately. For dramatic poetry we have to wait until

the fourteenth century. Even then there are no complete

dramatic poems, bat «ily dramas containing a certafa

poetical element.
" Japanese poetry is, fa short, confined to lyrics, and

what, for want of a better word, may be called epigrams.

It is primarily an expression of emotion. We have ama-

tory verse poems of lonpinp; for home and absent dear

ones, praise of love and wine, elcpies on the dead, la-

ments over the uncertainty of life. A chief place is given

to the seasons, the sound of purling streams, the snow

of Mount Fuji, waves breaking on the beach, seaweed

driftfag to the shore, the song of birds, the hum of fa-

* Aston's " Japanese Literature," p. S9.
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•eets, ev«i the croaking of frogs, the leaping of trout
in a mountain stream, the young shoots of fern in
spring, the belling of deer in autumn, the red tints of the
maple, the moon, flowers, rain, wind, mist; thett art
among the favorite tubjects which the J^mumm pocu
delight to dwell upon. If we add some courtly and pa-
tnoiic effusions, a vast number of conceits more or less
pretty, "nd a very few poems of a religious cast, the
enumr-ation is tolerably complete. But, as Mr. Cham-
berlain tias observed, there are curious omissions. War
sones—strange to say—are almost whdly absent.
Flirting and bloodshed are apptrtOdy not consittered
fit thMMt for poetry." *

The drama and the novel have both achieved consid-
erable development, yet judged from Occidental stand-
ards, they are comparatively weak and insipid. They, of
course, conspicuously reflect the characteristics of the
social order to which they belong. Critics call repeated
attention to the lack of snblimity in Japanese literature,
and ascribe it to their inherent race nature. While the
lack of sublimity in Japanese scenery mav in fact ac-
count for the characteristic in question, still a more con-
clusive explanation would seem to be that in the older
social order man, as such, was not known. The hidden
Stories of the soul, its tempUtions and t > iggles, its

elects and victories, could not be the them fa litera-
ture arising in a completely communal 5 v al order,
even thoueh it possessed individualism cf the Buddhistic
type.f These are the themes that icive Western litera-
ture—poetic, dramatic, snd narrar'- c—its opportunity
for sustained power an*' ^rUimtty. They portray tii;

inner life of the spirit.

The i»oyerty of poetic form is another point of West-
em criticism. Mr. Aston has shown how this poverty
is directly due to the phonetic characteristics of the
language. Diversities of both rhyme and rhythm are
practically excluded from Japanese poetry by the na-
ture of the language. And this in turn has led to the
"preference of the national genius for short poems."
But language is manifestly flie combined prodoct of

Japaiiiii Utstafw," f. a<. ity.cb^/tmtxacO.'
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linguistic heredity and the social order, and can in no

sense be ascribed to inherent race nature. Thus directly

are social heredity and social order determinative of the

literary characteristics and aesthetic tastes of a nation.

Even riiore manifestly may Japanese architectural de-

velopment be traced to the social heredity derived from

China and India. The needs of the developin|f internal

civilization have determined its external manifestation.

So far as Japanese differs from Chinese architecture, it

may be attributed to Japan's isolation, to the different

demands of her social order, to the difference of accessi-

ble building materials, and to the different social hered-

ity handed down from prehistoric times. That the dis-

tinguishing characteristics of Japanese architecture are

due to the inherent race nature cannot for a moment
be admitted.

We conclude that the Japanese arc not possessed of a

unique and inherent aesthetic taste. In some respects

they are as certainly ahead of the Occidental as they

are behind him in other respects. But this, too, is a mat-

ter of social development and social heredity, rather

than of inherent race character, of brain structure. If

aesthetic nature were a matter of inherited brain struc-

ture, it would be impossible to account for rapid fluctua-

tions in aesthetic judgment, for the great inequality of

aesthetic development in the different departments of

life, or for the ease of acquiring the aesthetic develop-

ment of alien races.*

• Gustave Le Bon maintains, in his brilliant, but sophistical,

work on '
' The Psychology of Peoples," that the " sonl of » race "

unalterably determines even its art. He state* that a Hindtt

artist, in coming an European model several times, gradually

eliminates the European characteristics, so that. " the second or

third copy. . . will have become exclusively Hindu." His entire

argument is of this nature; I must confess that I do not in the least

feel its force. The reason the Hindu artist transforms a Western

picture in copying it is because he has been trained in Hindu art,

not because he is a Hindu physiologically. If that same Hindu
artist, taken in infancy to Europe and raised as a European and
trained in European art, should still persist in replacing Euro-

pean by Hindu art chvracteristics, then the tgnment woold

hsve MMne force. «ad bis coat«iti<m that tiM " aonl of rMes"
can to modifiad Mily \tf iatMmwtiags of nwes ««aid aMm
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MEMORY—IMITATION

THE differences which separate the Oriental from
the Occidental mind are infinitesimal as com-
pared with the likenesses which unite them. This

IS a fact that needs to be emphasized, for many writers
on Japan seem to ignore it. They marvel at the differ-
ences. The real marvel is that the differences are so
tew and so superficial. The Japanese are a race whose
ancestors were separated from their early home nearly
three thousand years ago

; during this period they have
been absolutely prevented from intermarriage with the
parent stock. Furthermore, that original stock was not
the Indo-European race. And no one has ventured to
suggest how long before the migration of the ancestors of
tlje Japanese to Japan their ancestors parted from those
who finally became the progenitors of modern Occi-

-al peoples. For thousands of years, certainly, the
Japanese and Anglo-Saxon races have had no ancestrym common. Yet so similar is the entire structure andworkmg of their minds that the psychological text-
books of the Anglo-Saxon are adopted and perfectly
understood by competent psychological students among
the Japanese. I once asked a professor of psychologym the Matsuyama Normal School if he had no difficulty
in teaching his classes the psychological system of
Anglo-Saxon thinkers, if there were not peculiarities of
the Anglo-Saxon mind which a Japanese could not
understand, and if there were not psychological phe-
nomena of the Japanese mind which were ignored in
Anglo-Saxon psychological text-books. The very ques-
tions surprised him; to each he gave a negative reply.
The mental differences that characterize races so dis-
nnunr u the Ji^NUiese and the Angto-^ucon, I enttm
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to repeat, are insignificant as compared with their re-

semblances.

Our discussions shall have reference, not to those gen-

eral psychological characteristics which all races ha e

in common, but only to those which may seem to stamp

the Japanese people as peculiar. We wish to understand

the distinguishing features of the Japanese mind. We
wish to know whether they are due to brain structure,

to inherent race nature, or whether they are simply the

result of education, of social heredity. This is our ever-

recurring question.

First, in regard to Japanese brain development.

Travelers have often been impressed with the unusual

size of the Japanese head. It has sometimes been

thought, however, that the size is more apparent than

real, and the appearance has been attributed to the rela-

tively short limbs of the people and to the unusual pro-

portion of round heads which one sees everywhere. It

may also be due to the shape of the head. But, after all

has been said, it remains true that the Japanese head, as

related to his body, is unexpectedly large.

Prof. Marsh of Yale University is reported to have

said that, on the basis of brain size, the Japanese is the

race best fitted to survive in the strugg'e for existence,

or at least in the struggle for pre-eminence.

Statements have been widely, circulated to the effect

that not only relatively to the body, but even absolutely,

the Japanese possess larger brains than the European,

but craniological statistics do not verify the assertion.

The matter has been somewhat discussed in Japanese

.magazines of late, to which, through the assistance of a

^panese friend, I am indebted for the following figures.

They are given in Japanese measurements, but are, on

this account, however, none the less satisfactory for

comparative purposes.

According to Dr. Davis, the average European male
brain weighs 36,498 momme, and the Australian, 22,413,

while the Japanese, according to Dr. Taguchi. weighs

36,205. Taking the extremes, the largest English male
brain weighs ^,100 momme and the smallest 35,377,
vAereas^ corresponding figures for Japan are 43,919
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and 30,304, respectively, showing an astonishing range
between extremes. According to Dr. E. Baelz of the
Imperial University of Tokyo, the lower classes of Japan
have a larger skull circumference than either the middle
or upper classes (1.8414, 1.7905, and 1.8051 feet, respect-
ively), and the Ainu (1.8579) exceed the Japanese. From
these facts it might almost appear that brain size and
civiiizational development are in inverse ratio. Were the
Japanese brain larger, then, than that of the European, it

.might plausibly be argued that they are therefore in-
ferior in brain power. This would be in accord with
certain of De Quatrefages's investigations. He has
shown that negroes born in America have smaller brains,
but are intellectually superior to their Airican brothers.
" With them, therefore, intelligence increases, while the
cranial capacity diminishes." *

Those who trace racial and civiiizational nature to
brain development cannot gain much consolation from
a comparative statistical study of race brains. De
Quatrefages's conclusion is repeatedly forced home:
" We must confess that there can be no real relation be-
tween the dimension of the cranial capacity and social

develqwnent." t "The development of the intellectual

faculties of man is, to a great extent, independent of
the capacity of the cranium and the volume of the
brain." |
We may conclude at once, then, that Japanese intel-

lectual peculiarities are in no way due to the size of their
brains, but depend rather on their social evolution. Yet
it win not be amiss to study in detail the various mental
peculiarities of the race, real and suf^wsed, and to mite
their relation to the social order.

In becoming acquainted with the Japanese and
Chinese peoples, an Occidental is much impressed with
their powers of memory, and this especially in connec-
tion with the written language, the far-famed " Chinese
Character," or ideograph. My Chinese dictionary con-
tatas over 50,000 different characters. The tuk of

• " The Human Species," p. sS).
5/iui., p. 383.

IM., p. 384.
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learning them is appalling. How the Japanese of

Chinese do it is to us a constant wonder. We assume

at once their possession of astonishing memories. We
argue that, for hundreds of years, each generation has

been developing powers of memory through efforts to

conquer this cumbersome contrivance for writing, and

that, as a consequence for the nations using this systein,

there is now prodigious ability to remember.

It is my impression, however, that we greatly overrate

these powers. In the first place, few Japanese ciaim any
,

acquaintance with the entire 50,000 characters; only the

educated make any pretense of knowing more than a few

hundred, and a vast majority even of learned men do not

know more than 10,000 characters. Some Japanese

newspapers have undertaken to limit themselves in the

use of the ideograph. It is said that between four and
five thousand characters suffice for all the ordinary pur-

poses of communication. These are, without doubt,

fairly well known to the educated classes. But for the

masses, there is need that the pronunciation be placed

beside each printed character, before it can be read.

F rthermore, we must remember that a Japanese youth

gives the best years of his life to the bare memorizing

of these symbols.*

Were European or American youth to devote to the

• The manuscript of this work was largely prepared in 1897

and i8q8. Since writing the above lines, a vigorous discussion

has been carried on in the Japanese press as to the advantages

and disadvantages of the present system of writing. Many
have advocated boldly the entire abandonment of the Chinese

character and the exclusive use of the Roman alphabet. The
difficulties of such a step are enormous and cannot be appreci-

ated by anyone not familiar with the written language of Japan.

One ot the strongest arguments for such a course, however, has

been the obstacle placea by the Chinese in the way of popular

education, due to the lime required for its mastery and the me-
chanical nature of the mind it tends to produce. In August of

1900 the Educational Department enacted some reg^ulations that

have great significance in this connection. Perhaps the most
important is the requirement that not more than one thousand

two hundred Chinese ch^^racters are to be taught to the common-
school children, and the form of the character is not to be taught
independently of the meaning. The remarks in tbe text abov*
are wrected chiefly to the ancient methods of edncatiwi.
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study of Chinese the same number of hours each day
for the same number of years, I doubt if there would l>e

any consfMcuous difference in tht results. We shotdd
not forget also that some Occidentals manifest astoni^-
ing facility in memorizing Chinese characters.

In this connection is the important fact that the social

order jerves to sift out Individuals of marked mnemonic
powers and bring them into prominence, while those

who are relatively deficient are rele^^'.ted to the back-
ground. The educated class is necessarily conuKwed of
those who have good powers of memory. All others
fail and are rejected. We see and admire those who
succeed; of those who f^^il we know nothing and we ev- .

forget that there are such.

In response to my questions Japanese friends have
uniformly assured me tiut they are not accustomed to
think of the Japanese as possessed of better memories
than the people of the West. They appear surprised

that the question should be raised, and are specially sur-

prised at our high estimate of Japanese ability in this

direction.

in connection with daily duties and the ordinary acqui-

sition of knowledge and its retention, my own experience
of twelve years, chiefly with the middle and lower dasses
of society, has left the impression that, while some learn

easily and remember well, a large number are exceed-
ingly slow. On the whole, I am inclined to believe that,

although the Japanese may be said tc have good mem-
ories, yet it can hardly be maintained that tiicy conspicu-
ously exceed Occidentals in this lerpect.

In comparing the Occidental with the Oriental, it is to

be remembered that thert is not among Occidental
nations that attention to bare memorizing which is so

conspicuous among the less civilized nations. The
astonishing feats performed by the transmitters of an-

cient poems and religious teadiings seem to us incredi-

ble. Professor Max Muller says that the voltmiinous

Vedas have been handed down for centuries, undianged,
simply from mouth to mouth by the priesthood. Every
progressive race, until it has attained a high develop-

If, however, we inquire about their
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ment of the art of writing, has manifested similar
power of memory. Such power is not, however, uilierent

;

that is to say, it is not due to the innate peculiarity of
brain structure, but rather to the nature of the social
order which demands such expenditure of time and
strength for the maintenance of its own higher life.

Through the art of writing Occidental peoples have
found a cheaper way of retaining their history and of
preserving the products of their poets and religious
teachers. Even for the transactions of daily life we
have resorted to the constant use of pen and notebook
and tjrpewriter, by these devices saving time and strength
for other things. As a result, our memories are devel-
oped in directions different from those of semi-civilized
or primitive man. The differences of memory char-
acterizing different races, then, are for the moat part due
to differences in the sociiil order and to the nature of the
civilization, rather than to the intrinsic and inherited
structure of the brain itself.

_
Since memory is the foundation of all mental opera-

tions, we have given to it the first place in the present
discussion. And that the Japanese have a fair degree of
memory argues well for the prospect of hig^ attain-
ment in other directions. With this m mind, we naturally
ask whether they show any unusual proficiency or defr-
dency in the acquisition of foreign languages? In
view of her protracted separation from the languages
of other peoples, should we not expect marked deficiency
in this respect? On the contrary, however, we find that
tens of thousands of Japanese students have acquired a
fairly good reading knowledge of English, French, and
German. Those few who have had good and sufficient
teaching, or who have been abroad and lived in Occi-
dental lands, have in addition secured ready conversa-
tional use of the various languages. Indeed, some have
contended that since th° Japanese learn foreign lan-
guages more easily than foreigners learn Japanese, fhey
have greater linguistic powers than the foreigner. It
should be borne in mind, however, that in stich a com-
parison, not only are the time required and the proficiency
attained to be considered, but also the inherent difif-
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culty of the language studied and the linguistic helps
provided the stodent.

I have come gradually to the conclusion that the

Japanese are neither particul.irly gifted nor particularly

deficient in powers of language acquisition. They rank
with Occidental peoples in this respect.

To my mind language affords one of the best possible

proofs of the general contention of this volume that the

characteristics which distinguish the racfs are social

rather than biological. The reason why the languages

of the different races differ is not because the bram-
types of the races are different, but only because of the

isolated social evolution which the races have experi-

enced. Had it been possible for Japan to maintain

throughout the ages perfect and continuous social inter-

course with the ancestors of the Anglo-Saxon race,

while still maintaining biological isolation, i. e., perfect

freedom from intermarriage, there is no reason to think

that two distinct languages so different as English and

Japanese would have arisen. The fact that Japanese

children can accurately acquire English, and that English

or American children can accurately acquire Japanese,

proves conclusively that diversities of language do not

rest on bra?n differences and brain heredity, but exclu-

sively on social differences and social heredity.

If this is true, then the argument can easily be ex-

tended to all the features that differentiate the civiliza-

tions of different races; for the language of any race is,

in a sense, the epitome of the civilization of that race.

All its ideas, customs, theologies, philosophies, sciences,

mythologies; all its characteristic thoughts, conceptions,

ideals; sdl its distinguishiug social features, are repre-

sented in its language. Indeed, they enter into H as de-

termining factors, and by means of it are transmitted

from age to age. This argument is capable of much
extension and illustration.

The charge that the Japanese are a nation of imitators

has been repeated so often as to become trite, and the

words are usually spoken with disdain. Yet, if the truth

were fully told, it would be found that, from many pomts

of view, this quahty gives reason rather for congratu-
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lation. Surely that nation which can best discriminate

and imitate has advantage over nations that are so fixed

in their self-sufficiency as to be able neither to see that

which is advantageous nor to imitate it. In referring to

the imitative powers of the Japanese, then, I do not speak
in terms of reproach, but rather in those of commenda-
tion. " Monkeyism " is not the sort of imitation that

has transformed primitive Japan into the Japan of the
early or later feudal ages, nor into the Japan of the
twentieth century. Bare imitation, without thought,
has been relatively slight in Japan. If it has l^en
known at times, those times have been of short dura-
tion.

In his introduction to "The Classic Poetry of the
Japanese " Professor Chamberlain has so stated the case
for the imitative quality of the people that I qtiote the
following:

" The current impression that the Japanese are a
nation of imitators is in the main correct. As they copy
us to-day, so did they copy the Chinese and Koreans a
millennium and a haif ago. Religion, philosophy, laws,
administration, written characters, all arts but the
very simplest, all science, or at least what then went by
that name, everything was imported from the neighbor-
ing continent; so much so that of. all that we are accus-
tomed to term ' Old Japan ' scarce one trait in a hun-
dred is really and properly Japanese. Not only are their
silk and lacquer not theirs by right of invention, nor
their painting (albeit so often praised by European
critics for its origfinality), nor their porcelain, nor their
music, but even the larger part of their language con-
sists of mispronounced Chinese; and from the Chinese
they have drawn new names for already existing places,
and new titles for their ancient Gods."

While the above cannot be disputed in its direct state-
ments, yet I can but feel that it makes, on the whole, a
false impression. Were these same tests applied to
any European people, what would be the result? Of
what European nation may it be said that its art, or
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method of writing, or architecture, or science, or lan-

guage even, is " its own by right of invention "? And
when we stop to examine the details of the ancient

Japanese civilfration which is supposed to have been so

slavishly copied from China and India, we shall find

that, though the beginnings were indeed imitated, there

were also later developments of purely Japanese Ottf

tion. In some instances the changes were vital.

In examining the practical arts, while we acknowl-

edge that the beginnings of nearly all came from Korea

or Giina, we must also acknowledge that in many impor>

tant respects Japan has developed along her own linea.

The art of sword-making, for instance, was undoubtedly

imported; but who does not know of the superior

quality and beauty of Japanese swords, the Damascus

blades of the East? So distinct is this Japanese produc-

tion that it cannot be mistaken for that of any other

nation. It has received the impress of the Japanese

social order. Its very shape is due to the habit ol car^

rying the sheath in the " obi " or belt.

If we study the home of the laborer, or the mstruments

in common use, wc shall find proof that much more

than imitation has been involved.

Were the Japaneae mere imitators, how could we ex-

plain their architecture, so different from that of China

and Korea? How explain the multiplied original ways

in which bamboo and straw are used?

For a still closer view of the matter, let us consider

the imported ethical and religious codes of the country.

In China the emphasis of Confucianism is laid on the

duty of filial piety. In Japan the primary emphasis is on

loyalty. Tiis single change transformed the entire sys-

tem and made the so-called Confucianism of Japan dis-

tinct from that of China. In Buddhism, imported from

India, we find greater changes than Occidental nations

have imposed on their religion imported from Palestine.

Indeed, so distinct has Japanese Buddhism become that

it is sometimes difficult to trace its connections in China

and India. And the Buddhistic sects that have sprung

up in Japan are more radically diverse and antagonirtic

to each other and to primitive Buddhism dian the de-
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nominations of Christianity sre to each other and to

primitive Christianity.

In iUattration is the most popular of all the Buddhist
sects to-day, Shinshu. This has sometimes been called

by foreiRners " Reformed " Buddhism ; and so similar

are many of its doctrines to those of Christianity that

some have supposed them to have been derived from it,

but without the slightest evidence. All its main doc-
trines and practices were clearly formulated by its

founder, Shinrah, six hundred years ajg;a The regular
doctrines of Buddhism that salvat^ comes on!v
through self-effort and self-victory are rejected, and sal-

vation through the merits of another is taught. " Ta-
riki," " another's power," not " Ji-riki," " self-power," is

with them the orthodox doctrine. Priests may marry
and eat meat, practices utterly abhorrent to the old«r
and more primitive Buddhism'. The sacred books are
printed in the vernacular, in marked contrast to the cus-
toms of the other sects. Women, too, are given a very
different place in the social and religious scale and are
allowed hopes of attaining salvation that are denied by
all the older sects. " Penance, fasting, prescribed diet,

pilgrimages, isolation from society, whether as hermits
or m the cloister, and generally amulets and charms, are
an tabooed by this sect Monasteries imposing life vows
are unknown within its pale. Family life takes the place
of monkish seclusion. Devout prayer, purity, earnest-
ness of life \nd trust in Buddha himself as the only
worker ot perfect righteousness, are insisted on.

Morality is taught as more important than ortho-

doxy." * It is amazing how far the Shin sect has broken
away from regular Buddhistic doctrine and practice.

Who can say that no originality was required to de-
velop such a system, so opposed at vital points to the
prevalent Buddhism of the day?

Another sect of purely Japanese origin deserving
notice is the "Hokke" or "Nicheren." Its founder,
known by the name of Nichiren, was a man of extraordi-
nary^ independence and religious fervor. Wholly by his
original questions and doubts as to the prevailu^f doe-

• Griffis' •' Religions of Japan," p. STB.
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trines and ctntoniB of the dien domiiiMt sects, he was
leu to make independent examination into the history

and meaning of Buddhistic literature and to arrive at

conclusions quite different from those of his contempo-

raries. Of the truth and importance of his views he was
so persuaded that he braved not only fierce denuncia-

tions, but prolonged opposition and persecution. He
was rejected and cast out by his own people and sect;

he was twice banished by the fuling military powers.

But he persevered to the end, finally winning thousands

of converts to his views. The virulence of the attacks

made upon him was due to the virulence with which he

attacked what seemed to him the errors and corruption

of the prevailing sects. Surely his was no case of

servHe imitation. His early foflowers had also to eii'

dure opposition and severe persecution.

Glancing at the philosophical ideas brought from

China, we find here too a suggestion of the same tend-

ency toward originality. It is true that Dr. Geo. Wm.
Knox, in his valuable monograph on " A Japanese Phi-

loM^her," makes the statement that, " In accepta ce and

rejection alike no native originality emerges, nothing

beyond a vigorous power of adoption and assimilation.

No improvements of the new philosophy were even at-

tempted. Wherein it was defective and indistinct, defec-

tive and indistinct it remained. The system was not

thought out to its end and independently adopted. Po-

lemics, ontology, ethics, the<dogv, marvels, heroes—all

were enthusiastically adopted ontatth. It is to be added

that the new system was superior to the old, and so

much of discrimination was shown."* And somewhat

earlier he likewise asserts that " There is not an origmal

and valuable commentary by a Japanese writer. They

have been content to brood over the imported works and

to accept uaquestioningly politics, ethics, and metaphys-

ics." After some examination of these native ^oso-
phers, I feel that, although not without some truth, these

assertions cannot be strictly maintained. It is doubtless

true that no powerful thinker and writer has appeared in

Japan that may be compared to the two great philoso-

•F.a«.
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phcn of China, Shuihi and Oyomei. The worki and
the sjratem of the formerdominatedJaMn, for the aimple

reaaon that governmental authority forbade the public

teaching or advocacy of the other. Nevertheless, not a
few Japanese thinkers rejected the teachings and philoso-

phy of Shushi, regardless of consequences. Notable
among those rejecters was Kaibara Yekken, whose book
" The Great Doubt " was not published until after his

death. In it he rejects in emphatic terms the philoso^-
ical and metaphysical ideas of Shushi. An article* by Dr.
Tctsjijiro Inouye, Professor of Philosophy in th^ ..n-

perial University in Tokyo, on the " Development of Phil-

oaophkal Ideaa fai Japan" concludes with these words:

" From this short sketch the reader can clearly see that

philosophical considerations began in our country with
the study of Shushi and Oyomei. But many of our
thinkers did not long remain faithful to that tradition;

they soon formed for themselves new conception.^ of life

and of the world, which, as a rule, are not only more
practical, but also more advanced than those of the
Chinese."

An important reason for our Western thought, that

the Japanese have had no independence in philosophy, is

our ignorance of the larger part ofJapanese and Chinese
literature. Oriental speculation was moving in a direc-

tion so diverse from that of the West that we are im-
j>rcsaed more with the eeneral similarity that prevails

throu^out it than with the evidences of individual
differences. Greater knowledge would reveal these dif-

ferences. In our generalized knowlc(i?;c, we see the uni-

formity so strongly that we fail to discover the oriiin-

alitv.

As a traveler from the West, on reaching some East-
em land, finds it difficult at first to distinguish between the

faces of different individuals, his mind being focused on
the Hkene i pervading them all, so the Occidental stu-

dent of Oriental thought is impressed with the remark-
able similarity that pervades Uie entire Oriental civili-

*Ar Eatt fat January, 189I.
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satfcm, modes of thought, and philo80|)hv, finding it

dMScttlt to discover the differences which disttn^ish

tfw vttriom Oriental races. In like manner, a begmner

in the study of Japanese philosophy hardly gives the

Japanese credit for the nwlifications of Chinese phikwo-

Mn this connection it is well to remember that, more

than any Westerner can realize, the Japanese people

have been dependent on governmental mitiative from

thne immemorial. They have never had any thought

but that of implicit obedience, and this characteristic of

the social order has produced its necessary conse-

quences in the present characteristics of the people. In-

dividual initiative and independence have been frowned

upon, if not always forcibly repressed, and thus the habit

of imitation has been stimulated. The people have been

deliberately trained to imitation by their social system.

The foreigner is amazed at the sudden transformations

that have swept the nation. When the early contact

with China opened the eyes of the ruling classes to the

fact that China had a system of government that was

in many respects better than their own, it was an easy

thing to adopt it and make it the basis for their own

government. This constituted the epoch-making period

in Japanese history known as the Taikwa Reform. It

occurred in the seventh century, and consisted of a «n-
tralizing policy; under which, probably for the first time

in Japanese history, the country was rvallv unified.

Critics ascribe it to an imitation of the Chim system.

Imitation it doubtless was ; but its significant leature was

its imposition by the few rulers on the pecqde; hence

its wi<fc prevalence and general acceptance.

Similarly, in our own times, the Occidcntalized order

now dominant in Japan was adopted, not by the people,

but by the rulers, and imposed by them on the people

;

these had no idea of resisting the new order, but accepted

it loyally as the decision of their Emperor, and this

spirit of unquestioning obedience to the powers that be

is, I am persuaded, one of the causes of the prevalent

opinicm respecting Japanese imttativeMis as weU as of

the fact ttseli
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The reputation for imitativeness, together with the

quality itself, is due in no small degree, therefore, to the

long-continued dominance of the feudal order of society.

In a land where the dependence of the inferior on the su-

perior is absolute, the wife on the husband, the children

on ihe parents, the followers on their lord, the will of

the superior being ever supreme, individual initiative

must be rare, and the quality of imitation must be power-

fully stimulated.
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ORIGINALITY—INVENTIVENESS

ORIGINALITY is the obverse side of imitation.

In combating the notion that Japan is a nation

of unreflective imitators, I have given numerous
examples of originality. Further extensive illustration

of this characteristic is, accordingly, unnecessary. One
other may be cited, however.
The excsilence of Japanese art is admitted by all.

Japanese tmples and palaces are adorned with mural
pamtings and pieces of sculpture that command the ad-
miration ot Occidental experts. The only question is as
to their authors. Are these, properly speaking, Japa-
nese works of art—or Korean or Chinese? That Japan
received her artisMc stimulus, and much of her artistic

ideas and technique, from China is beyond dispute. But
did she develop nothing new and independent ? This is a
question of fact. Japanese art, though Oriental, has a
distinctive quality. A magnificent work entitled "So-
licited Relics of Japanese Art" is issuing from the press,

in which there is a large number of chromo-xylographic
and collotype reproductions of the best specimens of an-
cient Japanese art. Reviewing this work, the Japm
Mail remarks

:

" But why should the only great sculptors that China
or Korea ever produced have come to Japan and
bequeathed to this country the unique results of

their genius? That is the question we have to answer
before we accept the doctrine that the noblest master-

pieces of ancient Japan were from foreign lands. When
anything comparable is found in China or Korea, there

will be less difficulty in applying this doctrine of over-sea-

influence to the genius that enriched the temples of
antique Jqwui." *

* January so, tgoa

a03
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Under the early influence of Buddhism (900-1200 A.

D.) Japan fairly bloomed. Those were the days of her

?;lory in architecture, literature, and art. But a blight

ell upon Ikt frnm which she is only now recovering.

The causes of this blight will receive attention in a sub-

sequent chapter. Let us note here only one aspect of

it, namely, official repression of originality.

Townsend Harri;, in his journal, remarks on the way
in which the Japanese government has interfered with

the originality of the people. " The genius of their gov-

ernment seems to forbid any exercise of ingenuity in

{>roducing articles for the gratification of wealth and
uxury. Sumptuary laws rigidly enforce the forms,

colors, material, and time of changing the dress of all.

As to luxury of furniture, the thing is unknown in

Japan. . . It would be an endless task to attempt
to put down all the acts of a Japanese that are regulated

by authority."

The Tokugawa rule forbade the building of large

ships; so that, by the middle of the nineteenth century,

the art of ship-building was far behind what it had been
two centuries earlier. Government authority exter-

minated Christianity in the early part of the seventeenth

century and freedom of religious belief was forbidden.

The same power that put the ban on Christianity for-

bade the spread of certain condemned systems of Con-
fucianism. Even in the study of Chinese literature and
philosophy, therefore, such originality as the classic

models stimulated was discouraged by the all-powerful

Tokugawa government. The avowed aim and end of the

ruling powers of Japan was to keep the nation in its

status quo. Originality was heresy and treason; prog-
ress was impiety. The teaching of Confucius likewise

lent its support to this policy. To do exactly as the

fathers did is to honor Uiem; to do, or even to think,

otherwise is to dishonor them. There have not been
wanting men of ofit^inality and independence in both
China and Japan; brt they were not great enough to

break over, or br?ak down, the incrusted system in

which they lived—^thc system of blind devotion to the

put This system, that deliberately opposed all invtiH
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tion and originality, has been the great incubus to na-

tional progress, in that it has rejected and repressed every

tendency to variation. What results might not the

country have secured, had Oiristianity been allowed to

do its work in stimulating individual development and
in creating the sense of personal responsibility towards

God and man

!

A curious anomaly still remains in Japan on the sub-

ject of liberty in study and belief. Though perfect

liberty is the rule, one topic is even yet under of-

ficial embargfo. No one may express public dissent from

the authorized version of primitive Japanese history. A
few years ago a professor in the Imperial University

made an attempt to interpret a.icient Japanese myths.

His constructions were supposed to threaten the divine

descent of the Imperial line, and he was summarily

dismissed.
Dr. E. Inouye, Professor of Buddhist Philosophy in

the Imperial University, addressing a Teachers' Associa-

tion of Sendai, delivered a conservative, indirectly anti-

foreign speech. He insisted, as reported by a local

English correspondent, that the Japanese people "were
descended from the gods. In all other countries the

sovereign or Emperor was derived from the people, but

here the people had the honor of being derived from the

Emperor. Other countries had filial piety and loyalty,

but no such filial piety and loyahy as exist in Japan.

The moral attainments of the people were altogether

unique. He informed his audience that 'hough they

might adopt foreign ways of doing things, their minds

needed no renovating; they were good enough as they

were."*
As a result of this position, scholarship and credulity

are curiously combined in modern historical production.

Implicit confidence seems to be placed in the myths of

the primitive era. Tales of the gods are cited as histor-

ical events whose date, even, can be fixed with some
degree of accuracy. Although writing was unknown in

Japan until early in the Oiristian era, the chronology of

the previous six or eight hundred years is accepted Mi

•JnpoH Mail, November xt, itgl.
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the authority of a single statement in the Kojiki, written

713 years a. d. This statement was reproduced from

the memory of a single man, who remembered miracu-

lously the contents ofa bode written shortly before, but

accidentally destroyed by fire. In the authoritative his-

tory of Japan, prepared and translated into Enpflish at

the command of the governr ent for the Columbian Ex-

position, we find such statements as these:

" From the time that Amaterasu-Omikami made Ni-

nigi-no-mikoto to descend from the heavens and sub-

ject to his administrative sway Okini-nushi-no-mikoto

and other offspring of the deities in the land, descend-

ants of the divine beings have sat upon the throne, gen-

eration after generation in succession." * " Descended

in a direct line from the heavenly deities, the Em-
peror has stood unshaken in his high place tl.-ough

all generatkms, his prestige and dignity imnmtable

from time immemorial and independent of all the

vicissitudes of the world about him."t "Never has

there been found a single subject of the realm who
sought to impair the Imperial prestige." $ It true

that in a single passage the traditions of the " age of the

Deities" are described as "strange and incredible le-

gends," but it is added that, however singular they are,

in order to understand the history of the Empire's begin-

nings, they must be studied. Then follows, without a

word of criticism or dissent, the account of the doings of

the heavenly deities, in creating Japan and its people, as

well as the myriads of gods. There is no break between

the age of the gods and the history of men. The first in-

ventions and discoveries, such as those of fire, of min-

ing, and of weaving are ascribed to Amate rasu-

Omikami (the Sun Goddess). According to these tradi-

tions and the modern histories built upon them, the

Japanese race came into existence wholly independently

of all other racco of men. Such is the authoritative

teaching in the schools to-day.

Occidental scholars do not accept these statements or

dates. That the Japanese will evince historical and crit-

ical ability in the study of their own eariy history, as

•P. 17. tPi»-
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soon as the social order will allow it, can hardly be doubt-
ed. Those few who even now entertain advanced ideas do
not dare to avow them. And this fact throws an interest-

ing light on the way in which the social order, or a des-

potic government, may thwart for a time the natural

coune of development. The present apparent credulity

of Japanese historical scholarship is due neither to race

character nor to superstitions lodged in the inherited

race brain, but simply to the social system, which, as yet,

demands the inviolability of the Imperial line.

Now that the Japanese have been so largely relieved

from the incubus of the older social order, the question

rises whether they are showing powers of originality.

The answer is not doubtful, for they have already

made several important discoveries and inventions. The
Murata rifle, with which the army is equipped, is the in-

vention of a Japanese. In 1897 Colonel Arisaka in-

vented several improvements in this same rifle, increas-

ing the velocity and accuracy, and lessening the weight.

Still more recently he has invented a rapid-fire field-

piece to superintend whose manufacture he has been

sent to Europe. Mr. Shimose has invented a smokeless

powder, which the government is manufacturing for its

own use. Not infrequently there appear in the papers

notices of new inventions. T have recently noted the

invention of important improvements in the hand loom
universally used in Japan, also a " smoke-consumer

"

which not only abolishes the smoke, but reduces the

amount of coal used and consequently the expense.

These are but a few of the ever-increasii^f number of

Japanese inventions.

In the field of original scientific research is the famous
bacteriologist. Dr. Kitazato. Less widely known per-

haps, but none the less truly original explorers in the

field of science, are Messrs. Hirase and Ikeno, whose dis-

coveries of spermatozoids in Ginko and Cycas have no
little value for botanists, especially in the development

of the theory of certain forms of fertilization. These in-

stances show that the faculty of original thought is not

conditioos, tttm as now prevau, there is good rason for
Under favorable
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holding; that the Japanese will take their place among the
peoples of the world, not only as skillful imitators and
adapters, but also as original contributors to the prog-
ress of civilization and of science.

Originality may be shown in imitation as well as in

reduction, and this type of originality the Japanese
ave displayed in a marked way. They have copied the

institutions of no single country. It might even be dif-

ficult to say which Western land has had the greatest in-

fluence in molding the new social order of Japan. In
view of the fact that it is the English language which
has been most in favor during the past thirty years, it

might be assumed that England and America are the
favored models. But no such hasty conclusion can be
drawn. The Japanese have certainly taken ideas and
teachers from many different sources; and they have
changed them frequently, but not thoughtlessly. A
writer in The Far East brings this points out clearly

:

"While Japan remained secluded from other coun-
tries, she had no necessity for and scarcely any war ves-

sels, but after the country was opened to the free inter-

course of foreign powers—immediately she felt the

urgent necessity of naval defense and employed a Dutch
officer to construct her navy. In 1871 the Japanese
government employed a number of English officers, and
almost wholly reconstructed her navy according to the
English system. But in the matter of naval education
our rulers found the English system altogether unsatis-

factory, and adopted the American system for the model
of our naval academy. So, in discii)line, our naval of-

ficers found the German principle much superior to he
English, and adopted that in point of discipline. :'l .

the Japanese navy is not wholly after the Fnglis'

tem, or the American, or the French G
system. But it has been so constructtu as to

the best portions of all the different systems, i.. the

case of the army, we had a system of our own before we
began to utilize gunpowder and foreign methods of dis-

cipline. Shortly before the *)resent era we .eorganized

our army by adopting the ]>utch system, then the Eng-
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lish, then the French, and after the Franco-Prussian
war, made an improvement by adopting the German sys-

tem. But on every occasion of reorganization we re-

tained the most advantageous parts of the old systems

and harmonized them with the new one. The result

has been the creation of an entirely new system, different

from any of those models we have adopted. So in the

case of our civil code, we consulted most carefully the

laws of many civilized nations, and gathered the cream
of all the different codes before we formulated our own
suited to the customs of our people. In the revision of

our monetary system, our government appointed a

number of prominent economists to investigate the

characteristics of foreign systems, as to their merits and

faults, and also the different circumstances under which

various systems present their strength and weakness.

The investigation lasted more than two years, which

finally culminated in our adoption of the gold in the

place of the old silver standard."

This quotation gives an idea of the selective method

that has been followed. There has been no slavish or

unconscious imitation. On the contrary, there has been

a constant conscious effort to follow the best model that

the civilized world afforded. Of course, it may be

doubted whether in fact they have always chosen the

best; but that is a different matter. The Japanese think

they have ; and what foreigner can say that, under the

circumstances and in view of the conditions of the peo-

ple, they have not? One point is clear, that on the

whole the nation has made great progress in recent dec-

ades, and that the conduct of the government cannot

fail to command the admiration of every impartial stu-

dent of Oriental lands. This is far from saymg that all

is perfection. Even the Japanese make no such claim.

Nor is this equivalent to an assertion of Japan's equal-

ity with the leading lands of the West, although many
Japanese are ready to assert this. But I merely say that

the leaders of New Japan have revealed a high order of

judicious originality in their imitation of foreign

nations.
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INDIRECTNESS—" NOMINALITY"

THE Japanese have two words in frequent use

which aptly describe certain striking aspects of

their civilization. They are "tomawashi ni,"

" yumei-mujitsu," the first translated literally signifying
" roundabout " or " indirect," the second meaning " hav-

ing the name, but not the reality." Both these aspects

of Japanese character are forced on the attenticm of any
who live long in Japan.
Some years ago I had a cow that I wished to sell.

Being an American, my natural impulse was to ask a
dairyman directly if he did not wish to buy; but that

would not be the most Japanese method. I accordingly

resorted to the help of a "go-between." This individual,

who has a regular name in Japanese, "nakadachi," is in-

dispensable for many purposes. When land was being

bought for missionary residences in Kumamoto, there

were at time- three or even four agents acting between
the purchaser and the seller and each received his "orei,"
" honorable politeness," or, in plain English, commission.

In the purchase of two or three acres of land, dealings

were carried on with some fifteen or more separate land-

owners. Three different go-betweens dealt directly with

the purchaser, and each of these had his go-between, and
in some cases these latter had theirs, TCfore the land-

owner was reached. A domestic desiring tr leave my
employ conferred with a go-between, who conferred with

his go-between, who conferred with me! In every im-
portant consultation a go-between seems essential in

Japan. That vexatious delays and misunderstandings

are frequent may be assumed.
The system, however, has its advantages. In case of

disagreeable matters the go-between can say the dis-

aio
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agreeable things in the third person, reducing the un-

pleasant utterances to a minimtim.
I recall the case of two evangelists in the employ of

the Kumamoto station. Each secured the other to act

as go-between in presenting his own difficulties to me.

To an American the natural course would have been for

each man to state his own grievances and desires, and
secure an immediate settlement.

The characteristic of " roundaboutness " is not, how-
ever, confined to Japanese methods of action, but also

characterizes their methods of speech. In later chap-

ters on the alleged Japanese impersonality we shall con-

sider the remarkable deficiency of personal pronouns in

the language, and the wide use of "honorifics." This

substitution of the personal pronouns by honorifics

makes possible an indefiniteness of speech that is exceed-

ingly difficult for an Anglo-Saxon to predate. Fancy

the amount of implication in the statement, "Ikenai

koto-wo shimashita" which, strictly translated, means
"Can't go thing have done." Who has done? you? or

he? or I? This can only be inferred, for it is not stated.

If a speaker wishes to make his personal allusion blind,

he can always do so with the greatest ease and without

the slightest degree of grammatical incorrectness.
" Caught cold," "better ask"' "honorably sorry," "feel

hungry," and all the common sentences of daily life are

entirely free from that personal definiteness which an

Occidental language necessitates. We shall see later

that the absence of the personal element from the word-

ing of the sentence does not imply, or prove, its absence

from the thought of either the speaker or hearer. The
Japanese language abounds in roundabout methods of

expression. This is specially true in phrases of courtesy.

Instead of saying, "I am glad to see you," the Japanese

say, " Well, honorably have come "
; instead of, " I am

sorry to have troubled you," they say, " H(morable hin-

drance have done " ; instead of " Thank you," the correct

expression is, " It is difficult."

In a conversation once with a leading educator, I was
maintaining that a wide study of English was not need-

ful for the Japanese youth; that the majority of the boys

f
•
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would never learn enou^^ English to make it of prac-

tical use to them in after-life, and that it would be wiser

for them to spend the same amount of time on more
immediately practical subjects. The reply was that the

boys needed to have the drill in English in order to gain

clear methods of thought : that the sharp distinctness of

the English sentence, with its personal pronouns and
tense and number, affords a mental drill which the Japa-
nese can get in no other way; and that even if the boys
should never make the slightest after-use of English m
reading or conversation, the advantage gained was well

worth the time expended. I have since noticetl that

those men who have spent some time in the study of a

foreign language speak very much more clearly in

Japanese than those who have not had this training. In

the former case, the enunciation is apt to be more dis-

tinct, and the sentences rounded into more definite periods.

The conversation of the average Japanese tends to

ramble on in a never-ending sentence. But a marked
change has come over vast numbers of the people dur-

ing the last three decades. The roundaboutness of to-

day is as nothing to that which existed under the old

order of society. For the new order rests on radically

different ideas ; directness of speech and not its opnosite

is being cultivated, and in abscilute contrast to the

methods of the feudal era, directness of governmental
procedure is well-nigh universal to-day. In trade, too,

there has come a straightforwardness that is promising,

though not yet triumphant. It is safe to assume that in

all respectable stores the normal price is charged; for

the custom of fixed prices has been widely adopted. If

individuals are known to have the "beating down"
habit, special prices are added for their sakes.

A personal experience illustrates the point. My wife

and I had priced several lamps, had made note of ine

most satisfactory, and had gone home without buying.

The next day a domestic was sent to secure the one
which pleased us best. He was charged more than we
had been, and in surprise mentioned the sum which we
had authorized him to pay. The shopkeeper explained

by saying that he always told us the true price Ia the
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beginning, because we never tried to beat him down. In

truth, modern industrial conditions have pretty well ban-
ished the old-time custom of hagp[ling. A premium is

set on straightforwardness in busmess unknown to the

old social order.

Roundaboutncss is, however, closely connected with
" yumei-mujitsu," the other characteristic mentioned at

the beginning of this chapter. This, for the sake of sim-

plicity, I venture to call " nominality." Japanese his-

tory is a prolonged illustration of this characteristic

For over a thousand years " yumei-mujitsu " has been

a leading feature in governmental life. Although the

Emperor has ostensibly been seated on the throne,

clowed with absolute power, still he has often reigned

families of Oomi and Omuraji began to exercise des-

potic authority in the central government, and the feudal

system, as thus early established, continueid with but few

breaks to the middle of the present century. There were

also the great .milies which could alone furnish wives

to the Imperial line. These early took possession of the

person of the Emperor, and the father? of the wives

often exercised Impe. J power. The country was fre-

quently and long disturbed by intense civil wars between

these rival families. In turn the Fujiwaras, the Mina-

motos, and the Tairas held the leading place in the con-

trol of the Emperor; they determined the succession and

secured frequent abdication in favor of their infant sons,

but within these families, in turn, there appeared

the influence of the " yumei-mujitsu " characteristic.

Lesser men, the retainers of these families, manipulated

the family leaders, who were often merely figureheads

of the contending families and clans. Emperors were

made and unmade at the will of these men behind the

scenes, most of whom are quite unknown to fame. The
creation of infant Emperors, allowed to bear the Im-

perial name in their innncy and yonth, but compelled to

abdicate on reaching manhood, was a common device

• " History of the Empire of Japan," compiled and translated

for the Imperial Japanesa Cwnmiiatoa 01 the Worid's Ootambiaa

EzpoHtion.
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for maintaininj? nominal Imperialism with actual im-

potence-
,. , . ,

When militarv clan? began to monopolize Imperial

power, the iK-ople distinctly recognized the nature of

their methods and kuvc it the name of " Bakufu " Of

"curtain government," a roundabout expression for

military government. There has been a succession of

these '* curtain governments," the last and most success-

ful being that of the Tokugawa, whose fall in 1867-68

brought the entire system to an end and placed the true

Emperor on the throne.

But this " yumei-mujitsu " characteristic of Japanese

life has been by no means limited to the national gov-

ernment. Every daiinyatc was more or less blighted

by it; the daimyo, or "Great Name," was in too many
cases but a puppet in the hands of his " kcrai," or

family retainers. ITiese men, who were entirely out of

sight, were, in very many cases, the real holders of the

power which was supposed to be exercised by the

daimyo. The lord was often a " great name ' and

nothing more. That this state of nffairs was always at-

tended with evil results is by no means tlie contention

of these pages. Not infrequently the people were saved

by it from the incompetence and ignorance and selfish-

ness of hereditary rulers. Indeed, this sy.iim of

" yumei-mujitsu " government was one of the devices

whereby the inherent evils of herec'itary rulers were

more or less obviated. It may be (luestioncd, however,

whether the device did not in the Ion.-; run cost more

than it gained. Did it not serve to maintain, if not actu-

ally to produce, a system of dissimulation and deception

which could but injure the national character? It cer-

tainly could not stimulate the straightforward frankness

and outspoken directness and honesty so essential to the

well-being of the human race.

\lthough " yumei-mujitsu " government is now prac-

tically extinct in Japan, yet in the social structure it

still survives.

The Japanese family is a maze of " nominality. Full-

grown young men and women are adopted as sons and

daughters, in order to maintain the family line and name.
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A ton {> not a leni ton unlcM he it lo registered, while

an illegitimale cnild is recognized as a true son il so

registered. A man may be the leg^al son of his grand-

mother, or of his sister, if so registered. Although a
family may have no children, it does not die out unless

tiMre has been a failure to adopt a son or daughter,

and an extinct family may be revived by the legal

appointment of someone to take the familv name and
worship at the family shrine. The family pedigree,

therefore, does not describe the actual ancestry, but only

the nominal, the fictitious. There is no deception in this.

It is a well-recognized custom of Old Japan. Its oriein,

moreover, is not difficult to explain. Nor is this kind of

family peculiar to Japan. It is none the less a capital

illustration of the " yumei-mujitsu " characteristic per-

meating the feudal civilization, and still exerting a
powerful influence. Even Christians are not free from
^nominalism," as we have frequently found in our mis-

stonary work.

A case in mind is of an evangelist employed by our

mission station. He was to receive a definite propor-

tion of his salary from the church for which he worked

and the rest from the station. On inquiry I learned that

he was receiving only that provided by the station, and

on questioning him "further he said that probably the

sum promised by the church was being kept as his

monthly contribution to the expenses of the church!

Instances of this kind a* : not infrequent. While in

Kyushu I more than otcc discovered that a body of

Christians, whose evangelists we were helping to sup-

port proportionately, were actually raising not a cent of

their proportion. On inquiry, I would be told that the

evangelists themselves contributed out of their salary

the sums needed, and that, therefore, the Christians did

not need to raise it.

The mission, at one time, adopted the plan of throw-

ing upon the local churches the responsibility of decid-

ing as to the fitness of young men for mission aid in

securing a theological education. It was agreed by rep-

resentatives of the churches and the mission that each

candidate shmild aecure the apiMroval of the deacons of
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the church of which he was a member, and that the

church should pay a certain proportion of the candidate's

sdiool expenses. It was thought that by this method
the leading Christians of the young man's acquaintance

v/ould become his sponsors, and that they would be un-

willing to take this responsibility except for men in

whom they had personal confidence, and for whom they

would be willing to make personal contributions. In

course of time the mission discovered that the plan was
not working as expected. The young men could sectire

the approval of the deacons of their church without any
difficulty; and as for the financial aid from the church,

that could be very easily arranged for by the student's

making a monthly contribution to the church of the sum
which the church should contribute toward his expenses.

Although this method seems to the average Occidental
decidedly deceptive, it seemed to the Japanese perfectly

proper. The arrangement, it is needless to state, was
not long continued. I am persuaded that the correct

explanation of these cases is " yumei-mujitsu."
Not long since express trains were put on between

Kobe and Tokyo. One morning at Osaka I planned to

take the early express to Kyoto, distant about thirty

miles. These are the second and third cities of Japan,
and the travel between them is heavy. On applying for

a ticket I was refused and told there was no train for

Kyoto. But as multitudes were buying tickets, and
going out upon the platform, I asked an official what the

trouble was, and received the explanation that for this

express train no tickets could be sold for less than forty

miles; but if I would buy a ticket for the next station

beyond Kyoto, it would be all right; I could get off at

Kyoto. I was assured that I would be allowed to land

and leave the station at Kyoto. This I did then, and
have repeatedly done since. The same absurd rule is

applied, I am told, between Yokohama and Tokyo.
But our interest in these illustrations is the light they

shed on Japanese character. They indicate the intel-

lectual angle from which the people have looked out on
life. What is the origin of ihe characteristic? Is it due
to decaying race nature, to the quality of ^ race
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brain ? Even more clearly thar in the case of " round-
aboutness," it -eems to me that " nominality " is due to
the natuf o> ihc Md social order. Feudalism has
always e- Iwbited more .r less of these same features.

To Angl' I -Saxons, rear*- i in a land blessed by direct

govemnKiit of the people, by the people, and for the
people, St rh n ethods were not only needless but ob-
noxious. Nominal responsibility without real power has
been seen to breed numberless evils. We have learned
to hate all nominalism, all fiction in government, in busi-

ness, and, above all, in personal character. But this is due
to the Anglo-Saxon social order, the product in large
measure o? centuries of Christian instruction.

Through contact with Westerners and the ideas they
stand for, directness and reality are being assimilated

and developed by the Japanese. This would be im-
possible were the characteristic in question due to in-

herent race nature necessarily bequeathed from genera-
tion to generation by intrinsic heredity.
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INTELLECTUALITY

SOME writers hold that the Japanese are inherently

deficient in the higher mental faculties. They con-

sider mediocre mentality to be an inborn character-

istic of Japan and assert that it lies at the root of the

civilizational differences distinguishing the East from the

West. The puerility of Oriental science in all its depart-

ments, the prevalence of superstition even among the

cultivated, the lack of historical insight and interpreta-

tion of history are adduced as condasive evidences of

this view. . . ,

Foreign teachers in Japanese employ have told me
that Japanese students, as compared with those of the

West, manifest deficient powers of analysis and of gen-

eralization. Some even assert that the Japanese have

no generaliziiig ability whatever, their progress in

civilization being entirely due to their remarkable power

of clever imitation. Mr. W. G. Aston, in ascribing the

characteristic features of Japanese literature to the fun-

damental nature of the race, says they are " hardly capa-

ble of high intellectual achievement. * *

While we may admit that the Japanese do not seem to

have at present the same power of scientific generaliza-

tion as Occidentals, we naturally ask ourselves whether

the difference is due to natal deficiency, or whether it

may not be due to difference in early training. Wc
must not forget that the youth who come under the ob-

servation of foreign teachers in Japanese schools are

already products of the Japanese system of education,

home and school, and necessarily are as defective as it is.

In a previous chapter a few instances of recent inven-

tion and important scientific discovery were given.

• " Japanese Literature," p. 4.

ti8
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These could not have been made without genuine powers
of analysis and generalization. We need not lineer to
elaborate this point.

Another set ' facts throwing light on our problem is
the success of so many Japanese students, at home andm foreign lands, in mastering modem thought. Great
numbers have come back from Europe and America with
diplomas and titles; not a few have taken high rank in
their classes. The Japanese student abroad is usually
a hard worker, like his brother at home. I doubt if any
students in the new or the old world study more houra
in a year than do these of Japan. It has often amazed
me to learn how much they are required to do. This is
one fair sign of intellectuality. The ease too with which
young Japan, educated in Occidental schools and intro-
duced to Occidental systems of thought, acquires ab-
struse speculations, searching analyses, and generalized
abstractions proves conclusively Japanese possession of
the higher mental faculties, in spite of the long survival
in their civilization of primitive puerility and supersti-
tions and the lack of science, properly so called.

Japanese youths, furthermore, have a fluency in public
speech decidedly above anything I have met with m the
United States. Young men of eighteen or twenty years
of age d'-liver long discourses on religion or history or
politics, with an apparent ease that their uncouth appear-
ance would not lead one to expect. In the little school
of less than 150 boys in Kumamoto there were more in-
dividuals who could talk intelligibly and forcefully on
important themes of national policy, the relation of re-
ligion and politics, the relation of Japan to the Occi-
dent and the Orient, than could be found hi either of
the two colleges in the United States with which I was
connected. I do not say that they could bring forth
original ideas on these topics. But they could at least
remember what they had heard and read and could
reproduce the ideas with amazing fluency.
A recent public meeting in Tdcyo in which Christian

students of the University spoke to fellow-students on
the great problems of religion, revealed a power of no
mean order in handling the peculiar difficulties encoun-
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tered by educated young men. A competent listener,

recently graduated from an American university and

widely acquainted with American students, declared that

those apanese speakers revealed greater powers of mmd
and Sjyeech than would be found under similar circum-

stances in the United States.
_ . ,. .

The fluency with which timid girls pray m public has

often surprised mc. Once started, they never seem to

hesitate for ideas or words. The same girls would

hardly be able to utter an intelligible sentence in reply

to questions put to them by the pastor or the missionary,

so faint would be their voices and so hesitating their

manner.
The question as to whether the Japanese have powers

of generalization receives some light from a study of the

language of the people. An examination of priir live

Japanese proves that the race, prior to receiving even

the slightest influence from China, had developed highly

generalized terms. It is worth while to call attention

here to a simple fact which most writers seem to ignore,

namely, that all language denotes and indeed rests on

generalization. Consider the word " uma," 'horse";

this is a name for a whole class of objects, and is there-

fore the product of a mind that can generalize and ex-

press its generalization in a concept which no act of the

imagination can picture; the imagination can represent

only individuals ; the mind that has concepts of classes of

things, as, for instance, of horses, houses, men, women,

trees, has already a genuine power of generalization.

Let me also call attention to such words as " wake," " rea-

son " ; " mono," " thing " ;
" koto," " fact " ;

" aru," " is "

;

*' oro," " lives " ;
" aru koto," " is fact," or " existence ;

"ugoku koto," "movement"; "omoi," "thought";

this list might be indefinitely extended. Let the reader

consider whether these words are not highly general-

ized; yet these are all pure Japanese words, and reveal

the development of the Japanese mind before it was in

the least influenced by Chinese thought. Evidently it

will not do to assert the entire lack of the power of gen-

eralization to the Japanese mind.
.

Still further e.-idence proving Japanese possession of
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the higher mental faculties may be found in the wide
prevalence and use of the most highly generalized philo-
sophical totns.

^
Consider for instance, " Ri " and " Ki,"

In " and " Yo." No complete translation can be found
for them in English; " Ri " and " Ki " may be best trans-
lated as the rational and the formative principles in the
universe, while " In " and " Yo " signify the active and
the passive, the male and the female, the light and the
darkness; in a word, the poles of a positive and nega-
tive. It is true that these terms are of Cliinese origin as
well as the thoughts themselves, but they are to-dav in
universal use in Japan. Similar abstract terms of liiul-
dhistic origin are the possession of the common people
Of course the possession of these Chinese terms is

hot offered as evidence of independent generalizing
ability. But wide use proves conclusively the pos-
session of the higher mental faculties, for, without such
facalties, the above terms would be incomprehensible to
the people and would find no place in common speech.We must be careful not to give too much weight to the
foreign origin of these terms. Chinese is to Japanese
what Latin and Greek are to modern European lan-
guages. The fact that a term is of Chinese origin
proves nothmg as to the nature of the modern Japanese
mmd. The developing Japanese civilization demanded
new terms for her new instruments and increasing con-
cepts. These for over fifteen centuries have been bor-
rowed from, or constructed out of, Chinese in the same
way that all our modem scientific terms are constructed
out of Latm and Greek. It is doubtful if any of the
Chinese terms, even those borrowed bodily, have in
Japan the same significance as in China. If this is true,
then the originating feature of Japanese power of gen-
eralization becomes manifest.

Indeed from this standpoint, the fact that the Japanese
have made such extensive use of the Chinese language^ows the degree to which the Japanese mind has out-
pown Its primitive development, demanding new terms
for the expression of its expanding life. But mental
growth implies energy of acquisition. The adoption of
Chmese terms is not a passive but an active process.
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Acquisition generalized terms can only toke place

with the development of a generalizing mind. Foreign

terms may help, but they do not cause that development.

In a study of the question whether or not the Japa-

nese possess independent powers of analysis and general-

ization, we must ever remember the unique character of

the social environment to which they have been sub-

jected. Always more or less of an isolated nation, they

have been twice or thrice suddenly confronted with a

civilization nuich superior to that which they in their

isolation had developed. Under such circumstances,

adoption and modification of ideas and language as well

as of methods and machinery were the most rational and

natural courses.

The explanation usually given for the puerilities ot

Oriental science, history, and religion has been short

and simple, namely, the inherent nature of the Oriental

races, as if this were the final fact, needing and admitting

no further explanation. That the Orient has not develop-

ed history or science is doubtless true, but the correct

explanation of this fact is, in my opinion, that the educa-

tional method of the entire Orient has rested on

mechanical memorization; during the formative period

of the mind the exclusive effort of education has been to

develop a memorv which acts by arbitrary or

connections and 'relations. A Japanese boy of Old

Japan, for instance, began his education at from seven

to eight years of age and spent three or four years in

memorizing the thousands of Chinese hieroglyphic char-

acters contained in the Shisho and Gokyo, nine of the

Chinese classics. This completed, his teacher would be-

gin to explain to him the meaning of the characters and

sentences. The entire educational effort was to develop

the powers of observing and memorizing accidental,

superficial, or even purely artificial relations. This

doub;e faculty of observing trifling and irrelevant details,

and of remembering them, became phenomenally and

abnormally developed.

Recent works on the psychology of education, how-

ever, have made plain how an excessive development of

a child's lower mental faculties may arrest its later
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growth in all the higher departments of its intellectual
nature ; the development of a mechanical memory is well
known as a serious obstacle to the higher activities o*
reason. Now Japanese education for centuries, like
Chinese, has developed such memory. It trained the
lower and ignored the higher. Much of the Japanese
education oi to-day, although it includes mathematics,
science, and history, is based on the mechanical memory
method. The Orient is thus a mammoth illustration of
the effects of over-development of the mechanical mem-
ory, and the consequent arrest of the development of tht
remaining powers of the mind.
Encumbered by this educational ideal and system, how

could the ancient Chinese and Japanese men of educa-
tion make a critical study of history, or develop any
science worthy of the name? The childish physics and
astronomy, the brutal therapeutics and the magical and
superstitious religions of the Orient, are a necessary
consequence of its educational system, not of its inherent
lack of the higher mental powers.

If Japanese children brought up from infancy in

American homes, and sent to American schools from
kindergarten days onward, should still manifest marked
deficiencies in powers of analysis and generalization, as

compared with American children, we should then be
compelled to conclude that this difference is due to
diverse natal psychic endowment. Generalizations as

to the inherent intellectual deficiencies of the Oriental
are based on observations of individuals already devel-

oped in the Oriental civilization, whose psychic defects

they accordingly necessarily inherit through the laws of

social heredity. Such observations have no relevancy
to our main problem. We freely admit that Oriental
civilization manifests striking deficiencies of develop-
ment of the higher mental faculties, although it is not
nearly so g^eat as many assert; but we contend that

these deficiencies are due to something else than the in-

herent psychic nature of the Oriental individual. Innu-
merable causes have combined to produce the Oriental

social order and to determine its slow development.
These cannot be stated in a sentence, nor in a paragraph.
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In the final analysis, however, the causes which produc s

the characteristic features of Japanese social order are

the real sources of the differentiating intellectual traits

now characterizing the Japanese. Introduce a new social

heredity,—a new system of education,—one which rele-

gates a mechanical memory to the background,—one

which exalts powers of rational observation of the pro-

found causal relations of the phenomena of nature, and

which sets a premium on such observation, analysis, and

generalization, and the results will show the inherent

psychic nature of the Oriental to be not different from

that of the Occidental.
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PHILOSOPHICAL ABILITY

WE are now prepared to consider whether or not

the Japanese have philosophical ability. The

average educated Japanese believe such to be

the case. The rapidity and ease with which the upper

classes have abandoned their superstitious faiths is com-

monly attributed by themselves to the philosophical

nature of their minds. Similarly the rapid spread of

so-called rationalism and Unitarian thought and Higher

Criticism among once earnest Christians, during the

past decade, they themselves ascribe to their uiterest in

philosophical questions, and to their ability in handling

philosophical problems.
.

Foreigners, on the other hand, usually deny them the

possession of philosophical ability.
. . ^ ,

Dr Peery. in his volume entitled The Uist ot

Japan," says: " By nature. I think, they are more inclined

to be practical than speculative. Abstract theol(^cal

ideas have little charm for them. There is a large ele-

ment in Japan that simulates a taste for philosophical

study. PWlosophy and metaphysics are regarded

by them as the profoundest of all branches of learn-

ing, and 1 order to be thought learned they profess

great interest in these studies. Not only are the higWy

metaphysical philosophies of the East studied, but the

various systems of the West are looked into likewise.

Many of the people are capable of appreciating these

philosophies, too; but they do it for a purpose. Other

writers make the same general charge of philosophical

incompetence. One or two quotations from Dr. *

writings were given on this subject, under the head of

Imitation.*
. ^ , t -i

What, then, are the facts? Do the Japanese excel m
• Cf. chapter xvi. p. X99-

aas
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philo8(^hy, or are they conspicuously deficient? In

either case, is the characteristic due to esaential r«ce

nature or to some other cause?

We must first distinguish between interest in pmlo-

sophical problems and ability in constructing original

philosophical systems. In this distinction is to be found

the reconciliation of many conflicting views. Many

who argue for Japanese philosophical ability are im-

pressed with the interest they show in metaphysical

problems, while those who deny them this abilitjr are

Impressed with the dependence of Japanese on Chinese

philosophy.
The discussions of the previous chapter as to the

nature of Japanese education and its tendency to develop

the lower at the expense of the higher mental faculties,

have prepared us not to expect any particularly brilliant

history of Japanese philosophy. Such is indeed the case.

Primitive Japanese cosmology does not differ in any

important respect from the primitive cosmology of other

races. The number of those in Old Japan who took a

living interest in distinctly metaphysical problems is in-

disputably small. While we admit them to have mani-

fested some independence and even originality, as Pro-

fessor Inouye urges,* yet it can hardly be maintained

that they struck out any conspicuously original philo-

ophical systems. There is no distinctively Japanese

hilosophy.

These facts, however, should not blind us to the dis-

tinction between latent ability in philosophical thought

and the manifestation of that ability. The old social

order, with its defective education, its habit of servile in-

tellectual dependence on ancestors, and its social and

legal condemnation of independent originality, particu-

larly in the realm of thought, was a mighty incubus on

speculative philosophy. Furthermore, crude science

and distorted history' could not provide the requisite

material from which to construct a philosophical inter-

pretation of the universe that would appeal to the

modem Occidental.
,

In SfMte, however, of social and edtiaitional mn-
* Cf. chapter xvii.
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'Irances, the JapaP'-sc have given ample evidence of

interest in metaphya.cal problems and of more or less

ability in their solution. Religious constructions of the

future life, conceptions at to the relations of godi and
men and the universe, are in fact results of the meta-
physical operations of the mind. Primitive Japan was
not without these. As she developed in civilization and
came in contact with Chinese and Hindu metaphysical

thought, she acquired their characteristic systems.

Buddhist first, and later Confucian, metaphysics domi-

nated the thought of her educated men. In view of the

highly metaphysical character of Buddhist doctrines and
the intei-est they have produced at least among the bet-

ter trained priests, the assertion that the Japanese have
no ability in metaphysics cannot be maintained.

At one period in the history of Buddhism in Japan,

prolonged public discussions were all the fashion.

Priests traveled from temple to temple to engage in pub-

lic debate. The ablest debater was the abbot, and he had
to be ready to face any opponent who might appear. If

a stranger won, the abbot yielded his place and his liv-

ing to the victor. Many an interesting story is told of

those times, and of the crowds that would gather to hear

the debates. But our point is that this incident in the

national life shows the appreciation of the people for

philosophical questions. And although that particular

fashion has long since passed away, the national interest

in discussions and argumen s still exists. No monks of

the West ever enjoyed hair-splitting arguments more
than do many of the Japanese. They are as adept at

mental refinements and logical jus^ling as any people

of the West, though possibly the Hindus excel them.

if it be said that Confucianism was not only n<m-

metaphysical, but uniquely practical, and for this reason

found wide acceptance in Japan, the reply must be first

that, professing to be non-metaphysical, it nevertheless

had a real metaphysical system of thought in the back-

grottnd to which it ever appealed for authority, a sys-

tem, be it noted, more in accord with modem science and

l^osophy than Buddhist metsu^ysics; and secondly,

althoua^ Conf«cianii>m became the bMlwaric ol the itate

1

i

I

\ f

I
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and the accepted faith of the samurai, it was limited to

them. The vast majority of the nation clung to their

primitive Duddhistic cosmology. That Confucianism

rested on a clearly implied and more or less clearly ex-

pressed metaphysical foundation may be seen in the

quotations from the writings of Muro Kyuso which are

given in chapter xxiv. We should note that the revolt

of the educated classes of Japan from Buddhism three

hundred years ago, and their general adoption of Con-
fucian doctrine, was partly in the interests of religion

and partly in the interests of metaphysics. In both re-

spects the progressive jiart of the nation had become dis-

satisfied with Buddhism. The revolt proves not lack of

religious or metaphysi:^ interest and msight, but rather

the reverse.

Not a little of the teaching of Shushi (i 130-iaoo a. d.)

and of Oyomei (1472-1528 a. d.), Chinese philosophical

expounders of Confucianism, is metaphysical. The doc-

trine of the former was widely studied ami was the

orthodox doctrine in Japan for more than two centuries,

all other doctrine and philosophy being forbidden by
the state. It is true that the central interest in this phil-

osophical instruction was the ethical. It was felt that

the entire ethical system rested on the acceptance of a

particular metaphysical system. But so far from de-

tracting from our argument this statement rather adds.

For in what land has not the prime interest in meta-
physics been ethical? A study of the history of
_t.l1 1... -1 -1 1.. i.t i u.. I

physics arose out of religious and ethical problems,

and have ever maintained their hold on thinking men,
because of their mutually vital relations. In Japan it

has not been otherwise. If anyone doubts this he

should read the Japanese philosophers—in the original,

if possible; if not, then in such translations and extracts

as Dr. Knox has given us in his "A Japanese Phi-

losopher," and Mr. Aston in his " Japanese Literature."

The ethical interest is primary, and the metaphyucal
inter»«t is secondary,* to be sure, but not to be denira.

* V cations horn " A Japanese Philosqilwr " will te fOBnd in
chapters udv. and xxvi.

philosophy shows clearly meta-
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Occidental philoiophy has f und many earnest and

capable Japanese students. The Iinpetial Universttv

has a strong corps of philcMophiaU instrttctors. Occi*

dental metaphysical tnougM. boA materiaHitfe and
idealistic, has found many congenial minr! Indec<l,

it is not rash to say that in the thought of New Japan

the distinguishing Oriental nietapli ical conce] 'ions of

the universe have been entirely lisplaced by ttiose of

the West. Christians, in lartioilar, have entirely aban*

doned the old polytheistic, fpantheistic. and fataUatic

metaphysics and have adopted thoroughgoing mono-

theism.
Ability to understand and sufficient interest to study

through philosophical and metaphysical systems of

foreign ?inds indicate a mental development of no slight

order, \^ atever may be the aWHtv, or lack of it, in

making original contributions .^^ sal^t. Tfmt

educated Japanese hav« shown rt« ty In the former

sense can hardly be doubted by those who have read

the writings of such men as Goro Takahashi, ex-presi-

dent Hiroyuki Kato, Prof. Yujiro Motora, Prof. Rikizo

Nakashima, or Dr. Tetsujiro Inouye. The philosophical

brightness of many of Japan's foreign as well as home-

trauted scholars argnes well for the philosophical ability

of the nation.

A recent conversation with a young Japanese gives

point to what has just been said. The young man sud-

denly appeared at my study door, and, with unusually

brief salutations, said that he wished me to talk to him

about religion. In answer to questions he explained

that he had been one of my pupils ten years ago in the

Kumamoto Boys* School; that he had been baptized

as a Christian at that time, but had become cold and

filled with doubt i; that he had been studying ever since,

having at one t. ne given considerable attention to the

Zen sect of Buddhism; but that he had found no satis-

faction there. He accordingly wished to study Christi-

anity more carefully. For three hours we talked, he

asking questions about the Christian conception of God,

of the universe, of man, of sin. of evolution, of Christ,

of salvation, of the object of life, of God's purpose in
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creation, of the origin and nature of the Bible. Toward
the latter part of our conversation, referring to one idea

expressed, he said, " That is about what Hegel held, is

it not?" As he spoke he opened his knapsack, which
I then saw to be full of books, and drew out an English
translation of Hegel's " Philosophy of History "; he had
evidently read it carefully, making his notes in Japa-
nese on the margin. I asked him if he had read it

through. " Yes," he replied, " three times." He also

incidentally informed me that he had thought of entering

our mission theological training class during the pre-

vious winter, but that he was then in the midst of the
study of the philosophy of Kant, and had accordingly
decided to defer entering until the autumn. How thor-

oughly he had mastered these, the most profound and
abstruse metaphysicians that the West can boast, I can-
not state. But this at least is clear; his interest

in them was real and lasting. And in his conversation
he showed keen appreciation of philosophical problems.
It is to be noted also that he was a self-taught phi-

losopher—for he had attended no school since he studied

elementary English, ten years before, while a lad of less

than twenty.

As a sample of the kind of men I not infrequently

meet, let me cite the case of a young business man
mho once called on me in the hotel at Imabari, popularly

called " the little philosopher." He wished to talk about
the problem of the future life and to ask my personal

belief in the matter. He said that he believed in God
and in Jesus as His unique son and revealer, but that he
found great difficulty in believing in the continued life

of the soul after death. His difficulty arose from the
pr(rf>lem8 of the nature of future thinking; shall we con-
tinue to think in terms of sense perception, sudi as

time, space, form, coLr, pleasure, and pain? If not,

how can we think at all? And can we then remember
our present life? If we do, then the future life will not
be essentially different from this, i. e., we must still have
physical senses, and continue to live in an essentially

physical world. Here was a set of objecttcMu to the
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doctrine of the future life that I have never heard as
much u mentioned by any Occidental youth. Though
without doubt not original with him, yet he must have
had in some degree both philosophical ability and in-

terest in order to appreciate their force and to seek their

solution.

In conversation not long since with a Buddhist priest

of the Tendai sect, after responding to his request for

a criticism of Buddhism, I asked him for a similarly

frank criticism of Oiristianity. To my surprise, he
said that while Christianity was far ahead of Buddhism
in its practical parts and in its power to mold char-
acter, it was deficient in philosophical insight and in-

terest. This led to a prolonged conversation on
Buddhistic philosophy, in which he explained the doc-
trines of the " Ku-ge-chu," and the " Usa and Musa."
Without attempting to explain them here, I may say
that the first is amazingly like Hegel's " absolute noth-
ing," with its thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, and the
second a psychological distinctioii between volitional

and spontaneous emotions.
In discussing Japanese philosophical ability, a p<^t

often forgotten is the rarity of philosophical ability or
even interest in the West. But a small proportion of
college students have the slightest interest in philo-

sophical or metaphysical problems. The majority do
not understand what the distinctive metaphysical prob-
lems are. In my experience it is easier to enter into a
conversation with an educated man in Japan on a
I^iloso^ical questicm than with an American. If in-

terest m philosophical and metaphysical questions in

the West is rare, miginal ainlity in their investigation
is still rarer.

We conclude, then, that in regard to philosophical

ability the Japanese have no marked racial character-

istic differentiating them from other races. Although
they he<re not developed a distinctive national {dii-

losophy, this is not due to inherent philosophical in-

competence. Nor, on the other hand, is the relatively

wide interest now manifest in philosophical problems
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attributable to the inherent philosophical ability of the

race. So far as Japan is either behind or in advance

of other races, in this respect, it is due to her social

order and social inheritance, and particularly to the

nature, methods, and aims of the educational system, but

not to her intrinsic psychic inheritance.
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IMAGINATION

IN
no respect, perhaps, have the Japanese been more

sweepingly criticised by foreigners than in regard
to their powers of imagination and idealism. Un-

quahfied generahzations not only assert the entire lack
of these powers, but they consider this lack to be the
distinguishing inherent mental characteristic of the race.
The Japanese are called "prosaic," "matter-of-fact,"
" practical," " unimaginative."
Mr. Walter Dening, describing Japanese mental char-

acteristics, says:

" Neither their pa^ history nor their prevailing
tastes show any tendency to idealism. They are
lovers of the practical and the real; neither the
fancies of Goethe nor the reveries of Hegel are to their
liking. Our poetry and our philosophy and the mind
that appreciates them are alike the results of a network
of subtle influences to which the Japanese are compara-
tive strangers. It is maintained by some, and we think
justly, that the lack of idealism in the Japanese mind
renders the life of even the most cultivated a mechanical,
humdrum affair when compared with that of Westerners.
The Japanese cannot understand why our controversial-

ists should wax so fervent over psychological, ethical,

religious, and philosophical questions, failing to perceive
that this fervency is the result of the intense interest

taken in such subjects. The charms that the cultured
Western mind finds in the world of fancy and romance,
in questions themselves, irrespective of their practical

bearings, is for the most part unintelligible to the

Jip>iiwc»** *

*" TbiagB J^MUMt*," p, «^
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Mr. Percival Lowell expends an entire chapter in
his " Soul of the Far East," in showing how important
imagination is as a factor in art, religion, science, and
civilization generally, and how strikingly deficient Japa-
nese are in this faculty. "The Far Orientals," he
argues, "ought to be a particularly unimaginative set

of people. Such is precisely what they are. Their
lack of imagination is a well-recognized fact."*

Mr. Aston, characterizing Japanese literature, says:

" A feature which strikinglv distinguishes the Japanese
poetic muse from that of Western nations is a certain
lack of ima^^inative power. The Japanese are slow to
endow inanimate objects with life. Shelley's ' Cloud,'
for example, contains enough matter of this kind fOT
many volumes of Japanese verse. Such lines as:

' Prom my wings are shaken
The dews that waken
The Bweet buds every one.
When rocked to rest
On their mother's breast
As she dances about the sun,*

would appear to them ridiculously overcharged witU
met^itior, if not absfdutely unintelligible."*

On the other hand, some writers have called attention
to the contrary element of Japanese mental nature.
Prof. Ladd, for instance, maintains that the character-
istic mental trait of the Japanese is their sentimentality.

He has shown how their lives are permeated with and
regulated by sentiment. Ancestral worship, patriotism.

Imperial apotheosis, frioidship, are fashioned by ideal-

izing sentiment. In our chapters on the emotional
elements of Japanese character we have considered how
widespread and powerful these ideals and sentiments
have been and still are.

Writers who compare the Chinese with the Japanese
remark the practical business nature of the former and
the impractical, visionary n^re of the latter.

For a proper estimate of our problem we should
*P.StS. tP*SB.
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clearly distinguish between the various forms of im-
agination. It reveals itself not merely in art and
literature, in fantastic conception, in personification

and metaphor, but in every important department of
human life. It is the tap-root of progress, as Mr.
Lowell well points out. It pictures an ideal life in ad-
vance of the actual, which ideal becomes the object of
effort. The forms of imagination may, therefore, be
classified according to the sphere of life in which it

appears. In addition to the poetic fancy and the
idealism of art and literature generally, we must dis-

tinguish the work of imagination in the ssthetic, in

the moral, in the religious, in the scientific, and in the

political life. The manifestation of the imaginative
faculty in art and in literature is only one part of the
aesthetic imagination.

In studying Japanese aesthetic characteristics, we
noted how unbalanced was the development of their

aesthetic sense. This proposition of unbalanced devel-

opment applies with equal force to the imaginative

faculty as a whole. Conspicuously lacking in certain

directions, it is as consi»cuously prominent in others.

Rules of etiquette are the products of the aesthetic

imagination, and in what land has etiquette been more
developed than in feudal Japan? Japanese imagfination

has been particularly active in the political world. The
passionate loyalty of retainers to their lord, of samurai
to their daimyo, of all to their " kuni," or clan, in

ancient times, and now, of the people to their Emperor,
are the results of a vivid political idealizing imagina-
tion. Imperial apotheosis is a combination of the

political and religious imagination. And in what land

has the apotheosizing imagination been more active

than in Japan ? * Ambition and self-conceit are like-

wise dependent on an active imaginative faculty.

There can be no doubt the writers quoted above have
drawn attention to some salient features of Japanese
art. In the literature of the past, the people nave not
manifested that high literary imagination that we dis-

cover in the best literature of many other nations.
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This fact, however, will not justify the sweeping gen-

eralizations based upon it. Judging from the pre-

EUzabethan literature, who would have expected the

brilliancy of the Elizabethan period? Similarly in re-

gird to the Victorian period of English literature,

ecause the Japanese have failed in the past to produce

literature equal to the best of Western lands, we are

not justified in asserting that she never will and that

is inherently deficient in literary imagination. In

regard to certain forms of light fancy, all admit that

Jfapanese poems are unsurpassed by those of other

ands. Japanese amative poetry is noted for its deli-

cate fancies and plays on words exceedingly difficult, if

not impossible, of translation, or even of expression, to

one unacquainted with the language.

The deficiencies of Japanese literature, therefore, are

not such as to warrant the conclusion that they both

mark and make a fundamental difference in the race

mind. For such differences as exist are capable of a
sociological explanation.

The prosaic matter-of-factness of the Japanese mind
has been so widely emphasized that we need not dwell

upon it here. There is, however, serious danger of

over-emphasis, a danger into which all writers fall who
taskt it tfie ground for sweeping condemnatory criti-

cism. They are right in ascribing to the average Japa-
nese a large amount of unimaginative matter-of-fact-

ness, but they are equally wrong in unqualified dogmatic
generalizations. They base their inductions on in-

sufficient facts, a habit to which foreigners are peculiarly

liable, through ignorance of the language and also of

the inner tiioughts and life of the people.

The prosaic nature of the Japanese has not impressed
me so much as the visionary tendency of the people,

and their idealism. The Japanese themselves count this

idealism a national characteristic. They say that they are

theorizcrs, and numberless experiences confirm this view.

They project great undertakings; they scheme; they

discuss contingencies; they make enormous plans; aU
with an air of seriousness and yet with a nonchalance
which shows a semi-conscious sense of the unreality <^
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their proposals. In regard to Korea and China and
Formosa, they have hatched political and business

schemes innumerable. The kaleidoscopic character of

Japanese politics is in part due to the rapid succession

of visionary schemes. One idea reigns for a season,

only to be displaced by another, causing constant re-

adjustment of political parties. Frequent attacks on
government foreign policy depend for their force on
Kwdly ideas as to the part Japan should play in inter-

national relations. Writing about the recent discus-

sions in the public press over the question of intro-

ducing foreign capital into Japan, one contributor to

the Far East remarks that "It has been treated more
from a theoretical than from a practical standpoint. . .

This seems to me to arise from a peculiar trait of

Japanese mind which is prone to dwell solely on the

theoretical side until the march of events compels a
sudden leap toward the practical." This visionary fac-

ulty of the Japanese is especially conspicuous in the

daily press. Editorials on foreign affairs and on the

relations of Japan to the world are full of it.

I venture to jot down a few illustrations of im-

practical idealism out of my personal knowledge. An
evangelist in the employ of the Kumamoto station

exemplified this visionary trait in a marked degree.

Nervous in the extreme, he was constantly having new
ideas. For some reason his attention was turned to

the subject of opium and the evils China was suffering

from the drug, forced on her by England. Forthwith

he came to me for books on the subject; he wished to

become fully informed, and then he proposed to eo to

China and preach on the subject. For a few weeks he
was full of his enterprise. It seemed to him that if

he were only allowed the opportunity he could convince

the Chinese of their error, and the English of their

crime. One of his plans was to go to England and
expostulate with them on their un-Christian dealings

with China. A few weeks later his attention was turned

to the wrongs inflicted on the poor on account of their

ignorance about law and their inability to get legal

assistance. This idea held him longer than the previous.
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He desired to study law and become a public pleader

in order to defend the poor against unjust men of

wealth. In his theological ideas he was likewise CJC-

treme and changeable; swinging from positive and

most emphatic belief to extreme doubt, and later back

again. In his periods of triumphant faith it seemed

to him that he could teach the world; and his expositions

of truth were extremely interesting. He proposed to

formulate a new theology that would dissolve forever

the difficulties of the old theology. In his doubts, too,

he was no less interesting and assertive. His hold on

practical matters was exceedingly slender. His salary,

though considerably larger than that of most of the

evangelists, was never sufficient. He would spend lav-

ishly at the beginning of the month so long as he had

the money, and then would pinch himself or else fall

into debt.

Mr. , the head of the Kumamoto Boys' School

during the period of its fierce struggles and final col-

lapse, whom I have already referred to as the Hero-

Principal,* is another example of this impractical high-

strung visionariness. No sooner had he reache''

Kumamoto, than there opened before our enchanted

eyes the vision of this little insignificant school bloom-

ing out into a great university. True, there had been

some of this bombast before his arrival ; but it took on

new and gorgeous form under his master hand. The

airs that he put on, displaying his (fraudulent) Ph. D.,

and talking about his schemes, are simply amusing to

contemplate from this distance. His studies in the

philosophy of religion had so clarified his mind that

he was going to reform both Qiristianity and Buddhism.

His sermons of florid eloquence and vociferous power,

never less than an hour in length, were as marked in

ambitious thoughts as in pulpit mannerisms. He threw

a spell over all who came in contact with him. He over-

awed them by his vehemence and tremendous earnest-

ness and insistence on perfect obedience to his masterful

will. In one of his climactic sermons, after charging

missionaries with teaching dangerous errors, he said

• Cf. chapter vii.
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that while some were urging that the need of the times

was to "hie back to Luther," and others were saying

that we must "hie back to Christ" (these English

words being brought into his Japanese sermon), they

were both wrong ; we must " hie back to God "
; and he

Srophesied a reformation in religion, beginning there in

Lumamoto, in that school, which would be far and

away more important in the history of the world than

was the Lutheran Reformation.

The recent history of Christianity in Japan supplies

many striking instances of visionary plans and visionary

enthusiasts. The confident expectation entertained

during the eighties of Christianizing the nation before

the close of the century was such a vision. Another,

arising a few years later, was the importance of

returning all foreign missionaries to their native lands

and of intrusting the entire evangelistic work to native

Christians, and committing to them the administration

of the im.Tiense sums thus set free. For it was assumed

by these 'jrilliant Utopians that the amount of money

expended 'n supporting missionaries would be avail-

able for aggressive work should the missionaries be

withdrawn, and that the Christians in foreign lands

would continue to pour in their contributions for the

evangelization of Japan. .. . .

Still another instance of Utopian idealism is the

vision that Japan will give birth to that perfect religion,

meeting the demands of both heart and head, for which

the world waits. In January, 1900, Prof. T. Inouye, of

the Imperial University, after showing quite at length,

and to his own satisfaction, the madequac}r of ail exist-

ing religions to meet the ethical and religious situation

in Japan, maintained this ambitious view.

Some Japanese Christians are declaring the need of

Japonicized Christianity. "Did not the Greeks trans-

form Christianity before they accepted it? And did not

the Romans, and finally the Germans, do the same?

Before Japan will or can accept the religion of Christ,

it must be Japonictied." So ttiey argue; " and who so

fit to do it as wet^" lies in the background of their

thought
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Many a Christian pastor and evangelist, although not
sharing the ambition of Prof. Inouye, nevertheless
glows with the confident expectation that Japonicized
Christianity will be its most perfect type. " No one
need wonder if Japan should be destined to present to
the world the best type of Christanity that has yet
a{^>eared in history," writes an exponent of this view,
at one time a Christian pastor. In this connection the
reader may recall what was said in chapter xiv. on
J.ipanesc Ambition and Conceit, (|ualities depending on
the power of seeing visioniv \Ve note, in passin{j, the
optimistic spirit of New Japan. This is in part due,
no doubt, to ignorance of the problems that lie athwart
their future progress, but it is also due to the vivid
imaginative faculty which pictures for them the glories
of the coming decades when they shall lead not only
the Orient, but also the Occident, in every line of civi-

lization, material and spiritual, moral and religious. A
dull, unimaginative, prosaic nature cannot be exuber-
antly optimistic. It is evident that writers who pro-
claim the unimagrinative matter-of-factness of the
Japanese as universal and absolute, have foiled to see
a large side of Japanese inner life.

Mr. Percival Lowell states that the root of all tVt
peculiarities of Oriental peoples is their marked lack
of imagination. This is the faculty that "may in a
certain sense be said to be the creator of the world."
The lack of this faculty, according to Mr. Lowell, is

the root of the Japanese lack of originality and inven-
tion; it gives the whole Oriental civilization its char-
acteristic features. He cites a few words to prove the
essentially prosaic character of the Japanese mind, such
as " up-down " for " pass " (which word, by the way, is

his own invention, and reveals his ignorance of the
language), "the being (so) is difficult," in place of "thank
you." " A lack of any fanciful ideas," he says, " is one
of the most salient traits of all Far Eastern peoples, if

indeed a sad dearth can properly be called salient. In-
directly, their want of imagination betrays itself in their
everyday sayings and doings, and more directly in every
branch of thought" I note, in passing, that Mr. Lowell
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doei not distinguish between fancy and imagination.

Though allied facuhies, they are distinct. Mr. LoweUs
extreme estimate of the prosaic nature of the JapMteiC

mind I cannot share. Many letters reeeived from

Japanese friends refute this view by their tudful ex-

pressions. The Japanese language, too, has many fan-

ciful terms. Why " pass " is any more imaginative than
" up-down," to accept Mr. Lowell's etymoloey, or " the

being (so) is difficult " than "thank you, I do not

see. To me the reverse iwoposition would seem the

truer. And arc not "breaking-horns" for "on pur-

pose," and " breaking-bones " for " with great difficulty,"

distinctly imaginative terms, more imaginative than the

English? In the place of our English term "sun,"

the iaoanese have several alternative terms in common
use/iS «i "hi." "day." NifWrin." " day-ball."

" Tm-to Soma," "the god of heaven's light;" and for

"moon," it has " tsiiki," " month," " getsu^," "month

ball." The names given to her men-of-war also indicate

a fanciful nature. The torpedo destroyers are named
" Dragon-fly," " Full Moon," " The Moon in the Cloud,"

"Seabeach.'' "Dawn of Day," "Clustering Clouds,"

"Break of Day," "Ripples," "Evening Mist,"

"Dragon's Lamp," "Falcon,'' " Magpie," "White-naped

Crane," and " White Hawk." Surely, it cannot be main-

tained that the Japanese are utterly lacking in fancy.

Distinguishing between fancy as " the power of form-

ing pleasing, graceful, whimsical, or odd mental images,

or of combining them with little regard to rational

processes of construction," and imagination, in its more

philosophical use, as " the act of constructive intellect

in grouping the materials of kno'\>dge or thought hito

new, original, and rational sYsttms, ' we assert without

fear of successful contradiction, that the Japanese race

is not without either of these tmportant roentri facul-

ties.

In addf :o the preceding illustrations of visionary

and fanciful traits, let the reader reflect on the sigi. r

cance of the comic and of caricature in art. Japanese

Netsuke (.tiny carvings of exquisite skill representing

comical men, women, and children) are famous the
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world over. Surelv, the fancy U the mo»t conspicuuui
mental characteristic revealed in this branch of Japanese
art. In Japanese poetry " a vast number of couuits,
more or less pretty." art- u> be found, likewist luanifest-
ing Mt- fancy of both tlic authors who wroi and the
peop' wfi" were phased with and preserved liu • writ-
ings.' The so-called "impersonal habit >,i the Japanese
mtnd," with a corresponding " lack of personification
ol abstract qualities," doubtless prevents Japanese lit-

erature from rising to the poetic height attained bv
W" 'tern nations. But this lack doe^^ lut ,jrove the
Jai. ,

t .1 Mild incapable of siuh flight As describ-
inj^' the actual characteristu s of the li' rature of the
past the assertion of "a 'ack of imaginative power" is

doubtless fairly corre t. But the inherent nature of
the Japanese mind cannot be inferred from the de-
ficiencies of its past literature, without first < xamining
the relation between its characteristic .lures and the
nature «f the soc order md tli uciai jiheritance.
Are the Japanese con'^picuou- . deficient in imagina-

tion, m the sense of thi definition given above? The
constructive imagination is the creatw ol civili^eatton.

N<^ only art and literature, bat, as already noted,
science, idiilosoplnr, jpoiitics, and even the practical arts
and prosaic farmtn^ are impo-^-sihle without it. It is

Ac tap-r iot of inventi* i, of di< overy, of originality.
It is needless to repea what 1 I)een ud in previous

chapters t on Japanese imitation, invention, discovery,
and originality. Y' l, in consideration of the facts tiierr
given, are we justified in counting the Japaaear so con
spkuously dencient in constructive imaginati. .> u
warrant the assertion that such a lack the fi; wstal
characteristic of the ran

i sychic nature?

_
As an extreme case, look for a moment at th» imn

tiveness. Although imitatiot^ is considered a
deficient originality, and thus of imagination, y^' refi#c-
tion shows tli^ this depenc^ on the mrtitre of the
imitatton. Jayiese in^i^«a lam not hsm, except

*Qr. chapter XV. pp. i86.

ty. chaiasrs avi. aad xvii.
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possihly for hort periods, of that slavis, nature which
pxcli les * irl of thi- imagination. Indeed, the
"

I

list iiiur rests on the imagination. But
i I this .i^,:h\ picturing the state of bliss or power
St urei! m consequence of adopting this or that feature
of an alien ivilizalicm, the Uetire to inutate could not
aris". In \ ew. mtweover. of the sdective nature of
Japanese in: ->' .vr Tther warranted in ascrib-
ing the ; ' Jicant development of the
ima ,. inn

In ' • rat , hu lapan's educational tern.

Estal> (1 P' '>t :• ccidental models, it i K ver-
theless . distiu^ Jap se institution. Its bu lings
ire as cha«- r. al »onic' ed Occidental school
bttihliners of struction. Japanese

ilroa 1(1 J vcwisi nstructed in Japan,
sini 'ap liciziu -adaptci > the needs and con-

ition^ pie. To our eye- this of course sig-
^fies r afM" . (.ment, but assuredly, withi-Ut snoi

I >dt^ m, our Western railroads and steamers would
wH if'^ants on thdrhands.expensive and dlleult

o all n.

Wf ' now is the sociological interpret; { the
forer ig facts? How are the fanciful, vi and
ideal characteristics, on the one hand, a the
oth' u- prosa c, matter-of-fact, and relativ< ^-

9g ^ i cl <nicteristics, related to the social or
nr' diiScult to account for the pr«- f

'• d visionariness in Japan. Indeed, this

cuous among the descendants of the n iluary

;n lit .iry classes; and this fact furnishes us the clew,
roni time immemorial," to use a phrase common on

e lips of Japanese historians, up to the present era, the
samurai as a class were t^ite separated from the
prwrttcal world; they were comfortably supported by
their liege lords; entirely r li^.'ed from the necessity of
•iling for their daily bread, they busied themselves not

with war and physical training, but with literary

.. .omplishments, that required no less strenuous mental
. xertions.

Furthermore, in a class thus freed from daily toil.
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there was sure to arise a refined system of etiquette

and of rank distinctions. Even a few centuries of life

would, under such conditions, develop hi|;hly nervous

individuals in large numbers, hypersensitive in many
directions. These men, by the very development of

their nervous constitutions, would become the social

if not the practical leaders of their class; high-spirited,

and with domineering ideas and scheming ambitions,

they would set the fashion to all their less nervously

developed fellows. Freed from the exacting conditions

of a practical life, they would inevitably fly off on tan-

gents more or less impractical, visionary.

If, therefore, this trait is more mailed in Japanese
character than in that of many other l ations, it may
be easily traced to the social order that has ruled this

land " from time immemorial." More than any other

of her mental characteristics, impractical visionariness

may be traced to the development of the nervous organ-

ization at the expense of the muscular. This character-

istic accordingly may be said to be more inherently a

race characteristic than many others that have been
mentioned. Yet we should remember that the samurai

constitute but a small proportion of the people. Ac-
cording to recent statistics (1895) the entire class to-day

numbers but 3,050,000, while the common people

number over 40,000,000. It is, furthermore, to be re-

membered that not all the descendants of the samurai
are thus nervously organized. Large numbers have a

splendid physical endowment, with no trace of abnormal

nervous development. While the old feudal order, with

its constant carrying of swords, and the giving of honor
to the most impetuons, naturally tended to push the

most high-strung individuals into the forefront and to

set them up as models for the imitation of the young,
the social order now regnant in Japan faces in the

other direction. Such visionary men are increasingly

relegated to the rear. Their approach to insanity is

recognized and condemned. Even this trait of char-

acter, therefore, whidi seems to be rooted in brain and
nerve structure is, nevertheless, more subject to the

prevailing social order than would at first seem possible.
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Its rise we have seen was due to that order, and the set-

ting aside of these characteristics as ideals at least, and
thus the bringing into prominence of more normal and
healthy ideals, is due to the coming in of a new order.
Japanese prosaic matter-of-factness may similarly be

shown to have intimate relations to the nature of the
social order. Oppressive military feudalism, keeping
,the vast majority of the people in practical bondage,
if^ysical, intellectual, and spiritual, would necessarily
render their lives and thoughts narrow in range and
spiritless in nature. Such a system crushes out hope.
From sunrise to sunset, " nembyaku nenju," " for a hun-
dred years and through all the year," the humdrum
duties of daily life were the only psychic stimuli of the
absolutely uneducated masses. Without ambition,
without self-respect, without education or any stimulus
for die higher mental life, what possible manifestation
of the higher powers of the mind could be expected?
S'.juld some " sport " appear by chance, it could not
long escape the sword of domineering samurai. Even
though original!;, possessing some degree of imagina-
tion, cringing fear of military masters, with the con-
tinuous eli.nination by ruthless riau^ter of the more
idealizing, less submissive, and more self-assertive in-
dividuals of the non-military classes, would finally

produce a dull, imitative, unimagin;\tive, and matter-
of-fact class such as we find in the hereditary laboring
and merchant classes.

Furthermore, Japanese civilization, like that of the
entire Orient, wim its highly communalized social

order, is an expression of passive submission to superior
authority. Although an incomplete characterization,
there is still much truth in saying that the Orient is an
expression of Fate, the Occident of Freedom. We have
seen that a better contrasted characterization is found
in the terms communal and individual. The Orient
has known nothing of individualism. It has not valued
the individual nor sous^t his elevation and free(kan.
In erenr way, on the contrary, it has repressed and
opposed him. The high development of the individual

culminating in powerfid personality has been an excep-
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tional occurrence, due to special circumstances. A
communal social order, often repressing and invariably

failing to evoke the higher human faculties, must ex-

press its real nature in the language, literature, and
customs of the people. Thus in our chapter on the

iSsthetic Characteristics of the Japanese* we saw how
the higher forms of literature were dependent on the

development of manhood and on a realization of his

nature. A communal social order despising, or at least

ignoring the individurl, cannot produce the highest

forms of literature or art, because it does not possess

the highest forms of psychic develo])ment. Take from
Western life all that rests on or springs from the prin-

ciples of individual worth, freedom, and immortality,

and how much of value or sublimity will remain? The
absence from Japanese literature and language of the

higher forms of fancy, metaphor, and personification on
the one hand, and, on the other, the presence of wide-

spread prosaic matter-of-factness, are thus intimately

related to the communal nature of Japan's long domi-
nant social order.

Similarly, in regard to the constructive imagination,

whose conspicuons lack in Japan is universally asserted

by foreign critics, we reply first that the assertion is an
exaggeration, and secondly, that so far as it is fact, it

is intimately related to the social order. In our dis-

cussions concerning Japanese Intellectuality and
Philosophical Ability.f we saw how intimate a relation

exists between the social order, particularly as ex-

pressed in its educational system, and the development

of the higher mertal faculties. Now a moment's reflec-

tion will show how the constructive imagination, be-

longing as it does to 'he higher faculties, was sup-

pressed by the system of mechanical and superficial

edttcatim required by the social order. Religion

apotheosiaed ancestral knowledge and customs, thus
effectively condemning all conscious use of this faculty.

So far as it was used, it was under the guise of revivii^

old knowledge or of expounding it more completely.

Chapter xv.

t Chapters six. and zx.
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This, however, has been the experience of every race

in certain stages of its development. Such periods have
been conspicuously deficient in powerful literature,

progressive science, penetrating philosophy, or develop-

ing political life. When a nation has once entered such
a social order it becomes stagnant, its further develop-

ment is arrested. The activity of the higher faculties

of the mind are in abeyance, but not destroyed. It

needs the electric shock of contact and conflict with
foreign races to startle the race out of its fatal repose
and start it on new lines of progress by demanding, on
pain of death, or at least of racial subordination, the

introduction of new elements into its social order by a

renewed exercise of the constructive imagination. For
without such action of the constructive imagination a

radical and v(duntary modificaticm of the dominant
social order is impossible.

Old Japan experienced this electric shodc and New
Japan is the result. She is thus a living witness to the

maccuracy of those sweeping generalizations as to her

inherent deficiency of constructive imagination.

It is by no means our contention that Japanese imag-

ination is now as widely and profoundly exercised as

that of the leading Western nations. Vv'e merely con-

tend that the exercise of this mental faculty is intimately

related to the nature of the whole social order; that

under certain circumstances this important faculty may
be so suppressed as to gfive the impression to superficial

observers of entire absence, and that with a new en-

vironment necessitating a new social order, this faculty

may again be brought into activity.

The inevitable conchision of the above line of thought

is Haat the activity and the manifestation of the higher

faculties is so intimately related to the nature of the

social order as to prevent our attributing any particular

mental characteristics to a race as its inherent and un-

changeaUe nature. The psychic characteristics of a

race at any given time are the product of the iaherited

social order. To transform those characteristics

changes in the social order, introduced either from with-

out, or through individuals within the race, are akme^
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needful. This completes our specific study of the in-

tellectual characteristics of the Japanese. It may seem,

as it undoubtedly is, quite fragmentary. But we have

purposely omhtcid all reference to those ciitncteristics

which the Japanese admittedly have in common with

oUier ri.ces. We have attempted the consideration of

only the more outstanding characteristics by which they

seem to be differentiated from other races. We have
attempted to show that in so far as they are different,

the difference is due not to inherent psychic nature

transmitted by organic heredity, but to the natore of

the social <xder, transmitted by social heredity.
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MORAL IDEALS

VEN a slight study of Japanese history suffices to
show that th«- faculty of moral discrimination was

JL_^highlv developed in certain directions. In what land
nave the ideal and practice of loyalty been higher? The
heroes most lauded by the Japanese to-day are those
who have proved their loyalty by die sacr^e of tfieir

lives. When Masashige Kusunoki waged a hopeless
war on behalf of one branch of the then divided dynasty,
and finally preferred to die by his own hand rather than
endure the sight of a victorious rebel, he is considered
to have exhibited the highest possible evidence of
devoted loyalty. One often hears his name in the
sermons of Christian preadiers as a model wortfiy of
all honor. The patriots of the period immediately pre-
ceding the Meiji era, known as the " Kinnoka," some
of whom lost their lives because of their devotion to
the cause of their then impotent Emperor, are accorded
the highest honor the nation can give.
The teachings of the T^Mmese concerning the rela-

tions that should exist between parents and diildren,
and, in multitudes of instances, their actual conduct also,
can hardly be excelled. We can assert that they have a
keen moral faculty, however further study may compel
us to pronounce its development and manifestations to
be unbalanced.

Better, however, than generalizations as to the ethical
ideals of Japan, past and present, are actoal quotations
from her moral teachers. The following passages are
taken from " A Japanese Philosopher," by Dr. Geo. W.
Knox, the larger part of the volume consisting of a
translation of one of the works of Muro Kyuso—who
lived from to 1734. It was doffav Ut fife tet
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the famous forty-ieven ronin performed their exploit,

and Kyu-so gave them the name by which they are still

remembered, Gi-shi. the " Righteous Samurai." The
purpose of the work is the defense of the Confucian
faith and practice, as interpreted by Tei shu, the phi-

kMopher of Cbma whom Japan delighted Il> honor. It

diacusM* airnng miha things the liindamcntal prin<

ctfrfes of ediics, polfeics, and reipo*. Dr. Knox has

done all earnest Western students of Japanese ethical

and religious ideas aa inestimable service in the pro-
duction of ftb worii a ^^^idb.

" The • Way ' of Heaven and Earth is the ' Way ' of
Gyo and Shun [semi-mythical rulers of ancient China
idealized by Confucius] ; the ' Way ' of Gyo and Shun is

the ' Way ' of Confucit» and Mencius, and the ' Way

'

mi Confudns and Mencias is the 'Way' of Tei-Shu.
Fbnaking Tei-Shu, we cannot find Confucius and
Menicius; forsaking Confucius and Mencius, we cannot
find Gyo and Shun; and forsaking Gyo and Shun, we
cannot find the ' Way ' of Heaven and Earth. Do not

trust implicitly an aged scholar; but this I know, and
therefore I speak. If I say that which is false, may I

be instantly punished by Hieaven and Earth."*
" Recently I was astounded at the words of a phi-

losopher :
' The " Way " comes not from Heaven,' he

said, ' it was invented by the sages. Nor is it in accord
with nature; it is a mere matter of xsthetics and orna-

ment. Of the five relations, only the conjugal is

natural, while loyalty, filial obedience, and the rest were
invented by the sages, and have been maintained by
their authority ever since.' Surely, among all heresies

from ancient days until now, none has been so mon-
strous as this." t

" Kujuro, a lad of fifteen years, quarreled with a
neighbor's son over a game of go, lost his self-control,

and before he could be seized, drew his sword and cut

the boy down. While the wounded boy was under the
surgeon's care, Kujuro was in custody, but he showed
no fear, and his words and acts were calm beyond his

•P. 19. fP.96.
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years. After some days the boy died, and Kujuro was
condemned to hara-kiri. The officers in charge gave
him a farewell feast the night before he died. He
calmly wrote to his mother, took ceremonious farewell
of his keeper and all in the house, and then said
the guests: ' I regret to leave you all, and should lil-

to stay and talk till davbreak; but I must not be sleep
when I commit hara-kiri to-morrow, so I'll go to bed
at once. Do you stay at your ease and drink the wine.'
So he went to his room and fell asleep, all being filled
with admiration as they heard him snore. On the
morrow he rose early, bathed and dressed himself with
care, made all his preparations with perfect calmness,
and then, quiet and composed, killed himself. No old,
trained, self-possessed samurai could have excelled him.
No one who saw it could speak of it for years without
tears. ... I have told you this that Kujuro may
be remembered. It would be shameful were it
to be forgotten that so young a boy performed such a
deed." *

" We are not to cease obeying for the sake of study,
nor must we establish the laws before we begin to
obey. In obedience we are to estafaUdi its ri^itneis
and wrongness." f

" We learn loyalty and obedience as we are loyal and
obedient. To-day I know yesterday's short-OMnings,
and to-morrow I shall know to-day's. ... In our
occopaticMis we learn whether conduct confomis to right
and so advance in the truth by practice." X

"Besides a few works on history, like the Sankyo
Ega Monogatari, which record facts, there are no books
worth reading in our literature. For the most mrt
they are sweet stories of the Buddhas. of which one soon
weanes. But the evil is traditional, long-continued, and
bqrond remedy. And other books are full of lust, not
even to be mentioned, like the Genji Monogatari, which
should never be shown to a woman or a young man.
Such books lead to vice. Our nobles call the Genji
Monogatari a national treasure, why, I do not know, un-
less it is that they are intoxicated with its style. That is

•Pp.4a.43. tP.45. <P.6i.
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like plucking the spring blossom unmindful of the au-

tumn^s fruit. The book is full of adulteries from begjin-

ning to end. Seeing the right, ourselves should become

good, seeing the wrong, we should reprove ourselves.

The Genji Monogatari, Chokonka, and Seishoki are of a

class, vile, mean, comparable to the books of the sages as

diarcoal to ice, as the stench of decay to the perfume

of flowers." •

"To the samurai, first of all is righteousness; next

life, then silver and gold. These last are of value, but

some put them in the place of righteousness. But to

the samurai even life is as dirt compared to righteous-

neu. Until the middle part of the middle ages customs

were comparatively pure, though not really righteous.

Corruption has come only during this period of govern-

ment by the samuraL A maid servant in China was
made ill with astonishment when she saw her mistress,

soroban (abacus) in hand, arguing prices and values.

So was it once with the samurai. They knew nothing

of trade, were economical and content." t
"Even in the days of my jjouth, young folks never

mentioned the price of anything; and their faces red-

dened if the talk was of women. Their joy was in tak
of battles and plans for war. And they studied how
parents and lords should be obeyed, and the duty of

samurai. But nowadays the young men talk of loss

and gain, of dancing girls and harlots and gross pleas-

ures. It is a complete change from fifty or sixty years

ago. . . . Said Aochi to his son :
' There is such

a thing as trade. See that you know nothins[ of it In

trade the profit should always go to the other side. . . .

To be proud of buying high-priced articles cheap is the

good fortune of merchants, but should be unknown to

samurai. Let it not be even so much as mentioned. . . .

Samurai must have a c?ire of their words, and are not

to speak of avarice, cowardice, or lust' " |

A point of considerable mterest to the student of

Japanese ethical ideals is the fact that the l^'ws of Old

Japan combined legal and moral maxims. Lo; ilty and

• P. laow t P. IS9. I P.W
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morality were conceived as inseparable. leyasu (ab-

dicated in 1605, and died in 1616), the founder of the To-
kugawa Shogunate, left a body of laws to his successors as
his last will, in acccvdance with which they should rule
the land. These laws were not made public, but were
kept strictly for the guidance of the rulers. They are
known as the Testament or " Honorable Will " of leyasu,

and consist of one hundred rules. It will serve our
purpose here to quote some of those that refer to the
moral ideal.

" No one is to act simply for the gratification of his

own desires, but he is to strive to do what may be
opposed to his desires, i. e., to exercise self-control, in

order that everyone may be ready for whatever he may
be called upon by his superiors to do."

" The aged, whether widowers or widows, and or-
phans, and persons without relations, every one should
assist with kindness and liberality; for justice to these
four is the root of good government."
"Respect the gods [or God], keep the heart pure,

and be diligent in business during the whole life."

" When I was young I determined to fight and punish
all my own and my ancestors' enemies, and I did punish
them; but afterwards, by deep consideration, I found
that the way of heaven was to help the people, and not
to punish them. Let my successors follow out tftis

policy, or they are not of my line. In this lies the
strength of the nation."

" To insure the Empire peace, the foundation must
be laid in the ways of holiness and religion, and if men
think they can be educated, and will not remember this,

it is as if a man were to go to a ^'orest to catch fish, or
thought he could draw water out of fire. They must
follow the ways of holiness."

" Japan ij the country of the gods (or God—' Shin-

koku']. Therefore, we have among us Confucianism,
Buddhism, and Shintoism, and other sects. If we leave

.our gods [or God] it is like refusing the vng^ of our
master and taking them from another."

" In regard to dancing women, prostitutes, brothels,
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night work, and all other improper employments, all

these are like caterpillars or locusts in the country.

Good men and writers in all times have written against

them."
" It is said that the Mikado, looking down on his

people, loves them as a mother does her children. The
same may be said of me and my government. This

benevolence of mind is called Jin. This Jin may be

said to consist of five parts; these are humanity,

uitegrity, courtesy, wisdom, and truth. My mode
of government is according to the way of heaven.

This I have done to show that I am impartial, and am
not assisting my own relatives and friends only." *

These quotations are perhaps sufficient, though one
mure from a recent writer has a peculiar interest of its

own, from the fact that the purpose of the book from
which the quotation is taken was the destruction of the

tendencies toward approval of Western thought. It

was published in 1857. The writer, Junzo Ohashi, felt

himself to be a witness for truth and righteou.eness, and,

in the spirit of the doctrine lie professed, sealed his

faith with a martyr's suffering and death, dying (in

August, 1868) from the effect of repeated examinaticm
by torture for a supposed crime, innocence of which he
maintained to the end. It is interesting to note that

two of his granddaughters, " with the physics and as-

tronomy of tiie W«t, have accepted its religion."

"The West knows not the 'Ri't of the virtues of

the heart which are in all men unchangeably the same.
Nor does it know that the body is the organ of the

virtues, however careful its analysis of the body may
be. The adherents of the Western Philosophy indeed

study carefully tlie outward appearances, but they have

no right to steal the honored name of natural phi-

loso^y. As when ' Ki ' is destroyed, ' Ri ' too dis-

appears, so, with their analysis of 'Ki,' they destroy

'Ri,' and thus this learning brings benevolence and
« Dickenson's " Japan," cbaplar vH.

f C/'. -chapter xxi.
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righteoatneM and loyalty and truth to naught. Among
the Westerners who from of old have studied details

minutely, I have not heard of one who was Kalous for

the Great Way, for benevolence, righteousness, loyalty,

and truth, and who opposed the absurdities of the Lord
of Heaven [God].'* ' Let then the child make its par-

ent, Heaven; the retainer, his lord; the wife, her

husband; and let each give up life for righteousness.

Thus w0 each serve Heaven. But if we exalt Heaven
above paorent or lord, we shall come to think that we
can serve it though they be disobeyed, and like wolf

or tiger shall rejoice to kill them. To sudl fearful end
does the Western learning lead." f

The foregoing quotations reveal the exalted nature

of the ideals held by at least some of the leaders of

ethical thought in Japan. Taken aa a whole, the moral

ideals characterizing the Japanese during their entire

historical period have been conspicuously communal.
The feudal structure of society has determined the

peculiar character of the moral ideal. Loyalty took

first rank in the moral scale; the subordination of the

niferror to the superior has come next, including un-

questioning obedience of children to parents, and of

wife to husband. The virtues of a military people have

been praised and often gloriously exemplified. The
possession of these various ideals and their attainment

m such high def,'ree have given the nation its cohesive-

ness. TTiey make the people a unit. The feudal train-

it^ under local dabnyoa was fitting the people for th«^

larger life among the nations of tTie world on which

they are now entering. Especially is their sense oi

loyalty, as exhibited toward the Emperor, serving them

well in this period of transition from Oriental to Occi-

dental social ideals.

Let us now examine some defective moral standards

and observe their origin in the social order. Take, for

instance, the ideal of truthfulness. Every Occidental

remarks on the untruthfolneas of the Japanese. Lies

are todd without the slightest i^>parent comptinctkm;

•P.S6S. fP.ift^
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and when confronted with the charge of lyini^thc cttl-

prit often seems to fee! little sente of guilt. This trait

of character was noted repeatedly by the earlpr

negotiators with Jai)an. Townsend Harris and Sir

Rutherford Alcwk iiiatU- frequent mention of it. When
we inquire us to the moral ideal and actual instruction

concerning truthfulness, \vc are mtazed to find how
inadequate it was. The inadequacy of the teaching,

however, was not the primal cause ot the doiracteristic.

There is a far deeper explanation, yet very simple,

namely, the nature of the social order. The old social

order was feudal, and not industrial or commercial.

History shows that industrial and commercial nations

develop the virtue of truthfulness tar in advance of

mflitary nation*. For these virtues are cuential to

them; without them they could not long conthiitc to

prosper.
So in regard to all the aspects of business morality,

it must be admitted that, from the Occidental stanu-

Kint, Old Japan was very deficient. But it must also

stated that new ideals are rapidly forming. Buying

and seUiag with a view tr lakitvg profit, though not

unknown m Old Japan, was carried on by a despiaed

section of the community. Compared with the pres-

ent, the commercia' community of feudal times waii

mean and small, i-et us note somewhat in detail the

attitude of the samurai toward the trader in aidm
timet, and the ideals they reveal.

The pursuit of busineM was considered necessarily

degrading, for he who handled money was supposed
to be covetous. The taking of profit was thought to

be ignoble, if not deceitful. They who condescended
to such an occupation were acconlinfjly despised and
condemned to the lowest place in the social scale. These
ideas doubtless helped to make business degrading;;

traders were doubtless sordid and covetous and deceit-

ful. In the presence of the samurai they were required

to take the most abject postures. In addressing him,

they must never stand, but must touch the ground with
their foreheads ; while talking with him they must re-

main with their hands on the ground. Even the
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children of samurai alwayi aBtumed the lordly^ttedc
toward tradesmen. The foiw of tradesmen might not

venture into a quarrel with the sons of samurai, for the

armed children of the samurai were at liberty to cut

down and kill the children of the despicaWe merdWHt,

shoiild they iiMult or even oppose them.

All thii however, has passed away. Commerce is

now Iioiio il ; trade and manufacture are recognized not

onlv as laudable, but as the only hope of Japan for the

future. Th<> new social order is industrial and com-

mercial. The entire body of the former samurai, now
no lotqEer maintaining their distinctive name, are en-

gaged m some form of business. Japan is to-day a

nation ol traders and formers. Accompan>ing the

chanRcs in the social order, new standards as to honesty

and business integrity are being formnlated and wi-

lofced.*

• It i» interesting to obMTM fliat the contempt of Old Japan for

trade, and the feeflng that iatMMt and profit by commerce were

in their nature immoral, are in close accord with the old Greek

and Jewish ideas regarding property profits and interest. Aris-

totle held, for instance, that only the gains of agriculture, of

fishing, and of hunting are natural gaius. Plato, in the Laws,

forbids the taking of . -^rest. Cato says that lendingmoney on

interest is dishono: «' o, • as bad as murder. The Old Testa-

ment, likewise, forbids ''-t '.i-ig of interest from a Jew. The
reason for this univf' . . ? of antianity, both Oriental and

OccidenUl. lies in th. . . de and money were not yet es-

sential parts of the sooiH. /!'' Positive prodnctton. such as hunt-

ing and farming, seem-'i 'ural methodof making a livng,

while fade seemed nnnniuiJ—living upon the labor cf owners.

That Japan ranked the fanner higher in the soci.il <:cft}i) tn.-in

th* mwramt is. thus, aatoraL la moral character. «. t

attagaOMT frabsMa tlia» tiMywrn aneh highsr.

li

!

t
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(Continued)

N Occidental is invariably filled with astcmishment
i on learning that a human being, as such, had no

in the fact that the social order did not rest on the in-

herent worth of the individual. As in all primitive
lands and times, the individual was as nothing compared
to the family and the tribe. As time went on, this prin-
ciple took the form of the supreme worth of the higher
classes in society. Hence arose the liberty allowed
the samurai of cutting down, in cold blood, a beggar, a
merchant, or a farmer on the slightest provocation, or
simply for the purpose of testing his sword.

Japanese social and religious philosophy had not yet
discovered that the individual is of infinite worth in him-
self, apart from all considerations of his rank in society.

As we have seen, the absence of this idea from Japanese
civilization resulted in various momentous consequences,

of which the frequency of murder and suicide is but
one.

Another, and this constitutes one of the most striking

differences between the moral ideals of the East and the
West, is the low estimate put upon the inherent nature
and value of woman, by which was determined her social

position and the moral relations of the sexes. Japan
seems to have suffered somewhat in this respect from her
acceptance of Hindu philosophy. For there seems to

be considerable unanimity among historians that in

primitive times in Japan there prevailed a much laifrr

liberty, and consequently a much hi^ier regwd, ior

The explanation lies chiefly

3S8
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woman than in later ages after Buddhism became power-
ful. With regard, however, to that earlier penod of
over a thousand years ap[0, it is of little use to specuUte.
I cannot escape the feehng, however, that the condition
of woman then has been unconsciously idealized, in
order to make a better showing in comparison with the
customs of Western lands. Be that as it may, the
notions and ideals presented by Buddhism in r^ard to
woman are clear, and clearly degrading. She is the
source of temptation and sin; she is essentially inferior
to man in every respect. Before she may hope to enter
Nirvana she must be bom again as man. How widely
these extreme views of woman have found acceptance in

Japan, I am not in a position to state. It is my impres-
sion, however, that they never received as full acceptance
here as in India. Nevertheless, as has idready been
shown,* the ideals of what a woman should do and be
make it clear that her social position for centuries has
been relatively low; as wife she is a domestic rather than
a helpmeet. The "three obediences," to parents, to
husband, to son, set forth the ideal, although, without
doubt, the strict application of the third, obedience to
on^'s son after he becomes the head of the household, is

relatively rare.

What especially strikes the notice of the Occidental is

the slight amount of social intercourse that prevails to-

day between men and women. Whenever women enter
into the social pleasures of men, they do so as profes-

sional singers and dancers, they being mere girls and
unmarried young women; this social mterconrse is all

but invariably accompanied with wine-drinicing, even if it

does not proceed to farther licentiousness. The state-

ment that woman is man's plaything has been often
heard in Japan. Confucian no less than Buddhistic
ethics must bear the responsibility for putting and keep-
ing woman on so low a level Concubinage, pouibly
introduced from China, was certainly MnctiOBed by dw
Chinese classics.

The Lei-ki allows an Emperor to have in additkm to
Oc Eaq^ran three consorts, mne maids of lil^^ ludCf

* (y. chapur ix. p. 103.
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and twenty-seven maids of lower rank, all of whom rank
as wives, and, beside these, eij^ty-one other females
called concubines. C(»icubinagc and polygamy, beii^r
thi» sanctioned by the classics, beaune an establMhca
custmn in Japan.
The explanation for this ideal and practice is not far

to seek. It rests in the communal character of the sociaJ

order. The family was the social unit of Japan. No
individual member was of worth except the legal head
and representative, the father. A strikmg pnxrf of the
correctness of this explanation is the feet tmt even the
son is obeyed by the father in case he has become
" in kio," * that is, has abdicated ; the son then becomes
the authoritative head. The ideals regarding woman
then were not unique ; they were part of the social order,
and were determined by the principle of "'com-
munalism " unregulated by the principle of " individual-
ism." Ideals respecting man and woman were equally
affected. So long as man is not valued as a human
being, but solely according to his accidental position in
society, woman must be regardea in the same way. She
is valued first as a begetter of offspring, second as a do-
mestic. And when such conceptions prevail as to her
nature and function in society, defective ideals as to
morality in the narrower sense of this term, leadiag to
and justifying concubinage, easy divorce, and general
loose morality are necessary consequences.

But this moral or immoral ideal is by no means
peculiar to Japan. The peculiarity of Japan and the
entire Orient is that the social order that fostered it

lasted so long, before forces arose to modify it. But, as
vvill be shown later.f the great problem of human evolu-
tion, i^r securing the advantages of " communalism,"
and the solidification of the nation, is that of introducing
the principle of individualism into the social order. In
the Orient the principle of communalism gained such
headway as efTectually to prevent the introduction of
this new principle. There is, in my opinion, no prob-
drility tint Japan, while maintaining her isolation, would
ever have succeeded in raakklf any radical change in her

• Chapter vi. f Chapter uiz. p. 339.
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social order; her communalism was too absolute. She
needed the introduction of a new stimulus from with-

out It was provideiitial that this stimulus came fiXMB

the Ai^^Saxon race, wttii its pronounced principle of
" individualism " wrought out so completely in social

order, in literature, and in government. Had Russia or

Turkey been the leading influences in starting Japan on
her new career, it is more than doubtful whether she

would have secured the princqdet needful Inr her hoddi-

ful tBonl develi^Bent
Jnrtiee to the actt»l ideals and life of Old Japan for-

bids me to leave, without further remark, what was said

above regarding the ideals of morality in the narrower
significance of this word. Injunctions that women
should be absolutely chaste were frequent and stringent.

Nothing more could be asked in the line of explicit

tcachiiy on tlus theme. And, furthermore, I am per-

naded, after eonideraMe inquiry, that in Old Japan in

the interior towns and villages, away from the center of

luxury and out of the beaten courses of travel, there was
purity of moral life that has hardly been excelled any-

where. I have repeatedly been assured that if a youth

oS either sex were known to have transgressed the law of

i hmitji. he or she would at once be ostracised: and that

sudi transgressions were, consequent, eneedingly

rare. It is certainly a fact that in the vast majority of

the interior towns there have never, until recent times,

been licensed houses of prostitution. Of late there has

been a marked increase of dancing and singing g^irls, of

v^om it is commonly said that they are but " secret

prostttates." These may to-day be found in almost

everv town and viHage, wherever indeed there is a hcrtd.

Public as well as secret prostitution has enormously

increased during the last thirty or forty years.*

* An anonymous writer, in a pamphlet entitled " How the
Social Evil is Regulated in Japan,*' gives tome valuable facta on
this subject. He describes the early history of the " Social

Evil," and the various classes of prostitutes. He distinguishes

between the "jigoku" (unlicensed prostitutes), the "shoyi"
(licensed prostitutes), and the '* geisha " (singing and dancing
girls). He gives translations of the various docnmentt in actual

use at present, and finally attempU to eatimata tba nnmbar of
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Thanks to Mr. Murphy's consecrated energy, the ap-

palline legalized and hopeless slavery under which these

two msses of girls exist is at last comttig to light. He
luM shown, by several test cases, tint ddKMgh tfie

national laws are good to look at they are powerless be-

cause set aside by local police regulations over which
the courts are powerless ! In September, 1900, however,

in large part due no doubt to the facts made public by
him, and backed up by the public press, and such leaders

oi Japan's progressive elements as Shimada Sabur, tiie

police regulations were modified, and with amazing re-

sults. Whereas, previous to that date, the average

monthly suicides throughout the land among the public

prostitutes were between forty and fifty, during the two
months of September and October there were none! In

that same period, out of about five thousand prostitutes

in the city of Tokyo, 492 had fled from their brothels

and declared their intentions of abandoning the
" shameful business," as the Japanese laws call it, and
in consequence a prominent brothel had been compelled

to stop the business! We are only in the first flush of

this new reform as these lines are written, so cannot tell

what end the whole movement will reach. But the con-

science of the nati<Mt is beginning to waken on this mat-
ter and we are confident it will never tolerate the old

slavery of the past, enforced as it was by" local laws, local

courts, so that girls were always kept in debt, and when

women engaged in the business. The method of reaching his

conclusions does not commend itself to the present writer and
his results seem absurdly wide of the mark, when compared with
more carefully gathered figures. They are hardly worth quot-

ing, yet they serve to show what exaggerated views are held by
some in regard to the numbers of prostitutes in Japan. He tells

us that a moderate estimate forUceaaad proatitates and for niaha
is S00.000 each, while the unlicensed number at least a million,

making a total of 3,000.000 or 10 per cent, of the total female
population ci Japan! A careful statistical inquiry on this 8ub>
ject has been recently made by Rev. U. G. Murphy. His figures

were chiefly secured from provincial officers. According to these
returns the number of licensed prostitutes is 50.553 and of danc-
ing girls is 30.386. Mr. Murphy's figures cannot be far astray,

and furnish us something of a oasis for comparison with Euro-
pean countries. Statistics rtgardiaf nalkMMad jaaaUtut—m
natnrally not to be bad.
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they fled were seized and forced back to the brothels ia

order to pay their debts!
But in contnst to the undotibted ideal of Old Japan

in regard to the chastity of women, nrast be set the

equally undoubted fact that the sages have very little

to say on the subject of chastity for men. Indeed there
is no word iti the Japanese language corresponding to
our term " chastity " which may be applied equally to

men and women. In his volume entitled " Kokoro,"
Mr. Heam charges the missionaries with the assertion
that there is no word for chastity in Japanese. " This,"
he says, " is true in the same sense only that we might
say that there is no word for chastity in the English
language, because such words as honor, virtue, purity,

chastity have been adopted into English from other lan-

guages." * I doubt if any missionary has made sudi a
statement His further assertion, that " the word moM
commonly used applies to both sexes," would have more
iorce, if Mr. Hearn had stated what the word is. His
English definition of the term has not enabled me to
find the Japanese equivalent, although I have discussed
this question with several Japanese. It is their uniform
confession that the Japanese language is defective to its

terminology on this topic, the word with which oat may
ejdiort a woman to be chaste being inapplicable to a man.
The assertion of the missionaries has nothing whatever
to do with the question as to whether the terms used are

pure Japanese or imported Chino-Japanese ; nor has it

any reference to the fact that the actual language is de-
ficient in abstract terms. It is simply that uie term ap-
fdicable to a woman is not a^licable to a man. And
this in turn proves i^arp contrasts between the ideals

regarding the moral duties of men and of women.
An interesting point in the Japanese moral ideal is the

fact that the principle of filial obedience was carried to

such extremes that even prostitution of virtue at the

command of the parents, or for the support of the

pareirts, wm not only permitted but, under special condi-

tions, was htehly praised. Modern prostittttioa is ren-

dmd posMMe dudfy through ttut udOon of 1M» per>

• P. Ml.
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verted principle. Although the sale of daug^hters for

immoral purposes is theoretically illegal, yet, in fact, it

is of frequent occurrence.

Although concubinage was not directly taught by
Omfucius, yet it was never forbidden by him, and tm
leaders and rulers of the land have lent the custom the

authority and justification of their example. As we have
already seen, the now ruling Emperor has several con-

cubines, and all of his children are the offspring of these

concubines. In Old Japan, thei .-fore, there were two
separate ideals of morality for the two sexes.

The question ma^ be raised how a social order which
required such fidehty on the part of the woman could
permit such looseness on the part of the man, whether
married or not. How could the same social order pro-

duce two moral ideals? The answer is to be found in

several facts. First, there is the inherent desire of each

husband to be the sole possessor of his wife's affections.

As the stronger of the two, he would bring destruction

on an unfaithful wife and also on any who dared invade
his home. Although the woman doubtless has the same
desire to be the sole possessor of her husband's affection,

she has not the same power, either to injure a rival or tc

punish her faithless husband. Furthermore, licentious-

ness in women has a much more visibly disastrous effect

on her mocreative functions than equal -licentiousness in

man. This, too, would serve to beget and maintain dif-

ferent ethical standards for the two sexes. Finally, and
perhaps no less effective than the two preceding, is the

fact that the general social consciousness held different

conceptions in regard to the social positions of man and
woman. The one was the owner of the family, the lord

and master; to him belonged the freedom to do as he
diose. The other was a variety of property, not free

in any sense to please herself, but to do (mly as her lord

and master required.

An illustration of the first reason pivcn above came
to my knowledge not long since. Rev. John T. Gulick
saw in Kanagawa, in 1862, a n)an going through the

streets carrying the bloody heads of a man and a woman
vAucb he dedared to be those of his wife and bar ledttcer.
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whom he had caught and killed in the act of adultery,
This act of the husband's was in perfect accord with the
practices and ideals of the time, and not seldom figures
in the romances of Old Japan.
The new Civil Code adopted in 1898 furnishes an au-

thoritative statement of many of the moral ideals of New
Japan. For the following summary I am indebted to
the Japan Mail.* In regard to marriage it is note-
worthy that the " prohibited degrees of relationship are
tlie same as those in England "—including the deceased
w ife's sister. " The minimum age for legal marriage is
seventeen in the case of a man and fifteen in the case of
a woman, and marriage takes effect on notification to
the registrar, bein^ thus a purely civil contract. As to
divorce, it is provided that the husband and wife may
effect it by mutual consent, and its legal recognition
takes the form of an entry by the registrar, no reference
being necessary to the judicial authorities. Where*
mutual consent is not obtained, however, an action
for divorce must be brought, and here it appears
that the rights of the woman do not receive the
same recognition as those of the man. Thus, al-
though adultery committed by the wife constitutes a
valid ground of divorce, we do not find that adultery
on the husband's part furnishes a plea to the wife.
Ill-treatment or gross insult, such as renders liv-

ing together impracticable, or desertion, constitutes a
reason for div<nx:e from the wife's point of view." The
English reviewer here adds that "since no treatment
can be worse nor any insult gross-er than open incon-
stancy on the part of a husband, it s conceivable that a
judge might consider that such conduct renders living
together impracticable. But in the presence of an ex-
plicit provision with regard to the wife's adultery and in
the absence of any such provision with regard to the
husband's, we doubt whether any court of law would
exercise discretion in favor of the woman." The pross
" insult of inconstancy " on the part of the husband is a
plea that has never yet been recognized by Japanese
soci^y. The reviewer goes on to say: " One cannot

*Jtme as, 189I.
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Iwlp wishing that the peculiar code of morality observed
by husbands in this country had received some condem-
nation at the hands of the framers of the new Code. It

is further laid down that a ' person who is judicially di-

vorced or punished because of adultery cannot contract
a marriage with the other party to the adultery.' If

that extended to the husband it would be an excellent
provision, well calculated to correct one of the worst
social abuses of this country. Unfortunately, as we
have seen, it applies apparently to the case of the wife
only." The provision for divorce by " mutual consent

"

is striking and ominous. It makes divorce a matter of
entirely private arrangement, unless one of the parties
objects. In a land where women are so docile, is it

likely that the wife would refuse to consent to divorce
when her lord and master requests or commands her to
leave his home? " There are not many women in Japan
who could refuse to become a party to the ' mutual con-
sent ' arrangement if they were convinced that they had
lost their husband's affection and that he could not live

comfortably with them." It would appear that nothing
whatever is said by the Code with reference to con-
cubinage, either allowing or forbidding it. Presumably
a man may have but one legitimate wife, and children by
concubines must be registered as illegitimate. Noth-
ing, however, on this point seems to be stated, although
provision is made for the public acknowledgment of
dlegitimate children. " Thus, a father can acknowledge
a natural chiM, making what is called a ' shoshi,' and if,

subsequent to acknowled|:ment, the father and mother
marry, the ' shoshi,' acquires the status of a legitimate
child, such status reckoning back, apparently to the time
of birth." Evidently, this provision rests on the impli-
cation that the mother is an unmarried woman pre
sumably a concubine.

Recent statistics throw a rather lurid light on these
provisions of the Code. The Imperial Cabinet for some
years past has published in French and Japanese a
resume of national statistics. Those bearing on mar-
riage and divorce, in the volume published in 1897, may
wen be gtven at this pdnt
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HAKBIAOU
1890 325.141
1891 335.651
189s 349>4H
1893 3S8.39"
1894 361,319
1895 365.633
1897 395. ao7

DtVOKCn
to9,oM
IU.41I
139.49*
"6.77S
114.436
110,838
«a4.o75

ummuTc nans
1,079.131

1.033.659
1.194.MS
t.tos.119
1. 139.897
1,166,254

1.335.125

nuormuTB
«6.a59

»«.9«9
79.677
76.407
80,16a
89.996*

These authoritative statistics show how divorce is a
regular part of the Japanese family system, one out of
three marriages proving abortive.

Morally Japan s weak spot is the relation of the sexes,
both before and after marriage. Strict monogamy, with
the equality of duties of husband and wife, is the remedy
for the disease.

This slight sketch of the provision of the new Code as
it bears on the purity of the home,, and on the develop-
ment of noble manhood and womanhood, shows that the
Code is very defective. It practically recc^izes and
legalizes the present corrupt practices of society, and
makes no effort to establish higher ideals. NV^hcther

anything more should be expected of a Code drawn up
under the present circumstances is, of course, an open
question. But the Code reveals the astonishingly low
condition of the moral standards for the home, one of
the vital weaknesses of New Japan. The defectiveness

of the new Code in regard to the matters just considered
must be argued, however, not from the failure to em-
body Occidental moral standards, but rather from the
failure to recognize the actual nature of the social order
of New Japan. While the Code recognizes the principle

of individualism and individual rights and worth in all

other matters, in regard to the home, the most important
social unit in the body politic, the Code legalizes and
perpettiates the old pre-Meiji standards. Individualinn

in the general social order demands its oontbtent recog^
nition in every part.

We cannot conclude our discussion of Japanese ideas

as to woman, and the consequent results to morality,

*The last line ci figures, thoM for 1897. is taken txom Rav.
U. O. Mt^y's statistical paavhlrt on "Tl» Swial Bvil la
Japan."
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withou. referring tt) the great changes which arc to-d»y

taking place. Although the new Civil Code h,: not
done all that wc cuuld ask, we would not ignore what it

has secared. Says Prof. Gi hbins in the excellent intro-

doction to his translation of the Codes

:

" In no respect has modern progress in Japan made
greater strides tli. n in the improvement of the position

of woman. Though she still labors under certain dis-

abilities, a woman can now become a head of a family,

and exercise authority as such ; she can inherit and own
property and manage it herself; she can exercise parental
authoritv; if single, or a widow, she can adopt; she is

one of the parties to adoption effected by her husband,
and her consent, in adilition to that of her husband, is

necessary to the adoption of her child by another per-
son; she can act as guardian, or curator, and she has a
voice in family councils." In all these points the Code
marks a great advance, and reveals by contrast the
legally helpless condition of woman prior to 1898. But
in certain respects practice is preceding theory. We
would call special attention to tlie exalted position and
honor publicly accorded to the Empress. On more than
one historic occasion she has appeared at the Em-
peror's side, a thing unknown in Old Japan. The Im-
perial Silver Wedding (1892) was a g^reat event, unprece-
dented in the annals of the Orient'. Commemorative
postage stamps were struck off which were first used on
the auspicious day.

The wedding of the Prince Imperial (in May, 1900)
was also an event of unique importance in Japanese social

and moral history. Never before, in the 2600 years
claimed by her historians, has an heir to the throne
been honored by a public wedding. The ceremony was
prepared de nm<o for the occasion and the pledges were
mutual. In the reception that followed, the Imperial
bride stood beside her Imperial husband. On this occa-
sion, too, commemorative postage stamps were issued
and first used on the auspicious (lay : the entire land was
brilliantly decorated with flags and lanterns. Countless
congratulatory meetings were held throughout the coun-
try and thousands ot gifts, letters, waA telegraphic
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messages expressed the joy and good will of the
people.

But the chief ttgniiiauice of these events is the new
and exalted position accorded to woman and to mar-
riage by the highest peraonages of the land. It is said
by some that the ruling Emperor will be the last to have
concubines. However that may be, woman has already
attained a rank and marriage an honor unknown in any
former age in Japan, and still qoHe mdoiowil in any
Oriental land save Japan.
A serious study of Japanese morality should not fail

to notice the respective parts taken by Buddhism and
Confucianism. The contrast is so marked. While Con-
fucianism devoted its energies to the inculcation of
proper conduct, to morality as cottrasted to religion,

suddhism devoted its energies to the development of a
cuhns, payine little attention to morality. A recent
Japanese critic of Buddhism remarks that "though
Buddhism has a name in the world for the excellence of
its ethical system, yet there exists no treatise in Japa-
nese which sets forth the distinctive features of Bud-
dhist ethics." Buddhist literature is chiefly occupied
with mythology, metaphysics, and eschatology, ethical

precepts being interwoven incidentally. The critic just

quoted states that the pressing need of the times is that
Buddhist ethics should be disentangled from Buddhist
mythology. The great moralists of Japan have been
Confucianists. Distinctively Japanese morality has
derived its impulse from Confucian clasMcs. A new
spirit, however, is abroad among the Buddhist priest-

hood. Their preaching is increasingly ethical. The
common people are saying that the sermons heard in

certain temples are identical with those of Christians.
How widely this imitation of Christian preaching has
spread I cannot say; but that Christianity has in any de-
gree been imitated is significant, both ethiodly and
sociologically.

Buddhism is not alone, however, in imitating Chris-
tianity. A few years ago Dr. D. C. Greene attended the
preaching services of a modern Shinto sect, the " Ten-
Ri-Kyo," the Heaven-Reason-Teaching, and was sur-^
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prised to hear almost literal quotations from the " Ser-
mon on the Mount "

; the source of the sentiment and doc-
trine was not stated and very likely was not known to
the speaker. Dr. Greene, who has given this sect con-
siderable study, is satisfied that the insistence of its

teachers on moral conduct is general and genuine.
When I visited their headquarters, not far from Nara, in

1895, and inquired of one of the priests as to the chief
points of importance in their leaching, I was told that
the necessity of leading an honorable and correct life

was most emfdiasized. There are reasons for thinking
that the Kurozumi sect of Shintoism, with its emphasis
on morality, is considerably indebted to Christianity boUi
for its origin and its doctrine.

It is evident that Christianity is having an influence
in Japan, fa r beyond the ranks of its professed believers.
It is proving a stimulus to the older faiths, stirring tiiem
up to an earnestness in moral teaching that they never
knew in the olden times. It is interesting to note tiiat this
widespread emphasis on ethical truth comes at a time
when morality is suffering a wide collapse.

An impoitant point for the sociological student of
Japanese moral ideals is the fact that her moralists have
directed their attention chiefly to the conduct of the
rulers. The ideal of conduct as stated by them is for a
samurai. If any action is praised, it .is said that it be-
comes a samurai ; if condemned, it is on the ground that
it is not becoming to a samurai. Anything wrong or
vulgar is said to be what you might expect of the com-
mon man. All the terms of the higher morality, such as
righteousness, duty, benevolence, are expounded from
the standpoint of a samurai, that is, from the standpoint
of loyalty. The forty-seven ronin were pronounced
"righteous samurai" because they avengi d fhe death
of their lord, even though in doing so they committed
deeds that, by themselves, would have been condemned.
Japanese history and literature proclaim the same ideal.

They are exclusively concerned with the deeds of the
higher class, the court and the samurai. The actual
condition of the common people in ancient times is a
matter not easily determined. The morality of the com-
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mon people was more a matter of unreasoning custom
than of theory and instruction. But these facts are suc-
ceptible of interpretation if we remember that the
interest of the historian and the moralist was not in

humanity, as such, but in the external features of the
social order. Their gaze was on the favored few, on the
nobility, the court, and the samurai.

In closing our discussion of Japanese moral ideals it

may not be amiss to append the Imperial Edict concern-
ing the moral education of the youth of Japan, issued
by the Emperor November 31, 1890. This is supposed
to be the distilled essence of Shinto and Confucian teach-
ing. It is to-day the only authoritative teaching on
morality given in the public schools. It is read with
more reverence than is accorded to the Bible in England
or America. It is considered both holy and inspired.

IMPEKIAL EDICT OK MOKAL EDUCATION

" We consider that the Founder of Our Empire and
the ancestors of Our Imperial House placed the founda-
tion of the country on a grand and permanent basis, and
established their authority on the principles of profound
humanity and benevolence.
"That Our subjects have throughout ages deserved

well of the state by their loyalty and piety, and by their

h:;rmonious co-operation, is in accordance with the
essential character of Our nation; and on these very
same principles Our education has been founded.
"You, Our subjects, be therefore filial to yoto*

parents; be affectionate to your brothers; be har-
monious as husbands and wives ; and be faithful to your
friends; conduct yourselves with propriety and careful-

ness; extend generosity and benevolence toward your
neighbors; attend to your studies and follow your pur-
suits; cultivate your intellects and elevate your morals;
advance public benefits and promote social interests; be
always found in the good observance of the laws and
constitution of the land ; display your personal courage
and public spirit for the sake of the country whenever
reqiured; and thus stqiport the Inqmial prerog-
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ative, which is coexistent with the Heavens and the
Earth.

" Such conduct on your part will not only strengthen
the character of Our good and loyal subjects, but con-
duce also to the maintenance of the fame of your worthy
forefathers.

" This is the instruction bequeathed by Our ancestors
and to be followed by Our subjects; for it is the truth

which has guided and guides thcrr in tlieir own affairs

and their dealings toward aliens.
•' We hope, therefore, that We and Our subjects will

regard these sacred precepts with one and the same
heart in order to attain the same ends."
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MORAL PRACTICE

ONE noticeable characteristic of the Japanese is

the publicity of the life of the individual. He
seems to feel no need for privacy. Houses are

so constructed that privacy is practically impossible.

The sU^t paper shoji and fusuma between the small

rooms serve only partially to shut out peering eyes;

they afford no protection from listening ear". More-
over, these homes of the middle and lower classes open
upon public streets, and a passer-by may see much of

what is done within. Even the desire for privacy seems

ladcing. The publicity of the private (?) baths and sani-

tary conveniences which the Occidental puts entirely out

of sight has already been noted.

I once passed through a village and was not a little

amazed to see two or three bath tubs on the public road,

each occupied by one or more persons; nor were the

occupants children alone, but men and women also.

Calling at the home of a gentleman in Kyushu with

whom I had some business, and graining no notice at the

front entrance, I went around to the side of the house
only to discover the lady of the place taking her bath

with her children, in a tub quite out of doors, while a

manservant chopped wood but a few paces distant.

The natural indifference of the Japanese to the ex-

posure of the unclothed body is an interesting fact.
_
In

the West such indifference is rightly considered im-

modest. In Japan, however, immodesty consists en-

tirely in the intention of the heart and does not arise

from the accident of the moment or the need of the

occasion. With a fellow missionary, I went some years

lince to some famous hot springs at the foot of Mount

*73
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Ase, the smoking crater of Kyushu. The spot itself is

most charming, situated in the center of an old crater,
said to be the largest in the world. Wearied with a long
walk, we were glad to find that one of the public bath
tubs or tanks, some fifteen by thirty feet in size, in
a bath house separate i. <m other houses, was quite un-
occupied ; and on inquiry we were told that bathers were
few at that hour of the day, so that we might go in with-
out fear of disturbance. It seems that in such places
the tiers of boxes for the clothing on either side of the
door, are reserved for men and women respectively.
Ignorant of this custom, we deposited our clothing in
the boxes on the left hand, and as quickly as we could
accommodate ourselves to the heat of the water, we got
into the great tank. We were scarcely in, when a com-
pany of six or eight men and women entered the bath
house; they at once perceived our blunder, but without
the slightest hesitation, the women as well as the men
went over to the men's side and proceeded to undress
and get into the tank with us, betraying no conscious-
ness that aught was amiss. So far as I could see there
was not the slightest self-consciousness in the entire
proceeding. In the tank, too, though it is customary
for women to occupy the left side, on this occasion they
mitigled freely with the men. I suppose it is impossible
in &igland or America to conceive of such a state of
unconsciousness. Yet it seems to be universal in Japan.
It is doubtless explained by the custom, practiced from
infancy, not only of public bathing, but also of living
together so unreservedly. The heat of the summer
and the nature of J panese clothing, so easily thrown
off, has accustomed them to the greater or less ex-
posure of the person. All these customs hav2 pre-
vented the development oi a sense of modesty corre-
sponding to that which has developed in the West.
Whether this familiarity of the sexes is conducive to
purity of life or not, is a totally different question, on
which I do not here enter.

In this connection I can do no better than quote
from a popular, and in many respects deservedly popu-
lar, writer on Japan. Says Mr. Heam, " There is Uttie
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privacy of any sort in Japan. Among the people,

indeed, what we term privacy in the Occident does not
exist. There are only walls of paper dividing the lives

of men; there are only sliding screens instead of doors;
there are neither locks nor bolts to be used by day; and
whenever the weather permits, the fronts and perhaps
even the sides of the houses are literally removed, and
its interior widely opened to the air, the light, and the
public gaze. Within a hotel or even a common dwell-
ing house, nobody knocks before entering your room;
there is nothing to knock at except a shoji or a fusuma,
which cannot be knocked at without being broken.
And in this world of paper walls and sunshine, nobody is

&fraid or ashamed of fellow-man or fellow-woman.
Whatever is done is done after a fashion in public.

Your personal habits, your idiosyncrasies (if you have
any), your foibles, your likes and dislikes, your loves
and your hates must be known to everybody. Neither
vices nor virtues can be hidden; there is absolutely
nowhere to hide them. . . There has never been,
for the common millions at least, even the idea of living

unobserved." The Japanese language has no term for

"privacy," nor is it easy to convey the idea to one
who does not know the English word. They lack the
term and the dear idea bKause they lack ibt prac-
tice.

These facts prove conclusively that the Japanese in-

dividual is still a gregarious being, and this fact throws
light on the moral life of the people. It follows of

necessity that the individual will conform somewhat
more closely to the moral standards of the community,
than a man living in a strong aegnffoioaa oomnm-
nity.

The converse of this principle is that in a community
whose individuals are largely segfregarious, enjoying
privacy, and thus liberty of action, variations from the

moral standards will be frequent and positive trans-

gressions not uncommon. In the one case, where
" commtinalism " reigns, moral action is, so to speak,

automatic; it requires no particular assertion cf the m-
dtvidtnl to do right; conformity to the standard is
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spontaneous. In the latter case, however, where "
' i-

dividualism " is the leading characteristic o' the com-
munity, the acceptance of the moral standards ttsually

requires a definite act of the individual will.

The history of Japan is a capital illustration of this

principle. The recent increase of immorality and crime
IS universally admitted. The usual explanation is that

in olden times every slight rflfense was punished with
death; the criminal class thus continuously ex-
terminated. Nowadays a .r can ply his trade con-
tinuously, though interru . by frtniucnt intervals of
imprisonment. In former times, cnce caught, he never
could steal again, except in the land of the shades.
While this explanation has some force, it does not cover
the ground. A better explanation for the modern in-

crease of lawlessness is the change in the social order
itself. The new order gives each man ' r liberty

of individual action. He is free to choow. nis trade
and his home. Formerly these were determined for him
by the accident of his birth. His freedom is greater
and so, too, are his temptations.

Furthermore, the standards of conduct themselves
have been changing. Certain acts which would have
brought praise and honor if committed fifty years ago,
such, for instance, as "kataki uchi," revenge, would
to-day soon land one behind prison doors. In a word,
" individualism " is beginning to work powerfully on
conduct; it has not yet gained the ascendency attained
in ihe West; it is nevertheless abroad in the land.
The young are especially influenced by it. Taking ad-
vantage of the liberty it grants, many forms of
immorality seem to be on the increase. So far as I
can gather by inquiry, there has been a great collapse
not only in honesty, but also in the matter of sexual
morality. It will hardly do to say dogmatically that
the national standards of morality have been lowered,
but it is beyond question that the power of the com-
munity to enforce those standards has suddenly come
to naught by reason of the changing social order.
Western thought and practice as to Oie stnictm-e of
society and the freedom of the individual have been
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emphasized; Spencer and Mill and Huxley have been
widely read by the educated classes.*

Furthermore, freedom and ease of travel, and liberty

to change one's residence at will, and thus the ability

to escape unpleasant restraints, have not a little to do
with this collapse in morality. Tens of thousands of

students in the higher schools are away from their homes
and are entirely without the steadying support that

home gives. Then, too, there is a wealth among the

common people that was never known in earlier times.

Formerly the possession of means was limited to a rela-

tively small number of families. To-day we see general

prosperity, and a consequent tendency to luxury that

was unknown in any former period.

To be specific, let us note that in feudal times there

were some 270 daimyo living in the utmost luxury.

About 1,500,000 samurai were dependent on them as

retainers, while 30,000,000 people . tpported these sons

of luxury. In 1863 the farmers of ; \pan raised 30,000-

000 koku of rice, and paid 22,000,000 jf it to the govern-

ment as taxes. Taxed at the same rate to-day the formers

would have to pay 280,000,000 yen, whereas the actual

Syment made by them is only 38,000,000 yen. "The
rmer's manner of life has radically changed. He is

now prosperous and comfortable, wearing silk where for-

merly he could scarcely afford cotton, and eating rice

almost daily, whereas formerly he scarcely knew its

taste." t , „
It is stated by the Japan Mail that whereas but one

person out of ten was able thirty years ago to afford

rice, the nine being content to live from year's end to

year's end on barley alone or barley mixed with a

modicum of rice, six persons to-day out of ten count

it a hardship if they cannot sit down to a square meal

of rice daily. . . Rice is no longer a luxury to the

mast of the people, bat has become a iwcessity.

•It is stated that Mill's work on " RepresenUtive Govern-

ment," which, translated, fills a volume of five hundred pages in

Japanese, has reached its third edition.

{The /afiaH Mail for February 5. 1898; qaotuig from tb*
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Financially, thtn, tin- farniinp and mit.ille classes are
incomparably better off to-day than in olden times.

The amount of reach- money which a man can cam has
not a little to do with his morality. If his upright-
ness depends entirely or chiefly on his lack of oppor-
tunity to do wrong, he will be a moral man to long as
he is desperately poor or under strict control. But
give him the chance to earn ready cash, together with
the freedom to live where he chooses, and to spend his
income as he pleases, and he is sure to develc^ various
forms of immorality.

I have made a large number of inquiries in regard
to the increase or decrease of concubinage during the
present era. Statistics on this subject are not to be
had, for concubines are not registered as such nor yet
as wives. If a concubine lives in the home of the man,
she is registered as a d' nestic, and her children should
be registered as hers, although I am told that they are
very <rften illegally registered as his. If she lives in
her own home, the concubine still retains the name and
registry of her own parents. The government takes no
notice of concubinage, and publishes no statistics in
regard to it. The children of concubines who live with
their own parents are, I am told, usually registered
as the children of the mother's father; otherwise they
are registered as illegitimate; statistics, therefore, fur-
nish no clew as to the increase or decrease or amount
of concubinage and illegitimacy, most important ques-
tions in Japanese sociology. But my informants are
unanimous in the assertion that there has been a marked
increase of concubinage during recent years. The
simple and uniform explanation given is that multitudes
of merchants and ofHcials, and even of farmers, can
afford to maintain them to-day who formerly were un-
able to do so. The older ideals on this subject were
such as to allow of concubinage to the extent of one's
financial ability.

During the year 1898 the nevrspapers and leading
writers of Japan carried on a vigorous discussion con-
cerning concubinage. The Yorosu Choho published an
inventory of 493 men maintaining separate estaUidi-
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mrnts for their concubinei, giving not only the names
and the business of the men, but also the character of

the women chosen to be concubines. Of these 493
men, 9 are ministers of state and ex-ministers; 15 are

peers or meniUer.'' of House of Peers; 7 are barristers;

3 are learned doctors; the rest are nearly all business

men. The women were, previous to concubinage,

Dancing girls, 183; Servants, 69; Prostitutes, 17;

"Ordinary young girls," 91; Adopted daughters, 15;

Widows, 7; Performers, 7; Miscellaneous, 104. In this

discussion it has been generally admitted that concu-

binage has increased in modern times, and the cause

attributed is " general looseness of morals." Some of

the leading writers maintain that the concubinage of

lormer times was largely confined to those who took

concubines to insure the maintenance of the familv line;

and also that the ticking of dandng girls was unknown
in olden times.

It is interesting to note in this connection that some
of those who defend the practice of concubinage appeal

to the example of the Old TesUment, saymg that what
was good enough for the race that gave to Christians

the greater part of their Bible is good enough for the

Japanese. Another point in the discussion interesting

to the Occidental is the repeated assertion that there is

no real difference between the East and the West in

point of practice; the only difference is that whereas in

the East all is open and above board, in the West
extra-marital relations are condemned by pofnilar

opinion, and are therefore concealed.* A few writers

publicly defend concubinage; most, however, condemn

It vigorously, even though making no profession of

Christian faith. Of the latter class is Mr. Fukuzawa,

one of Japan's leaders of public opinion. In his most
trenchant attack, he asserts that if Japan is to progress

in civilization she must abandon her system of c<m-

cubinage. That new standards in regard to marital re-

lations are arising in Japan is clear; but they have as

yet little force; there is no consensus of opinion to

* The best Bummary of this discussion which I have aem in

EngUA U foond ia theJaftm M«al for Fetmuury 4, 1899.
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give them force. He who transgresses them is still

recognized as in good standing in the community.
Similarly, with rttptet to business honesty, it is the

opinion of alt with whom I have conversed on the
subject that there has been a great decline in the
honesty of the common people. In feudal days thefts
and petty dishonesty were practically unknown. To-day
these are exceedingly common. Foreign merchants
complain that it is impossiUe to trust Japanese to carry
out verbal or written promises, when the conditions of
the market change to their disadvantage. It is accord-
ingly charged that the Japanese have no senae of honor
in business matters.
The Kokumin Shinbun (People's News) has re

cently discussed the question of Japanese commercial
morality, with the fcdlowing results: It says, first, that
goods delivered are not up to sample; secondly, that
engagements as to time are not kept ; thirdly, that busi-
ness men have no adequate appreciation of the perma-
nent interests of business; fourthly, that they are with-
out ability to work in common; and fifthly, that they do
not^ get to know either their customers or themselves.*

" The Japanese consul at Tientsin recently reported to
the Government that the Chinese have begun to regard
Japanese manufactures with serious distrust. Merchan-
dise received from Japan, they allege, does not corre-
spond with samples, and packing is, in almost all cases,
miserably unsubstantial. The consul expresses the
deepest regret that Japanese merchants are disposed to
break their faith without r^ard to honor." f

In this connection it may not be amiss to revert to
illustrations that have come within my own experience.
I have already cited instances of the apparent duplicity
to which deacons and candidates for the ministry stoop.
I do not believe that either the deacons or the candi-
dates had the slightest thought that they were doing
anjrtfaing dishonorable. Nor do I for a moment
suppose that the President and the Trustees of the
Doshisha at all realized the gravity of the moral aspect

*Japan Mail, January 14, 1899.
YJapam Mail, June 34, 1898.
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of the course they took in diverting the Doshisha from
ttf original purposes. I'hey seemed to think that

money, once given to the Dothi^ miglit be uaed

without regard to the wivhea of the donors. I cannot
help wondering how much of their thought on this sub>

ject is due to the custom prevalent in Japan ever since

the establishment of Buddhist temples and monasteries,

of considering property once given as irrevocable, so
that ihe indivulttals who gave it or their heirs, have no
fui iSer interest or right m the iMX>perty. Large dona-
tions in Japan have, n'om time immemorial, been given

thus absolutely; the giver assumed that the receiver

would use it aright; specific directions were not added

as to the purposes of the gift. American uenefactors

of the D'Jshisha have given under the standards pre-

vailing in the West. The receivers in Japan have
accepted these gifts under the standards tn-evailing in

the East. Is not this in part the caus* of the friction

that has arisen in recent years over the administration

of funds and lands and houses held by Japanese for

mission purposes?

In this connection, however, I should not fail to

refer to the fact that the Christians of the Kumiai
churches,* in their annual meeting (1898), took strong

grounds as to the mismanagement of the Doshisha

by the trustees. The action of the latter in repealing

the clause of the constitution which lared the six

articles of the constitution forever ui ngeable, and

then of striking out the word " Christi? in regard to

the nature of the moral education to be given hi all

departments of the mstitutioi', was characterized as

"fu-ho," that is to s v, unlaw i unrighteous, or im-

moral. Resolutions ' re also passed demanding .hat

the trustees should cituer restore the expunged words

or else resign and give place to men who would restore

them and carry out the will of the donors. This act

on the part of a large majority of the delegates of the

churches shows that a standard of business morality is

arising in Japan that promises well for the future.

«Ttae constituency <d th* Doabiah* eoBstats priaeipally o(

Ktuniai Christians.
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Before leaving this question, it is important for us

to consider how widely in lands which have long been

both Christian and commercial, the standards of truth-

fulness and business morality are transgressed. I for

one do not feel disposed to condemn Japanese failure

very severely, when I think of the failure in Western

lands. Then, again, when we stop to think of it, is it

not a pretty fine line that we draw between legitimate

and illegitimate profits? What a relative distinction

this is! Even the Westerner finds difficulty in discov-

ering and observing it, especially so when the man with

whom he is dealing happens to be ignorant of the real

value of the goods in question. Let us not be too

severe, then, in condemning the Japanese, even though

we must judge them to be deficient in ideals and con-

duct. The explanation for the present state of Japan

in regard to business morality is neither far to seek

nor hard to find. It has nothing whatever to do with

brain structure or inherent race character, but is wholly

a matter of changing social order. Feudal communal-
ism has given way to individualistic commercialism.

The results are inevitable. Japan has suddenly entered

upon that social order where the individuals of the

nation are thrown upon their own choice for character

zod life as they have been at no previous time. Old

men, as well as young, are thrown off their feet by the

new temptations into which they fall.

One of the strongest arguments in my mind for the

necessity of a rapid introduction into Japan of the

Gospel of Christ, is to be built on this fact. An in-

dividualistic social order demands an individualizing

religion. So far as I know, the older religions, with

the lofty moral teachings which one may freely admit

them to have, make no determined or even distinct effort

to secure the activity of the individual will in the adop-

tion of moral ideals. The place both of "conversion"

and of the public avowal of one's " faith " in the estab-

lishment of individual character, and the peculiar fitness

of a religion having such characteristics to a social

order in which "individualism" is the dominant prin-

ciple, have not yet been widely recognized by writers
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on sociology. These practices of tlie Protestant

churches are, nevertheless, of inestimable value in the

upbuilding both of the individual and of society. And
Japan needs these elements at the earliest possible date

in order to supplement the new order of society whicli

is being established. Without them it is a question
whether in the long run this new order may not prove a
step downward rather than upward.

This completes our detailed study of Japanese moral
characteristics as revealed alike in their ideals and
their practices. Let us now seek for some general

statement of the facts and conclusions thus far reached.

It has become clear that Japanese moralists have placed

the emphasis of their ethical thinking on loyalty; sub-

ordinated to this has been filial piety. These two prin-

ciples have been the pivotal points of Japanese ethics.

All other virtues flowed out of them, and were inti-

mately dependent upon them. These virtues are

especially fitted to upbuild and to maintain the feudal

order of society. They are essentially communal virtues.

The first group, depending on and growing out of

loyalty, was concerned with the maintenance of the

larger communal unity, formerly the tribe, and now
..ue nation. The virtues connected with the second prin-

ciple—^filial piety—^were concerned with the maintenance
of the smaller unit of society—^the family. Righteous-
ness and duty, of which much was made by Japanese
moralists, consisted in the observance of these two
ideals.

The morality of individualism was largely wanting.
From this lack sprang the main defects of the moral
ideal and of the actual practice. The chief sins of Old
Japan—and, as a matter of fact, of all the heathen
world, as graphically depicted by Mr. Dennis in his

great work on ' Oiristian Missions and Social Progress "

—were sins of omission and commission against the in-

dividual. The rights of inferiors practically received

no consideration at the hands of the moralists. In the

Japanese conception of righteousness and duty, the

rights and value of the individual, as sudi, whatever his

WKial standiiv or sex, were not included.
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One class of defects in the Japanese moral ideal arose
out of the feucl 'I order itself, namely, its scorn of
trade. Trade had no vital relation to the communal
unity; hence it found and developed no moral sanctions
for its guidance. The West conceives of business de-
ceit as concerned not only with the integrity of the
community, but also with the rights of the individual.
The moral ideals and sanctions for business honesty
are therefore doubly strong with us. The old order
of Japan was in no way dependent for its integrity on
business honor and honesty, and, as we have seen, in-
dividuals, as such, were not thought to have inherent
rights. Under such conditions, it is difficult to conceive
how universal moral ideals and sanctions for business
relations could be developed and maintained.
One further point demands attention. We naturally

ask what the grounds were on which the ethical ideals
were commonly supposed to have authority. So far as
my knowledge goes, this question received almost no
consideration by the ordinary person, and but little from
the moralist. Old Japan was not accustomed to ask
"Why?" It acceptecl everything on the authority of
the teacher, as children do, and as all primitive peoples
do. There was little or no thought as lo the source
of the moral ideals or as to the nature or the function
of the social sanctions. If, as in a few instances, the
questions were raised as to their authority, the reply
ordinarily would be that they had derived their teach-
ings from ancient times. And, if the matter were
pressed, it would be argued that the most ancient times
were nearer the beginning of men, and, therefore, nearer
to Heaven, which decreed that all the duties and customs of
men; in the final resort, therefore, authority would be
attributed to Heaven. But such a questioner was rare.
Moral law was unhesitatingly accepted on the authority
of the teacher, and no uncomfortable questions were
asked. It is easy to see that both of the pivotal moral
ideals, i. e., loyalty and filial piety, would support this
unquestioning habit of mind, for to ask questions as
to authority is the beginning both of disloyalty to the
Boater and of irreverence to the parents and ancestors.
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The whole social order, being one of authority, un-
questioned and absolute, moral standards were ac-
cepted on the ipse dixit of great teachers.

In closing, we revert to our ever-recurring question:
Are the moral characteristics wherein the Japanese
differ from other races inherent and necessary, as are
their physiological characteristics, or are they incidental
and transient, liable to transformation? Light has been
thrown on this problem by every illustration adduced.
We have seen in detail that every characteristically

Japanese moral trait is due to the nature of her past
social order, and is changing with that order. Racial
moral traits, therefore, are not due to inherent nature,
to essential character, to brain structure, nor are they
transmitted from father to son by the mere fact of
physical generation. On the contrary, the distinguish-
ing ethical characteristics of races, as seen in their
ethical ideals and their moral conduct, are determined
by the dominant social order, and vary with it. Ethical
characteristics are transmitted by association, trans-
mission is therefore not limited to the relation of par-
ents and children. The bearing of this fact on the
problem of the moral transformation of races could be
easily shown.
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ARE THE JAPANESE RELIGIOUS?

SAID Prof. Pfleidcrer to the writer in the winter of

1897: " I am sorry to know that the Japanese are

deficient in reUgious nature." In an elaborate

artide entitled, " Wanted, a Religion," a missionary

describes the three so-called religions of Japan,
Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shintoism, and shows to

his satisfaction that none of these has the essential

characteristics of religion.

Mr. Percival Lowell has said that " Sense may not
be vital to religfion, but incense is,"* In my judg-

ment, this is the essence of nonsense, and is fitted to

in'*ense a man's sense.

fhe impression that the Japanese people are not re-

ligious is due to various facts. The first is that for

about three hundred years the intelligence of the nation

has been dominated by Confucian thought, which rejects

active belief in supra-human beings. When asked by
his pupils as to the gods, Confucius is reported to have
said that men should respect them, but should have
nothing to do with them. The tendency of Confucian
ethics, accordingly, is to leave the gods severely alone,

although their existence is not absolutely denied.

When Confucianism became popular in Japan, the edu-
cated part of the nation broke away from Buddhism,
which, for nearly a thousand years, had been univer-
sally dominant. To them Buddhism seemed supersti-

tious in the extreme. It was not uncommon for them
to criticise it severely. Muro Kyu-so,t speaking of the

immorality that was so common in the native literature,

sa;; :
" Long has Buddhism made Japan to think of

nothing as important except the worship of Buddha.
* " Ocetdt Jupan," p. tj. f chapter zsiv.
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So it is that evil customs prevail, and there is too one
who does not find pleasure in lust. . . Take oat the

lust and Buddhism from that book, and the scenery

and emotions are well described. . . Had he learned

in the 'Way' of the sages, he iin^ not fallen into

Buddhism." * The tendency of all iiersons trained in

Confucian classics was toward thoroughgoing skepti-

cism as to divine beings and their relation to this world.

For this reason, beyond doubt, has Western agnosticism

found so easy an entrance into Japan. This ready a

ceptance of Western agnosticism is a second fact that

has tended to give the West the impressicn referred

to above. Complete indifference to religion is c' .i

acteristic of the educated classes of to-day. Japanese
and foreigners. Christians and non-Christians, alike,

unite in this opinion. The impression usually conveyed

by this statement, however, is that agnosticism is a new
thing in Japan. In point of fact, the old agnosticism

is merely re-enforced by the support it receives from

the agnosticism of the West.
The Occidental impression of Japanese irreligious

race nature is further strengthened by the frequent

assertion of it by writers, some of whom at least are

neither partial nor ignorant. Prof. Basil H. Chamber-
lain, for instance, repeatedly makes the assertion oi

necessitates the inference. Speaking of pilgriii.ages,

he remarks that the Japanese " take their religion

lightly." Discussing the general question of religion,

he speaks of the Japanese as "essentially undevo-

tional," but he guards against the inference that they

are therefore specially immoral. Yet, in the same para-

graph, he adds, " Though they pray little ?nd make light

of supernatural dogma, il^e relig'on of the family binds

them down in truly social bonds." Percival Lowell

also, as we have seen, makes light of Japanese religfion.

This conclusion of foreigner observers is rendered the

more convincing to the average reader when he lean

that such an influential man as Mr. Fukuzawa declares

that " religion is like tea." it serves a social end, and

nothing more; and that Mr. Hiroyuki Kato, until re-

* "A Japanese Philosopher," p. tso.
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cently president of the Imperial University, and later
Minister of Education, states that " Religion depends
on fear." Marquis Ito, Japan's most illustrious states-
man, is reported to have said: "I regard religion
itself as quite unnecessary for a nation's life; science
IS far above superstition, and what is religion
Buddhism or Christianity—but superstition, and there-
lore a possible source of weakness to a nation? I do
not regret the tendency to free thought and atheism,
which IS almost universal in Japan, because I do not
rerard it as a source of danger to the community." *

If leaders of national thought have such conceptions
as to the nature and origin of religion, is it strange
that the rank and file of educated people should have
httle regard for it, or that foreigners generally should
believe the Japanese race to be essentially no . -religious ?

But before we accept this conclusion, various con-
siderations demand our notice. Although the concep-
tion of religion held by the eminent Japanese gentlemen
just quoted is not accepted by the writer as correct,
yet, even on their own definitions, a study of Japanese
superstitions and religious ceremonies wouW easily
prove the people as a whole to be exceedingly religious.
Never had a nation so many gods. It has been indeed
the country of the gods." Their temples and shrines

have been innumerable. Priests have abounded and
worshipers swarmed. For worship, however indis-
criminate and thoughtless, is evidence of reliirioas
nature. *

Furthermore, utterances like those quoted above in

In immediate connection with this oft-quoted statementhowever, I would put the following, as much^more recent and
?oi*nk,n^ Mr^i^'^b*'.,"^*'""'*'

correctly the Marquis's matured
EoT 2.°"^ one of the editors of theOsaka Mat^uAz ^Amdun (Daily News), after an interview with

ii^ii "^^^'^^^^B "^^"^^ "any matters of national im-
TT" *?cassed wad asked by the Marquis where nehad been educated. On learning that he was a graduate of the

Mft^^h^'t "r'H"''** "The only tfue dvilizit onis that which rests on Christian principles, and that conse-quently. as Japan must attain her civSiaitiSn th^e princhrfw

maiafiwtcn in tlMd«v^kpiiMBt<rf future Japaa.'*
»™
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regard to the nature and function of religion, are fre-

quently on the lips of Westerners also, multitudes of

whom have exceedingly shallow conceptions of the real

nature of religion or the part it plays in the develop-
ment of society and of the individual. But we do not
pronounce the West irreligious because of such utter-

ances. We must not judge the religiotit many by tiie

irreligious few.

Again, are they competent judges who say the Japa-
nese are non-religious? Can a man who scorns religion

himself, who at least reveals no appreciation of its real

nature by his own heart experience, judge fairly of the

religious nature of the people? Still further, the re-

ligious phenomena of a people may change from age
to age. In asking, then, whether a people is religious

by nature, we must study its entire religious history,

and not merely a single period of it. The life of modem
Japan has been rudely shocked by the sudden accession
of much new intellectual light. The contents of re-

ligion depends on the intellect; suddeti and widespread
accession of knowledge always discredits the older
forms of religious expression. An undeveloped re-

ligion, still bound up with polytheistic symbolism, with
its charms and memento^-s, in 'itably suffers severely

at the hands of exact modern science. For the edu-
cated minority, especially, the inevitable reactim is to

complete skepticism, to apparent irreligion. For the
time being, religion itself may appear to have been dis-

credited. In an advancing age, prophets of religious

dissolution are abundant. Such prophecies, with refer-

ence to Christianity, have been frequent, and are not un-
heard even now. Particular beliefs and practices of
religion have indeed changed and passed away, even
in Christianity. But the essentially religious nature of
man has re-asserted itself in every case, and the oat-
ward expressions of that nature have thereby only

become freer from elements of error and superstition.

Exactly this is taking place in Japan to-day. The ap-
parent irreligion of to-day is uie groundworic of the

If the Japanese are emotitmal and sentimental^ we
purer relicion of to-morrow.
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should expect them to be, perhaps more than most
peoples, religious. This expectation is not disappointed
by a study of their history. However imperfect as a
religion we must pronounce original Shinto to have
been, consisting of little more than a cultus and a
theogony, yet even with this alone theJapanese should
be pronounced a religious people. The universality
of the respect and adoration, no* to say love, bestowed
throughout the ages of history on the " Kami " (the
multitudinous Gods of Shintoism), is a standing witness
to the depth of the religious feeling in the Japanese
heart. True, it is associated with the sentiments of love
of ancestors and country, with filial piety and loyalty;
but these, so far from lowering the relirion, make it
more truly religious.

Unending lines of pilgrims, visiting noted Shinto
temples and climbing sacred mountain peaks, arrest the
attention of every thoughtful student of Japan. These
pilgrims are numbered by the hundreds of thousands
every year. The visitors to the great shrine at Kizuki
of Izumo number about 250,000 annually. " The more
prosperous the season, the larger the number of pil-

'"^^y ^^"^ two hundred thousand."
In his Occult Japan," Mr. Lowell has given us an in-
teresting account of the " pilgrim clubs." The largest
known to him numbered about twelve thousand men,
but he thinks they average from one hundred to about
five hundred persons each. The number of yearly
visitors to the Shinto shrines at Ise is estimated at
^alf a million, and ten thousand pilgrims climb Mt.
Fuji every summer. The number of pilgrims to Kom-
pira, m Shikoku, is incredibly large; according to the
count taken during the first half of 1898, the first ever
taken, the average for six months was 2500 each day
at this rate the number for the year is nearly 900,000'.
ine highest for a single day was over 12,000. These
figures were given me by the chief official of this district
1 he highest mountain in Shikoku, Ishidzuch: San, some
six thousand feet in height, is said to be ascended by
ten thousand pilgrims each summer. These pilgrims
eat httle or nothmg at hotels, depending rather on what
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they carry until they return from their arduous three

days' climb; nor do they take any prolonged rest until

they are on the homeward way. The reason for this

is that the climb is supposed to be a test of the heart;

if the pilgrim fail to reach the summit, the inference is

that he is at fault, and that the god does not favor him.
They who offer their prayers from the summit are stq>-

posed to be assured of having them answered.

But beside these greater pilgrimages to mountain
summits and national shrines, innumerable lesser ones
are made. Each district has a more or less extended
circuit of its own. In Shikoku there is a round known
as the " Hachi-Ju-hakka sho mairi," or " The Pilgrim-

age to the 88 Places," supposed to be the round
once made by Kobo Daishi (a. d. 774-834) > the

founder of the Shinton sect of Buddhism. The number
of pilgrims who make this round is exceedingly large,

since it is a favorite circuit for the people not only of

Shikoku, but also of central and western Japan. Many
of the pilgrims wear on the back, just below the neck,

a pair of curious miniature " waraji " or straw sandals,

b^use Kobo Daishi carried a real pair along with

him on his journey. I never go to Ishite Temple (just

out of Matsuyama), one of the eighty-ei^ht places of

the circuit, without seeing some of these pilgfrims. But
this must sufhce. The pilgrim habit of the Japanese

is a strong proof of widespread religious enthusiasm,

and throws raudi light on the religious nature of the

people. There seems to be reason for thinking that

the custom existed in Japan even before the introduc-

tion of Buddhism. If this is correct, it bears powerful

testimony to the inherently religious nature of the

Japanese race.

The charge has been made that these pilgrimages are

mere pleasure excursions. Mr. Lowell says, face-

tiously, that " They are peripatetic picnic parties, faintly

flavored with piety; just a sufficient suspicion of it to

render them acceptable to the easy-going gods." Be-
neath this light alliterative style, which delights the liter-

ary reader, do we find the truth? To me it seems like

a slur on the pilgrims, evidently due to Mr. I.owell's
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idea that a genuine religious feeling mutt be gloomy
and solemn. Joy may seem to him incompatible with
heartfelt religion and aspiration. That these pilgrims
lack the religious aspiration characteristic of highly
developed Christians of the West, is, of course, true;
but that they have a certain type of religious aspira-
tion is equally indisputable. They have definite and
strone ideas as to the advantage of prayer at the vari-
ous snrines; they confidently believe that their welfare,
both in this world and the next, will be vitally affected
by such pilgrimages and such a faithful worship. It

is customary for pilgrims, who make extended journeys,
to carry what may be called a passbook, in which seals
are placed by the officials of each shrine. This is evi-
dence to friends and to the pilgrim himself, in after
years, of the reality of his long and tedious pilgrimage.
Beggars before these shrines are apt to display these
passbooks as an evidence of their worthiness and need.
For many a pilgrim supports himself, during his pil-
grimage, entirely by begging.

Pilgrims also buy from each shrine of note some
charm, "o mamori," "honorable preserver," and "o
fuda." "honorable ticket," which to them are exceed-
ingly precious. There is hardly a house in Japan but
has some, often many, of these charms, either nailed
on the front door or placed on the god-shelf. 1 have
seen a score nailed one above another. In some cases
the year-name; are still legible, and show considerable
age. The sale uf charms is a source of no little revenue
to the temples, in some cases amounting to thousands
of yen annually. We may smile at the ignorance and
superstition which these facts reveal, but, as I already
remarked, these are external features, the material ex-
pression or clothing, so to speak, of the inner life.

Their particular form is due to deficient intellectual de-
vek^ent. I do not defend them; I merely maintain
that their existence shows conclusively the possession
by the people at large of a real religious emotion and
purpose. If so, they are not to be sneered at, although
the mood of the average pilgrim may be cheerful, and
the ordinary {nlgrimage may have the aspect of a " per-
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ipatctic picnic, faintly flavored with piety." The outitde
observer, such as the foreigner of necessity is, is quick
to detect the picnic quality, but he cannot so easily dis-

cern the religious significance or the inner thoughts
and emotions of the pilgrims. The former is discerni-

ble at a glance, without knowledge of the Japanese lan-
guage or sympathy with the rehgious heart; the latter

can be discovered only by him who intimately under-
stands the people, their language and their religion.

If religion were necessarily gloomy, festivals and
merry-making would be valid proof of Japanese re-

ligious deficiency. But such is not the case. Primitive
religions, like primitive people, are artless and simple in

religious joy as in all the aspects of their life. Devel-
oped races increasingly discover the seriousness of
living, and become correspondingly reflective, if not
positively gloomy. Religion shares this transforma-
tion. But those religions in which salvation is a promi-
nent idea, and whose nature is such as to satisfy at
once the head and the heart, restore joyousnens as a
necessary consequence. While certain aspects of
Christianity certainly have a gloomy look,—which
its critics are much disposed to exaggerate, and then
to condemn,—yet Christianity at heart is a re-

ligion of profound joy, and this feature shows itself

in such universal festivals as Christmas and Easter.
Even though the Japanese popular religious life sItDwed

itself exclusively in festivals and on occasions of joy,

therefore, that would not prove them to be inherently
lacking in religious nature.

But there is another set of phenomena, even more
impressive to the candid and sympathetic student. It

is the presence in every home of the " Butsu-du," or
Buddha sh-lf, and the " Kami-dana," or God shelf. The
former is Buddhist, and the latter Shinto. Exclusive
Shintoists, who are rare, have the latter alone. Where
both are found, the " I-hai," ancestral memorial tablets,

are placed on the " Butsu-dan " ; otherwise they are

placed on the " Kami-dana." The Kami-dana are
always quite simple, as are all Shinto charms and
utensils. The Butsu-dan are usually ebUwrate and
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beautiful, and sometimes large and costly. The uni-
versality of these tokens of family religion, and the con-
stant and loving care bestowed upon them, are strik-

ing testimony to the univcrsahty of the reHglon in

Japan. The pathos of hfe is often revealed by the faith-

ful devotion t>f the nu)thcr to these silent representa-
tives of divine beings and departed ancestors or chil-

dren. I have no hesitation in saying that, so far as
external iq^iearances go, the average home in Japan
is far more religious than the average home 'n en-
lightened England or America, especially when com-
pared with such as have no family worship. There
may be a genuine religious life in these Western homes,
but it does not appear to the casual visitor. Yet no
casual visitor can enter a Japanese home, without seeing
at once the evidences of some sort, at least, of religious
Hfe.

It is impossible for me to believe, as many assert, that
all is mere custom and hollow form, without any kernel
of meaning or sincerity. Customs may outlast beliefs

for a time, and this is particularly the case with religious
customs; for the form is so often taken to involve the
very essence of the reality. But customs which have
lost -11 significance, and ill belief, inevitably dwindle
and fade away, even ir not suddenly rejected; tfiey reman
as " survivals," as Prof. Tyler has happily called

them; they leave their trace indeed, but so faintly that
only the student of primitive customs can detect them
and recognize their original nature and purpose. The
Butsu-dan and Kami-dana do not belong to this order
of beliefs. The average home of Japan wouH feel itself

desecrated were these to be forcibly removed The
piety of the home centers, in large measure, about these

expressions of the religious heart. Their practical uni-

versality is a significant witness to the possession by the
people at large of a religious nature.

If it «' fair to argue that the Christian religion hii.* a
vital ho.d on the Western peoples because of the cathe-
drals and churches to be found throughout the length
and breadth of Christendom, a similar argument applies

to Japan and the hold of the religimu of this luid upon
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Its people. For over a thousand years the external
manifestations of religion in architecture have been
elaborate. Temples of enormous sise, comparing not
unfavorably with the cathedrals of Europe as regards the
cost of erection, are to be found in all parts of the land.

Immense temple bells of bronze, colossal statues of
lUuldHa, and lesser ones of saints and worthies innumer-
able, bear witness to the lavish use of wealth in the ex-
pression of r'.ligious devotion. It is sometimes said that

Buddhism is moribund in Japan. It is seriously asserted
that its temples are falling into decay. This is no more
true of the temples of Buddhism in Japan, than of the

cathedrals of Christendom. Local causes greatly affect

the prosjierity of the various temples. Some are falling

into decay, but others are being repaired, and new ones
are being built. No one can have visited any shrine of

note without observing the large number of signboards
along either side of the main approach, on wnidi are
written the sums contributed for the building or repair-

ing of the temple. Tliesc gifts arc often munificent,

single gifts sometimes reaching the sum of a thousand
yen ; I have noticed a few exceeding this amount. The
total number of these temples and shrines throughout
the country is anuuctng. According to government
statistics, in 1894 the BucMhist temples ntmibercd 71,831

;

and the Shinto temples and shrines wMch have received

official registration reached the vast nur l^er of 190,803.

The largest temple in Japan, costing se\ ;al million dol-

lars, the Nishihongwanji in Kyoto, has been built during

tiie past decade. Considering the general poverty of the

nation, the proportion of gifts made for the erection and
maintenance of these temples and shrines is a striking

testimony to the reality of some sort of religious zeaL
That it rests entirely on form and meaningless rites, is

incredible.



XXVI

SOME RELIGIOUS PHENOMENA

WITHOUT doubt, many traits are attributed to
the Japanese by the casual observer or cap-
tious critic, through lack of ability to read be-

tween the lines. We have already seen how the stoical
element of Japanese character serves to conceal from
the sociologist the emotional nature of the people.
If a Japanese conceals his ordinary emotions, much more
does he refrain from public exhibition of his deeper re-
ligious aspirations. Althougli he may feci profoundly,
his face and manner seldom reveal it. When torn with
grief over the loss of a parent or son, he will tell you of
his loss with smiles, if not with actual laughter. " The
Japanese smile " has betrayed the solemn foreigner into
many an error of individual and racial character inter-
pretation. Particularly frequent have been such errors
in matters of religion.

Although the light and joyous, "smiling" aspect of
Japanese religious life is prominent, the careful observer
will come incidentally and unexpectedly on many signs
of an opposite nature, if he mingle intimately with the
people. Japan has its sorrows and its tragedies, no less
than other lands. These have their part in determining
religious phenomena.
The student who takes his stand at a popular shrine

and watches the worshipers come and go will bo re-
warded by the growing conviction that, although many
are manifestly ceremonialists, others are clearly subjects
of profound feeling. See that mother leading her tod-
dling child to the image of Binzuru, the god of healing,
and teaching it to rub the eyes and face of the god and
then its own eyes and face. See that pilgrim before a

396
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bare shrine repeating in rapt devotion the prayer he
has known from his childhood, and in virtue of which
he has already received numberless blessings. Behold
that leper pleading with merciful Kwannon of the thou-
sand hands to heal his disease. Hear that pitiful wail
of a score of I'ox-possesseu victims for deliverance fronn
their oppressor. Watch that tearful maiden performing
the hundred circuits of the temple while she prays for a
specific blessing for herself or some loved one. Observe
that merchant solemnly worshiping the god of the sea,
with offering of rice and wine. Count those hundreds
of votive pictures, thanksgiving remembrances of the
sick who have been healed, in answer, as they firmly be-
lieve, tc their prayers to the god of this particular shrine.
These are not imaginary cases. The writer has seen
these and scores more like them. Here is a serious side
to Japanese religious life easily overlooked by a casual
or unsympathetic observer.

In addition to these simpler religious phenomena, we
find in Japan, as in other lands, the practice of ecstatic
union with the deity. In Shinto it is called " Kami-
oroshi," the bringing down of the gods. It is doubtless
some form of hypnotic trance, yet the popular inter-
pretation of the phenomenon is that of divine posses-
sion.

Among Buddhists, the practice of ecstasy takes a dif-
ferent form. The aim is to attain absolute vacuity of
mind and thus complete union with the Absolute. When
attained, the soul becomes conscious of blissful superi-
ority to all the concerns of this mundane life, a foretaste
of the Nirvana awaiting those who shall attain to Buddha-
hood. The actual attainment of this experience is prac-
tically limited to the priesthood, who alone have the time
and freedom from the cares of the world needful for its

practice. For it is induced only by long and profound
" meditation." Especially is this experience the desire
of the Zen sect, which makes it a leading aim, taking its

name " zen " (to sit) from this practice. To sit in re-
ligious abstraction is the height of religious bliss.

The practical business man of the West may perhaps
find some difficulty in seeing anything particularly re~
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ligious in ecstasy or mental vacuity. But if I mistake
not, this religious phenomenon of the Orient does not
differ in essence from the mystical religious experience
so common in the middle and subsequent ages in Eu-
rope, and represented to-day by mystical Christians.
Indeed, some of the finest religious souls of VVestem
lands have been mystics. Mystic Christianity finds
ready acceptance with certain of the Japanese.
The critical reader may perhaps admit, in view of the

facts thus Ui- presented, that the igfnorant millions have
some degree of religious feeling and yet, in view of the
apparently irreligious life of the educated, he may still

feel that the religious nature of the race is essentially
shallow. He may feel that as soon as a Japanese is

lifted out of the superstitious beliefs of the past, he is
freed from all religious ideas and aspirations. I admit
at once that there seems to be some ground for such an
assertion. Yet as I study the character of the samurai
of the Tokugawa period, who alone may be called the
irreligious of the olden times, I see good reasons for
holding that, though rejecting Buddhism, they were re-
ligious at heart. They developed little or no religious
ceremonial to replace that of Buddhism, yet there were
indications that the religious life still remained. Intel-
lectual and moral growth rendered it impossible for ear-
nest and honest men to accept the old religious expres-
sions. They revolted from religious forms, rather than
from religion, and the revolt resulted not in deeper
superstitions and a poorer life, but in a life richer in
thought and noble endeavor. Muro Kyu-so, the " Japa-
nese Philosopher " to whom we have referred more than
once, rejected Buddhism, as we have already seen. The
high quality of his moral teachings we have also noticed.
Yet he had no idea that he was " religious." Those who
reject Buddhism often use the term " Shukyo-kusai,"
" stinking religion.' For them religion is synonymous
with corrupt and :.uper: titious Buddhism. To have told
Muro that he vras religious would doubtless have
offended him, but a few quotations should satisfy anyone
that at heart he was religious in the best sense of the
term.
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" Consider all of you. Whence is fortune? From
Heaven. Even the world says, Fortone is in Heaven. So
then there is no resource save prayer to Heaven. Let
us then ask: what does Heaven hate, and what does
Heaven love? It loves benevolence and hates malevo-
lence. It loves truth and hates untruth. . . That which
in Heaven begets all things, in man is called love. So
doubt not that Heaven loves benevolence and hates its

opposite. So too is it with truth. For countless ages
sun and moon and stars constantly revolve and we make
calendars without mistake. Nothing is more certain.
It is the very truth of the universe ... I have noticed
prayers for good luck, b. ought year by year from
famous temples and hills, decorating the entrances to
the homes of famous samurai. But none the less they
have been killed or punished, or their line has been de-
stroyed and house extinguished. Or at least to many,
shame and disgrace have come. They have not learned
fortune, but foolishly depend on prayers and charms.
Confucius said :

' When punished by Heaven there is no
place for prayer.' Women of course follow the temples
and trust in charms, but not so should men. Alas!
Now all are astray, those who should be teachers, the
samurai and those higher still "

(pp. 63-5). " Sin is the
source of pain and righteousness of happiness. This is

the settled law. Tlie teaching of the sages and the con-
duct of superior men is determined by principles and
the result is left to Heaven. Still, w ! , not obey in the
hope of happiness, nor do we forbear to sin from fear.
Not with this meaning did Confucius and Mencius teach
that happiness is in virtue and pain in sin. But the
* way ' is the law of man. It is said, ' The way of
Heaven blesses virtue and curses sin.' That is I.itended
for the ignorant multitude. Yet it is not like the Bud-
dhist ' hoben' (pious device), for it is the determined
truth "

(p. 66). " Heaven is forever and is not to be
understood at once, like the promises of men. Short-
sighted men consider its ways and decide that there is no
reward for virtue or vice. So thev doubt when the good
are virtuous and fear not when the wicked sin. They
do not know that there is no victory against Heaven
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when it decrees "
(p. 67). " Reason comes from Heaven,

and is in men. . . The philosopher knows the truth as
the drinker knows the taste of sake and the abstainer
the taste of sweets. How shall he forget it? How shall

he fall into error? Lying down, getting up, moving,
resting, all is well. In peace, in trouble, in death, in joy,

in sorrow, all is well. Ne\ :r for a moment will he leave
this ' way.' This is to know it in ourselves "

(p. 71 \

One day, five or six students remained after the lecture

to ask Kyu-so about his view as to the gods, stating their

own dissatisfaction with the fantastic interpretations given
to the term " Shinto " by the native scholars. Making
some quotations from the Chinese classics, he went on
to say for himself

:

"I cannot accept that which is popularly called
Shinto. . . I do not profess to understand the pro-
found reason of the deities, but in outline this

is my idea: The Doctrine of the Mean speaks of the
' virtue of the Gods ' and Shu-shi explains this word
' virtue ' to mean the ' heart and its revelation.' Its

meaning is thus stated in the Saden :
' God is pure intel-

ligence and justice.' Now all know that God is just, but
do not know that he is intelligent. But there is no such
intelligence elsewhere as God's. Man hears by the ear
and where the ear is not he hears not . . .; man sees
with his eyes, and where they are not he sees not . . .;

with his heart man thinks and the swiftest thought takes
time. But God uses neither ear nor eye, nor does he
pass over in thought. Directly he feels, and directly
does he respond. . . Is not this the divinity of Heaven
and Earth ? So the Doctrine of the Mean says

:

' Looked
for it cannot be seen, listened to it cannot be heard. It

enters into all things. There is nothing without it.' . .

' Everywhere, everj wherc. on the right and on the left.*

This is the revealing of God, the truth not to be con-
cealed. Think not that God is distant, but seek him in
the heart, for the heart is the House of God. Where
there is no obstacle of lust, there is communion of one
spirit with the God of Heaven and Earth. . , And now
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for the application. Examine yourselves, make the truth

of the heart the foundation, increase in learning and at

last you will attain. Then will you know the truth of

what I speak "
(pp. 50-52).

In tlu' above passage Dr. Knox has translated the term
" Shin," the Chinese ideograph for the Japanese word
" Kami," by the English singular, God. This lends to the

passage a fullness of monotheistic expression which the

original hardly, if at all, justifies. The originals are in-

definite as to number and might with equal truth be trans-

lated " gods," as Dr. Knox suggests himself in a footnote.

These and similar passages are of great interest to the

student of Japanese religious development. They
should be made much of by Christian preachers and mis-

sionaries. Such writers and thinkers as Muro evidently

was might not improperly be called the pre-Christian

Christians of Japan. They prepared the way for the

coming of more light on these subjects. Japanese

Christian apologists should collect such utterances from

her wise men of old, and by them lead the nation to an

appreciation of the truths which they suggest and for

which they so fitly prepare the way. Scattered as they

now are, and seldom read by the people, they lie as

precious gems imbedded in the hills, or as seed safely

stored. They can bear no harvest till they are sown in

the soil and allowed to spring up and grow.

The more I have pondered the implications of these

and similar passages, the more clear has it become that

their authors were essentially religious men. Their re-

volt from " religion " did not spring from an irreligious

motive, but from a deeper religious insight than was

prevalent among Buddhist believers. The irrational and

often immoral nature of many of the current religious

expressions and ceremonials and beliefs became ob-

noxious to the thinking classes, and were accordingly

rejected. The essence of religion, however, was not re-

jected. They tore off the accumulated husks of exter-

nalism, but kept intact the real kernel of religion.

Tlie case for the religious nature of modern, educated

Japan is not so simple. Irreligious it certainly appears.
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Yet it, too, is not so irreligious as perhaps the Occi-

dental thinks. Though immoral, a Japanese may still

be a filial son and a loyal subject, characteristics which
have religious value in Japan, Old and New. It would
not be difficult to prove that many a modern Japanese
writer who proclaims his rejection of religion—calling
all religion but superstition and ceremony—is neverthe-

less a religious man at heart. The religions he knows
are too superstitious and senseless to satisfy the demands
of his intellectually developed religious nature. He does
not recognize that his rejection of what he calls " re-

ligion " is a real manifestation of his religious nature
rather than the reverse.

The widespread irreligious phenomena of New Japan
are, therefore, not difficult of explanation, when viewed
in the light of two thousand years of Japanese religious

history. They cannot be attributed to a deficient racial

endowment of religious nature. They are a part of
nineteenth-century life by no means limited to Japan.
If the Anglo-Saxon race is not to be pronounced in-

herently irreligious, despite the fact that irreligious phe-
nomena and individuals are in constant evidence the
world over, neither can New Japan be pronounced irre-

ligious for the same reason. The irreligion now so ram-
pant is a recent phenomenon in Japan. It may not im-
mediately pass away, but it must eventually. Religion
freed from superstition and ceremonialism, resting in

reality, identifying moral and scientific with religious

truth, is already finding hearty support from many of

Japan's educated men. If appeal is made under the
right conditions, the Japanese manifest no lack of a
genuine religious nature. That they seem to bi •

cient in the sense of reverence is held bv some .

proof presumptive of a deficient relir natu)< .

few illustrations will make clear what e critic h -

and will guide us to an interpretation of the phen.)"i)c.ia.

Occidentals are accustomed to consider a religiotis

service as a time of solemn quiet, for we feel ourselves
in a special sense in the presence of God; majesty
and glory are realities to tl believing worshiper. But
much occurs during a Ch.istian service in Japanese
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churches which would seem to indicate a lack of this

feeling. It is by no means uncommon for little children

to run about without restraint during the service, for

mothers to nurse their infants, and for adults to converse

with each other in an undertone, though not so low but

that the sound of the conversation may be heard by all.

I know a deacon occupying a front mat in church who
spends a large part of service time during the first two
sabbaths of each month in making out the receipts of the
monthly contributions and distributing them among the

members. His apparent supposition is that he disturbs

no one (and it is amazing how undisturbed the rest of

the congregation is), but also that he is in no way inter-

fering with the solemnity or value of the service. The
freedom, too, with which individuals come and go during

the service is in marked contrast to our custom. From
our standpoint, there is lack of reverence.

I recently attended a young men's meeting at which
the places for each were assigned by writun quotations,

from the Bible, one-half of which was given to the indi-

vidual and the other half placed at the scat. One quo-
tation so used was the text, " The birds of the air have
nests, but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his

head." It would hardly seem as if earnest Christians

could have made such use of this text. Some months
ago at a social gathering held in connection with the an-

nual meeting of the churches of Shikoku, one of the

comic performances consisted in the effort on the part of

three old men to sing through to the end without a

break-down the song which to us is so sacred, " Rock of

Ages, cleft for me." Only one man succeeded, the

others going through a course of quavers and breaks
which was exceedingly laughable, but absolutely irrever-

ent. The lack of reverence which has sometimes char-

acterized the social side of the Christmas services in

Japan has been the source of frequent regret to the mis-
sionaries. In a social gathering of earnest young Chris-

tians recently, a game demanding forfeits was played;

these consisted of the recitation of familiar texts from
the Bible. There certainly seems to be a lack of the
sense of the fitness of things.
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But the (inestion is, are these practices due to an in-

herent deficiency of reverence, arising from the character
of the Japanese nature, or are they due rath'^r to the re-

ligious history of the past and the condi ons of the
present ? That ihv latter seems to nie the correct view I

need hardly state. The fact that the Japanese are an
emotional people renders it probable, a priori, that under
suitable conditions they would be especially subject to the
emotion of reverence. And when we look at their his-

tory, and observe tiio actual reverence paid by the multi-
tudes to the rulers, and by the superstitious worshipers
to tiio "Kami" and " llotoke," it becomes evident that
the apparent irreverence in the Christian churches must
be due to peculiar conditions. Reverence is a subtle feel-

ing ; it depends on the nature of the ideas that possess the
mind and heart. From the very nature of the case, Japa-
nese Christians cannot have the same set of associations
clustering around the church, the service, the Bible, or
any of the Christian institutions, as the Occidental who
has been reared from childhood among them, and who
has derived his spiritual nourishment from them. All
the wealth of nineteen centuries of experience has tended
to give our services and our churches special religious
value in our eyes. The average Christian in Japan and
in any heathen land cannot have this fringe of ideas anc
subtle feelings so essential to a profound feeling of rev-

erence. But as the significance of the Christian con-
ception of God, endowed with glory and honor, majesty
and might, is increasingly realized, and as it is found that
the spririt of reverence is one that needs cultivation in
worship, and especially as it is found that the spirit of
reverence is important to hiph spiritual life and vitalizing
spiritual power, more and more will that spirit be mani-
fested by Japanese Christians. But its pof"»ssion or its

lack is due not to the inherent character of the people,
but rather to the character of the ideas whidi possess
them. In taking now a brief glance at the nature and
history of the three religions of Japan it seems desirable
to quote freely from the writings of recognized authori-
ties on the subject
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" Shinto, which means literally ' the way of the

Gods,' is the name given to the mythology and vague

ancestor- and nature-worship which preceded the intro-

duction of Buddhism into Japan—Shinto, so often tpolKn

of as a religion, is hardly entitled to that name. It hM
no set of dogmas, no sacred book, no moral code. The
absence of a moral code is accounted for in the writings

of modern native commentators by the innate perfection

of Japanese humanity, which obviates the necessity for

such outward props. . . It is necessary, however, to dis-

tinguish three periods in the existence of Shinto. Dur-

ing tlie first of these—roughly speaking, down to a. d.

550—the Japanese had no notion of religion as a separate

institution. To pay homage to the gods, that is, to the

departed ancestors of the Imperial family, and to the

names of other great men, was a usage springing from

the same soil as tha« which produced passive obedience

to, and worship of, the living Mikado. Besides this,

there were prayers to the wind-gods, to the god of fire,

to the god of pestilence, to the goddess of food, and to

deities presiding over the sauce-pan, the caldron, the

gate, and the kitchen. There were also purifications for

wrongdoing. . . But there was not even a shadowy idea

of any code of morals, or any sjrstematization of the simple

notions of the people concerning things unseen. There

was neither heaven nor hell—only a kind of neutral-tinted

Hades. Some of the gods were good and some were bad

;

nor was the line between men and gods at all clearly

drawn."

The second period of Shinto began with the iiitroduc-

tion of Buddhism into Japan, in which period Shinto be-

came absorbed into Buddhism through the doctrine that

the Shinto deities were ancient incarnations of Buddhas.

In this period Shinto retained no distinctive feature.

" Only at court and at a few great shrines, such as those

of Ise and Idzumo, was a knowledge of Shinto in its

native simplicity kept up; and it is doubtful whether

changes did not creep in with the lapse of ^es. Most

Shinto temples throughout the country were served by

Buddhist priests, who introduced the architectural oma-
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ments and the ceremonial of their own rcIlRion. Thus
was formt'd the Ryobii Shinto—a mixed religion founded
on a conipromisc between the old crecil and the new, and
hence the tolerant ideas on theological subjects of most
of the middle-lower classes, who worship indifferently at
the shrines of cither faith."

The third period began about 1700. It was intro<luced
by the scholarly study of history. " Soon the movement
became religious and ixjlitical—above all. patriotic. . .

Hu- Sliogunate was frowned on. Ixcause it had supplanted
the autocracy of the heaven-descended Mikados. Bud-
dhism and Confucianism were sneered at because of their
foreign origin. The great scholars Mabuchi ( 1697-1769).
Motoori (1730-1801), and Hirata (1776-184^) devoted
themselves to a religious propaganda— if that can be
called a religion which sets out from the principle that the
only two things needful are to follow one's natural im-
pulses and to obey the Mikado. This order triumphed
for a moment in the revolution of 1868." It became for
a few months the state religion, h-it soon lost its status.*
Buddhism came to Japan from Korea via China in 55a

A. D.^ It was already a thousand years old and had. be-
fore It reached Japan, broken up into numerous sects and
subsects differing widely from each other and from the
original teaching of Sakya Muni. After two centuries
of propagandism it conquered the land and absorbed the
religious life of the people, though Shinto was nev.;r
aitirel:)r suppressed. ''All education was for centuries in
Buddhist hands

; Buddhism intro<luced art, and medicine,
molded the folklore of the country, created its dramatic
poetry, deeply influenced politics and every sphere of social
and intellectual activity. In a word. Buddhism was the
teacher under whose instruction the Japanese nation erew
up. As a nation they are now grossly forgetful of this
fact. Ask an educated Japanese a question about Bud-
dhism, and ten to one he will smile in your face. A hun-
dred to one that he knows nothing about the subject l -d
glories in his nescience." "The complicated meta-
physics of Buddhism have awakened no interest in the
Japanese nation. Another fact, curious but true, is that
wese people have never been at the trouble to translate

•Cbambnlaia'fe Things J^Miwse." p. ss&
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the Buddhist canon into their own language. The priests

."u*
'«>5ty no version at all

though . . . they would seem to have been given toMarching the Scriptures a few hundred years ago The
Buddhist religion was disestablished and disendowed dur-
ing the years 1871-74, a step taken in consequence of thetemporary ascendency of Shinto." Although Confucian-
isin took a strong hold on the people in the early part of

1
century, yet its inHuencc was limited to the

^„*lnlf1:S"^
classes. The vast multitude still re-mained Shinto-Buddhists.

As for doctrine, philosophic Buddhism with its doemas
of salvation through intellectual enlightenment, by means
of self-perfecting, with its goal of absorption into Nir-
vana, has doubt ess been the belief and aim of the few
But such Buddhism was too deep for the multitudes!
By the aid of hoben, or pious devices, the priesthood has

played into the hands of popular superstition. Here as
elsewhere, there have been evolved charms, amulets, pil-
grimages, and gorgeous temple services, in which the
people worship not only the Buddha, who was himself an
^ostic, bu his disciple, and even such abstractions asAmida which are mistaken for act lal divine person-
ages. * The deiti. ^ of Shinto have been more or less
confused with those )f popular Buddhism; in some cases,
inextricably so.

Confucianism as known in Japan, was the elaborated
doctrine of Confuaus. " He confined himself to practical
details of morals and government, and took submission to
parents and political rulers as the comer stone of his sys-
tem. The result is a set of moral truths—some would
say truisms—of a very narrow scope, and of dry
ceremonial observances, political rather than personal.*'
Uriginally introduced into Japan early in the Christian

era. along with other products of Chinese civilization, the
Confucian philosophy lay dormant during the middle
ages, the period of the supremacy of Buddhism. It
awoke with a start in the early part of the seventeenth
century when Iccasu, the great warrior, ruler, and patron
of learning, caused the Ctmfadan classics to be printed in

J^mJ^w.^"**^" P- ''^ Umt^% » Hand-book far
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Japan fur the first time. During the two hundred and
fifty years that followcil, the intellect of the country wai
molded by Confucian ideas. Conftaciuf hunsclf bad, it

is true, labored for the establishment of a centralifed

monarchy. ISiit his main (U)Ctrinf of unquestioning sub-

mission to rulers and parents fitted in perfectly with the

feudal ideas of Old Japan ; and the conviction of the para-

mount importance of such subordination lingers on, an
element of stability, in spite of the recent sociu cataclysm

which has involved Japanese Confucianism, properly

so-called, in the ruin of all other Japanese institutions." •

Christianity was first l)r(nij,dit lo Japan by Francis

Xavier, who landed in l\aK<>sliinia in 1549. His zeal

knew no bounds and his nsults were amazing. " The
converts were drawn from all classes alike. Noble-
men, Buddhist priests, men of learning, embraced the

faith with the same alacrity as did the poor and igno-

rant. . . One hundred and thirty-eiftht European
missionaries " were then on tlu- field. " Until the break-

ing out of the persecution of tiic work of evangeliza-

tion proceeded apace. The converts numbered ten thou-

sand yearly, though all were fully aware of the risk to

which they exposed themselves by embracing the Cath-
olic faith. '

" At the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury, the Japanese Christians numbered about one million,

the fruit of half a century of apostolic labor accomplished
in the midst of comparative peace. Anutb-'i half-cntury

of persecution was about to ruin this nourishing church,

to cut off its pastors, more than two hundred of whom
suffered martyrdom, and to leave its laity without the

offices of religion. . . The edicts ordcrirg these measures
remained in force for over two centuries." Tens of thou-

sands of Christians preferred death to perjury. It was
supposed that Christianity was entirely exterminated by
the fearful and prolonged persecutions. Yet in the

vicinity of Nagasaki over four thousand Christians were
discovered in 1867, who were again subject to persecution

until the pressure of foreign lands secured religious toler-

ation in Japan.

Protestant Christianity came to Japan with the begin*

• " Things Japanese," p. 93.
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fling of the new era. and hai been preached with much
zeal and moderate aucceu. For a time it seemed des-
tint'tl to sweep the land even more astonishinglv than did
Romanism in the sixteenth century. Hut in i8fc< an anti-

foreign reaction began in every department of Japanese
life and thought which has put a decided check on the
progress of Christian missions.

This must suffice for our historical review of the re->

ligious life of the Japanese. Were we to forget Japan's
long and repeated isolations, and also to ignore fluctua-

tions of belief and of other religious phenomena in other
lands, we might say, as many do, that the Japanese have
inherently shallow and changeable religious convictions.
But remembering these facts, and recalling the persecu-
tions of Buddhists by each other, of Christianity by the
state, and knowing to-day many earnest, self-sacrificing

and persistent Christians, I am convinced that such a
judgment is mistaken. There are other and sufficient

reasons to account for this appeanuKe of duuiget^ieneM
in religion.

religious history just outlined. Bearing in mind the
great changes that have come over Japanese religious

thinking and forms of religion I ask if religious phe-
nomena are the expressions of the race nature, as some
maintain, and if this nature is inherent and unchangeable,
how are such profound changes to be accounted for? If
the religious cnaracter of the Japanese people is inherent,

how is it conceivable that they should so easily adopt
foreign relignons, even ; the exclusion of their own
native religion, as did those who became Buddhist or
Confucian or Christian? I conclude from these facts,

and they are paralleled in the history of many other
peqiles, that even religious characteristics are not de-
pendent on biological, tmt are wholly dependent on social

evolution. It seems to me capable of the clearest proof that

the religious phenomena of any age are dependent on the
general development of the intellect, on the ruling ideas,

and on the entire conditions of the civilization of the age
nther than on brain itmctore or finfiitial race nature.

I close this chapter with :le observation on the
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SOME RELIGIOUS CONCEPTIONS

THE conceptions of the common people in regard
to deity are cliaotic. They beUeve in local spirits

who are to be worshipeil ; some of these are of
human origin, and soiiif antedate all human life. The
gods of the Shinto pantlicoii aro " yaoyorodzu " in num-
ber, eight thousand myriads • yet in their " norito," or
prayer rituals, reference is made not only to the
" yaoyorodzu " who live in tlie air, but also to the " yao-
yorodzu " who live on earth, and even to the " yaoyo-
rodzu " who live beneath the earth. If we add these

together there must be at least twenty-four thousand
myriads of gods. These of course include sun, moon,
stars, and all the forces of nature, as well as the spirits of
men. Popular Buddhism accepts the gods t^f Shinto and
brings in many more, worshiping not only the lUiddha
and his immediate" rakan," disciples, five hundred in num-
ber, but numberless abstractions of ideal qualities, such
as the varieties of Kwannon (Avelokitesvara, gods and
goddesses of mercy), Amida (Amitabha, the ideal of
boundless light), Jizo ( Kshitigarbha, the helper of those

in trouble, lost children, and i>regnant women), Emma O
(Yama-raja, ruler of BiKkiiiist hells), Fudo (Achala,
the "immovable," "unchangeable"), and many others.

Popular Buddhism also worships every man dead or liv-

ing who has become a " hotoke," that is, has attained Bud-
dhahood and has entered Nirvana. The gods of Japan
are innumerable in theory and multitudinous in practice.

Not only are there gods of goodness but also gods of lust

and of evil, to whom robbers and hatlots may pray for
success and blessing.

In the Japanese pantheon there is no supreme god,

such, for instance, as the Roman Jupiter, or the Greek
Chnmos, nor is there a thoroughgoing divim hterardiy.

9IO
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According to the common view (although there is no
definite thought about it), the idea seems to be that the
universe with its laws and .lature were already existent
before the qMs appeared on the scene; they created
specifi'- dIcicc- s'jch as Japan, out of already existing
materi il. Neither in .- linto nor in popular Buddhism is

the CO ICC f" on fonnei' of a primal fount of all being with
its nat )Ts and laws. In this respect Japanese thought is

like ah {.rlri.itivs rjiigious thought. There is no word
in the Japanese language corresponding to the English
term " God." The nearest approach to it are the Con-
fucian terms " Jo-tei," " Supreme Emperor," " Ten,"
" Heaven," and " Ten-tei," " Heavenly Emperor "

; but all

of these terms are Chinese, they are therefore of late ap-
pearance in Japan, and represent rather conceptions of
educated and Confucian classes than the ideas of the
masses. These terms approach closely to the idea of
monotheism ; but though the doctrine may be discovered
lying implicit in these words and ideas it was never de-
veloped. Whether " Heaven " was to be conceived as a
person, or merely as fate, was not clearly thought out;
some expressions point in mc direction while others pcMnt
in the other.

I may here call attention to a significant fact in the
history of recent Christian work in Japan. Although the
serious-minded Japanese is first attracted to Christianity
by the character of its ethical thought—so much resem-
bling, also so much surpassing that of Confucius, it is

none the less true that monotheism is another powerful
source of attraction. I have been repeatedly told by
Christians that the first religious satisfaction they ever
experienced was upon their discovery of monotheism.
How it affected Dr. Neesima, readers of his life cannot
have overlooked. He is a type of multit"des. In the
earlier days of Christian work many felt mat they had
become Christians jpon rejection of polytheism and ac-
ceptance of monotheism. And in truth they were so far
forth Christian, although they knew little of Christ, and
felt little need of His help as a personal Saviour. The
weakness of the Church in recent years is due in part, I
doubt not, to the acceptance into its monbership ot tumi-
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bers who were, properly speaking, monotheistic, but not

in the complete sense of the term Christian. Their dis-

covery later that more was needed than the intellectual

acceptance of monotheism ere they could be considered,

or even be, truly " Christian," has led many such ' be-

lievers " to abandon their relations with the Church.
This, while on many accounts to be regretted, was never-

theless inevitable. The bare acceptance of the mono-
theistic idea does not secure that transformation of heart

and produce that warmth of living faith which are essen-

tial elements in the altruistic life demanded of the

Christian.

Nor is it difficult to understand why monotheism has
proved such an attraction to the Japanese when we con-
sider that through it they first recc^nized a unity in the
universe and even in their own lives. Nature and human
nature todc on an intelligibility which they never had had
under the older philosophy. History likewise was seen
to have a meaning and an order, to say nothing of a pur-
pose, which the non-Christian faiths did not themselves
see and could not give to their devotees. Furthermore
the monotheistic idea furnished a satisfactory back-
ground and explanation for the exact sciences. If there

is but one Giod, who is ihe fount and cause of all being,

it is easy to see why the truths of science should be uni-

versal and absolute, rather than local and diverse, as they

would be were they subject to the jurisdiction of various

local deities. The universality of nature's laws was in-

conceivable under polytheism. Monotheism thus found a
ready access to many minds. Polytheism pure and
simple is the belief of no educated Japanese to-day. He
is a monist of some kind or other. Philosophic Bud-
dhism always was monistic, but not monotheistic.

Thinking Confucianists were also monistic. But neither

philosophic Buddhism nor Confucianism emphasized
their monistic elements; they did not realize the impOT-
tance to popular thought of monistic conceptimis. But
possessing these ideas, and being now in contact with
aggressive Christian monotheism, they are beginning to

emphasize this truth.

As Japan has had no adequate conception of God, her
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conception of man has been of necessity defective. In-
deed, the cause of her inadequate conception of God is
due in large measure to her inadequate conception of
man, which we have seen to be a necessary consequence
of the primitive communal order. Since, however, we
have al; dy given considerable attention to Japan's in-
adequate conception of man, we need do no more than
refer to it in this connection.

Corresponding to her imperfect doctrines of God and
of man is her doctrine of sin. That the Japanese sense
of sin is slight is a fact generally admitted. This is the
universal experience of the missionary. Many Japanese
with whom I have conversed seem to have no conscious-
ness of it whatever. Indeed, it is a difficult matter to
speak of to the Japanese, not only because of the etiquette
involved, but for the deeper reason of the deficiency of
the language. There exists no term in Japanese which
corresponds to the Christian word " sin." To tell a man
he is a sinner without stopping to explain what one means
would be an insult, for he is not conscious of having
broken any of the laws of the land. Yet too much stress
must not be laid on this argument from the language, for
the Buddhistic vocabulary furnishes a number of terms
which refer to the crime of transgressing not tfie laws of
the land, but those of Buddha.

In Shinto, sin is little, if anything, more than physical
it .purity. Although Buddhism brought a higher con-
ception of religion for the initiated few, it gave no help
to the ignorant multitudes ; rather it riveted their super-
stitions upon them. It spoke of law indeed, and lust
and sin ; and of dreadful punishments for sin ; but when
it explained sin it made its nature too shallow, being
merely the result of mental confusion; salvation, then,
became simply intellectual enlightenment ; it also made the
consequences of sin too remote and the escape from them
too easy. The doctrine of " Don," suddenness of salva-
tion, the many external and entirely formal rites, short
pilgrimages to famous shrines, the visiting of some neigh-
boring temple having miniature models of all the other
efficacious shrines throughout the land, the wearing of
charms, the buying of "o fuda," and even the sii^le
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utterance of certain magic prayers, were taup;lit to be

quite enough for the salvation of the common man fron^

the worst of sins. Where release is so easily obtained,

the estimate of the hetnousness of sin is correspondingly

slight. How different was the consciousness of sin and

the con eption of its nature developed by the Jewish

worship with its svsteni of sin offerings! Life for life.

Whatever we may think of the efficacy of offermg an

animal as an expiation for sin, it certainly contributed

far more toward deepening the sense of sin than the nte5

in conmion practice among the Buddhists. So far as I

know, human or animal sacrifice has never been known

in Japan.
In response to the not unlikely criticism that sacrifice

is the result of profound sense of sin and not its cause, I

reply that it is both. The profound sense is the experi-

ence of the few at the beginning; the practice educates

the multitudes and begets that feeling in the nation.

Ceremonial purification is an old rite in Japan. In this

connection we naturally think of the " Chozu-bachi

"

which may be found before every Shinto shrine, contain-

ing the " holy water " with which to rinse the mouth and

wash the hands. Pilgrims and worshipers invariably

make use of this water, wiping their hands on the towels

provided for the purpose by the faithful. To our eyes,

few customs in Japan are more conducive to the spread of

impurity and infectious disease than this rite of cere-

monial purification. No bettor means could be devised

for the wide dissemination of the skin diseases which are

so common. The reformed religion of New Japan—
whether Buddhist, Shinto, or Christian—could do few

better services for the people at large than by entering on

a crusade against this religious rite. It could and

should preach the doctrine that sin and defilement of the

hearts are not removed by such an easy method as the

rite implies and the masses believe. If retained as a

symbol, the purification rite should at least be reformed

as a practice.

Whether the use of purificatory water is to be traced to

the sense of moral or spiritual sin is doubtful to my mind;

in view of the general nature of primitive Shinto. The
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interpretation given the system by W. E. Griffis, in his
volume on the " ReHgions of Japan," is suggestive, but
in view of all the facts does not seem conclusive. " One
of the most remarkable features of Shinto " he writes,
"was the emphasis laid on cleanliness. Pollution was'
calamity, defilement was sin, and physical purity at least
was holiness. Everything that could in any way soil the
body or clothing was looked upon with abhorrence and
detestation."* The number of specifications given in
this connection is worthy of careful perusal. But it is a
strange nemesis of history that the sense of physical pol-
lution should develop a religious rite fitted to become the
very means for the dissemination of physical pollution
and disease.

Japanese personal cleanliness is often connected in the
descriptions of foreigners with ceremonial purification,
but the facts are much exaggerated. In contrast to
nearly if not quite all non-Christian peoples, the Japanese
are certainly astonishingly cleanly in their habits. But
it is wholly unnecessary to exaggerate the facts. The
" tatami," or straw-mats, an inch or more in thickness,
give to the room an appearance of cleanliness which
usually belies the truth. The multitudes of fleas that in-
fest the normal Japanese home are convincing proof of
the real state of the "tatami." There are those who
declare that a Japanese crowd has the least offensive
odor of any people in the world. One writer goes so far
as to state that not only is there no unpleasant odor what-
ever, but that there is even a pleasant intimation of
lavender about their exhalations. This exactly contra-
dicts my experience. Not to mention the offensive oil

with which all women anoint their hair to give it luster
and stiffness, the Japanese habit of wearing heavy cot-
ton \yadded clothing, with little or no underwear, produces
the inevitable result in the atmosphere of any closed
room. In cold weather I always find it necessary to
throw open all the doors and windows of my study or
parlor, after Bible classes of students or even after the
visits of cultured and well-to-do quests. That the
Japanese bathe so frequently is certainly an interestit^

•P. 85.
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fact and a valuable feature of their civilization ;
it indi-

cates no little degree of cleanliness; but for that, their

clothing would become even more disagreeable than it is,

and the evil effect upon themselves of wearing soiled

garments would be much greater. In point of fact, their

frequent baths do not wholly remove the need of change

in clothing. To a Japanese the size of the weekly wash

of a foreigner seems extravagant.

As to the frequent bathing, its cleanliness is exagger-

ated by Western thought, for instead of supplying fresh

water for each person, the Japanese public baths consist

usually of a large tank used by multitudes in common.

Clean water is allowed for the face, but the main tank is

supplied with clean hot water only once each day. In

Kumamoto, schoolgirls living with us invariably asked

permission to go to the bath early in the day that they

might have the first use of the water. They said that bv

night it was so foul they could not bear to use it. Each

hotel has its own private bath for guests; this is usually

heated in the afternoon, and the guests take their baths

from four o'clock on until midnight, the waiting girls of

the hotel using it last. My only experience with public

baths has been mentioned already. At first glance the

conditions were reassuring, for a large stream of hot

water was running in constantly, and the water in the

tank itself was quite transparent. But on entering I

was surprised, not to say horrified, to see floating along

the margin of the tank and on the bottom of it suggestive

proofs of previous bathers. On inquiry I learned that

the tank was never washed out, nor the water entirely

discharged at a single time •. the natural overflow alo^

the edge of the tank bcincr considered sufficient. In the

interest of accuracy it is desii ablc to add that New Japan

is making progress in the matter of public baths. In

some of the larger cities, I am told, provision is some-

tunes made for entirely fresh water for each bather in

separate bathrooms.

In view of these facts—as unpleasant to menti(Hi as

they are essential to a faithful description of the habits of

the people—it is clear that the " horror of physical im-

purity " has not been, and is not now, so great as some
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would have us believe. Whatever may have been the
condition in ancient times, it would be difficult to believe
that the rite of ceremonial purification could arise out of
the present practices and habits of thought. One may
venture the inquiry whether the custom of using the
" purificatory water " may not have been introduced f'om
abroad.

^ut whatever be the present thought of the people on
the general subject of sin, it may be shown to be due
to the prevailing system of ideas, moral and religious,

rather than to the inherent racial character. In an
interesting article by Mr. G. Takahashi on the " Past,
Present, and Future of Christianity in Japan "

I find the
statement that the preaching of the monks who rame to

Japan in the sixteenth century was of such a nature as to
produce a very deep consciousness of sin among the con-
verts. " The Christians or martyrs repeatedly cried out
• we miserable sinners,' ' Christ died for us,' etc., as
their letter.-; abundantly prove. It was because of this

that their consciences were aroused by the burning woi Is

of Christ, and kept awake by means of contrition and
confession." Among modern Christians the sense of sin

is much more clear and pronounced than among the un-
converted. Individual instances of extreme conscious-
ness of sin are not unknown, especially under the earlier

Protestant preaching. If the Christians of the last dec-
ade have less sense of sin, it is due to the changed char-
acter of recent preaching, in consequence of the changed
conception of Christianity widely accepted in Protestant
lands. Who will undertake to say that Christians in

New England of the nineteenth century have the same
oppressive sense of sin that was customary in the six-

teenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries? The
sense of sin is due more to the character of the dominant
religious ideas of the age than to brain structure or to
race nature. I cannot agree with Mr. Takahashi that
" To be religious one needs a Semitic tinge of mind." It

is not a question of mind, of race nature, but of dominant
ideas.

In this connection I may refer to an incident that came
under my notice some years ago. A young man applied
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for membership in the Kumamoto Church, who at one

time had been a student in one of my Bible classes. I

had not known that he had received any special help fr m
his study with mc, until 1 heard his statement as to h av

he had discovered his need of a Saviour, and had found

that need satisfied in Christ. In his statement before the

examining committee of the church, he said that when he

first read the thirteenth chapter of i Corinthians, he was

so impressed with its b'^auty as a poem that he wrote it

out entire on one of tlio fusunia (light pajicr doors) of

his room, and each nioniini;-, as he arose, he read it. This

practice continued several weeks. Then, as we continued

our study of the Bible, we took up the third chapter of

John, and when he came to the sixteenth verse, he was

so impressed with its statement that he wrote that beside

the poem from Corinthians, and read them together.

Gradually this daily reading, together with the occasional

sermons and other Christian addresses which he heard

at the Boys' School, led hiin to desire to secure for him-

self the love described by Paul, and to know more vitally

the love of God described by John. It occurred to him

that, to secure these ends, he should pray. Upon doing

so he said that, for the first time in his life, his unworthi-

ness and his really sinful nature overwhelmed him. This

was, of course, but the beginning of his Christian life.

He began then to search the Scriptures in earnest, and

with increasing delight. It v/as not long before he wished

to make public confession of his. faith, and thus identify

himself with the Christian community. This brief ac-

count of the way in which this young man was brought

to Christ illustrates a good many points, but that for

which I have cited it is the testimony it bears to the fact

that under similar circumstances the human heart under-

goes very much the same religious experience, whatever

be the race or nationality of the individual.

In regard to the future life. Shinto has little specific

doctrine. It certainly implies the continued existence of

the soul after death, as its ancestral worship shows, but

its conception as to the future state is left vague in the

extreme. Confucius purposely f eclined to teach anything

on this point, and, m part, fo this reason, it has been
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maintained that Confucianism cannot properly be called
a religion. Buddhism brought to Japan an elaborate
system of eschatological ideas, and so' far as the common
people of Japan have any conception of the future life, it

may be attributed to Buddhistic teachings. Into their
nature I need not inquire at any length. According to
popular Buddhism, the future world, or more properly
speaking, worlds (for there are ten of them, into any
one of which a soul may be born either immediately or
in uie course of its future transmigrations), does not
differ in any vital way from the present world. It is

a world of material Uessings or woes; the successive
stages or worlds are graded one above the other in
fantastic ways. Salvation consists in passing to higher
grades of life, the final or perfect stage being paradise,
which, once attained, can never be lost. Transmigration
is universal, the period of life in each world being deter-
mined by the merits and demerits of the individtul soul.

Here we must consider two widely used terms
"ingwa" and "mei." The first of these is Buddhistic
and the other Confucianistic ; though differing much in

origin and meaning, yet in the end they amount to much
the same thing. " Ingwa " is the law of cause and effect.

According to the Buddhistic teaching, however, the " in,"

or cause, is in one world, while the " gwa," or effect, is in
the other. The suffering, for instance, or any misfortune
that overtakes one in this present life, is the " gwa " or ef-
fect of what was done in the previous, and is thus inevi-

table. The individual is working off in this life the " gwa "

of his last life, and he is also working up the " in " of
the next. He is thus in a kind of vise. His present is

absolutely determined for him by his past, and in turn
is irrevocably fixing his future. Such is the Buddhistic
" wheel of the law." The common explanation of mis-
fortune, sickness, or disease, or any calamity, is that it

is the result of " ingwa," and that there is, therefore,

no help for it. The paralyzing nature of this conception
on the development of character, or on activity of any
kind, is apparent not only theoretically but actually. As
an escape trcm the inexmable fatality of this sdwnw of
tiwnglit, the Buddhist faith of the ootntnoo pcofde has
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resorted to magic. Magic prayers, consisting of a few

mystic syllables of whose meaning the worshiper may
be quite ignorant, arc the means for overcoming the inex-

orableness of " ingwa," both for this life and the next.

" Namu Amida Butsu," " Namu Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo,"
" Namu Hen Jo Kongo," are the most common of such

magic lormube. These prayers are heard on the lips

of tens of thousands of pious pilgrims, not only at the

temples, but as they pass along the highways. It is be-

lieved that each repetition secures its reward. Popular

Buddhism's appeal to magic was not only winked at by

philosophical Buddhism, but it was encouraged. Magic

was justified by religious philosophy, and many a " ho-

ben," "pious device," for saving the ignorant was in-

vented by the priesthood. It will be apparent that while

Buddhism has in certain respects a vigorous system of

punishment for sin, yet its method of relief is such that

the common people can gain only the most shallow and

superficial views of salvation. Buddhism has not served

to deepen the sense of responsibility, nor helped to build

up character. That the more serious-minded thinkers of

the nation have, as a rule, rejected Buddhism is not

strange.

One point of great interest for us is the fact that this

eschatological and soteriological s\stem was imported,

and is not the spontaneous product of Japan. The wide

range of national religious characteristics thus clearly

traceable to BtKldhistic influence shows beyond doubt

; ow large a part of a nation's character is due to the

system of thought that for one reason or another pre-

vails, rather than to the essential race character.

The other term mentioned above, "mei," literally means
" command " or " decree "

; but while the English terms

definitely imply a real being who decides, decrees, and

commands, the term "mei" is indeterminate on this

point. It is frequently joined to the word " Ten," or

Heaven ;
" Ten-mei," Heaven's decree, seeming to imply

a personality in the background of the thought. Yet, as

I have already pointed out, it is only implied; in actual

usage it means the fate decreed by Heaven; that is,

fated fate, or absolute fate. The Qunese and the Japa-
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nesc alike failed to inquire minutely as to the implication

of the deqwst concepti- ns of their philosophy. But

"mei" i» commonly used entirely unconnected with

"Ten," and in case its best translation into English

is probably " fate. In this sense it is often used. Un-
like Buddhism, however, Confucianism provided no w«y
of escape from "mei" except moral conduct. One of

its important points of superiority was its freedcHn from

appeal to magic in any lorm, and its reliance on sin-

cerity of heart and correctness of conduct.

Few foreignert have failed to comment on the universal

use by the Japanese of the phrase " Shikataga nai," " it

can't be helped." The ready resignation to " fate," at

they deem it, even in little things about the home and in

the daily life, is astonishing to Occidentals. Where we

hold ourselves and each other to sharp personal respon-

sibility, the sense of subjection to fate often leads them

to condone mistakes with the phrase " Shikataga ^maT^
But this characteristic is not peculiar to Japan. Ohfaa

and India are likewise marked by it. During the famines

in India, it was frequently remarked how the Hindus

would settle down to starve in their huts in submission to

fate, where Westerners would have been doing something

by force, fighting even the decrees of heaven, if needful.

But it is miportant to note that this characteristic in

Japan is undergoing rapid change. The ^irit of abso-

lute submission, so characteristic of the common people

of Old Japan, is passing away and self-assertion is taking

its place. Education and developing intelligence are

driving out the fear of fate. Had our estimate of the

Japanese race character b«.en based wholly on the history

of Old Japan, it might have been easy to conclude that

the spirit of submission to rulers and to fate waa^
national characteristic due to racial nature; but every

-idded year of New Japan shows how erroneous that

view would have been. Thus we see again that the

characteristics of Japan, Old and New, are not due to

race nature, but to the prevwling civilization in the broad-

est sense of tfie term. The religious diaracteristics of

a people depend primarily on the dominant religious ideas,

not on the inherent religious nature.
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SOME RELIGIOUS PRACTICES

AMONG the truly religious sentiments of the Japa-
Zjk nese are those of loyalty and filial piety. Having

X JL. already given them considerable attention, we
need not delay long upon them here. The point to

be emirfiasized is that these two principles are exalted

into i>owerfuI religious sentiments, which have per-

meated and dominpted the entire life of the nation.

Not only were the}' at the root of courage, of fidelity,

of obedience, and of all the special virtues of Old Japan,
but they were also at the root of the larger part

of her religion. These emotions, sentiments, and
beliefs have l^Qt iQO,ooo Shinto shrines. Loyalty
to the daimyo was the vital part of the religion of
the past, as loyalty to the Emperor is the vital part

of the popular religion of to-day. Next to loyalty came
filial piety ; it not only built the cemeteries, but also main-
tained god-shelves and family ancestral worship through-

out the centuries. One of the first questions which many
an inquirer about Christianity has put to me is as to

the way we treat our parents living and dead, and the
tombs and memories of our ancestors. These two re-

ligious sentiments of loyalty and filial piety were essential

elements of primitive Shinto. The imported religions,

particularly Confucianism p.nd Gi'-istianity, served to

strengthen them. In view of the indubitable religious

nature of these two sentiments it is difficuh to see how
anyone can deny the name of religion to the religions

that inculcate them, Shinto and Confucianism. It diows
how defective is tfie current conception of the real nature

of religion.

Despite the reality of these religious sentiments, how-
ever, many thiaip are done in Japan quite Of^Kxed to

3**
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them. Of course this is so. These violations spring from
irreligion, and irreligion is found in fver> land. Fmther-
more, many things done in th' name of loyalty and piety

seem to us Westerner.^ exceeUinely whiauical and ilWi-
cal. Deeds which to us seem dM99«l wai xmiXui reeenre
no rebuke. Filial piety oltn ticnt to m man activ*
toward the dead thiui tomud tfie Hvinf

.

Closely connected with loyalty nmi filial piety, and in

part their expression, is one fart! r rrJigious intiment,
namely, gratitude. In his chapt r in " Kokoro ' " About
Ancestor-Worship," Mr. Heam makes some pertinent re-

marks as to the nature of Shinto. " Foremost anKn^
die moral sentiments of Stoto is that of loving grati-
tude to the past." This he attributes to the fact that " To
Japanese thought the dca ! arc not less real than the liv-

ing. They take part in the daily life of the people,
sharine the humblest sorrows and the humblest joys . . .

and t!. are universally thought of as finding pleasute
in the offerings made to them honors oo^errcd
upon them." There is much t. > ttwse statements,
though I by no means share the opinion that in ccm-
nection with the Japanese belief in the dead there " have
been evolved moral sentiments wholly unknown to West-
em civilization," or that their " loving gratitude to the
past " is " a sentiment having no real correspondence in
our own emotitMial life." Mr. Heam may be presumed
to be speaking for himself in these matters ; but he cer-

tainly does not correctly represent the thought or the
feelings of the circle of life known to me. The feeling of
gratitude of Western peoples is as real and as strong as
that of the Japanese, though it does not find expression
in the worship of the dead. That the Japanese are pro-
fuse in their expresuons of gratitude to the past and to
tile powers that be is beyond dispute. It crops out in

sermons and public speeches, as well as in the numberless
temples to national heroes.

But it is a n atter of surprise to note how often there
is apparent ingratitude toward living benefactcnv. ScMne
years ago I heard a conversation between some young
men who had enjoyed special opportumtin of travd and
ot study abroad by the liberality o£ Aaaeriean gcwtkmen.
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It appeared that the young men considered that instead

of receiving any special favors, they were conferring

them on their benefactors by allowing the latter to help

such brilliant youth as they, whose subsequent careers in

Japan would preserve to posterity the names of their

benefactors. I have had some experience in the line of

giving assistance to aspiring students, in certain cases

helping them for years ; a few have given evidence of

real gratitude ; but a large proportion have seemed sin-

gularly deficient in this grace. It is my impression that

relatively few of the scores of students who have received

a large proportion of their expenses from the mission,

while pursuing their studies, have felt that they were

thereby under any special debt of gratitude. An expe-

rience that a missionary had with a class to which he

had been teaching the Bible in English for about a year

is illustrative. At the close of the school year they in-

vited him to a dinner where they made some very pleasant

speeches, and bade each other farewell for the summer.

The teacher was much gratified with the result of the

year's work, feeling naturally that these boys were his

firm friends. But the following September when he re-

turmd, not only did the class not care to resume their

studies with him, but they appeared to desire to have

nothing whatever to do with him. On the street many
of them would not even recognize him. Other similar

cases come to. mind, and it should be remembe' ed that

missionaries give such instruction freely and always at

the request of the recipient. In the case cited the teacher

came to the ccmduskm that the elaborate dinner and fine

farewell speeches were considered by the young men as

a full discharge of all debts of gratitude and a full com-

pensation for services. This, however, is to be said : the

city itself was at that time the seat of a determined an-

tagonism to Christianity and, of course, to the Christian

n^ionary; and thi- fact may in part, but !iot wholly,

account for the ai^rance of ingratitude.

The Japanese pride themselves on their gratitude. It

is, however, limited in its scope. It is vigorous toward

the dead and toward the Emperor, but u a grace of daUy

life it is not ouispicuous.
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Few achievements of the Japanese have been more

remarkable than the suppression of certain religious phe-

ncmiena. Any ccMnplete statement of the religious char-

acteristics of the Japanese fifty years ago would have

included most revolting and immoral practices under the

guise of religion. Until suppressed by the government

in the early years of Meiji there were in many parts of

Japan phallic shrines of considerable popularity, at which,

on festivds at least, sexual immorality seemed to be an

essential part of the worship. At Uji, not far fran

Kyoto, the capital of the Empire, for a thousand years

and more, and the center of Buddhism, there was a shrine

of great repute and popularity. Thither resorted the mul-

titudes for bacchanalian purposes. Under the auspices

of the Goddess Hashihime and the God Sumiyoshi, free

rein was given to lust. Since the beginning of the new

regime such revels have been forbidden and apparently

stopped; the phallic symbols themselves are no longer

visible, although it is asserted by the keeper of the shrine

that they are still there, concealed in the boxes on the

pedestals formerly occuiMed by the symbols. When I

visited the place some years since with a fellow mission-

ary we were told that multitudes still come there to pray

to the deities ; those seeking divorce pray to the female

deity, while those seeking a favorable marriage pray to

the male deity ; on asking as to the proportion of the wor-

shipers, we were told that there are about ten of the

former to one of the latter, a significant indication of the

unhappiness of many a honK. Prof. Edmund Buckley

has made a special study of the subject of phallic wor-

ship in Japan : in his thesis on the topic he gives a list

of thirteen places where these symbols of phallic worship

might be seen a few years since. It is significant that at

Uji, not a stoat's throw iram the phallic shrine, is a

temple to the God Agata, whose special fnnctiaii is the

cure of venereal diseases.

But though phallic worship and its accompanying un-

mora'iity have been extirpated, immorality in connectwn

with religion is still rampant in certain quarters. Not

far from the great temples at Ise, the center of Shintoism

and the goai f(mt half a million pilgrims yearly, are large
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and prosperous brothels patronized by and existing for

the sake of the pilgrims. A still more popular resort

for pilgrims is that at Kompira, whither, as we have seen,

some 900,000 come each year; here the best hotels, and
presumably the others also, are provided with prostitutes

who also serve as waiting girls ; on the arrival of a g^est

he is customarily asked whether or not the use of a pros-

titute shall be included in his hotel bill. It seems strange,

indeed, that the government should take such pains to

suppress phallicism, and allow such immorality to go on
under the eaves of tht greatest national shrines; for

these shrines are not private affairs ; the government takes

possession of the gifts, and pays the regular salaries of

the attending priests. It would appear from its success

in the extermination of distinctly phallic worship that

tiie government could put a stop to all public prostitution

in connection with religion if it cared to do so.

One point of interest in connection with the above facts

is iiiat the old religions, however much of force, beauty,

and truth we may concede to them, have never made
warfare against these obscene forms of worship, nor
against the notorious immorality of their devotees.

\Vhatever may be said of the profound philosophy of life

involved in phallic worship, for many hundreds of years

it has been r source of outrageous immorality. Never-
theless, there has never been any continued and effective

effort on the part of the higher types of religion to ex-

terminate the lower. But Japan is not peculiar in this

respect. India is even now amazingly immoral in certain

forms of her worship.

Another point of interest in this connection is that the

change of the nation in its attitude to this form of re-

ligion was due largely, probably wholly, to contact with

the nations of the West. The uprooting of phallic wor-

ship was due, not to a moral reformation, but to a political

ambition. It was carried out, not in deference to public

opinion, but wholly by government command, though

without doubt the nobler opinion of the land approved

of the government action. But even this nobler public

saitiment was aroused by the Occidental stimulus. The
sitcom of the eff(Mt must be attributed not a Uttk to the
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age-long national custom of submitting absolutely to

governmental initiative and command.

Another point of interest is that, in consequence of

(^dal pressure, the religious character of a large number

of the peq>le seems to have undergone a radical change.

The ordinary traveler in Japan would not suspect that

phallicism had ever been a prominent feature of Japanese

religious life. Only an inquisitive seeker can now find

the slightest evidences of this once popular cult. Here

we have an apparent change in the character of a people

sudden and complete, induced almost wholly by external

causes. It shows that the previous characteristic was not

so deeply rooted in the physical or spiritual nature of the

race as many would have us beiieve. Can we escape the

conclusion that national characteristics are due mud)

more to the circle of dominant ideas and actual prac-

tices, than to the inherent race nature?

The way in which phallicism has been suppressed dur-

ing the present era raises the gener?' question of religious

liberty m Japan. In this respect, lio less than in many
others, a change has taken place so great as to amount to

a revolution. During two hundred and fifty years Chris-

tianity was strictly fcirbidden on pain of extreme pen-

alties. In 1872 the edict against Christianity was re-

moved, free preaching was allowed, and for a time it

seemed as if the whole nation would become Christian

in a few decades ; even non-Christians urged that Chris-

tianity be made the state religion. What an amazing

volte-face! Religious liberty is now guaranteed by the

constitution promulgated in 1888. There are those who

assert that until Christianity invaded Japan, religious free-

dom was perfect ;
persecutions were unkmiwn. This is

a mistake. When Buddhism came to Japan, admissi(m

was first sought from the authorities, and for a time was

refused. When various sects arose, persecutions were

severe. We have seen how belief in Christianity was

forbidden under pain of death for more than two hun-

dred and fifty years. Under this edict, many thousand

Japanese Christians and over two hundred European

missionaries were put to death. Yet, on the whole, it

may be said that Old Japan enjoyed no little religious
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freedom. Indeed, the same man migfit worship freely

at all the shrines and temples in the land. To this day
multitudes have never asked themselves whether they are

Shinto or Buddhist or Confucianist. The reason for this

religious eclecticism was the fractional character of the

old religions ; they supplemented each other. There was
no collision between them in doctrine or in morals. The
religious freedom was, therefore, not one of principle

but of indifference. As Rome was tolerant of all religions

which made no exclusive claims, but fiercely persecuted

Christianity, so Japan was tolerant of the two religions

that found their way into her territory because they made
no claims of exclusiveness. But a religion that demanded
the giving up of rivals was feared and forbidden.

New Japan, however, following Anglo-Saxon example,

has definitely adopted religious freedom as a principle.

First tacitly allowed after the abolition of the edict against

Christianity in 1872, it was later publicly guaranteed by
the constitution promulgated in 1888. Since that dat«

there has been perfect religious liberty for the individual.

Yet this statement must be carefully guarded. If we
may judge from some recent decrees of the Educational

Department, it would appear that a large and powerful
section of the nation is still ignorant of the real nature

and significance of " religious liberty." Under the plea

of maintaining secular «iucation, the Educational De-
partment has forbidden informal and private Christian

teaching, even in private schools. An adequate statement

of the present struggle for complete religious liberty

would occupy many pages. We note but one important
point.

In the very act ci forbidding religious instruction in

all schools the Educational Department is virtually estab-

lishing a brand-new religion for Japan, a religion based on
the Imperial Educational Edict.* The essentially relig-

ious nature of the attitude taken by the government to-

ward this Edict has become increasingly clear in late

years. In the summer of 1898 one who has had special

opportunities of information told me that Mr. KinoMiita,

a nigh o£kial in the Educational Department, stis^pested

* chapter xxiii. p. 371.
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the ceremonial worship of the Emperor's picture and
edict by all the schools, for the reason that he saw the

need of cultivating the religious spirit of reverence to-

gether with the need for having religious sanctions for

the moral law. He felt convinced that a national school

system without any such sanctions would be helpless in

teaching morality to the pupils. His suggestion was
adopted by the Educational Department and has been
enforced.

In this attitude toward the religious character of en-

tirely private schools, the government is materially

abridging the religious liberty of the people. It is

abridging their liberty of carrying belief into action

in one important respect, that, namely, of giving a
Christian education. It virtually insists on the ac-

ceptance of that form of religion which apotheosizes

the Emperor, and finds the sanctions for morality in his

edict; it excludes from the schools every other form of

religion. It should, of course, be said that this attitude

is maintained not only toward Christian schools, but the-

oretically also toward all religious schools. It, however,
operates more severely on Qiristian schools than upon
others, because Christians are the only ones who establish

high-grade schools for secular education under religious

influences.

It is evident, therefore, that in the matter of religious

liberty the present attitude of the government is para-

doxical, granting in one breath, what, in an important

respect, it denies in the next. But throughout all these

changes and by means of them we see more and more
clearly that even religious tolerance is a matter of the

prevailing social ideas and of the dominant social order,

radier than of inherent race character. By a single trans-

formation of the social orAer, Japan passed from a state

of perfect religious intolerance to one just Ae reverse,

so far as individual belief was concerned.

Taking a comprehensive review of our study thus far,

we see that the forms of Japanese relig:ious life have
been determined by the history, rather than by any in-

herent racial character of the pe(»le. Although they had
a religion prior to the coining of any external influence.
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yet they have proved ready disfip!o5 of the religions of

other lands. The religion of India, its esot-ri;-, and espe-

cially its exoteric forms, has found wide acceptance and

long-continued popularity. The higher life of the nation

readily took on in later times the religious characteristics

of the Chinese, predominantly ethical, it is true, and only

slightly religious as to forms of worship. When Roman
Catholic Christianity came to Japan in the sixteenth cen-

tury, it, too, found ready acceptance. It is true that it

presented a view of the nature of religion not very dif-

ferent from that held by Buddhism in many respects, yet

in others there was a marked divergence, as for instance,

in the doctrine of God, of individual sin, and of the na-

ture and method of salvation. The Japanese have thus

shown themselves ready assimilators of all these diverse

systems of religious expression. Just at present a new
presentation of Christianity is being made to the Japa-

nese; some are urging upon them the acceptance of the

Roman Catholic form of it; others are urging the Greek;

and still others are presenting the Protestant point of

view. Each of these groups of missionaries seems to be

reaping good harvests. Speaking from my own experi-

ence, I may say, that many of the Japanese show as great

an appreciation of the essence of the religious life, and
find the ideas and ideals, doctrines and ceremonies, of

Christianity as fitted to their heart's deepest needs, as do
any in the most enlightened parts of Christendom. It is

true that the Christian system is so opposed to the Bud-
dhistic and Shinto, and in some respects to the Confucian,

that it is an exceedingly difficult matter at the beginning

to give the Buddhist or Shintoist any idea of what Chris-

tianity is. Yet the difficulty arises not from the structure

of tfie tnain, nor from the inherent race character, but

solely from the diversity of hitherto prevailing systems of

thought. When once the passage from the one system of

thought to the other has been effected, and the signifi-

cance of the Christian system and life has been appre-

ciated,—in other words, when the Japanese Buddhist or

Shintoist or Confucianist has become a Christian,—he is as

truly a Christian and as faithful as is the Englishman or
American.
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Of course I do not mean to say that he looks at every
doctrine and at every ceremony in exactly the same way
as an Englishman or American. But I do say that the
different point of view is due to the differing social and
religious history of the ptst and the differing surround-
ings of the present, rather than to inherent racial char-
acter or brain structure. The J^aneae are human beit^
before they are Japanese.

f*'or these reasons have I absolute confidence in the final

acceptance of Christianity by the Japanese. There is no
race characteristic in true Christianity that bars the way.
Furthermore, the very growth of the Japanese in recent

years, intellectually and m the reorganization of the social

order, points to their final acceptance of Christianity and
renders it necessary. The old religious forms are not
satisfying the religious needs of to-day. And if history

proves anything, it proves that only the religion of Jesus
can do tms permanently. Relig^cm is a matter of hu-
manity, not of nationality. It is for this reason that the
world over, religions, though of so many forms, are still

so much alike. And it is because the religion of Jesus is

pre-eminently the religion of humanity and has not a trace
of exclusive nationality about it, that it is the true religion,

and is fitted to satisfy the deepest religious wants of the
most highly developed as well as the least developed man
of any and every race and nation. In proportion as man
develops, he grows out of his narrow surroundings, both
physical and mental and even moral; he enters a larger

and larger world. The religious expressions of his nature
in the local provincial and even national stages of his life

cannot satisfy his larger potential life. Only the religion

of humanity can do this. And this is the religion of
Jesus. The white light of religion, no less than that of
scientific truth, has no local or national coloring. Perfect
truth is universal, eternal, unchangeable. Occidental or
Oriental colorations are in reality defects, discoloratioos.
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SOME PRINCIPLES OF NATIONAL
EVOLUTION

A ND now, having studied somewhat in detail various

uL distinctive Japanese characteristics, it is important

Xmthat we gam an insight into the general principles

which govern the development of unified, national life.

These principles render Japanese history luminous.

Let us first fix our attention on the fact that every step

in the progress of mankind has been from smaller to

larger communities. In other words, human progress has

been throq^h the increasing extension of the communal
principle. The primitive segregative man, if there ever

really was such a being, hardly deserves to be called man.

Social qualities he had very slight, if at all ; his altruistic

actions and emotions were of the lowest and feeblest type.

His life was so self-centered—we may not call it selfish,

for he was not conscious of his self-centeredness—that he

was quite sufficient to himself except for short periods of

time. It was a matter of relative indifference to him
whether his kinsmen survived or perished. His life was
in only the slightest degree involved in theirs. The first

step of progress for him depended on the development of

some form of communal life. The primary problem of the

social evolution of man was that of taking the wild, self-

centered, self-sufficient man, and of teachit^ him to move
in line with his fellow-men. And this problem confronted

not only mankind at the beginning, but it has also been the

great problem of each successive stage. After the indi-

vidual has been taught to live with, to work with and for,

and to love, his immediate kinsmen (in other words to

merge his individual interests in those of tfie family, and

to count the family interests of more importance than his

own), thenext step was to induce the family to look beycmd

33»
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its little world and be willing to work with and for neigh-
boring families. When, after ages of conflict, this step
was in a measure secured and the familv-tribe was fairly
formed, this group in turn mutt be taught to take into its

view a still larger group, the tribal nation. Throughout
the ages the constant problem has been the development
of larger and larger communal groups. This general
process has been very aptly called by Mr. Bagehot the
taming process. The selfward thoughts and ambitions
of the individual man have been thus far driven more and
more into the background of fact, if not of consciousness.
The individual has been brought into vital and organic
relations with ever-increasing multitudes of his fellow-
men. It is, therefore, pre-eminently a process of social
or associational development. It not only develops social
relations in an ever-increasing scale, but also social quali-
ties and ideals and desires.

Now this taming, this socializing process, has been suc-
cessful because it has had back of it, always enforcing it,

the law of the survival of the strongest. What countless
millions of men must have perished in the first step!
They consisted of the less fit ; of those who would not, or
did not, kam soon enough the secret o£ existence through
permanent family union. And what countless millions
of families must have perished because they did not dis-
cover the way, or were too independent, to unite with kin-
dred families in order to fight a common foe or develop a
common food supply. And still later, what countlesi
tribes must have perished before the secret of tribal federa-
tion was widely accepted ! In each case the problem has
been to secure the subordination of the interests of the
smaller and local community to those of the larger com-
munity. Death to self and life to the larger interest was
often the condition of existence at all. How slow men
always have been and still are to learn this great lesson of
history

!

The method whereby this taming process has been
carried on has been through the formation of increasingly
comprehensive and rigid customs and ideas. Through
the development and continued existence of a commcm
language, series of common customs, and sets of common
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ideas, unity was s cured for the cwtimunity ; these, indeed,

are the means wherebv a group is transfonned into a com-

munity. As tlie smaller community gave way to the

lareer, so the local languages, customs, and ideas had to

break up and become so far modified as to form a new

bond of unity. Until this unity was secured the new com-

munity was necessarily weak ; the group easily broke up

into its old constituent elements. We here gam a glimMC

into one reason why the development of large composite

communities, uniting and for the most part doing »w«y

with smaller ones, was so difficult and slow.

The process of absorption of smaller groups and their

unification into larger ones, when carried out complete y

in any land, tends to arrest all further growth, not simply

because there is no further room for expansion by the

absorption of other divergent tribes, but also because the

" cake of custom "
is apt to become so hard, the uniformity

enforced on all the individuals is liable to become so

binding, that fruitful variation from within is effectually

cut off. The evolution of relatively isolated or segre-

gated groups necessarily produces variety ; and the

process whereby these divergent types of life and thought

and organization are gradually brought together into one

large community provides wide elements of variation, in

the selection and general adoption of which the evolution

of the whole community may be secured. Bu; le the

divergent elements of the lesser groups <Mice be entirely

absorbed by the composite community and let the cake

of custom" become so rigid that every individual wto

varies from it is branded as a heretic and a traitor, and the

proeressive evolution of that community must cease.

^e great problem, therefore, which then confronts

man and seems to threaten all further progress is, how to

break the bondage of custom so as to secure localor indi-

vidual variations. This can be done only through some

form of individualism. The individual must be free to

think and act as experience or fancy may suggest, without

fear of being branded as a traitor, or at least he must have

the courage to do so in spite of such fears. And to pro-

duce an effect on the community he must also be more or

kss protein in his idiosyncrasies by popular tokratioo.
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He must be allowed to live and work out his theories, prov-

ing whether they are valuable or not. But since indi-

viduahsm is just what all previotu communal develop-

ment has been most assiduous in crushing out, how is the

rise of individualism possible, or even desirable? If the

first and continued development of man depend. 'I on the

attainment and the maintenance of the communal princi-

ple, we may be sure that his further progress will not con-

sist in the reversal of that prind[de. If, therfore, indi-

vidualism must be developed, it must manifestly be of a
variety which does not conflict with or abrogate com-
inunalisni. Only as the individualistic includes the com-
munal principle will it be a source of strength ; otherwise

it can only be a source of weakness to the community.

Uut is not this an impossible condition to satisfy? Cer-
tainly, before the event, it would seem to be so. The
rarity with which this step in human evolution has been
taken would seem to show that it is far more difficult to

accomplish than any of the previous steps. To give it a
name we may call it communo-individualism. What this

variety of individualism is, how this forward step was first

actually taken, and how it is maintained and extended
to-day, we shall consider in a later chapter. In the

present place its importance for us is twofold. First we
must realize the logical difficulty of the step—its apparently

self-contradictory nature. And secondly we need to see

that fully developed and continuously progressive national

life is impossible without it. The development of a
nation under the communal principle may advance far,

even to the attainment of a relatively high grade of dvili-

zation. But the fully centralized and completely self-

conscious nation cannot come into existence except on the

basis of this last step of communo-individualism. The
growth of nationalism proper, a: u ihe high development
of civilization through the rise of the sciences and the arts

based upon individualism, all await the dawn of the era of

which communo-individualism is the leading, though at

first unrer''j;,'ized, characteristic.

This in .. iualistic development of the communal pri*'-

ciple is its intensi/e development; it is the focalizing ai—
centralizing of the consciousness of the national tmity in
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each iiMlivuiual member. The extensive process of com-

munal enlargement must ever be accompanied by the in-

U'lisivc I'stablisliim nt in the in<liviclual of the a)flHniinal

ideal, the objccii\i. by the subjective, the physical by the

psychical, if the accidental association for inilividual

profit i> to develop into the jjernianent ass' < laiion for the

nntimal as well as the individual life. T le intensive or

siibjictive development of the communal principle docs,

.^s a nntter of fact, take place in all gi owing commtinitiea,

I 'lt it . larp' ly unconscious. Not until the fin. -stages

o' , iiional development does it become a self-con>cioui

p. ,n , deserving the distinctive oa^ne I have given it

lien . conimuncv individualism.*

Tlic point just made is, however, nly one aspect of a

more general fact, too, of cardinal importssnce for the

sociologist and the student of human evolution. It is that,

thrtvuplioiii ihe er. n period of the < ^;pan-.ion of the com-

munity, there has been an eipiall} prut niiul, although

wholly unconsciOUS, dt velopment of le iiulividual. This

fact seems to :»ave largely esc nt d li^ notice of all but the

most recent thinkers and w r crs on the genera! topic of

human and social ev ilution. The fact and the impc^tance

of the communal life have been so manifest that, in im-

portant senses, the individual has been ah est, if not

•By the term "centralizati I mean personal centraliia-

tion. Political cf -traiizatio!; i . ithen.iK "f the iines of

governmental .i;,.,!'>nty to .i ^in.nk' head or poii : IVrsotial

:eniialization, on th contrarv is the development in indi-

vidual of enlarKing 'Od joy consciousness of his r ai on*

with his fellow count! ) men, aad the briaging of the iotiM^tud

into increasing!' immediate relations of int«rdependene« with

ever-tncre*siiig numbers if his fellow-men, eisMiomican- iat*!-

lectaally, and upiritually. These enlargiiif; relations d the

consciousness ' them must be loyally an i -fv.' y a. pted.

They should aiouse '.nthusiasin. The real iiti s- <
- i'

national centralizal i'u ludes boti the [)• i' ' If

Bonal phase. The mm i onscious the prot tn n,

the more real is the unity. By this pi . e-,- ea ndi -

comes of more importani to the entii< nxh - w^ :-e

dependent upon it. Whn each mdiviaual \ i ^3

creasing intiustrial development more q>ecia: i i, ec. -ta

function, ii his personal d' elopment has been roperly

on, he aiso becomes in i: .id and in character a micro-cec

oity, summing up in bis>i-iividu.a.. p^iti^n t.-e r.vi 'tonal BOity v-

•a lU naaia latemta, kaowicdce, aad chancer
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wi olK, (lr(Ji>|)etl out < f siglit. Tlir individual has bten

conccu'i'd f'.' have been f'oin the very bej; ming of social

evotutiwi fully endowed with mind, ideas, ad brains, and
to be perfectU ^g^ardless of all other humai . beings. The
develt^MiM - . . he ^onununky has accordingly been coo*

c< iv^-d t(^ » a progressive taming and sabduing of this

\\ '1, seh center '1, primitive man: a procc*-* of eliminat-

inj. his indiv Muaiistic instinct-. So far as liie individual

is 1 mcer:'' 'I .t b t»etn con' > ived to Ix" chiefl a negative

prmfss;api >ces> 'f destro ng his individual esires and
M utural state has been sup-dan

l)OSl

ni l I
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' hily oi
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hes<
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be itiat of ab» iute si^ahness. Only the hard
rmied in forcing him to curb
id to unite with his 'ows.

• maintain even an t nee.

Ic- T

\ th' ..

n in

:. nified

a co; led lim:

1, to his existent

terms have L ex-

its forms, fruii. the

id developed nation, is

g of the individual

—

but none the less a

i^iiOle lo take this view, which at best - a one-

^^nent. It apptars to me capable of demonstra-

omnunal and individual development proceed

l-tn

to t!

nci

ssu ; that every gain in the communal Tife

individual and vice versa. They
, not contradictory processes. Neitli

oer St ise, apart from the other ; am
jvt ' ipmeot of the one is a sure index t)i

dev' itj^nnent of the other. So importc
r thai we must patise to give it further consiu

xist,

ee

-e

m

ier, first, man in his earliest stage of development,

ui .ily segregarious animal; with a few ideas about

nuts and fruits and roots on which he lives; with a

tie knowledge as to where to find them ; the subject of

constant fear lest a stronger man may suddenly appear

to seize and carry off his wife and food ; possessing pos-

sibly a few articulate sourd.; answering to words ; sach
•ircAably was primitive man. He must have been litde

oved from the ape. His "self," his mind, was so

-^.•oll and so empty of content that we could hardly recog-
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nize him as a man, should we stumble on him in the

forest.

Look next upon him after he has become a family-

man. Living in the group, his life enlarges; his exist-

ence broadens; his ideas multiply; his vocabulary in-

creases with his ideas and experiences ; he begins to share

the life and thii.king and interests and joys and sorrows

of others; their ideas and experiences become his, to his

etHMinotis advantage. What he now is throws into the

shade of night what he used to be. So far from being

the loser by his acceptance of even this limited communal
life, he is a gainer in every way. He begins to know what

love is, and hate ; what joy is, and sorrow ; what kindness

is, and cruelty ; what altruism is, and selfishness. Thus,

not only in ideas and language, in industry and property,

but also in emoticms, in character, in morality, in religion,

in the knowledge of self, and even in opportunity for

selfishness, he is the gainer. In just the degree that

communal life is developed is the life of the individuals

that compose it extended both subjectively and objectively.

Human psychogenesis takes place in the communal stage

of his life. Human associati(»i is its chief external cause.

It matters not at what successive stage of man's devel-

oping life we may choose to look at him, the depth and

height and breadth, in a word, the fullness and vigor and
diaracter of the inner and private life of the individual,

will depend directly on the nature and development of the

communal life. As the community expands, taJdag in

new families or tribes or nations, reaching out to new
regions, learning new industries, developing new ideas of

man, of nature, of the gods, of duty, inventing new indus-

tries, discovering new truths, and developing a new lan-

guage, all these fresh acquirements of the community be-

come the possession of its individual members. In the

growing complexity of society the individual unit, it is

true, is increasingly lost among the millions of his fellow-

units, yet all these successive steps serve to render his life

the larger and richer. His horizon is no longer the little

family group in which he was bom ; he now looks out over

large suid populous regions and feels the thrill of his

growiog Uk at he realizes the unity and oommunity of
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his hfe and interests with those of his fellow-countrymen
His language is increasingly enriched ; it serves to shape
all his thinking and thus even the structure of his mind.
His knowledge reaches far beyond his own experience;
It includes not only that of the few persons whom he
knows directly, but also that of unnumbered millions, re-
mote in time and space. He increasingly discovers,
thou^ he never has analyzed, and is perhaps wholly un-
able to analyze, the discovery that he is not a thing among
things

; his life has a universal aspect. He lives more and
more the universal life, subjecting the demands of the
once domineering present to decisions of a cool judgment
that looks back into the past and carefully weighs the
interests of the future, temporal and eternal.
Every advance made by the community is thus stored

up to the credit of its individual members. So far, then,
from the development of the communal principle consist-
ing of and coming about through a limitation of the indi-
vidual, it is exactly the reverse. Only as the individual
df velops are communal unity and progress possible. And
on the other hand, oaly where tfie communal principle has
readied its higln st development, both extensively and in-
tensively, do we find he most highly developed person-
ality. The one is a necessary condition of the other.
The deepest, blackest selfishness, even, can only come
into existence where the communal principle has reaped
its highest development.
The preceding statement, however, is not equivalent to

saying that when communalism and individualism arose
in human consciousness they were both accepted as
equally important. The reverse seems always to have
been the case. As soon as the two principles are distin-
guished in thought, the communal is at once ranked as the
higher, and the individual principle is scorned if not actu-
ally rejected. And tfie reason for this is manifest. From
earliest times the ccmstant foe which the community has
had to fight and ext« rminate has been the wanton, selfish
individual. Individualism of this type was the spon-
taneous contrast to the communal life, and was ever mani-
festing itself. No age or race has been without it, nor
igpomit of it Ai MOO as the two principles became
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clearly contrasted in thought, therefore, because of his

actual experience, man could conceive of >nd.v.duahsm

only as the antithesis to communahsm; it was felt that

the two were mutually destructive It inevitably fol-

lowed that communalism as a principle was accepted and

individualism condemned. In their minds not only social

order, but existence itself, was at stake. And they were

rieht Egoistic individualism is necessarily atomistic.

No society can long maintain its life as a unified and

peaceful society, when such a principle has been widely

accepted by its n:embers. The social ills of Ais and of

every age largely arise from the presence of this type oi

men, who hold this principle of life.
, . , .

If, therefore, after a fair degree of national unity has

been attained, the higher stages of national evolution de-

pend on the higher development of individuahsm, and it

the only kind of individualism of which men can conceive

is the egoistic, it becomes evident that further progress

must cease. Stagnation, or degeneration, must follow.

This is what has h^pened to nearly all the great nations

and races of the world. They progressed well up to a

certain point. Then they halted or fell back. The only

possible condition under which a new lease of progreMive

life could be secured by them was a new variety of in-

dividualism, which would unite the opposite and appa-

rently contradictory poles of communalism and egoism,

namely, commano-individualism. Inconceivable though

it be to those men and nations who have not expenenwd

this type of life, it is nevertheless a fact, and a.n»»P«y

factor in human and in national evolution. In its ligtit

we are able to see that the comn.unal life itself has not

reached its fullest development until the individualistic

principle has b^en not only recognized in thought, but

exalted, both in theory and in fact, to its true andco-

ordinate position beside the communal principle. Only

then does the nation become fully and completely organ-

ized. Only then does the national organism contain wi^
in itself the means lor an endless, because a sdf-sustamed,

^*i't is important to guard against a misunderstanding of

the pra^to jt»it enunciated which may easily arise. In

I '
\
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saying that the development of the individual has pro-
ceeded pari passu with that of the community, that every
gain by the ccmununity has contributed directly to the
development of the individual, I do not say that the com-
munal profits are at once distributed among all the mem-
bers of the group, or that the tlistribution is at all equal.
Indeed, such is far from the case. Some few individuals
seem to appropriate a large and unfair proportion of the
communal bank account. So far as a people live a simple
and relatively undifferentiated life, all sharing in much
the same kind of pursuits, and enjoying much the same
grade of life,—such as prevailed in a large measure in
the earlier times, and decreasingly as society has become
industrial,—^and so far also as the new acquirements of
thought are transformed into practical life and common
language, all the members of the community share these
acquirements in fairly equal measure. So far, howeve.,
as the communal profits consist of more or less abstract
ideas, embodied in religious and philosophic thought, and
stored away in books and literature accessible only to
scholars, they are distributed very unequally. The more
highly developed and consequently differentiated the so-
ciety, the more diflRcuIt does distribution become. The
very structure of the highly differentiated communal or-
ganism forbids the equal distribution of th^se goods. The
literary and ruling minority have exclusi/e access to the
treasures. The industrial majority are more and more
rigidl: excluded from them. Thus, although it is strictly

true that every advance in the communal principle ac-
crues to the benefit of the individual, it is not true that
such advance necessarily accrues to the benefit of every
individual, or equally to all individuals. In its lowest
stages, developing communalism lifts all its individual
members to almut the same level of mental auid moral
acquirement. In its middle stages it develops all indi-
viduals to a certain degree, and certain individuals to a
hiph degree. In its highest stages it develops among all

its members a uniformly high gnde oi penooal irordi
and acquirement.
Now the great problem on whose solution depends the

possibility of ccmtinued communal evdution is, from this
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view-point, the problem of distributing the gains of the

commiinitv to all its members more and more equally. It

is the problem of };iving to each human unit all the best

and truest thoujilit ami character, all the highest and

noblest ideals and motives, which the most advanced in-

dividuals have secured. If we stop to inquire minutely

and analytically just what is the nature of the greatest

attainments made by the community, we discover Uiat it

is not the possession of wealth in land or gold, it is not

the accident of social rank, it is not any incident of tem-

poral happiness or physical ease of life. It consists, on

the contrary, in the discovery of the real nature of man

He is no mere animal, living in the realm of things and

pleasures, limited by the now and the here. He is a

person, a rational King. His thoughts and desires can

only be expressed in terms of infinity. Nothing short of

the nfinite can satisfy either his reason or his heart.

Though living in nature and dependent on it, he is above

it and may and should understand it and rule it. His

thoughts embrace all time and all being. In a very real

sense he lives an infinite and eternal life, even here m this

passing world. • • »

The discovery of this set of facts, slowly emerging into

consciousness, is the culmination of all past history, and

the beginning of all man's higher life. It is the turning

point in the history of the human race. Every onward

step in man's preceding life, whereby he has united to

form higher and higher groups, has been leading onward

and upward to the development of strong personality,

to the development of individuals competent to make this

great discovery. But this is not enough.

The next step is to discover the fact, and to believe tt,

that this infinite life is the potential possession of every

member of the community : that the bank account whidi

the community has been storing up for ages is for the

use not only of a favored few, but also of the masses.

That since every man is a man, he has an infinite and

an etetml Hfe and value, which no accident of birth, or

poverty, can annul. Each man needs to discover himself.

The great problem, then, which confronts progressive

conuottiial evolutioo is to take this enlarged definitioa
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of the individual and scatter it broadcast over the land,
persuading all men to accept and believe it both for them-
selves and for others. This definition must be carried in
full confidence to the lowest, meanest, most ignorant man
that lives in the community, and by its help this down-
most man must be shown his birthright, and in the light
of it he must be raised to actual manhood. He must
"come to himself"; only so can he qualify for his
heritage.

After a nation, therefore, has secured a large degree of
unity, of the confederated tribal type, the step which must
be taken, before > can proceed to more complete national-
ization even, is, lirst, the discovery of personality as the
real and essential characteristic of men, and secondly the
discovery that high-grade personality may and can and
must be developed in all the members of the community.
In proportion as the members of the community become
conscious persons, fully self-conscious and self-regulating,
fully imbued with the idea and the spirit of true person-
ality, of communo-individualism, in that proportion will
the community be unified and centralized, as well as ca-
pable of the most complex and differentiated internal
structure. The strength of such a nation will be indefi-
nitely greater than that of any other kss personalised
and so less omununalized nation.



XXX

ARE THE JAPANESE IMPi^SONAL?

FEW phases of the Japamse chararter taw* prored

so fascinating to the phitos )phical writer on Ja-

pan as that of the personalitv of this Far Eastern

people. From the writings of Sir Rutherford Alcock the

fet rewdent English miirister in Japan, down to the last

publication that has come under my eye, all have some-

thing to say on this topic. One writer, Mr. Perciyal

Lowell, has devoted an entire volume to it under ttie title

of " The Soul of the Far East," in which he endeavors

to establish the position that the entire civilization of the

Orient, in its institutions, such as the family and the

state, in the structure of its language, in its conceptions

of nature, in its art, in its religion, and finally in its in-

herent mental nature, is essentially impersonal. One of

the prominent and long resident missionaries m Japan

once delivered a course of lectures on the influence of

pantheism in the Orient, in which he contended, among

other things, that the lack of personal pronouns and other

phenomena of Japanese life and religion are due to the

presence and power in this land of pantheistic philosophy

preventing the development of personality.

The more I have examined these writings and their

fundamental assumptions, the more manifest have am-

biguities and contradictions in the use of terms become.

I have become also increasingly impressed with the fail-

ure of advocates of Japanese " imperscmality " to appre-

ciate the real nature of the phenanena they seek to tx-

plain. They have not comprehended the nature or the

course of social evolution, nor have they discovered the

mutual relation existing between the social order and

personality. TTie ai^iments advanced for the >mpcr-

fooal " view ate more or less plausible, and this method

344
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of interpreting the Orient appeals for authority to re-
spectable philosophical writers. No less a philosopher
than Hegel is committed to this interpretation. The im-
portance of this subject, not only for a correct understand-
ing of Japan, but also of the relation existing between
individual, social, and religious evolution, requires '.

»

give it careful attention. We shall make our wa> :

easily into this difficult discussion by considering
prevalent misconceptions and defective arguments,
may here express my indebtedness to the auuior ot " The
Soul of the Far East " for the stimulus received from his
brilliant volume, differ though I do from his main thesis.

We begin this study with a few quotations from Mr.
Lowell's now classic work.

" Capability to evolve anything is not one of the marked
characteristics of the Far East Indeed, the tendency to
spontaneous variation, Nature's mode of making experi-
ments, would seem there to have been an enterprising
faculty that was early exhausted. Sleepy, no doubt, from
having got up betimes with the dawn, these inhabitants
of the land of the morning began to look upon their day
as already far spent before they had reached its nocm.
They grew old young, and have remained much the same
age ever since. What they were centuries ago, that at
bottom they are to-day. Take away the European in-

fluences of the past twenty years, and each man might
almost be his own great-grandfather. In race character,

he is yet essentially the same. The traits that distin-

guished these peoples in the past have been gradually
extinguishing them ever since. Of these traits, stagnating
influences upon their career, perhaps the most important
is the great quality of " impersonality."* " The peoples
inhabiting it [the northern hemisphere] grow steadily
more personal as we go West. So unmistakable is this

gradation that we are almost tempted to ascribe it to
cosmical rather than to human causes. . . The sense
of self grows more intensr as we follow the wke of
the setting sun, and fades steadily as we advame into
the dawn. America, Europe, the Levant, India, JafNUi,

•P. X4.
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each is less personal than the one before. We stand at

Sfn^er end of the scale, the Far Orientals at the other.

If us the
* r seems to be the very essence of the

liuU then the soul of the Far Eart may be iwd to be

• IinpenwoaUty.' " •

Following the argument through the volume we

see that individual physical force and aggressiveness,

deficiency of politeness, and selfishness are, accord-

ing to this line of thought, essential elements of per-

sonality. The opposite set of quahties constitutes the

Sscnce of impers^'nality. " The average ^^On^^«^
deed, talks as much to no purpose as Tiis Western cousm,

only in his chit-chat politeness takes the place of per-

somUties. With him, self is suppressed, and an ever-

present regani for others is substituted in its stead. A
lack of personality is, as we have seen, the ooasion of

this courtesy; it is also its cause. . . p»«°f~lf
priori, the connection between the two is not far to seen.

Impersonality, by lessening the interest m ones self, in-

duce one to take an interest in others Introspection

tends to make a man a solitary animal, the absence ot it

a social one. The more impersonal the people, more

will the community supplant the mdiyidual in Ae pop-

ular estimation. . . Then, as Ae social de«resdevel^

politeness, bdog the means of their enjoyment, developa

also."t

Let us take a lock at some definitions:

"Individuality, personality, and the sense of self, arc

only three asperts of the same thing. They^-e som^
various views of the soul, accordmg " "^^J*"*^
an intrinsic, an altruistic, or an egoistic J*^P««;- :

•

Bv individuality we mean that bundle of ideas, thoughts,

»id dav-dreams which constitute our separate identity, and

viSue ofwhict. we feel each one of us at home w^h.n

hhnself Consciousness is the necessary attribute

Kntaraciion. Not only is it the^^^^^
of knowing mind; without it there would be no^ndto

know. Not to be conscious of one s self is, mentally

p.ij, fPp. ^s. 89.
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speaking not to be This complex entity, this little cosmos
of a world, the ' I.' has for its very law of existeS^
self-consciousness, while personaUty is tlw effect it oro-
dttcet upon the ooosdooso^ of others." *

*^

The more we study the above definitions, the more baf-
flme they become. Try as I may, I have not been aUe
u °"^y ^° ^^^^^ °^ my own e]q)erience

which may not be strange, but I cannot reaindle them'
even to each other. There seem to me inherent ambi-
guities and self-contradictions lurking beneath their scien-
tific splendor. Individuality is stated to be " that bundle
of Ideas, thoughts, and day-dreams which constitute our
separate identity." This seems plain and straightforward,
but is It really so ? Consciousness is stated to be not only
the necessary attribute of mental action" (to whidi

exception might be taken on the ground of abundant
proof of unconscious mental iction), but it is also con-
sidered to be the very cause of mind itself. Not only
by consciousness do we know mind, but the consciousness
Itself constitutes the mind; "without it there would be
no mind to know." " Not to be conscious of one's self U
not to be. Do we then cease to be, when we sleep? or
when absorbed m thought or acticm ? Ani do we become
new-created when we awake? What is the bond of con-
nection that binds into one the successive consciousnesses
of the successive days ? Does not that " bundle of ideas

"

become broken into as many vrhaily indenendent frag-
ments as there are intervals between our sleepings? Or
rather is not each fragment a whole in itself, and is not
the idea of self-continuity from day to day and from
week to week a self-delusion? How can it be otherwise
It consciousness constitutes existence? For after the
consciousness has ceased and " the bundle of ideas," which
constitutes the individuality of that day, has tlwrefore
^^"1*"^^"*?^^.^"* °* existence, it is impossible that theow bundle shaU be resurrected by a new consciousness.
Only a new bundle can be the product of a new con-
saousness. EvidenUy there is trouble somewhere. But
let us pass 00.

•IV.M9,as«.
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" The '

T ' has for its very law of existence se«-con-

Kiomness." Isnot"self-co;sciousnes8"here identified

"ccmsciousncss" in the preceding senence? The

IS? exSe of the mind, the " 1." is ascribed to each

STtimh there, then, no difference between conscious-

nesV and self-consciousneM? Finally, personality «

Sed to be " the effect it (the " I "J R-duces on the sel^

consciousness of others." 1 confess I ^"."^Jj^LS^
from this statement. But whatever else «»»y

this is clear, that personality is not a quahty chf^^J^
isUc of the

"
I." but only some effect which the I pro-

duces on the consciousness of another. Is it a quality

then ofthe other person ? And does impersona ity mean

the lack of such an effect? But does notthis introduce

us to new confusion? When a human being »s wholW

absorbed in an altruistic act. for instance, wholly forgetful

of self, he is. according to a preceding paragraph, quite

topersimal; yet. according to the definition be^re u he

cannot be impersonal, for he is producing most lively

Sects on the consciousness of thepoor
^^^^^^^^J^J^,

is befriending; in his altruistic deed he is strongly per

aooal. yet not he. for personality does not belong to the

person acUng. but somehow to the person affected. How

^Urange that the personality of a person is not his own

diaracteristic but another's ! . , . . .

But still more confusing is the definition when we reaj

that if the benevolent man is wholly unconscious of sdf,

and is thinking only of the one whom he is helping, then

S himself is no longer existing. But n that how

an he help the poor man or even continue to thmk of

S^? Pei?ect altruism is self-annihilation Knowledge

of itself by the mind U that which constitutes it! But

enouSi It has become clear that these terms have not

Sen used consistently, nor are the definitions such as

to command the assent of any careful psychologist or phi-

kMopher. What the writer means to say is I judge, that

SJ^sme of a man's personality is the amount of

h5)r^on he makes on his fellows
^^'^I'wi'

of his argument is that both the physical and mental ag-

gressiveness of the Occidental, is far grwter Aan tiijt

Sf the Oriental; this characteristic he asKrts, is due to
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the term as j£ it were so well known as to need non,t.on; yet their usaj,. ascribes to it comraVc^nc^Dtic^/As a n. e they conceive of " impersonality " MaTS

v

of (Icvclopnu nt : vet, when thev attemn^ i
°*^".^'^"Fy

K^ir^.n^^ei-r^SS'S^
-merest m others." In this state^em Tw.T be nSe.!the self ,s suppressed." Does " impersona it^• thenfollow personahty. as a matter of historical deve L„em"

than the Ucculent. Yet this is exactly the rS^orS^for wh.ch th.s school of thought contends

occurrmg on March 3 and line t (Lf r.? } \
Because the first of the?e is excSel^ fi? he SKdthe second is exclusively u>r the bov, Mr r 1

™

birthdays " • for aoL^rdf^i ^^^^^ 'mpersonal

celebrat^; thd^iS? ^^o^' t'rt"^^^^^

of
•-y'-'ebraTe Sei^ th'e ZhZt

tTAf^nj^^^^'^.:!-^ actual days TJi^may nave been bom. With regard to this under-
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itanding of the si;,'nificance of the ftstival, I have asked

m large number of Japanese, not one of whom had ever

heard of such an idea. Each one has insisted that indi-

vidual birthdays are celebrated regardless of these general

festivals • the ages of children are never computet! from

those festivals ;
they tiavc nothing whatever to do with

tli< ages of the childrm *
, , x c

i'he report of the .lism-sions of the Japanese Society

of Comparative Religion contains quite a minute state-

ment of all the facts known as to these festivals, much

too long in thU connection, but amcmg them there is n^
the slightest reference to the birthday feature Mtfimttod

to them bv Mr. Lowe'.l.t
.

Mr. Lowell likewise invents another fact m support Of

his theory by his inteqireiation of the Japanese method

of oompating ages. Speaking of the advent of an infant

into the home he says, that " from the moment he makes

his appearance he is spoken of as a year old, and this same

age he continues to be considered in most simple case*

of calculation, till the beginning of the next calendar

year. When that epoch of general rejoicing arrives, he

is credited with another year himself. So is everybody

else. New Year's ^^y is a common birthday for the rom-

ntmiity, a sort o impersonal anniversary for his whole

worl i

" Now this is a very entertaining omceit, but it

will hardlv pass muster as a serious argument with one

who has, anv real understanding of Japanese is on the

subject. The simple fact is that the Japanese does not

onhnarily tell you how old the child is, hut only in how

many year periods he has lived. Though Iwrn December

31, on January i he has undoubtedly lived in two dif-

ferent year periods. This method of counting, however,

is not confined to the counting of ages, but it diaracterizes

all their counting. If ^ou ask a man how many days be-

fore a certain festival near at hand he will say ten where

we would sav but nine. In other words, m counting

periods the Japanese count all, including both the first

and the last, whereas we omit the firs:. This as a cus-

tom is an interesting psychological problem, but it has

• Cf. chapter viii. ... . .

f9m ib» Si/tug* ZmssJU tot Maidi, iM.
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not the remotest connection with " personality " ur " Im-
personalitv." Furthermore, the Japanese have another
method of signifying the age of a child which corresponds
exactly to oors. You have but to ask what is tl

"
full

"

age of a child to receive a statement which sali-.ties our
ideas of the problem. The idea of calling New Year's
day a great " impersonal " birthday because forsooth all
the members of the community and the nation then enter
on a new year period, and of using that as an argument
for tl)e ' unpefKMiality " of the vrtide race, it aa inter-
esttng as it is inconclusive.
Much is made of the fact that Japanese art has paid

its chief attention to nature and to animals, and but little
to man. This proves, it is argued, that the Japanese artist
and people are " impersonal"—that they are not self-
conscious, for tfwir gaie is directed outward, toward " im-
personal " nature ; had they been an aggressive personal
people, a people conscious of self, their art would have
depicted man. liie cogency of this logic seems ques-
tionable to me. Art is necessarily objective, whether it
depicts nature or man ; the gaze is always and necessarily
outward, even when k is depicting the human form. In
oar conaidenition of the aesthetic elements of Japanese
character* we gavf reasons for the Japanese love of
natural beauty nnd lor their relatively slight attention to
the human fon. I* the reasons there given were correct,
the fact that jnp.^'^" -rt is concerned chiefly with nature
has nothing v/' ^ do with the " impersonahtv

-

Of the pMple. '3 r (.personality " is essentially altru-
istic, if it oonsi<^v^ i.i >:<>!f-suppression and irtc-'-e&t in
others, then it is dj£ncak to see how art that <\::;>icts he
form even of human beings can escape the ch . t .>t^ing
"impersonal" except when the artist is dep; tiug him-
self. If, again, supreme interest in objective "im-
perstmal nature proves the faudc of " personality," should

not anue that the W : t is suprenK v
" imp-r onal "

because of its extraor !: i. v interest in nature aad in the
natural and physical -ci^i..: s? Are naturalists and scien-
Usts unpersonal," and are philosophers and psycholo-
gntt "penoul" ia MtttK? If it^ aigned^ art

• QT.aliaptjrav;
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which depicts the human emotions is properly speaking

subjective, and therefore a proof of developed person-

ality, will it be maintained that Japan is devoid of such

art? How about the pictures and the statues of warriors?

How about the passionate features of the Ni-o, the placid

faces of the Buddhas and other religious imagery? Are

there not here the most powerful representotions possible

of human emotions, both active and passive? But even

so, is not the gaze of the artist still outward on others, ue.,

is he not aUruistic ; and, therefore, " impersonal," accord-

ing to this method of thought and use of terms." Are

European artists who revel in landscape and animal scenes

deficient in " personal " development, and are those who

devote their lives to painting nude women particularly

developed in "personality"? Truly, a defective termi-

nology and a distorted conception of what " penmiahty

'

is, land one in most contradictory positions.

Those who urge the " impersonality " of the Orient

make much of the Japanese idea of the " family," with the

attendant customs. The fact that marriage is arranged

for by the parents, and that the two individuals most coa-

cemed have practically no voice in the matter, proves

conclusively, they argue, that the latter have little " per-

sonality." Here again all turns on the definition of this

important word. If by " personality " is meant conscious-

ness of one's self as an indepemlcnt individual, then I do

not see what relation the two subjects have. If, however,

it means the willingness of the subjects of marriage to

forego their own desires and choices, because indeed they

do not have any of their own, then the facts will not bear

out the argument. These writers skillfully choose certain

facts out of the family customs whereby to illustrate and

enforce this theory, but they entirely omit others having a

significant bearing upon it. Take, for insUnce, the fact

that one-third of the marriages end in divorce.* What
does this show? It shows that one-third of the individ-

uals in each marriage are so dissatisfied with the arrange-

ments made by theparents that they reject them and assert

tfjeir own choice and decision. According to the argu-

ment for " impersonality " in marriage, these recalcitrant,

* (y. chapter zxiii. p. 339.
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unsubmissive individuals have a great amount of "per-
sonalitv/'that is,coiiacioustien of self; and this conscious-
ness of self produces a great effect on the other party to
the marriage; and the effect on the other party (in the
vast majority of the cases women), that is to say, the
effect of the divorce on the consciousness of the women,
constitutes the personality of the men! The marriage
customs cited, uierefore, do not prove the point, for no
account is taken of the multitudinous cases m which one
party or the other utterly refuses to carry out the ar-
rangements of the parents. Many a girl declines from
the begfinning the proposals of the parents. These cases
are by no means few. Only a few days before writing
the present lines a waiting girl in a hotel requested me to
find her a place of service in some foreign family. On
inquiry she told nie how her parents wish«l her to marry
into a certain family ; but that she could not endure the
thought and had run away from home. One of the facts
which strike a missionary, as he becomes acquainted with
the people, is the frequency of the cases of running away
from home. Girls run away, probably not as frequently
as boys, yet very often. Are we to believe that these
are individuals who have an excessive amount of " per-
sonality"? If so, then the development of "person-
ality " in Japan is far more than the advocates of its
" impersonality " recognize or would allow us to believe.

Mr. Lowell devotes three pages to a beautiful and
truthf"! description of the experience known in the West
as " falling in love." Turning his attention to the Orient,
because of the fact that marriages are arranged for by the
families concerned, he argues that: " No such blissful
infatuation falls to the lot of the Far Oriental, fie never
is the dupe of his own desire, the willing victim of his
self-delusion. He is never tempted to revral hrniMlf, and
bv thus revealing, realize. . . For she is not his love

;

she is only his wife ; and what is left of a romance when
the romance is left out ? " Although there is an element
of truth in this, yet it is useless as a support for the
theory of Japanese "impersonality." For it is not a
fact that the Japanese do not fall in k>ve; it is a wdl-
known experience to tfKm. It kt inctmcdvaUe how any-
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one at all acquainted with either Japanese life or literature

could make such an assertion. The passionate love of a

man and a woman for each other, so strong that in multi-

tudes of cases tibe two prefer a common death to a life

apart, is a not uncommon event ia Japan. Frequently

we read in the daily papers of a case of OMlMd Mriddc
for love. This is sufficiently oommM to ham wtettmi ft

specific name " joshi."*

So far as the argument for " impersonality " is con-

cerned this illustration from the asserted lack of love is

useless, for it is one of those muiufactured for the occa-

sion by imaginative and resoiu-ceful advocates of "ka-
personality."

But I do not mean to say that " falling in love " plays

the same important part in the life and development of

the youth in Japan that it does ir the West. It is u.<=ually

utterly ignored, so far as parental plannii^ for marriage

is concmied. Love is not reoognized as a proper basis

for the contraction of marriage, and is accordingly

frowned upon. It is deemed a sign of mental and moral
weakness for a man to fall in love. Under these condi-

tions it is not at all strange that " falling in love " is not

so ccmimon an experience as in the West. Furthermore,

^ta» profound e^qierience is not utilized as it is in the

West as a refining and elevating influence in die Hfe of

a young man or woman. In a land where " falling in

love " is regarded as an immoral thing, a breaking out

of uncontrollable animal passion, it is not strange that

it should not be glorified by moralists or sanctified by
religion. Tliere are few experiences in the West so en-

noUing as the love that a young man and a young womaa
bear to eadi otiier during the days of tiieir engagement
and lasting onward throughout the years of their length-

ening married life. The West has found the secret of

making use of this period in the lives of the young to

elevate and purify them of which the East knows little.

But tfiere are ttSi other and sadder consequences fol-

* Buddhism is largely responsible for the wide practice of

"joshi," through its doctrine that lovers whom fate doea not
permit to tie married in this world mufht oilsd te tta MBk
Mcaasa of tha stxoagth of their love.
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lowing from the attitude of the Japanese to the questioa
of falhng in love." It can hardly be doubted flwt the
vast number ofdivorcw is <faie to the defective method of
betrothal, a meOod whUh ditrquards the free choice of
the parties most concerned. The system of divorce iswe may say, the device of society for remedying the in-
herent defects of the betrothal system. It treats betfl
the man and the woman as though they were not penoot
but unfeeling machines. Personality, for a wfifle submis-
sive, soon asserts its liberty, in case the married parties
prove uncongenial, and demands the right of divorce
Divorce is thus the device of thwarted personality. Butm additiOT to this evil, there is that of concubinage or
virtual polygamy, which is often the result of " falling
in love." And then, there is the resort of hopelessly
thwarted personality known in the West as weH as in the
East, murder and suicide, and oftentimes even double
suicide, referred to above. The marriage customs of the
Orient are such that hopeless love, though mutual, is far
more frequent than in the West, and the death of lovers
in each other s arms, after having together taken the fittal
draught, is not rare. The number of suicides due to hope-
less toft m 1894 wtt 407, and the number of murders
ftM- the 8«ne cause was 94. Here is a total of over five
hundred deaths m a single year, very largely due to the
defective marriage system. Do not these phenomena re-
lute assertions to the effect that the Japanese are so im-
personal as not to know what it is to " fall in love "? If
the question of the personality of the Japanese is to be
settled by the phenomena of family life and the strength
of the sexual emotion, would we not have to pronottMe
them possessed of strongly developed personality?
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THE JAPANE^ NOT IMPERSONAL

WE imwt iK>w face die far more diflScult task of

presenting a positive stotement in «gard to the

problenj of personality in the Orient. We need

to discover just what is or should be meant by the tenna

" personality
" and " impersonality." We must also an-

al]^ this Oriental civilization and discover its elementary

fwtors, in order that we may see what it is that has given

the impression to so many students that the Orient is

" impersonal." In doing this, although our ami is con-

structive, we shall attain our end with greater ease if we

rise to positive results through further criticism of detect-

ive views. We naturally begin with definitions.

" Individuality " is defined by the Standard Dictionary

as "the state or quality of being individual; separate or

distinct existence?' " Individual " is defined as Any-

thing that cannot be divided or separated into parts witn-

out losing identity. . • A single person, animal, or

thing" "Personality" is defined as "That which con-

stitutes a person; conscious, separate existence as an in-

telligent JSd voluntary being." "Person" is defined as

" Anv being having life, intelligence. wiU. andf^P"*^
individual existence." On these vanoos definitiona the

following observations seem pertinent.

" Individuality
" has reference only to the distinctions

existing between different objects, persons, or things. 1 he

term <kaws attention to the fact of distinctness and dif-

ference and not to the qualities which make the difference,

and least of all to the consctouwess »dent'ty.iLT^!f

of which " we feel each one of us at home witliln lum-

self
"

"Personality" properly has reference only to tf«t

which coottitotef a person. As contraated with an animal

3S6
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a person has not only life, but also a highly developed and
self-conscious intelligence, feeling, and will; these involve
moral relations toward other persons and religious rela>
tions toward God.

Consciousness is not attendant on every act of the per-
son, much less is self-conscioasness, although both are
always potential and more or less implicit. A person is
often so absorbed in thought or act as to be wholly un-
conscious of his thinking or acting ; the consciousness is,
so to speak, submerged for the time being. Self-con-
sciousness implies considerable progress in reflection on
one's own states of mind, and in the attainment of the
cotnctottsnets of one's own individuality. It is the result
of introspection. Self-consciousness, however, does not
constitute one's identity; it merely recognizes it.

The foundation for a correct conception of the term
" personality " rests on the concepticm of the term " soul

"

or " spirit." In my judgment, each human being is to
be conceived as being a separate " soul," endowed by its
very nature with definite capacities or qualities or attri-
butes which we describe as mental, emotional, and voli-
tional, having powers of consciousness more or less devel-
oped according to the social evolution of the race, the age
of the individual, his individual environment, and depend-
ing also on the amount of education he may have received.
The possesMon of a soul endowed with these qualities con-
stitutes a person ; their possession in marked measure con-
stitutes developed personality, and in defective taeamn,
undeveloped personality.

The unique character of a " person " is that he conritines
perfect separateness with the possibility and more or less
of the actuality of perfect universality. A " person "

is
in a true sense a universal, an infinite being. He is thus
through the constitution of his psychic nature a thinking,
feeling, and willing being. Through his intellect and in
proportion to his knowledge he becomes united with the
whole objective universe; through his feelings he may be-
ornie united in sprmpathy and teve with all sentient crea-
tion, and even with God himself, the center and source of
all being

; through his active will he is increasingly cre-
ator of his environment. Man is thus in a true sense ere-
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atine the conditions which make him to be what he is.

Thus in no figurative sense, but hterally and actually,

man is in the process of creating himself. He is reahz-

ing the latent and hitherto unsuspected potentialities of

his nature. He is creating a world in which to ^^^"^
himself; and this he does by expressing himself. In

proportion as man advances, making explicit what is im-

plicit in his inner nature, is ho said to grow in personality.

A man thus both possesses personality and grows in per-

sonality. He could not grow in it did he not alreadjjartually

possess it. In such growth both elements of his beit^,

the individual and the universal, develop simultaneously.

A person of inferior personal development is at once less

individual and less universal. This is a matter, however,

not of endowment but of develq)ment. We thus distin-

guish between the original personal endowment, which we

may call intrinsic or inherent personality, and the vvious

forms in which this personality has manifested and ex-

pressed itself, which we may call extrinsic or acquired

personality. Inherent personality is that which differen-

tiates man from animal. It constitutes the original in-

volution which explains and even necessitates man's en-

tire evolution. There may be. nay, must be, varying de-

grees of expression of the inherent personahty, just as

there may be and must be varying degrees of conscious-

ness of personality. These depend on the degree of evo-

luti<Mi attained by the race and by the individuals of the

It is no part of our plan to justify this conception of

the nature of personality, or to defend these brief sum-

mary statements as to its inherent nature. It u enMj^

if we have gained a clear idea of this conceptieMi on whidi

the present chapter, and indeed this entire work, rests.

In discussing the question as to personality in the Orient,

it is important for us ever to bear in mind the distinc-

tions between the inherent endowment that constitutes

personal beings, the explicit and external expression of

that endowment, and the possession of the consaousi^

of that endowment. For these are three things quite dis-

tinct, thcmgfi intimately related.
_

The tarn in|iersonality " demands fecial attentUMi,
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being the most misused and abused term of all. The first

and natural significatimi of the word is the mere negation
of personality ; as a stone, for instance, is strictly " imper-
sonal." This is the meaning given by the dictionaries.

But in this sense, of course, it is inapplicable to human
beings. What, then, is the meaning when applied to
them ? When Mr. Lowell says, " If with us [of the
West] the ' I ' seems to be of the very essence of the soul,

then the soul of the Far East may be said to be ' impef-
sonal,' " what does he mean ? He certainly does not mean
that the Giinese and Japanese and Hindus have no emo-
tional or volitional characteristics, that they are strictly
" impersonal " ; nor does he mean that the Oriental has
less development of powers of thinking, willing, feel^,
or of introspective meditation. The whole ar^;unKnt
shows that he means that their sense of the indwiduality
or separateness of the Ego is so slight that it is practically

ignored; and this not by their civilization alone, but by
each individual himself. The supreme consciousness of
the individual is not of himself, but of his family or race

;

m* if he is an intensely religious man, his consciousness
is concerned with his essential identity with the Absolute
and Ultimate Being, rather than with his own separate
self. In other words, the term " impersonal " is made to

do duty for the non-existent negative of " individual."
" Impersonal " is thus equivalent to " universal " and per-
sonal to " individual." To change the phraseology, the
term " impersonal " is used to signify a state of nund in

which the separateness or individuality of the individual

ego is not fully recognized or appreciated even by the in-

dividual himself. The prominent element of the indi-

vidual's consciousness is the unity or the universalism,
rather than the multiplicity or individualism.

Mr. Lowell in effect says this in his closing chapter en-
titled " Imagination." His thesis seems to be ikM tfie

universal mind, of which each individual recdves a fn^
ment, becomes increasingly differentiated as the race mind
evolves. In proportion as the evolution ha> progressed
does the individual realize his indivtdnaUty—his separate-

ness ; this individualization, this differcntis^CHi of the in-

dtvidiHil miad is» in bis vinr,^ meMUit at «di m At
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cause of the higher civilization. The lack of such ind^

vidualization he calls " impersonality "
; in such a mmd

the dominant thought is not of the separateness between,

but of the unity that binds together, himself and the uni-

versal mind. , . . ,

If the above is a correct statement of the conception of

those who etni^ize the *' impersonality " of the Orient,

then there are two things concerning it which may be said

at once. First, the idea is a perfectly clear and intelhgtble

one, the proposition is definite and tangible. But why do

they not so express it? The terms "personality" and
" individuality " are used synonymously ; while " imper-

sonal " is considered the equivalent of the negative of in-

dividual, un-individual—a word which has not yet been

and probably never will be used. But the negatitmof

individual is universal ;
" impersonal," therefore, accwrd-

ing to the usage of these writers, becomes equivatent to

universal.

But, secondly, even after the use of terms has become

thus understood, and we are no longer confused over the

words, having arrived at the idea they are intended to con-

vey, the idea itself is fundamentally erroneous. I freely

admit that there is an interesting truth of which these

writers have got a glimpse and to which they are striv-

ing to give expression, but apparently they have not

understood the real nature of this truth and consequently

they are fundamentally wrong in calling the Far East
*' impersonal," even in their sense* of the word. They are

furthermore in error, in ascribing this " impersonal

characteristic of the Japanese to their inherent race nature,

If they are right, the pnAlem is fundamentally one of Wo-

locncal evolution.

in contrast to Ais view, it is here contended, first, that

the feature they are describing is not such as they describe

it ; second, that it is not properly called " impersonality "

;

tiiird, that it is not a matter of inherent race nature, of

brain (Structure, or of mind differentiation, but wholly a

matter of social evolution ; and, fourth, that if there is

such a trait as they describe, it is not due to a deficiently

developed but,on the contrary,to a superlatively developed

personalis whidi mig^t better be called stqier-person-
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ality. To state the position here advocated in a nutshell,
it is maintained that the asserted " impersonality " of the
Japanese is the result of the conununalistic nature of the
social order which has previaied down to the mort recent
times ; it has put its stamp on every feature of the national
and individual life, not omitting the famguage, the phi-
losophy, the religion, or even the inmost thoughts of the
people. This dominance of the communalistic type of
social order has doubtless had an effect on the physical
and psychic, including the brain, devek^ment of the
people. These |rfiystcal and psydiical developments, how-
ever, are not the cause, but the product, of the social order.
They are, furthermore, of no superlative import, since
they offer no insuperable obstacle to the introduction of a
social order radically different from that of past millen-
niums.

Before proceeding to elaborate and illustrate this gen-
eral position, it seems desiraUe to introduce two further
deiiniticms.

Communalism and individualism are the two terms used
throughout this work to describe two contrasted types of
social order.

By communalism I mean that order of society, whether
family, tribal, or naticmal, in which the idea and the im-
portance of the community are more or less clearly recog-
nized, and in which this idea has become the constructive
pnnciple of the social order, and where at the same time
the individual is practically ignored and crushed.
By individualism I mean that later order of society in

which the worth of the individual has been recognized and
emphasized, to the extent of radically modifying the com-
munalism, securing a liberty for individual act and
thought and initiative, of which the old order had no con-
ception, and which it would have considered both dan-
gerous and immoral. Individualism is not that atomic
s.icial order in which the idea of the communal unity has
been rejected, and each separate human being regarded
as the only unit. Such a society could hardly be called
an order, even by courtesy. Individualism is that devel-
oped stage of communalism, wherein the advantages of
close communal unity have been retained, and wherein, at
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the tune time, the idea and practice of the worth of the

individual and the importonce of giving him liberty of

thought and action have been added. Great changes in

the internal structure of society follow, but the com-

munial unit\ or iika neither lost nor injured. In tak-

ing up our'varioii. ili istrations regarding personality in

Japan, three points demand our attention ; what are the

facta? are they due to, and do they prove, the asserted

" impersonality " of the people? and are the facts suffi-

ciently accounted for by the communal theory of the

Japanese social order ?

Let us Ix-pin, then, \\ itli the illustration of which advo-

cates of " impersonality " make so much, Japanese polite-

ness. As to the reality of the fact, it is hardly necessary

that I onaaA extended proof. Japanese politeness is

proverbtat. It is carried into the mmutest acts of daily

life; the holding of the hands, the method of entering a

room, the sucking in of tlu- breath on specific occasions,

the arrangement ot the hair, the relative places of honor

in a sitting-room, the method of handing guests refresh-

ments, the exchange of friendly gifts—cv rv detail of

social life is rigidly dominated by etiquette. Not only

acts, but the language of personal address as well, is

governed by ideas of politeness which have fundamentally

affected the structure of the language, by preventing the

development of personal pronouns.

Now what is the cause of this characteristic of the

Japanese? It is commonly attributed by writers of the

impersonal school to the " impersonality " of the Oriental

mind. " Impersonality " is not only the occanoi, it is the

cause of the politeness of the Japanese people. " Self is

suppressed, and an ever-present regard for others is sub-

stituted in its stead." " Impersonality, by lessening the

interest in one's self, induces one to take interest in

others." * Politeness is, in these passages, attributed to

the impersonal nature of the Japanese mind. The fol-

lowing quotations show that this characteristic is con-

ceived of as inherent in race and mind structure, not in

the social order, as is here maintained. "The nation

grew vp to man's cMate, keepii% the mind (d hs diild-

•P. M.
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hood."* "In race characteristics, he is yet essentially
the same. . . Of these traits . . . perhaps the mo^
important if the great quality of impersonality." t " The
peoples mhahHinff it [the earth's temperate zone] erow
steadily more personal as we go West. So unmistakable is
this gradation that one is almost tempted to ascribe it to
cosmical rather than human causes. . . The essence of
the soul of the Far East may be said to be tmpenoaal-
ity." t

In his chapter on " Imagination." Mr. Lowell seeks
to explain the cause of the "impersonality " of the Orient
He attributes it to their marked lack of the faculty of
" imagination "—the faculty of forming new and original
ideas. Lacking this faculty, there has been relatively little
stimulus to growth, and hence no possibility of differentia-
tion and thus of individttalization.

If politeness were due to the " impersonal " nature of
the race mind, it would be impouible to account for the
rise and decline of Japanese etiquette, for it should have
existed from the beginning, and continued through all
time, nor could we account for the gross impoliteness that
is often met with in recent years. The Japanese them-
selves deplore the changes that have taken place. They
testify that the older forms of politeness were an integral
element of tfie fetidal system and were too often a thin
veneer of manner by no means expressive of heart interest.
None can be so absolutely rude as they who are masters
of the forms of politeness, but have not the kindly heart.
The theory of "impersonality" does not satisfactorily
account for the old-ttme politeness of Japan.

Tlie en>lanati(m here offered for the development and
decline of politeness is that they are due to the nature of
the social order. Thoroughgoing feudalism long main-
tamed, with its social lanks and free use of the sword, of
necessity develops minute unwritten rules of etiquette;
without the universal observance of these customs, life
would be unbearable and precarious, and society itself
would be impossible. Minute etiquette is the lubricant
of a feudal social order. The rise and fall of Japan's
{wenomenal system of feudal etiquette is synchronous widi

•P.M. tP. 14. IP. ,1.
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that of her feudal syitem, to which it is due rather than to

the asserted " impersonality " of the race mind.

The impersonal theory is amazingly blind to adverse

phenomena. Such a one is the marked sensitiveness of

the middle and upper classes to the least slight or insult.

The gradations of social rank are scrupulously observed,

not only on formal occasions, but also in the homes at in-

formal and social gatherings. Failure to show the proper

attention, or the ui . of language having an insufiKcient

number of honorific particles and forms, would be instantly

interpreted as a personal slight, if not an insult.*

Now if profuse courtesy is a proof of " impersonality,"

as its advocates argue, what does morbid sensitiveness

prove but highly developed personality ? But then arises

the difficulty of understanding how the same individuals

can be both profusely polite and morbidly sensitive at one

and the same time? Instead of inferring "imperson-

ality
" from the fact of politeness, from the two facts of

sensitiveness and politeness we may more logiaally infer

a considerable degree of personality. Yet I would not lay

mudh stress on this argument, for oftentimes (or is it al-

ways true?) theweaker and more insignificant the person,

the greater the sensitiveness. Extreme sensitiveness is

as natural and necessary a product of a highly developed

feudalism as is politeness, and neither is particularly due

to the high or the low.development of personality.

Similarly with respect to the question of altruism,

which is practically identified with politeness by ex-

p<Minders of Oriental " impersonality." They make tiu§

• In their relations with foreigners, the people, but especially

the Christians, are exceedingly lenient, forgiving and overlook-

ing our egregious blunders both of speech and of manner, par-

ti^larly if they feel that we have a kindly heart. Yet it is the

uniform experience of the missionary that he frequently hurts

unawares the feelings of his Japanese fell jw-workers. Few
thoughts more frequently enter the mind of the miMooary, M
he deals with Christian workers, than how to say this needful

truth and do that needful deed so as not to hurt the feelings of

those whom he would help. The individual who feels slighted

or insulted will probably give no active sign of his wound. He
is too polite or too politic for that. He will merely close like a

fflfttn and cease to have further cordial feelings and reUUons

with the penoa wiw has hurt him.
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term (altruism) the virtual equivalent of " impersonality "

—interest in others rather than in self, an interest due
according to their view, to a lack of differentiation of the
individual minds; the individuals, though separate, still

retain the universalism of the original mind-stuff. This
use of the term altruism makes it a very different thing
from the quality or characteristic which in the West is
described by this term.

But granting that this word is used with a legitimate
meaning, we ask, is altruism in this sense an inherent
quality of the Japanese race ? Let the reader glance back
to our discussion of the possession by the Japanese of
sympathy, and the humane feelings.* We saw there
marked proofs of their lack. The cruelty of the old social
order was such as we can hardly realize. Altruism that
expresses itself only in polite forms, and does not strive
to alleviate the suffering of fellow-men, can have very little

of that sense which this theory requires. So much as to
the fact. Then as to the theory. If this alleged altruism
were inherent in the mental structure, it ought to be a
universal characteristic of the Japanese ; it should be all-
pervasive and permanent. It should show itself toward
the fcM^igner as well as toward the native. But such is

far fnmi the case. Few foreigners have received a hearty
welcome from the people at large. They are suspected
and hated; as little room as possible is made for them.
The less of their presence and advice, the better. So far
as there is any interest in them, it is on the ground of
utility, and not of inherent good will because ofa feelit^
of aboriginal unity. Of course there are many exceptions
to these statements, especially among the Christians.
But such is the attitude of the people as a whole, espe-
cially of the middle and upper classes toward the
foreigners.

If we turn our attention to the opposite phase of Ja{>a-
nese diaracter, namely their selfishness, Uieir self-assers
iveness, and their ag^^ressiveness, whether as a nation or
as individuals, and consider at the same time the recent
rise of this spirit, we are again impressed both with the
narrow range of facts to which the advocates of " imper-
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sonality " call our attention, and also with the utter insuffi-

ciency of their theory to account for the facts they over-

look. According to' the theory of altruism and " imper-

sonality," these are characteristics of undeveloped races

and individuals, while the reverse characteristics, those of

selfishness and self-assertiveness, are the products of a

later and higher development, marks of strong person-

ality. But neitfier selfishness nor individual aggressive-

ness is a necessary element of developed " personality."

If it were, children who have never been trained

by cultivated mothers, b .t have been allowed to have

their own way regardless of the rights or desires of

others, are more highly developed in " personality " than

the adult who has, through a long life of self-discipline and

religious devotion, become regard'essof his selfish interests

ano solicitous only for the welfare of others. If the high

development of altruism is equivalent to the develojmietrt

of " impersonality," then those in the West who are rej

nowned for humanity and benevolence are " impersonal,

while robbers and murderers and all who are regardless of

the welfare of others are possessed of the most highly de-

veloped " personality." And it also follows that highly

developed altruistic benefactors of mankind are such,

after all, because they are undeveloped,—their minds are

relatively undiflferentiated,—hence their felk>w-feeling

and kindly acts. There i§ a story of some learned wit who
met a half-drunken boor ; the latter plunged ahead,remark-

ing, "
I never get out of the way of a fool "

; to which the

quick reply came, "I always do." According to this

ailment based on self-assertive aggressiveness, the boor

was the man possessed of a strong personality, while the

gentleman was relatively " impersonal." If pure selfish-

ness and aggressiveness are the measure of personality,

then are not many bf the carnivorous anim^ endowed

with a very high degree of " personality " ?

The truth is, a comprehensive and at the same time cor-

rect contrast between the East and the West cami^be
stated in terms of personality and impersonality. They

fail not only to take in all the facts, but they fail to ex-

plain even the facts they take in. Such a contrast of the

Eut ami the West can be stated only in the terms of com-
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munalisin and individualism. As we have already seen,*
every nation has to pass through the ccnnmunal stage, in
order to become a nation at all. The families and tribes
of which it is composed need to become consolidated in
order to survive in the struggle for existence with sur-
rounding families, tribes, and nations. In this stage the
individual is of necessity sunk out of sight in the demands
of the community. This secures indeed a species of
altruism, but of a relatively low order. It is communal
altruism which nature amipels on pain of extermination.
This, however, is very different from the altruism of a
high religious experience and conscious ethical devotion.
This latter is volitional, the product of character. This
altruism can arise chiefly in a social order where indi-
vidualism to a large extent has gained sway. It is this
variety of altruism that characterizes the West, so far as
the West is altruistic. But on the other hand, in a social
mder in which individualism has full swing, the extreme
of egoistic selfishness can also find opportunity for devel-
opment. It is accordingly in the West that extreme
selfishness, the most odious of l' is, is seen at its best, or
rather its worst.

So again we see that selfish ^|^ressiveness and an
exalted oonsdonsness of one's individuality or separate-
ness are not necessary marks of developed personality,
nor their opposite the marks of undeveloped personality

—

so-called " impersonality." On the contrary, the reverse
statement would probably come nearer the truth. He
who is intensely conscious of the great unities of nature
and of human nature, of the (meness that unites indi-
viduals to the nation and to the race, and who lives a cor-
responding life of goodness and kindness, is by far the
more developed personality. But the manifestations of
personality will vary much with the nature of the social
order. This may change with astonishing rapidity.
Such a change has come over the social order of the Japa-
nese nation during the past thirty years, radically modify-
ing its so-called impersonal feittures. Their primitive
docility, their politeness, their marriage customs, their

universal adoption of Chinese thoughts, language, and
*8m elu^tMr ssis.
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literature, and now, in recent times, their rejection of the

Chinese philosophy and science, their assertiveness in

Korea and China and their aggressive attitude toward the

whole world—all these multitudinous changes and com-

plete reversals of ideals and customs, point to the fact that

the fornier characteristics of their civilization were not
" impersonal," but communal, and that they rested on

social development rather than on inherent natture or an

deficient mental differentiation.

A common illustration of Japanese " impersonality,

depending for its force wholly on invention, is the defi-

ciency of the Japanese language in personal pronouns and

its surplus of honorifics. At first thought this argument

strikes one i! very strong, as absolutely invincible indeed.

Surely, if there is a real lack of personal pronouns, is not

that proof positive that the pecjple using the language,

nay, the authors of the language, must of necessity be de-

ficient in the sense of personality? And if the verbs in

lai^ numbers are impersonal, does not that clinch the

matter? But further consideration of the argument and

its illusti .itions gradually shows its weakness. At present

i must confess that the argument seems to me utterly fal-

lacious, and for the sufficient reason that the personal

element is introduced, if not always explicitly yet at least

implicitly, in almost every sentence uttered. The method

of its expression, it is tyue, is quite different from that

adopted by Western languages, but it is none the less

there. It is usually accomplished by means of the titles,

" honorific " particles, and honorific verbs and nouns.
" Honorable shoes " can't by any stretch of the imagina-

ti<Mi mean shoes hat belong to me ; every Japanese would

at once think "your shoes "
; his attention is not distracted

by the term " honorable " as is that of the foreigner ; the

honor is largely overlcioked by the native in the personal

element implied. The greater the familiarity with the

language the more clear it becomes that the impressions

of " impersonality " are due to the ignorance of the for-

eigner rather than to the real " impersonal " character of

the Japanese thought or mind. In the Japanese methods

of linguistic expression, politeness and personality are in-

deed, inextricably interwoven; but they are not at all con-
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fused. The distinctions of person and the consciousness

of self in the Japanese thought are as clear and distinct

as they are in the English thought. In the Japanese sen-

tence, however, the politeness and the personality cannot
be clearly separated. On that account, however, there is

no more reason for denying one element than the other.

So far from the deficiency of personal pronouns being

a proof of Japanese " impersonality," 1. e., of lack of con-

sciousness of self, this very deficiency may, with even
more plausibility, be used to establish the opposite view.

Child psychology has established the fact that an early

phenomenon of child mental development is the emphasis
laid on " meum " and " tuum," mine and yours. The
child is a thoroughgoing individualist in feelings, concep-

tions, and language. The first personal pronoun is ever

on his lips and in his thought. Only as culture arises and
he is trained to see how disagreeable in others is excessive

emphasis on the first person, does he learn to moderate his

own excessive egoistic tendency. Is it not a fact that the

studied evasion of first personal pronouns by cultured

people in the West i s due to their developed consciousness

of self ? Is it possible for one who has no consciousness

of self to conceive as impdite the excessive use of egcnstic

forms of speech? From this point of view we might
arguc that, because of the deficiency of her personal pro-

nouns, the Japanese nation has advanced far beyond any
other nation in the process of self-consciousness. But
this too would be an error. Nevertheless, so far from say-

ing that the lack of personal pronouns is a proof of the
" impersonality " of the Japanese, I think we may fairly

use it as a disproof of the proposition.

The argument for the inlierent impersonality of the

Japanese mind because of the relative lack of personal

pronouns is still further undermined by the discovery, not

only of many substitutes, but also of several words bearing

the strong impress of the conception of self. There are

said to t« three hundred words which may be used as

personal pronouns—" Boku," " servant," is a common
term for "I," and " kimi," "Lord." for "you"; these

words are freely used b> the student class. Officials often

tise " Konata," " here," and " Anata," " there," for the
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first and second persons. "Omayc," "honoribly in

front," is used both condescendingly and honor' Scally

;

" you whom I condescend to allow in m;- presence," and
" you who confer on me the honor of entering your pres-

ence." The derivation of the most common word for I,

" Watakushi," is unknown, but, in addition to its pro-

nominal use, it has the meaning of " private." It has be-

come a true personal prcmoun and is freely used by all

classes.

In addition to the th- hundred words which may be
used as personal pro* the Japanese language pos-

sesses an indefinite i >er of ways for delicately sug-

gesting the personal eiemcnt without its express utterance.

This is done either by subtle praise, which can then only

refer to the person addressed or by more or less bald self-

depreciation, which can then only refer to the first person.
" Go kanai," " honorable within the house," can only
mean, according to Japanese etiquette our wife," or
" your family," while " gu-sai," " foolit. , ife," can only

mean " my wife." " Gufu," " foolish father," " tonji,"
" swinish child," and nnmberless other depreciatory terms
such as " somatsu na mono," " coarse thing," and
" tsumaranu mono," " worthless thing," according to the

genius of the language can only refer to the first person,

while all appreciative and polite terms can only refer to the

person addressed. The terms, " foolish," " swinish," etc.,

have lost their literal settse and mean now no more than
" my," while the polite forms mean " yours." To trans-

late these terms, " my foolish wife," " my swinish son," is

incorrect, because it twice translates the same word. In

such cases the Japanese thougnt is best expressed by using

the possessive pronoun and omitting the derogative ad-

jective altogether. Japanese indirect methods for the

expression of the personal relation are thus numberless
and subtile. May it not be plausibly argued since the

European has only a few blunt pronouns wherewith to

state this idea while the Japanese has both numberless

pronouns and many other delicate ways of conveying the

same idea, that the latter is far in advance of the

European in the development of personality? I do not

use this argument^ but as an aipunent it seems to mc
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much more plausible than that which infers from the
paucity of true pronouns the absence, or at least the defi-
ciency, of personality.

Furthermore, Japanese possesses several words for self.
Onore," " one's self," and " Ware," " I or myself." are

pure Japanese, while " Ji " (the Chinese pronunciation for
^ onore "ga," "self," and " shi " (the Chinese pro-
nunciation of " watakushi," meaning private) are Sinico>
Japanese words, that is, Chinese derived words. These
Sinico-Japanese terms are in universal use in compound
words, and are as truly Japanese as many Latin, Greek
and Norman-derived words are real English. " Ji-bun

"

" one's self "
;

" jiman," " self-satisfaction " ; " ji-fu'"
"self-assertion"; "jinin," "self-responsibility"; "ji-bo
ji-ki," "self-destruction, self-abandonment"; " ji-go ji-
toku," "self-act, self-reward "—always in a bad sense*
"ga-yoku," selfish desire"; "ga-shin," "selfish heart":
ga wo oru," " self-mastery "muga" "unselfish";
shi-shtn shi-yoku," " private or self-heart private or self-

desire," that is. selfishness "; " shi-ai shi-sl n." " private-
or self-love, private-or-self heart," i. e., selfishness—these
and countless other compound words involving the ccmcep-
tion of self, can hardly be explained by the " impersonaJ,"
" altruistic " theory of Japanese race mind and language.
In trutii, if this theory is unable to explain the facts it

recognises, mudi less can it account for those it ignores.
To interpret correctly the phenomena we are consider-

ing, we must ask ourselves how personal pronouns have
arisen in other languages. Did the primitive Occidental
man produce them outright from the mcnnent that he dis-
covered himself? Far from it There are abundant rea-
sons for believing that every personal pronoun is a de-
generate or. if you prefer, a developed noun. Pronouns
are among the latest products of language, and, in the
sphere of language, are akin to algebraic symbols in the
sphere of mathematics or to a machine in the sphere of
labor. A pronoun, whether personal, demonstrative, «•
relative, is a wonderful linguistic invention, enabling the
speaker to carry on long trains of unbroken thought. Its
invention was no more connected with the sense of self,
wan was die imrenticm of any labor-ttvinc derke. The
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Taoanese lansuage is even more defective for lack of rela-

tive pronouiTs tSan it is for lack of pei-onal pronouns.

Shall we argue from this that the Japanese people bavc

no sense of relation? Of course personal pronouns could

uot arise without or before the sense of self ,
but the prob-

lem is whether the sense of self could arise without or

exist before that particular linguistic device, the personal

pronoun? On this problem the Japanese language and

civilization throw conclusive light.
. , ,

_ .

The fact is that the ancestors of the Anglo-Saxon and

Japanese peoples parted company so long ago that m the

course of their respective linguistic evolutions, not only

have all common terms been completely eliminated, but

even common methods of expression. The so-called Indo-

European races hit upon one method of sentence struc-

ture, a method in which pronouns took an important part

and the personal pronoun was needed to express the per-

scmal element, while the Japanese hit upon another method

whidi required little use of pronouns and which was able

to express the pers(»ial element wholly without the oer-

sonal pronoun. The sentence structure of the two l»n-

euages is thus radically different.
.

Now the long prevalent feudal social order has left its

stamp on the Japanese language no less than on every

other feature of Japanese civilization. Many of the quasi

perscmal pnmouns are mwiifestly of feudal parentage.

Under the new civilization and in contact with foreign

peoples who can hardly utter a sentence without a per-

sonal pronoun, the majority of the old qtwsi personal

pronouns are dropping out of use, while those in con-

tinued use are fast rising to the position of full-fledged

personal pronouns. This, however, is not due to the de-

Ydopment of self-consciousness on the part of the people,

but only to the devetopment of the language in the direc-

tion of complete and concise expression of thou^t It

would be rash to say that the feudal social order accounts

for the lack of pronouns, personal or others, from the

Japanese language, but it is safe to maintain that the

feudal order, with its many gradations of social rank,

minute etiquette, and refined and highly developed per-

sensitivaww would adopt and foster an unpers(»al
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and honorific method of perKmal allusion. Even though
we may not he aUe to explain the rise of the non-pro-
nominal mi'thod of sentence structure, it is enough if we
see that this is a problem in the evolution of language,
and that Japanese pronon'inal deficiency is not to be at-

tributed to lack of consciousness of self, much less to the
inherent " impersonality " of the Japanese mind.
An interesting fact ignored by advocates of the " im-

personal " theory is the Japanese inability of conceiving
nationality apart from personality. Not only is the Em-
peror conceived as the living symbol of Japanese nation-
ality, but lie is its embodiment and substance. The Jap-
anese race is popularly represented to be the offspring
of the royal house. Sovereignty resides completely and
absolutely in him. Authority to-day is acknowledged only
in those who have it from him. Popular rights are
granted the people by him, and exist because of his will

alone. A single act of his could in theory abrogate the
constitution promulgated in 1889 and all the popular
rights enjoyed to-day by the nation. The Emperor of
Japan could appropriate, without in the least shoadng the
most patriotic Japanese, the long-famous saying of Louis
XIV., " L'<tat, c>st moi." Mr. H. Kato, ex-president of
the Imperial University, in a recent work entitled the
" Evolution of Morality and Law" says this in just so
many words :

" Patriotism in this country means loy-

alty to the throne. To the Jaramse the EmpenH* and the
country are the same. The Emperor of Japan, without
the slightest exaggeration, can say, ' L'etat, c'est moi.'

The Japanese believe that all their happiness is bound up
with the Imperial line and have no respect for any system
of morality or law that fails to take cognizance of this

fact."

Mr. Yamaguchi, professor of histoiv in the Peeresses'

SdH)o1 and lecturer in the Imperial Military College, thus
writes in the Far East: "The sovereig^i power of the
State cannot be dissociated from the Imperial Throne.
It lasts forever along with the Imperial line of succession,

unbroken for ages eternal. If the Imperial House cease

to exist, the Empire falls." " According to our ideas tfie

monarch reigns over and governs^ country in his own
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riglit. . . <^i"' Emperor possesses real sovereignty

ami also exercises it. He is (|nite tlifferent from other

rulers, who jHJSsess but a partial sovereignty." This is

to-day the universally accepted belief in Japan. It shows

ckariy that national anhy and sovereignty are not con-

ceived in Japan apart from personality.

Ore more point demands our attention before bringing

this chapter to a close. If " impersonality " were an in-

herent characteristic of Japanese race nature, would it be

possible for strong personalities to arise?

Mr. Lx>well has described in telling way a very common
experience. " About certain people," he says, " there ex-

ists a subtle something which leaves its impress indelibly

upon the consciousness of all who come in contact with

them. This something is a power, but a power of so

indefinable a description that we beg definition bv calling

it simply the personality of the man. . . On the other

hand, there are people who have no effect u|H5n us what-

ever. They come and they go with a like indifference.

. . And we say that the difference is due to the per-

sonality or the want of personality of the man."* The

first thing to which I would call attention is the fact that

" personality " is here used in its true sense. It has no

exclusive reference to consciousness of self, nor does it

signify the effect of self-consciousness on the conscious-

ness of another. It here, has reference to those inherent

qualities of thinking and feeling and willing which we

have seen to be the essence of personality. These qual-

ities, possessed in a marked way or degree, make strong

personalities. Their relative lack constitutes weak per-

sonality. Bare consciousness of self is a minor evidence

of personality and may be developed to a morbid degree

in a person who has a weak personality.

In the second place this distinction between weak and

strong personalities is as true of the Japanese as of the

Occidental. There have been many commanding persons

in Japanese history ; they have been the heroes of the land,

iiiere are such to-day. The most commanding person-

ality of recent timet was, I suppose, Takamori Saigo,

whose very name it an ins^ration to tens (rf tbouaands of

•P.su.
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the choiceit youth of the nation. Joseph Neesima wm
such • penomHty. The transparency of his purpose, the
simplicity of his personal aim, his unflinching courage,
fixedness of belief, lofty plans, and far-reaching ambitiont
for his people, impressed all who came into contact with
him. No one mingles much with the Japanese, fftdy
•peaking with them hi their own hmgtage, but perceives
here and there men of "stron^r personality^ in the
sense ol above^iuoted passage. Now it seems to
me that "impersonality" in the corresponding sense
were a ra^c characteristic, due to the nature of their psy-
chic being, then the occurrence of so many commMMinK
personalities in Japan would be inexplicable. Heroei rad
wides{H«ad hero-wcHrthip * could hardly arise were there
no comnwndhii? porsonalities. The feudal order lent it-

self witliout doubt to the development of such a spirit.

But the feudal order could hardly have arisen or even
maintained itself for centuries without commanding per-
sonalities, much less could it have created them. The
whole feudal order was built on an exalted oligarchy.
It was an order which emphasized peraotu, not principle

;

the law of the Uuid was not the will of the multitudes, but
of a few select persons. While, therefore, it is beyond
dispute that the old social order was communal in type,
and so did not give freedom to the individ'ial, nor tend to
develop strong personality among the masses, it is also
true that it did develop men of commanding f looaUty
among the rulers. Those who from youth m, in the
hereditary line of rule, sons of Shogt'us, dair . >s, and
samurai, were forced by the very coniuiun.ilisin of the
social order to an exceptional personal Hei^elopment. They
shot far ahead of the commcn man. F • i^hlism is favor-
able to the development of

i
'i ->nality in tl c favored few,

while it represses that of the r iasses. Individualism, on
the contra.y, giving liberty of th(Might and act, with all

that these imply, is favoraUe to the development of the
personality of all.

In view of the discussions of this chapter, is it not
evident that advocates of the "impersonal" theory of
Japanese mind and civilization not only ignore many im-

• (7. clu^tor vii.
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Dortant elements of the civilization they attempt to in-

teroret but also base their interpretation on a mistaken

conception of personality? We may not, however, leave

the dis ussion at this point, for important considerations

still demand our attention if we would probe this {MrdUeni

of personality to its core.
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IS BUDDHISM IMPERSONAL?

ADVCX:ATES of Japanese " impersonaUty " call at-
IJk tention to the phenomena of self-suppression in re-

J. X.Hgion. It seems strange, however, that they who
present this argument fail to see how " self-suppression

"

undermines their main contention. If " self-suppression
"

be actually attained, it can only be by a people advan^
so far as to have passed through and beyond the " per-
scmal " stage of existence. " Self-suppression " cannot be
a characteristic of a primitive people, a people that has
not yet reached the stage of consciousness of self. If the
alleged " impersonality " of the Orient is that of a prim-
itive people that has not yet reached the stage of self-

consciousness, then it cannot have the characteristic of
" self-suppression." If, on the other hand, it is the " im-
personality" of " self-sttiqimsion," then it is radically
dihccnt from that of a primitive people. Advocates of
" impersonality " present both conceptions, quite uncon-
scious apparently that they are mutually exclusive. If
either conception is true, the other is false.

Furthermore, if self-suppression is a marked character-
istic of Japanese politeness and ahntism (as it undoubt-
edly is when these qualities are real expressions of the
heart and of the general character), it is a still more char-
acteristic feature of the higher religious life of the people,
which certainly does not tend to " impersonality." The
ascription of esoteric Buddhism to the common people
by advocates of the " impersonal " theory is quite a mis-
take, and the argument for the " impersonality " of tfie

race on this ground is without foundation, for tfie masses
of the people are grossly polytheistic, wholly unable to
understand Buddhistic metaphysics, or to conceive of the
nebulous, impersonal Absolute of Buddhism. Now if con-
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sciousness of the unity of nature, and especially of the

unity of the individual soul with the Absolute, were a

diaracteristic of undeveloped, that is, of undifferentiated

mind, then all primitive peoples should display it in a

superlative degree. It should show itself in every phase

of their life. The more primitive the people, the more

divine their life—because the less differentiated from the

original divine mind ! Such are the requirements of this

theory. But what are the facts? The primitive unde-

veloped mind is relatively unconsciotis of self ; it is wholly

objective ; it is childlike; it does not even know that there

is self to suppress. Primitive religion is purely objective.

Implicit, in primitive religion without doubt, is the fact

of a unity between God and man, but the primitive man

has not discovered this implication of his religious think-

ing. This is the state of mind of a large majority of

Japanese. . .

Yet this is by no means true of all. No nation, with

such a continuous history as Japan has had, would fail to

develop a class capable of considerable introspection. In

Japan introspection received early and powerful impetus

from the religion of Buddha. It came with a philosophy

of life based on prolonged and profound introspection.

It commanded each man who would know more than the

symbols, who desired, like Buddha, to atiam the great

enlightenment and thus become a Tathagata, a Blessed

one, a Buddha, an Enlightened one, to know and conquer

himself. The emphasis laid by thoughtful Buddhism on

the need of self-knowledge, in order to self-suppression,

is well realized by all careful students. Advocates of

Oriental " impersonality " are not one whit behind others

in recognizing it. In this connection we can hardly do

better than quote a few of Mr. Lowell's happy descriptions

of the teaching of philosophic Buddhism.

" This life, it says, is but a chain of sorrows. . . These

desires that urge us on are really causes of all our woe.

Wc think they «re ourselves. We are mistaken. They

are all illusion. . . This personality, this sense of self, is a

cruel deception. . . Realize once the true soul behind it,

devdd of attributes, . . an invisible part of the great
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impersonal soal of nature, then . , , will you have found
happiness in the blissful quiescence of Nirvana "

[p. i86].
" In desvire alone lie« all the ill. Quench the desire, and
the deeds [sins of the flesh] will die of inanition. Get
rid, then, said Buddha, of these passions, these strivinn,
for the sake of self. As a man becomes conscious thatne
himself is something distinct from his body, so if he re-

flect and ponder, he will come to see that in like manner,
his appetites, ambitions, hopes, are really extrinsic to the
spirit proper. . . Behind desire, behind even the will,

lies the soul, the same for all men, one with the soul of
the universe. When he has once realized this eternal
truth, the man has entered Nirvana. . . It [Nirvana]
is simply the recognition of the eternal oneness of the
two [the individual and the universal soul] "

[p. 189].

Accepting this description of philosophic Buddhism
as fairly accurate, it is plain that the attainment of
this consciousness of the unity of the individual self
with the universal is the result, according to Buddha, and
also according to the advocates of " impersonality," of a
highly developed consciousness of self. It is not a simple
state of undifferentiated mind, but a complex and deriv-
ative one—absolutely incomprehensible to a primitive
people. The means for this suppression of self depends
entirely on the development of the consciousness of self.
The self is the means for casting out the self, and it is

done by that introspection which ultimately leads to the
realization of the unity. If, then, Japanese Buddhism
seeks to suppress the self, this very effort is the most con-
clusive proof we could demand of the possession by this
people of a highly developed consciousness of self.

It is one o| the boasts of Buddhian that a man's sa-
viour is himself ; no other helper, human or divine, can do
aught for him. Those who reject Christianity in Chris-
tian lands are quite apt to praise Buddhism for this re-
jection of all external help. They urge that by the very
nature of the case salvation is no external thing; each
one must work out his own salvation. It cannot 1^ given
by another. Salvation through an external Christ who
lived 1900 years ago is an impossibility. Sadh a criti-
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dstti of Christianity shows real misunderstanding of the

Christian doctrine and method of salvation. Yet tiM

point to which attention is here directed is not the cor-

rectness or incorrectness of these characterizations of

Christianity, but rather to the fact that " ji-riki," salvation

through self-exertion, whidi is the boast of Buddhism, is

but another proof of the essentially self-conscious char-

acter of Buddhism. It aims at Nirvana, it is true, at

self-suppression, but it depends on the attainment of clear

self-consciousness in the first place, and then on pro-

longed self-exertion for the attainment of that "nd. In

proportion as Buddhism is esoteric is it self-conscious.

Such being the nature of Buddhism, we naturally ask

whether or not it is calculated to develop strongly persOT-

alized men and women. If consciousness of self is the

main element of personality, we must pronounce Bud-

dhism a highly personal rather than impersonal religion,

as is commonly stated. But a religion of the Buddhistic

type, which casts contempt on the self, and seeks its anni-

hilation as the only means of salvation, has ever tended

to destroy personality; it has made men hermits and

pessimists ; it has drawn them out of the great current

of active life, and thus has severed them from their fel-

Icw-men. But a prime condition of developed person-

alities is largeness and intensity of life, and constant in-

tercourse with mankind. Personality is developai m the

society of persons, twt in the company of tre« and stones.

Buddhism, which runs either to gross and superstittous

polytheism on its popular side or to pessimistic mtrospec-

tion on its philosophical side, may possibly, by a stretch

of the term, be called " impersonal " in the sense that it

does not help in the production of strong, rounded per-

sonality among its votaries, but not in the sense that it

does not produce self-consciousness. Buddhism, there-

fore, cannot be accurately described in terms of personal-

ity or impersonality.
. *

We would do well in this connection to ponder the tact

that although Buddhism in its higher forms does cer-

tainly develop amsciousness of self, it does not attribute

to that self any worth. In consequence of this, it never

h: modified, and however kmg it m«ht be aUowed to
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run its course, never could modify, the general social
order in the direction of individualism. This is one rea-
son why the whole Orient has maintained to modem times
its communal nature, in spite of its high development in
so many ways, even in introspection and ."elf-conscious-
ness.

This failure of Buddhism is all the more striking when
we stop to consider how easy and, to us, natural an in-
ference it would have been to pass from the perception
of the essential unity between the separate self and the
universal soul, to the assertion of the supreme worth of
that separate soul because of the fact of that unity. But
Buddhism never seems to have made that inference. Its
compassion on animals and *»ven insects depended on its

doctrine of the transmigration of souls, not on its doctrine
of universal soul unity. Its mercy was shown to animals
in certain whimsical ways, but the universal lack of sym-
pathy for suffering man, man who could suffer the most
exquisite pains, exposed the shallowness of its solicitude
about destroying life. The whole influence of Buddhism
on the social order was not conducive to the development
of personality in the Orient. The so-called impersonal
influence of Buddhism upon the Eastern peq>les, then, is
not due to its failure to realize the separateness of the
human self, on the one hand, nor to its emphasis on the
universal unity subsisting between the separate finite self
and the infinite soul, on the other ; but only on its failure
to see the infinite worth of the individual ; and in con-
sequence of this failure, its inability to modify the gen-
eral social order by the introduction of individualism.
The asserted " impersonal " characterisUc of Buddhism

and of the Orient, therefore, I am not willing to call
"impersonality"; for it is a verv defective descrotion,
a real misnomer. I think no single tern, can truly de-
scribe the characteristic under consideration. As regards
the general social order, the so-called impersonal charac-
teristic is its communal nature; as regards the popular
religious thought, whether of Shintoism or Buddhism, its
so-called impersonality is its simple, artless objectivity;
as regards philosophic Buddhism its so-called imperson-
ality is its morbid introspective self-consciousness, ieadmg
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to the desire and effort to annihilate the separateness of

the self These are different characteristics and cannot

be described by any single term. So far as ti.ere are

in Tapan eenuine altruism, real suppression of selfish de-

sires and real possession of kmdly feelings for others and

desires to help them, and so far as these qualities arise

through a sense of the essential unity of the human race

and of the unity of the human with the divine soul, this

is not " impersonality "—but a form of highly developed

personality—not infra-personality, but true personality.

We have noted that although esoteric Buddhism de-

veloped a highly accentuated consciousness of self, it at-

tributed no value to that'self. This failure will not ap-

pear strange if we consider the historical reasons for it.

Indeed, the failure was inevitable. Neither the social

order nor the method of introspective thought suggested

it. Both served, on the contrary, absolutely tO preclude

When introspective thought began in India the social

order was already far beyond the undifferentiated com-

munal life of the tribal stage. Castes were universal and

fixed. The warp and woof of daily life and of thought

were filled with the distinctions of castes and ranks.

Man's worth was conceived to be not in himself, but m his

rank or caste. The actual life of the people, therefore, did

not furnish to speculative thought the slightest su^estion

of the worth of man as man. It was a positive hindrance

to the rise of such an idea.
. ^. .

Equally opposed to the rise of this idea was the method

of that introspective thought which discovered the fact

of the self It was a method of abstraction; it denied

as part of the real self everything that conld be thought

of as separate; every changing phase or expression of

the self could not be the real self, it was argued, because

if a part of the real self, how could it sometimes be and

aeain not be? Feeling cannot be a part of the real self,

for sometimes I feel and sometimes I do not Any par-

ticular desire cannot be a part of my real self, for some-

times I have it and sometimes I do not. A similar argu-

ment was applied to every objective thing. In the famous

" Questions of King Melinda," the argument as to the
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real chariot is expanded at length ; the wheels are not the

chariot; the spokes are not the chariot; the seat is not
the chariot ; the tongue is not the chariot ; the axle is not
the chariot ; and so, taking up each individual part of the
chariot, the assertion is made tl at it is not the chariot.

But if the chariot is not in any of its parts, then they are

not essential parts of the chariot. So of the soul—the

self; it does not consist of its various qualities or attri-

butes or powers; hence they are not essential elements
of the self. The real self exists apart from them.
Now is it not evident that such a method of introspec-

tion deprives the conception of self of all possible value?
!t is nothing but a bare intellectual abstraction. To say
that this self is a part of the universal self is no relief,

—

brings no possible worth to the separal.^ self,—for the

conception of the universal soul has been arrived at by
a similar process of thought. It, too, is nothing but a
bare abstraction, deprived of all qualities and attributes

and powers. I can see no distinction between the absolute
universal soul of Brahmanism and Buddhism, and the Ab-
solute Nothing of Hegel.*

Both are the farthest possible nbstraction that the mind
can make. The Absolute Soul of Buddhism, the Atman
of Brahmanism,and Heel's Nothing are the farthest pos-
sible remove from the Christian's co -eption of God.
The former is the utter emptiness of being ; the latter the
perfect fullness of being and completeness of quality.

The finite emptiness receives and can receive no richness
of life or increase in value by its consciousness of unity

* It seems desirable to guard against an inference that might
be made from what I have said about Hegel's "Nothing."
He^el saw clearly that his " Nothing " was only the farthest
limit of abstraction, and that it was consaqnently absolutely
empty and worthless. It was only his starting point of tho'ight,
not his end, as in the case of Brahmanism and of Bnddbuun.
Only after Hegel had passed the " Nothing " through all the
successive stages of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, and thus
clothed it with the fullness of being and character, did he con-
ceive it to be the concrete, actual Absolute. There is, therefore,
the farthest possible difference between Hegel's Absolute Being
and Buddha's Absolute. Hegel sought to understand and state
in rational form the real nature of the Christian's conception of
God. Wlwther he did so or not, this is not the plare to say.
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with the infinite emptiness; whereas the finite limited3 receives in the Christian view an infinite weaUh and

value by reason of the consciousness of its unity with

the divine infinite fullness. The usual method of stating

the diff' rence between the Christian conception of Uod

and the Hindu conception of the root of all being is

that the one is personal and the other impersonal. But

these terms are inadequate. Rather say the one is per-

fectly personal and the other perfectly abstract. Imper-

sonality, even in its strictest meaning, 1. e., without con-

scious separate existence as an intelligent and voluntary

being," only partially expresses the conception of Bud-

dhism The full conception rejects not only personality,

but also every other quality ; the ultimate and the absolute

of Buddhism—we may not even call it being—is the ab-

solutely abstract.
. , ^. *

With regard, then, to the conception of the separate

self and of the supreme self, the Buddhistic view may

be called "impersonal," not in the sense that it lacks

the consciousness of a separate self ; not in the sense that

it emphasizes the universal unity—nay, the identity of all

the separate abstract selves and the infinite abstract self

;

but in the sense that all the qualities and characteristics

of human beings, such as consciousness, thought, emotion,

volition, and even being itself, are rejected as unre41.

The view is certainly " impersonal," but it is much more.

My objection to the description of Buddhism as im-

pCTSonal," then, is not because the word is too strong,

but because it is too weak; it does not sufficiently char-

•<'^erize its real nature. It is as much below materialism,

as materialism is below monotheism. Such a scheme of

thought concerning the universe necessarily reacts on

those whom it possesses, to destroy what sense they may

have of the value of human personality ; that which we

hold to be man's ^ry is broken into fr^fments and

thrown away.
. , , r ^1. j-u: .u„

But this does not constitute the whole of the difficulty.

This method of introspective thought necessardy resulted

in the doctrine of Illusion. Nothi.ig is what it seems to be.

The reality of the chariot is other than it appears. So too

with the self and everything we see or think. The igno-
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rant are perfectly under the spell of the illusion and can-
not escape it. The deluded mind creates for itself the
world 01 beini;, with all its woes and evils. The great
enlightenment is the discovery of this fact and the power
it gives to escape the illusion and to see that the world is

nothing but illusion. To see that the illusion is an illu-

sion destroys it as such. It is then no longer an illusion,

but only a passing shadow. We cannot now stop to see

how pessimism, the doctrine of self-salvation, and the

nature of that salvation throxigh contemplation and as-

ceticism and withdrawal from active life, all inevitably

follow from such a course of thought. That which here

needs emphasis is that all this thinking renders it still

more impossible to think of the self as having any in-

trinsic worth. On the contrary, the self is the source of

evil, of illusion. The great aim of Buddhism is neces-

sarily to get rid of the Mlf, with all its illusions and pains

and disappointments.

Is it now clear why Buddhism failed to reach the idea

of the worth of the individual self? It was due to the

nature of the social order, and the nature of its intro-

spective and speculative thinking. Lacking, therefore,

the conception of individual worth, we see clearly why
it failed, even after centuries of opportunity, to secure in-

dividualism in the social order ana a gfeneral development
of personality either as an idea or as a fact among any
of the peoples to which it has gone. It is not only a fact

of history, but we have seen that it could not have been
otherwise. The very nature of its conception of self and,
in consequence, the nature of its conMption of salvation
absolutely prohibited it.*

*I remark, in paMine, that Western non-Christian thought
has experienced, a..d still experiences, no little dUBcnlty in con-
ceiving the ultimate nature of being, and thus in solving the
problem, into which, as a cavemons tomb, the meculative re-
ligions of the Orient have fallen. Western non-Christian »y%-
tems, whether materialism, consistent agnosticism, impersonal
pantheism, or other systems which reject the Christian concep-
tion of God as perfect personality endowed with all the fullness
of being and character, equally with philosophic Buddhism, fail

to provide any theoretic foundation for the doctrine of the value
of man as man, and consequently fail to provide any guarantee
for individualism in the social order and the wide development
of pwsoHsli^ MBong th* msnw.
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We have thus far confined our view entirely to phiU>«

sophic Duddhism. It is important, therefore, to stote

again that very few of the Japanese people outside of the

priesthood have any such ideas with regard to the abstract

nature of the individual, of the absolute self, and of their

mutual relations as I have just described. These ideas

are a part of esoteric Buddhism, the secret truth, wbidl

is an essential part of the great enlightenment, but hf
too profound for the vulgar multitudes. The vast ma-

jority, even of the priesthood, I am told, do not get far

enough to be taught these views. The sweep of such con-

ceptions, therefore, is very limited. That they are held,

however, by the leaders, that they are the views of the

most learned expounders and the most advanced students

of Buddhism serves to explain why Buddhism has never

been, and can never become, a power in reorganizing so-

ciety in the direction of individualism.

Popular Buddhism contains many elements alien to

philosophic Buddhism. For a full study of the subject

of this chapter we need to ask whether popular Buddhism

tended to produce " impersonality," and if so, in what

sense. The doctrine of " ingwa," * with its consequences

on character, demands fresh attention at this point. Ac-

cording to this doctrine every event of this life, even the

minutest, is the result of one's conduct in a previous life,

and is unalterably fixed by inflexible law. " Ingwa " is

the crude idea of fate htU by all primitive peofdes, stated

in somewhat philosophic and scientific form. It became

a central f nent in the thought of Oriental peoples.

Each man is bom into his caste and class by a law over

which neither he nor his parents have any control, and

for which they are without responsibility. The misfor-

tunes of life, and the good fortunes as well, come by the

same impartial, inflexible laws. By this system of thought

moral responsibility is practically removed from the in-

dividual's shoulders. This doctrine is held in Japan far

more widely than the philosophic doctrine of the self,

and is correspondingly baleful.

This system of thought, when applied to the details of

file, rtm^ that individual choice and will, and their effect

• chapter vi.

V 'v^
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in determining both external life and internal character
have been practically lost sight of. As a sociological

fact the origin of this conception is not difficult to under-
stand. The primitive freedom of the individual in the
ea. !v' communal order of the tribe became increasingly
restricted with the multiplication and development of the
Hindu peo|des ; each claai of society became increasingly
specialized. Finally the individtial had no choice what-
ever left him, because of the extreme rigidity of the com-
munal order. As a matter of fact, the individual choice
and will was allowed no play whatever in any important
matter. Good sense saw that where no freedmn is, there
moral responsibility cannot be. All one's life is prede-
termined by the powers that be. Thus we again see how
vital a relation the social order bears to the innermost
thinking and belief of a people.

Still further. Once let the idea be firmly grounded in

an individual that he has no freedom of bran, of choice,
or of act, and in the vast majority of cases, as a matter of
fact, he will have none. "Aba man thinketh in his hnrt,
so is he." " According to your faith be it unto you." This
doci-"ne of individual freedom is one of those that can-
not be forced on a man who does not choose to believe
it. In a true sense, it is my belief that I am free that
makes me free. As Prof. James well says, the doctrine
of the ireedom of the will cannot be rammed down any
man's intellectual throat, for that very act would abridge
his real freedom. Man's real freedom is proved by his

freedom to reject even the doctrine of his freedom. But
so long as he rejects it, his freedom is only potential. Be-
cause of his belief in his bondage he is in bondage. Now
this doctrine of fate has been the warp and woof of the
thinking of the bulk of the Japanese people in their
efforts to explain all the vidssittMes of life. Not only,
therefore, has it failed to stimulate the volitional element
of the psychic nature, but in the psychology of the Ori-
ent little if any attention has been given to this faculty.

Oriental psychology practically knows nothing of per-
sonality because it has failed to note one of its central ele-

ments, the freedom of the wilL The individual, there-
fore, has not been appeakA to to OBOtkit hu free raonl
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choice, one of the highest prerogatives of his nature.

Moral responsibility has not been laid on his individual

boulders. A method of moral appeal fitted to develop

the deqpett ekroent oi hi* penonaltty has thttt been prt-

eluded.

It thus retulted that although philosophic Buddhism
developed a high degree of self-consciousness, yet because

it failed to discover personal freedom it did not deliver

popular Buddhism from its grinding doctrine of fate,

rather it fastened this incubus of social progress more
firmly upon it. Philosophic and popular Buddhisr ike

thus threw athwart the course of human and social evolu«

tion the tremendous obstacle of fatalism, which the Orient

has never discovered a way either to surmount or evade.

Buddhism teaches the impotence of the individual will;

it destroys the sense of moral responsibility ; it thus fails

to understand the real nature of man, his glory and power

and even hit divinity, which the West sums up in the

term personality. In this tense, then, the influence oi
Buddhism and the condition of the Orient may be called
" impersonal," but it is the impersonality of a defective re-

ligious psychology, and of communalism in the social

order. Whether it is right to call this feature of Japan
" impersonality." I leave with the reader to judge.

Vft draw thit diapter to a close with a renewed concep-

tion of the inadequacy of the " impersonal " theory to ex-

plain Japanese religious and social phenomena, rurther

considerations, h<mever, itill merit attention ere we leav*

Uiit tubject
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TRACES or PERSONALITY IN SHINTOISM,
BUDDHISM, AND CONFUCIANISM

KGRET as we sometimes must the illogicalness of
the human mind, yet it is a providential character-

istic of our as yet defective luture ; for thanks to it

few men or nations carry out to their complete logical re-

sults erroneous rpinions and metaphysial speculations.

Common sense in Japan has served more or less as an anti-

dote for Buddhistic poison. The blighting curse of
logical Buddhism has been considerably relieved by vari-

ous circumstances. Let us now consider some of the

ways in which the personality-destroying characteristica

of Buddhism have been ksaened by other ideas and in*

fluences.

First of all there is the distinction, so often noted, be-

tween esoteric and popular Buddhism. Esoteric Bud-
dhism was content to allow popular Buddhism a place and
even to invent ways for the salvation of the ignorant mul-
titudes who could not see the real nature of the Kif. Re-
sort was had to the use of magic prayers and sy i'bolf

and idols. These were bad enough, but they did not bear
so hard on the development of personality as did esoteric

Buddhism.
The doctrine of the transmigration of the soul was like-

wise a relief from the pressure of philosophic Buddhism,
for, according to this doctrine, the individual soul con-
tinues to liveIts separate life, to maintain its independent
identity through infinite ages, while passing through the
ten worlds of existence, from nethermost hell to highest

heaven; and the particular world into which it is born
after each death is determined by the moral character of
its life in the immediately precemng stage. By this doC'

389
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trine, then, a practical appeal is made to the common man
to exert his will, to assert his personality, and so far forth

it was calculated to undo a {Kurt of the mischief dcme by

the paralyzing doctrine of fate and illusion.

But a more important relief from the blight of Bud-

dhistic doctrine was afforded by its own practice. At the

very time that it declared the worthlessness of the self

and the impotence of the will, it declared that salvation

can come only from the self, by the most determined

exercise of the will. What more convincing evidence of

powerful, though distorted, wills could be asked than that

furnished by Oriental asceticism? Nothing in the

West exceeds it. As an idea, then, Buddhism interfered

with the development of the conception of personality;

but by its practice it helped powerfully to develop it as ar

fact in certain phases of activity. The stoicism of tht

Japanese is one phase of developed personality. It shows

the presence of a powerful, disciplined will keeping the

body in control, so that it gives no sign of the thoughts

and emotions going on in the mind, however fierce they

may be.

That in Japan, however, which has interfered mpst

powerfully with the spread and dominance of Buddhism
has been the practical and prosaic Confucian ethics. Ap-
parently, Confucius never speculated. Metaphysics and

introspection aUke had no charm for him. He was con-

cerned with conduct. His developed doctrihe demanded
of all men obedience to the law of the five reiations. In

spite, therefore, of the fact that he said nothing about in-

dividuality and personality, his system laid real emphasis

on personality and demanded its continuous activity. In

all of his teachings the idea of personality in the full and

proper sense of this word is always implicit, and tome-
tiires is quite distinct.

The many $troag and noble characters which glorify

the feudal era are the product of Japonicized Om-
fudanism, "Bushido," and bear powerful witness to its

practical emphasis on personality. The loyalty, filial-

piety, courage, rectitude, honor, self-control, and suicide'

wnich it taught, defective though we must pronounce them

from certain points of view, were yet very lofty and noble,
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and depended for their realization on the development of
personality.

Advocates of the " impersonal " interpretation of the
Orient have much to say about pantheism. TTiey assert

the difficulty of conveying to the Oriental mind the idea of
the personality of the Supreme Being. Although some
form of pantheism is doubtless the belief of the learned,

the evidence that a personal conception of deity is wide-
spread among the people seems so manifest tliat I need
hardly do more than call attention to it. This belief has
helped to neutralize the paralyzing tendency of Buddhist
fatalistic pantheism.

Shinto is personal from first to last. Every one of its

myriads of gods is a personal being, many of Uiem deified

men.
The most pO]>ular are the souls of men who became

famous for saa,e particularly noble, brave, or admirable
deed. Hero-wfjrsnip is nothing if not personal. Fur-
thermore, in its doctrine of " San-shin-ittai," " three
gods, one body," it curiously suggests the doctrine of the
Trinity.

Popular Buddhism holds an equally personal concep-
tion of deity. The objects of its worship are personifica-

tions of various qualities. " Kwannon," the goddess of
mercy ;

" Jizo," the guardian of travelers and children;
" Emma O," " King of Hell," who punishes sinners

;

" Fudo Sama," " The Immovable One," are all personifica-

tions of the various attributes of deity and are worshiped
as separate gods, each being represented by a uniform
type of idol. It is a curious fact that Buddhism, which
started out with such a lofty rejection of deity, finally fell

to the worship of idols, whereas Shinto,wfaidi is pectiuarly

the worship of personality, has never stooped to its

representation in wood or stone.

Confucianism, however, surpasses all in its intimations

of the personality of the Supreme Being. Although it

never formulated this doctrine in a single term, nor defi-

nitely stated it as a tenet of religicm, yet the entire ethical

and religious thinking of the classically educated Japa-
nese is shot through with the idea. Consider the Chinese

expression " Jo-Tei," which the Christians of Japan freely
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use for God ; it means literally " Supreme Emperor," and

refers to the supreme ruler of the universe ; he is here con-

ceived in the form of a human ruler having of course hu-

nuui, that is to say, personal, attributes. A phrase often

heard on the lips of the Japanese is:

" Aoide Ten ni hajizu ; fushite Chi ni hajizu."

"Without self-reproach, whether looking up to Heaven,

or down to Earth."

This phrase has reference to the consciousness of one's

life and conduct, such that he is neither ashamed to look

up in the face cf Heaven nor to look about him in the

presence of man. Paul expressed this same idea when he

wrote " having a conscience void of offense to God and

to man." Or take another phrase

:

" Ten-mo kwaikwai so ni shite morasazu."

Heaven's net is bioad as earth ; and though its meshes

are large, none can escape it." This is constantly used to

illustrate the certainty that Heaven punishes the wicked.
" Ten ni kuchi ari ; kabe ni mimi an."
" Heaven has a mouth and even the wall has ears," sig-

nifies that all one does is known to the ruler of heaven and

earth. Another still more striking saying ascribing

knowledge to Heaven is the " Yoshin no Shichi," " the

four knuwings of Yoshin." This sage was a Chinaman of

the second century a. d. Approached with a large bribe

and urged to accept it with the assurance that no one

would know it, he replied, "Heaven knows it; Earth

knows it ;
you know it ; and I know it. How say you that

none will know it?" This famous saying condemning

irribery is well known in Japan. The references to

" Heaven " as knowing, seeing, doing, sympathizing, will-

ing, and always identifying the activity of " Heaven

with the noblest and loftiest ideals of man, are frequent

in Chinese and Japanese literature. The personality of

God is thus a doctrine clearly foreshadowed in the Orient.

It is one of those great truths of religion which the

Orient has already received, but which in a large measure

lies dormant becatise of its incomplete expression. The

advent of the fully expressed teaching of this truth, freed

from all vagueness and ambiguity, is a c^>ital illustration

of the way in which Christianity comes to Japan to fulfill
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rather than to destroy ; it brings that fructifying elemoit
that stirs the older and more or less imperfectly ex]»Msed
truths into new life, and gives them adequate modes of
expression. But the point to which I am here calling at-

tention is the fact that the idea of the personality of the
Supreme Being is not so utterly alien to Oriental thought
as some would have us think. Even though there is no
single word with which conveniently to translate the term,

the idea is perfectly distinct to any J^qnnese to whom its

meaning is explained.

The statement is widely made that because the Japanese
language has no term for " personality " the people are
lacking in the idea ; that consequently they have difficulty

in grasping it even when presented to them, and that as a
further consequence they are not to I criticised for their

hesitancy in accepting the doctrine of the " Personality of
God." It must be admitted that if " personality " is to be
defined in the various ambiguous and contradictory ways
in which we have seen it defined by advocates of Oriental
" impersonality " much can be said in defense of their hesi-

tancy. Indeed, no thinking Christian of the Occident for

a moment accepts it. But if " personality " is defined in

the way here i»«8ented, which I judge to be the usage of
thoughtful Christendom, then their hesitancy cannot be
so defended. It is doubtless true that there is in Japa-
nese no single word corresponding to our term " person-

ality." But that is likewise true of multitudes of other

terms. The only significance of this fact is that Oriental

philosophy has not followed in exactly the same lines as

the Occidental. As a matter of fact I have not found the

idea of personality to be a difficult one to convey to the

Japanese, if clear definitions are used. The Japanese lan-

guage has, as we have seen, many words referring to the

individuality, to the self of manhood ; it merely lacks the

general abstract term, " personality." This is, however,
in keqnng with tfw general diancteristics of the lan-

guage. Abstract terms are, compared with English,

relatively rare. Yet with the new civilization they are

being coined and introduced. Furthermore, the English

term " personality " is readily used by the great majority

id edna^ ChratiuM jort as tli^ ose nidi woras m
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"
life,"

" power," " success," " patriotism," and " Chrif

tianity."

In the summer of i8q8, with the Rev. C. A. Clark I was

invited to speak on the " Outlines of Christianity " in a

school for Buddhist priests. At the close of our thirty-

minute addresses, a young man arose and spoke for fifty

minutes, outlining the Buddhist system of thought ; his

address consisted of an exposition of the law of cause and

effect ; he also stated some of vhe reasons why the Chris-

tian conception of God and the universe seemed to hi n

utterly unsatisfactory ; the objections raised were those

now current in Japan—such, for example, as that if God

really were the creator of the universe, why are some men

rich and some poor, some high-bom and some low-bom.

He also asked the question who made God? In a two-

minute reply I stated that his objections showed that he

did not understand the Christian's position ; and I ^^sked

in turn what was the oriRin of the law of cause and ufect.

The following day the chief priest, the head of the school

and its most highly educated instructor, dined with us.

We of course talked of thevarious aspects of Christian and

Buddhist doctrine. Finally he asked me how I would an-

swer the question as to who created God, and as to the

origin of the law of cause and effect. I explained as

clearly as I could the Christian view of God, in his per-

sonality and as being the original and only source of all

existence, whether of physical or of human nature. He
seoned to drink it all in and expressed his satisfaction at

the close in the words, " Taihen ni man roku shimashita,

" That is exceedingly satisfactory "
; these words he re-

peated several times. This is not my first personal proof of

the fact that the idea of personality is not alien or incom-

prehensible to the Orient, nor even to a Buddhist priest,

steeped in Bnddhist speculatirai, provided the idea «
clearly stated.

,

Before bringing to a close this discussion of the prob-

lem of personality in Japan, it would seem desirable to

trace the history of the development of Japanese person-

ality. In view of all that has now been said, and not for-

getting what was said as to the principles of National

Evohition,* this may be done in a i»n^n^
* Foot of chaptor niz.
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The amalgamation of tribes, the development of large
clans, and finally the establishment of the nation, with
world-wide relations, has reacted on the individual man-
bers of the people, giving them larger and richer lives.
This constitutes one important element of personal devel-
opment. The subordination of individual will to that of
the group, the desire and effort to live for the advantage,
not of the individual self, but of the group, whether
famil)-, tribe, clan, nation, or the world, is not a limitation
of personality. On the contrary, it is its expansion and
development. Shinto and Japtmicized Confucianism con-
tributed powerful motives to this subordination, and thus
to this personal development. These were attended, how-
ever, by serious limitations in that they confined their at-
tention to the upper and ruling classes. The development
of personality was thus extremely limi^. Buddhism
contributed to the development of Japanese personality in
so far as it taught Japanese the marvels revealed by intro-
spection and self-victory. Its contribution, however, was
seriously hampered by defects already sufficiently empha-
sized. Japan has developed personality to a high degree
in a few and to a relatively low degree in the many. The
problem confronting New Japan is the development of a
high degree of personality among the masses. This is to
be accomplished by the introduction of an individualistic
social order.

One further topic demands our attention in closing.
What is the nature of personal heredity? Is it biological
and inherent, or, like all the characteristics of the Japa-
nese people thus far studied, is personality transmitted by
social heredity? Distinguishing between intrinsic or in-
herent personality,* which constitutes the original endow-
ment differentiating man frc«n animal, and extrinsic or
acquired personality, which consists of the various forms
in which the inherent personality has manifested itself in
the different races of men and the different ages of his-
tory, it is safe to say that the latter is transmitted accord-
ing to the laws of association or social heredity. Intrinsic
personality can be inherited only by lineal offspring, pass-
ing from father to son. Extrinsic personality may fail

* Cbapter xxxiii. p. 49S.
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to be i'lherited by lineal descendants and may be inherited

by otliL-rs than lineal descendants. It is transmitted and

determined by social inheritance. Yet it is through per-

sonality that the individual may break away from the

dominant currents of the social order, and become thus

the means for the transformation of that order. The
secret of social progress lies in personality. In proportion

as the social wder is fitted, accordingly, widely to develop

high-grade perscmality,* is its own progress rapid and
safe.

Does acquired personality react on intrinsic personality ?

This is the problem of " the inheritance of acquired charac-

teristics." Into this problem I do not enter further than

to note that in so far as newly developed personal traitt

produce transformations of body and brain transmittablc

from parent to offspring by the bare fact of parentage, in

that degree does acquired pass over into intrinsic person-

sJity and thereby become intrinsic. In regard to the de-

gree in whidi acquired has passed over into intrinsic per-

sonality, thus differentiating the leading races of mankind,

we contend that it is practically non-existent The phe-

• It seems desirable to append a brief additional statemeni

on the doctrine of the " personality of God," and its accept*
bility to the Japanese. I wish to make it clear, in the first place
that the difficulties felt by the Japanese in adoptinK this doc
trine are not dne ptiaaaUy to the deficiency either ol the Jap
anese language or to the essential nature of the Japanese mind
that is tu say, because of its asserted structural "impersonal
ity." We have seen how the entire thought of the people, ant

even the direct moral teachings, imply both the fact of person
ality in man, and also its knowledge. The religious teachings
likewise, imply the personality even of " Heaven."
That there are philosophical or, more correctly speaking

metaphysical difficulties attending this doctrine, I am wel
aware ; and that they are felt by some few Japanese. ' xiai

kmtw. But I maintain that these difficulties have been it . ». :<

from the West. The difficulties raised by a sensational

ophy which results in denying the reality ev^ man's rs-t h*.

nature, no less than the difficulties due thoroit. :

idealism, have both been introduced among educated .»i

and have found no little response. I am persuaded tha. rea

causes of the doubt entertained by a few of the Christians it

Japan as to the personality of God are of foreign origin. Thes(
doubts are to be answered in exactly the same wav as the sami
difficulties are answered in other lands. It must m shown tha
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nomena of personality characterizing the chief races of
men are due, not to intrinsic, but to acquired personality

;

in other words they are the products of the respective
social orders and are transmitted from generation to gen-
eration by social rather than by biological heredity.

the sensational and " positive " philosophies, endinj? in ainios-
tieism as to all the great problems of life and of reality are
essentially at fault in not recognizing the nature of the mind
that knows. The searching criticism of these assumptions and
methods made by T. H. Green and other careful thinkers, and to
which no answer haa been made by the aensational and agnostic
schools of thought, needs to be presented in intelligible Japanese
for the fairly educated Japanese student and layman. So, too
the discussions of such writers and philosophical thinkers as
Seth, and Illingworth. and especially Lotze, whose discussions
of "personality" are unsurpassed, should be presented to Jap-
anesi; thinkers in native garb. But, again I repeat, it seems to
me that the difficulty felt in Japan on these subjects is due not
to the " impersonality " of the language or the native mind or
to the hitherto prevalent religions, but wholly to the imported
philosophies and sciences. The individuals who feel or at least
express any sense of difficulty on these topics—so far at least aamy knowledge of the subject goes—are not those who know
nothing but their own language and their own native religions,
but rather those who have had exceptional advantages in for-
eign study, many of them having spent years abroad in Western
universities. They furnish a fresh revelation of the quickness
with which the Japanese take up with new ideas. They did not
evolve these diiBculties for themselves, but gathered them from
their reading of Western literature and by their mingling with
men of nnevangelical temper and t^^ol^^t In the Wert.
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THE BUDDHIST WORLD-VIEW

FULLY lo comprehend the genius and history of

Tapan and her social order, we need to gam a still

more thorough insighi into the various conceptions

of the universe that have influenced the people. What

have been their views as to the nature of the ultimate

reality lying behind all phenomena? ^What as to the re-

Kof mankind to that Ultimate Reality? And wha

has been the relation of these world-views to the social

order' To prepare the way for our final answer to these

questions, we confine ourselves in this chapter to a study

of the inner nature of the Buddhist world-yiew

Since the Buddhist conception of the Ultimate Reality

and of the universe is one of the three important types of

world-views dominating the human mind, a type too that

is hardly known in Western lands, in order to set i forth

in terms^intelligible to the Occidental and the Christian it

will be necessarv in expounding it to contrast «t with the

two remaining types ; namely, the G^^^^ and the Chnj^^ian.

As already pointed out, according to the Buddhistic

conceotion, the Ultimate is a thoroughgoing Abstraction.

All Ae elements of personality are denied. It is perfectly

^sionless. perfectly thoughtless, and periectiy motion-

fes It has neither feeling, idea, nor will. As a conse-

quence, the phenomena of the universe are wholly unre-

fated to it ; all that is, is only illusion ; it has no reality d
being. Human beings who think the world rfl. and vjw

think even themselves real, are under the spell. TTit

illusion is the great misery and source of pam. ^a'vat or

s the discoven' of the illusion ; and this discovery is th<

victorv over it; for no one fears the ion's skm, howeye

much 'he mav fear the lion. This discovery secures th(

dropping back from the little, limited, individual seU-hM

39*
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into the infinite passionless, thoughtless, and motionless

existence uf the absolute being, Nirvana.

The Ancient Greek and not a little modern thought,

conceived of the Ultimate as a thorough-going intel-

lectualism. One aspect of personality was perceived and
emphasized. God was conceived as a thinker, as one who
contemplates the universe. He does not create matter,

nor force, nor does he rule them. They are eternal and
real, and subject to fate. God simply observes. He is

absolute reason. The Greek view is thus essentially

dualistic. Sin, from the Greek point of view, is merely
ignorance, and salvation the attainment of knowledge.

In vital and vitalizing contrast to both the Buddhist and
Greek conceptions is the Judso-Christian. To the Chris-

tian the Ultimate is a thoroughgoing personality. To him
the central element in God is will, guided by reason and
controlled by love and righteousness. God creates and
rules everything. There is nothing that is not wholly sub-

ject to him. There is no dualism for the Christian, nor
any illusion. Sin is an act of human will, not an illusion

nor a failure of intellect. Salvation is the correction of

the will, which comes about through a " nev; birth."

The elemental difference, then, between these three con-

ceptions of the Ultimate is that in Buddhism the effort to

rationalize and ethicize the universe of experience is aban-

doned as a hopeless task; the world entirely and com-
pletely resists the rational and ethical process. The uni-

verse is pronounced completely irrational and non-moral.

Change is branded as illusion. There is no room for

progress in philosophic, thoroughgoing Buddhism.
In the Greek view the universe is subject in part to the

rationalizing process ; but only in part. The effort at ethi-

cization is entirely futile. The Greek view, equally with

the Buddhistic, is at a loss to understand change. It does
not brand it as unreal, but change produced by man is

branded as a departure from nature. Greeks and Hindus
alike have no philosophy of history. In the Christian view
the universe is annpletely subject to the rati(»ial and eth-

ical process. God is creator of all that is and it is neces-

sarily good. God is an active will and He is, therefore, still

in the process of creating ; hence change, evolution, is justi-
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tied and iindi-rstuod. History is rational and has a phi-

losophy. Evolution and revelation have their place at

the very heart of the universe. Hence it is that science,

philosophy, and history, in a word a high-grade civiliza-

tion, finds its intellectual justification, its foundation, its

primary postulates, its possibility, only in a land permeated
with the Christian idea of Ciod.

In the Buddhistic conception Gotl is an abstract

vacuity ; in the Greek, a static intellect ; in the Christian, a
dynamic will. As is the conception of God, so is the con-
ception and character of man. The two are so intimately

interdq)cndent that it is useless at this time to disctisa

which is the cause and which the result. They arc doubt-
less the two aspects of the same movement of thought.
The following differences are necessary characteristics of
the three religions:

The Buddhist seeks salvation through the attainment of
vacuity—Nirvana—in order to escape from the world in

which he says there is no reason and no morality. The
Greek seeks salvation through the activity of the intellect

;

all that is needful to salvation is knowledge of the truth.

The Christian seeks salvation through the activity of the
will; this is secured through the new birth. The Bud-
dhist leaves each man to save himself from his illusion by
the discovery that it is an illusion. The Greek relies on
intellectual education, on philosophy—^the Christiai:

recreates the will. The Buddhist and Greek gods make
no efFort to help the lost man. The Christian God is

dominated by love; He is therefore a missionary God,
sending even His only begotten Son to reconcile and win
the world of sinning, willful children txack to Himself.

In Buddhism salvation is won only by the few and after

ages of toil and ceaseless re-births. In the Greek pUm
only the philosopher who comes to full understanding can
attain salvation. In the Christian plan salvation is for

all, for all are sons of God, in fact, and may through Christ
become so in consciousness. In the Buddhistic plan the
hopeless masses resort to magic and keep on with their

idolatry and countless gross superstitions. In the Greek
plan the hopeless resort to the " mysteries " for the at-

tainment of salvation. In the Christian plan there are
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00 hopelcM tnasws, for sH may gain the regenerated will

and become conscious sons of God.
The Buddhist mind gave up all effort to grasp or even

to understand reality. The Greek mind thought it could

arrive at reality through the intellect. But two thousand
years of philosophic study and evolution drove philosof^y

uito the abaurd petitions of absolute subjective idealism on
the one hand and sensationalism and amolate materialism

on the other. The Christian mind lays emphasis on the

will and accordingly is alone able to reach reality, a

reality justifiable alike to the reason and to the heart. For
will is the creative faculty in man as well as in God. As
God through His will creates reality, so man through his

will first comes to know reality. Mere intellect can never

pass over from thought to being. Being can be known as

a reality only through the will.

In consequence of the above-stated methods of thought,

the Buddhist was of necessity a pessimist ; the Greek onify

less so; while the Jew and the Christian could alone be
thoroughgoing optimists. The Buddhist ever asserts the

is-not; the Greek, the 's; while the Jew and Christian

demand the ought-to Le, as the supreme thing. Hence
flows the perennial life of the Christian civilizatnn.

Those races and civilization whose highest and deepest

conception of the ultimate is that of mere reason, no less

than those races and civilizations whose highest and
deepest conception of reality is that of an abstract empti-

ness, must be landed in an unreal world, must arrive at

irrational results, for they have not taken into account the

most vital element of thought and life. Such races and
civilizations cannot rise to the highest levels of which man
is capable ; they must of necessity give way to those races

and that civilization which build on larger and more com-
plete foundations, which worship Will, Human and
Divine, and seek for its larger development bodi in self

and in all mankind.
But I must not pause to trace the contrasts further.

Enough has been said to show the source of Occidental be-

lief in the infinite worth of man. In almost diametrical

contrast to the Buddhist conception, according to the

Chrii^ttan vkw, man is a real beit^« Uvti^ in a i<w wo
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involvcfl in a real intcilcctual problem, fighting a rea

battle, on whose issue hang momentous, nay, infinite re

Buhs. So great is man's value, not only to himself, bu
also to God, his Father, that the Father himself suffen

with him in hia tin, and for him, to save him from hit ain

The question will be asked how widely the Buddhist!
interpretation of the imiverse has spread in Japan. Th(
tloetrine of illusion became pretty general. We ma;
doubt, however, whether the rationale of the philosoph;

was very generally understootl. One Sutra, read by al

JajKiUese sects, i;. taught to all who would become ao
quainted with the essentials of Buddhist doctrine. It ii

so short that I give it in full.*

THE SMALLER-PRACNA-P.XRAMITA-IIRIDYA-SUTRA

" Adoration to the Omniscient. The venerable Bodhi
sattva Avalokitesvara {x-rforming his study in the deq
Pragna-paramita [perfection of Wisdom] thou^t thus

There are the five Skandhas, and these he considered s
by their nature empty [phenomenal]. O Sariputra, h
said, form here is emptiness, and emptiness indeed is form
Emptiness is not different from form, and form is no
different fnnn emptiness. What is form that is empt|

neu, what is emptiness that is form. The same wpp&t
to perception, name, conception, and knowledge.

J" Here, O Sariputra, all things have the character a
emptiness ; they have no beginning, no end, they ai e fault

less and not faultless, they are not imjierfect and not per

feet. Therefore, O Sariputra, in this emptiness there i

no form, no perception, no name, no concepts, no knowl
edge. No eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind. No form
sound, smell, taste, touch, objects. . . There is n(

knowledge, no ignorance, no destruction of knowledge
no destruction of ignorance, etc., there is no decay an'

death, no destruction of decay and death ; there are no

the four truths, viz., vhat there is pain, the origin o
pain, stopping of pain, and the path to it. There is n
knowledge, no diteining of Nirvana.

" A man who has approached the Pragna-paramita o
* " Sacred Books of the East," vol. xliz, part ii. p. 147.
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the Budhisattva dwells unvduiwd in cunsciuusnt-ss. But

when the envelop of consciousness has been annihilated,

then he becomes free of all fear, beyond the reach of

change, enjoying final Nirvana. All Buddhas of the put,
present, and future, after approaching the Pragna-para-

iiiita, have awakened to the highest perfect knowledge.
" Therefore one ought to know the great verse of the

I'ragna-paramita, the verse of the great wisdom, the un-

surpassed verse, the peerless verse, which appeases all

pain; it is truth because it it not false; the verse pro-

claimed in the Pragna-paramita
:

' O wisdom, gone, gone,

gone, to the other shore, landed at the other shore, ^lava.'
" Thus ends th«- heart of the Pragna-paramita."

A study of this condensed and widely read Buddhist

Sutra will convince anyone that the ultimate conceptions

of the universe and of the final reality, are as described

above. However popular Buddhism might differ from
this, it would be the belief of the thoughtless masses, to

whom the rational and ethical problems are of no signifi-

canc. or concern, and who contribute notliing to the devel-

opment of thought or of the social order. Those nobler

and more earnestly inquiring souls whose energy and
spiritual longing might have been used for the bemfit of

the masses, were shunted off on a aide track that led only

into the desert of atomistic individualism, abandonment of

societv, ecstatic contemplation, and absolute pessimism.

The Buddhist theory of the universe and method of

thought denied all intelligible real- and necessitated the

conclusion that the universe of experience is neither

rational nor ethical The common beliefs of the unre-

flective and uninitiated masses in the nhimate ratkmaltty

and morality of the universe were felt to have no founda-

tion either in religion or philosophy and were accordingly

pronoraioed mere ittnMOot.
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COMMUNAL AND INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS IN

THE EVOLUTION OF JAPANESE RELIGIOUS

LIFE

OUR study of Japanese r-ligion and religious life

thus far has been almost, if not exclusively, from the

individualistic standpoint. An adequate statement,

however, cannot be made from this standpoint alone,

for religion through its mighty sanctions exerts a power-

ful influence on the entire communal life. Indeed, the

leading characteristic of primitive religions is their com-

munal nature. The science of religion shows how late tn

human history is the rise of individualistic religions.

In the present chapter we propose to study Japarose re-

ligious history from the communal standpoint. This wUl

lead us to study her present religious problem and the

nature of the religion required to solve it.

The real nature of the religious life of Japan has been

and still is predominantly communal. Individualism has

had a place, but, as we have repeatedly seen, only a mitior

place in forming the natirai. From the communo-mdi-

vidualistic standpoint, in the study of Japan's religious

and social evolution, not only can we see clearly that the

three religions of Japan are real religions, but we can also

understand the nature of the relations of these three re-

lieicHis to each oA«r and the reasons why they have had

such relations. Japanese religious history afditsmain

phenomena becwne luminous in the light of communo-

individualistic social principles.

Shinto, the primitive religion of Japan, corresponded

well with the needs of primitive times, when the develop-

ment of strong communal Ufe was the prime problem and

necessity. It furnished the religious sanctions for the

•octal order to hs customs of worshiping not mly the

404
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gods, but also the Emperor and ancestors. It p[ave the

highest possible justification of the national social order

in its deification of <;c supreme ruler. Shinto was so

completely comf iinal in its nature that the individttat

aspect of religic .i was utt' rty ored. It developed no
specific moral C 'l .'. .10 escl at : .ogical and soteriological

systems, no com rcLcnLivc vie\ of nature or of the gods.

These deficienciti, .'lu.vcv^r, are no proofs that it was not

a religion in the proper sense of the term. The real ques-

tion is, did it furnish any supra-mtmdane, supra-leg^,

supra-communal sanctions both for the conduct of the in-

dividual in his social relations and for the fact and the

right of the social order. Of thi'-. there can be no doubt.

Those who deny it the name of a religion do so because

they ju^ religicMi only from the point of view of a highly

developed individualistic religion.

In view of this undoubted fact, it is a strange com-
mentary on the failure of Shinto leaders to realize the real

function of the faith they profess that they have sought

and obtained from the government the right to be con-

sidered and classified no longer as a religion, but only as a

society for preserving the memories and shrines of the

ancestors of the race. Thus has modem Shinto, so far as

it is organized and has a mouth with which to speak, fol-

lowing the abdicating proclivities of the ancient social

order, excommunicated itself from its religious heritage,

aspiring to be nothing more than a gate-keeper of ceme-
teries.

The sources of the power of the Shinto sanctions Iks in

the nature of its conception of the universe. Although it

attempted no interpretation of the universe as a whole, it

conceived of the origin of the country and people of Japan

as due to the direct creative energy of the gods. Jaoan

was accordingly conceived as a divine land and the p^^-ple

a divine people. The Emp. ror was thought to have de-

scended m direct line from the gods and thus to be a
visible representative of tfie gods to the people, and to pos-

sess divine power and authority with which to rule the

people. Whenever Japanese came into contact with for-

eign peoples, it was natural to consider them outside of

the mvine providence, aliens, whose presence in the
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divine land was more or less of a pollution. This world-

view was well calculated to develop a spirit of submissive

obedience and loyal adherence to the hereditary rulers of

the land, and of fierce antagonism to foreigners, ' his

view constituted the moral foundation for the social order,

the intellectual framework within which the state devel-

oped. Paternal feudalism was the natural, if not the

necessary, accompaniment of this world-view. Even to

this day the scholars of the land see no other ground on

which to found Imperial authority, no other basis for

ethics and religion, that! the divine descent of the

Emperor.*
The Shinto world-view, conceiving of men as direct off-

spring of the gods, has in it potentially the doctrine of the

divine nature of all men, and their consequent infinite

wortii. Shinto never developed this truth, however. It

did not discover the momentous implications of its view.

Failing to discover them, it failed to introduce into the

social order that moral inspiration, that social leaven

which would have gradually produced the individualistic

social order.

No attempt has been made either in ancient or modem
times to square this Shinto world-view with advancing

knowledge of the world, particularly with the modem
scientific conception of the universe. Anthropology,

ethnology, and the doctrine of evolution both cosmic and

human, are all destructive of the primitive Shinto world-

view. It would not be difficult to show, however, that in

this world-view exists a profound element of tmth. The
Shinto world-ccmception needs to be expanded to take the

universe and all races of men into its view, and to see that

Japan is not alone the object of divine solicitude, but that

all races likewise owe their origin to that same divine

power, and that even though the Emperor is not more

directly the offspring of the gods than are all men, yet in

the providence of Him who raleth the affairs of men, the

]^npetor is in fact the visible representative of authority

and power for the people over whom he reigns. With this

expannon and the consequences that flow from it, the

world-view tiiat has cradled Old Japan will come into

* Of. chapters xiii. and xjod.
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accord with the scientific Christian world-view, and be-

come fitted to be the foundation for the new and individ-

ualistic social order, now arising in Japan, grantin{; full

liberty of thought and action, knowing that only so can

truth come out of ror, and assured that truth is the only

ground of permanent welfare.

Throughout the centuries including the present era of

Meiji, it IS the Shinto religion that has provided and that

still provides religious sanctions for the sodal order

—

even for the new social order that has come in from the

West. It is the belief of the people in the divine descent

of the Emperor, and his consequent divine right, that to-

day unifies the nation and causes it to accept so readily

the new social order; desired by him, they raise no ques-

tions, make no opposition, even thot^h in swne respects

it brings them trouble and anxietv.

Our study of Buddhism has brought to light its ex-

tremely individualistic nature, and its lack of asocial ideal.

Its world-view we have sufficiently examined in the pre-

ceding chapter. We are told that when Buddhism came

to Japan it made little headway until it adopted the SI linio

deities into its theogony. What does this mean? That

only on condition of accepting the Shinto sanctions for the

communal order of society was it able to commend itself

to the people at large. And Buddhism had no difficulty

in fulfiUin/ this condition, because it had no ideal order

of society to present and no religious sanctions for any

kind of social order; in this respect Buddhism had no

ground for conflict with Shinto. Shinto had the to

itself ; and Buddhism was perfectly at liberty to aOO^ or

at least to allow, any social order that might prraent itself.

Furthermore, by its doctrines of incarnation and transmi-

gration, according to which noble souls might appear and

reappear in different worlds and different lands, Bud-

dhism could identify Shinto deities with its own deities of

Hindu origin, asserting their pre-incamation. Having

accepted the Shinto deities, ideals, and sanctioM for tiie

social order, Buddhism became not only tolerable to the

people, but also exceedingly popular.

The Shinto-Buddhistic was in truth a new religion,

each of tlw old reUg^ si^yi^ aa essential demei^
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One real reason, beside its accommodation to Shintoism,

why Buddhism was so popular was that it brought an in-

^spensable element into the national life. For the first

time emphasis began to be laid on the individual. Intro-

spection and deliberate meditation were brought into play.

Arts cjmanding individual skill were fostered. A
gorgeous ritual, elaborate architecture, complex religious

organism, letters and literature, all gave play to individual

activity and development whether in manual, in mental,

or in xsthetic lines. The hitherto cramped and primitive

life of the Japanese responded to these appeals ami (q>por-

tunities with profound joy. The upper classes especially

felt themselves growing in richness and fullness of life.

They felt the stimulus in many directions. The reason,

then, why Buddhism flourished so mightily, and at the

same time caused the nation to bloom, was because it

helped develop the individual. The reason, on the oti er

hand, why it failed to carry the nation on from its first

bloom into full fruitage was because it failed to develop
individualism in the social order. Its religious indi-

vidualism was, as we have seen, in reality defective. It

was abstract and one-sided. It did not discover the

whole of the individual. It did not know anything of

personality, either human or divine. It accordingly could
not recognize the individual's worth, but only his separate-

ness and his weakness. It taught an abstract impover-
ished idea of self, and made, as the whole aim of the sal-

vation it offered, the final annihilation of all separateness

of this individual self. We can now see that its indi-

vidualism was essentially defective in that it poured con-

tempt on the self, and that if its individualizing salvation

were consistently carried ottt, it was not only no help to

the social order, but a positive injury to it. Its indi-

vidualism was of a nature which could not become an in-

tegral part of any social order.

This character led to another inevitable difficulty.

Although Buddhism ostensibly adopted Shinto deities and
the Shintosanctions forthe soaal order, it could not whole-
hartedly accept the sanctions nor take the deities into full

and legitimate partnership. It found no place in its circle

of doctrine to teach the important tenets of Shintoism.
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It left them to survive or perish as chance would have it.

In proportion as Buddhism absorbed the Ufe and love of

the people, Shinto fell into decay and with it its sanctions.

Then came the centuries of civil war during which Im-

perial power and authority sank to a minimum, and

Japan's ignominy and disorder reached their maximum.

What the land now needed was the re-introduction, first,

of social order, even though it must be by the hand of a

dictator, and second, the development of religious sanc-

tions for the order that should be established. The first

was secured by those three great generals of Japan, Oda
Nobunaga, the Taiko Hideyoshi, and Tokugawa leyasu.

" The first conceived the idea of centralizing all the au-

thority of the state in a single person ; the second, who has

been called the Napoleon of Japan, actually put the idea

into practice," but died before consolidating his work; the

third, by his unsurpassed skill as a diplomat and admin-

istrator, carried the idea completely out, arranging the

details of the new order so that, without special military

genius or power on the part of his successors, the order

maintained itself for 250 years.

Yet it is doubtful if this long maintenance of the social

order introduced by leyasu would have been possible had

he not found readyto hand a system of essentially religious

sanctions for the social order he had established by force.

Confucianism had lain for a thousand years a dormant

germ, receiving some study from learned men, but having

no special relation to the education of the day or to the

political problems that became each century more press-

ing. In the Confucian doctrines of loyalty to ruler and

piety to parents, a doctrine sanctioned by Heaven and by

the customs of all the ancients, leyasu, with the insight

of a master mind, found just the sanctions he desired.

He had the Confucian classics printed—it is said for the

first time in Japan
—

" and the whole intellect of the coun-

try beaune molded by Confucian ideas." The classics,

edited with diacritical marks for Japanese students,

"formed the chief vehicle of every boy's education."

These were interpreted by learned Chinese commentators.

The intelligence of the land drank of this stream as the

European mind refredied itself tfie datttc waters df
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the Renaissance. The Japanese were weary of Bud-

dhistic puerilities and transcendental doctrines that led

nowhere. They Jemanded sanctions for the moral life

and the social order ; in response to this need Buddhism

gave them Nirvana—absoUite mental and moral vacuity.

Confucianism gave them principles whose working and

whose results they could see and understand. Its sanc-

tions appealed both to the imagination and to the reason,

antiquity and learning and piety being all in their favor.

The sanctions were also seen to be wholly independent of

puerile superstitions and foolish fears. The Confucian

ideals and sanctions, moreover, coincided with the essen-

tial elements of the old Shinto world-view and sanctions.

In a true sense, the doctrines of Confucius were but the

elaborated and succinctly stated implications of their

primitive faith. Confucianism, therefore, swept the land.

It was accepted as the groundwork and authority for the

most flourishing feudal order the world has ever seen.

Japan bloomed again.*

This difference, however, is to be noted between the

Shinto ideal social order and the Confucian, or rather that

development of Confucian ethics and civics which arose

during the Tokugawa Shc^nate ; Shinto appears to have

been, properly speaking, nationalistic, while feudal Con-

fucianism was tribal. Although in Confucian theory the

supreme loyalty may have been due the Emperor, in point

of fact it was shown to the local daimyo. Confucian

ethics was communal and might easily have turned in the

direction of national conmiunalism ; it would then have

coincided completely with Shinto in this respect. But for

various reasons it did not so turn, but developed an in-

tensely local, a tribal communalism, and pushed loyalty to

the Emperor as a vital reality entirely into the background.

This was one of the defects of feudal Confucianism which

• It is not strange that in all the centers of this new learning

Confucius was deified and worshiped. In connection with

many schools eaUblished for the study of his works, temples

were bniit to his honor, in which his statue alone was
placed, before which a stately religious service was performed

at regular iaterrals. Thus did Confucianism become a hving

and ^taUxiag, altbooi^, as w« shall sotm sm, an tecomptot*

tsUglaa.
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finally led to its own overthrow. Shinto, as we have

seen, had long been pushed aside by Buddhism and was
practically forgotten by the people. The zeal for Con-
fucian doctrine brought, therefore, no immediate revival to

the Shinto cultus, although it did revive the es:>ential ele-

ments of the old communal religion. We might say that

the old religion was revived under a new name ; having a

new name and a new body, the real and vital connection

between the two was not recognized. We thus discern

how the religious history of Japan was not a series of

cataclysms or of disconnected leaps in the dark, but an

orderly development, one step naturally following the

next, as the sun follows the dawn. The different stages

of Japan's religious progress have received different

names, because due to specific stimuli brought from
abroad ; the religious life itself, however, has been a con-

tinuous development.

Another difference between Shinto and Qmfucianism
as it existed in Japan should not escape our attention,

namely, in regard to their respective world-views. Shinto

was confessedly a religion; it frankly believed in gods,

whom it worshiped and on whose help it relied. Con-
fucianism, or to use the Japanese name, Bushido, was con-

fessedly agnostic. It did not assume to understand the

universe, as Buddhism assumed. Nor did it admit the

practical existence of gods or their power in this world, as

Shinto believed. It maintained that, " if only the heart

follows the way of truth, the gods will protect one even

though he does not pray." It laid stress on practical

moralities, regardless of their philosophical presumptions,

into which it would not probe. When pressed it would
ascribe all to " Heaven," and, as we have seen, it had
many implications that would lead the inquiring mind to

a belief in the personal nature of " Heaven." Had it de-

veloped these implications, Bushido would have become a

genuine religion. It was indeed a system of ethics

touched with emotion, it was religious, but it failed to be-

come the relip;ion it might have becmne because it insisted

on its agnosttdnn and refused to w<H^p the hif^iest and
best it knew.

It is interesting to observe that the ideals and sanctimis
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of Confucianism produced effects which proved Its ruin.

They did this in two ways; first, by developing the pro-

loninid peace necessary for a high grade of scholarship

which turning its attention to ancient history, discovered

that the Shogunate was asfiuming powers not in accord

with the primitive practice nor in accord with the theory

of the divine descent of the Imperial house. Imperialistic

patriots arose, whose aim was to overthrow the Shogunate

ind restore the Emperor. 'J"l.ey felt that, doing this, they

were right; that is to say, they became inspired by the

Shinto sanctions for a national life. They thus discoverd

the defect of the disjointed feudal system sanctioned by

feudal Confucianism. The second cause of its ttndot^

grew out of the first. The scholarship which led the

patriots against the usurper in political life led them also

against all foreign innovations such as Buddhism and

Confucianism, which they scorned as modem and anti-

imperial. The Shinto cultus thus received a powerful re-

vival. With the overthrow of the Shogtinate m 1868

Confucianism naturally went with it, and for a tune

Shinto was the state religion. But its poverty in every

line, except the communal sanctions, caused it in a short

time to lose Us place.
^ , .1 r tj u-

1

The two causes just assigned for the fall of Bushido,

however, could hardly have wrought its ruin had it been

more than a utilitarian and agnostic system of morahty,

calculated to maintain the social ascendency of a small

fraction of the nation. As a religion, Bushido would

have secured a conservative power enabling it to survive,

by adapting itself to a changed social order. As it was,

Bushido was snuffed out by a single breath of the breeze

that began to blow from foreign lands. As an ethical

system it has conferred a blessing oa Japan tiiat should

never be forgotten. But its identification with a clMS

and a clan social order rendered it too narrow for the

national and international life into which the nation was

forced by circumstances beyond its control, and its agnos-

tic utilitarianism did not provide it with sufficient moral

power to cope wiA the problems of the new individualistic

age that had suddenly burst upon '

;. In ^1 Japan ttere

remains to the present day only oe of those old U»-
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fucian schools with its temple to Confucius. All the rest

have fallen into ruins or have been used for other pur-

poses, while the gold-covered statues of the once deified

teachet have been sold to curio-dealers or for their bullion

value. In the worship of Confucius, Bushido almost be-

came a religion, but it worshiped the teacher instead of

the Creator, maintaining its agnosticism as to the Creator,

as to " Heaven," to the end, and thus lapsed from the

path of relipicMs fvo'ution.

This brings us down to modem times—into the seven-

ties. Already in the sixties Japan had discovered herself

in a totally new environment. She found that foreign

nations had made great progress in every direction since

she shut them out two hundred and fifty years before.

She discovered her helplessness, she discovered, too, that

the social order of Western peoples was totally distinct

from hers. These discoveries served to break down all

the remaining sanctions for her particular type of social

order—Confucianistic feudalism. The whole nation was
eager to know the political systems of the West. So long

as the Shinto ideal of nationalism was not interfered with,

the nation was free to .-'dopt any new social order.

Japan's political and commercial intercourse being with

England and America, the social order of the Anglo-

Saxon had the gfreatest influence on the Japanese mind.

Japan accordingly has become predominantly Anglo-

Sa.xon in its social ideas. Much has been made of the

fact that the new social order has come in so easily ; that

the people have gained rights without fighting for them

;

and this has been attribute to the peculiarity of Japanese

human nature. This is an error. The real reason for

the ease with which the individualistic Anglo-Saxon social

order has been introduced has been the collapse of the

sanctions for the Confucian order. No one had any

ground of duty on which to stand and fight. The na-

tional mind was open to any newcomer that might have

appeared. I am referring, of course, to the thinking

classes. All the rest, accustomed to submissive obedience,'

never thought of any other coarse than to accept the will

of superiors.

Furtiiermore, the new social order in one important re-
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socct fell in with an<l helped to rc-cstaMish the old Shinto

idS that, namely, of nationalism. In the treaty negotia-S the Wert would deal with no intermediancs. only

S 'tS miSmsible national head. Western 'deals too.

demanded a rtrong national unity. In tins respect, then,

he f."eiKn i.leals and foreign social order were powerful

inflnences in buildinR up the new patriotism, m re-enforc-

ing the old Shinto social sanctions

Thus has Japan come to the partniR of the ways What

Japan needs to-day is a religion sat.sfymg the mtellect as

Srworld-view.and thus justifying the sanctions U ho d

out These must be neither exclusively communal, like

those of Shinto, nor exclusively individual, like those of

Buddhism. While maintaining at their full value the

sanSns for the social life, it must add thereto the sane-

Uons for the individual. It must not look upon the indi-

vWua as a being whose salvation -lepends on his being

rSed from, taken out of the community as Buddhism

Td and does, nor yet as a mere fract c.n of the community

a clfucianism did. but as a complete. TO^habU^^^^^
>f infinite worth, necessarily living a double hfc, partly ifr

separable from ihe social onler and partlv «"Pe"or jo 1

1

This religion must provide not only sane ions, but ideals,
inis reuEiini v ... . ^^^^ complexThis relieion must proviae noi oni> >.iiiv.i.wm=., —
f<S a SrSrt social order in which, while the most complex

S of society shall be possible, the freedom and

Se high dTvelopment of.the individual's personalfty shatt

Th^fSmtnt of such conditions would at first thought

eem to be impossible. How can a religion give sanct ons

whkh afthe very time that they authorize the fullest

dSrdopment and o'rganization of «oc-t>^ apparently mak-

ing society its chief end, also assume the fullest lib-

Sy and development of the individual^^making h.m and

hU salvation its^hief end? Are not th^^e «^ "J^,
oatible' What has been said already along Ais general

Fine of thought has prepared us to see that they are not^

The great, Aough unconscious, need of the ages, and the

IZS^L eflSt of all religious ^volution has ijen,the

development of urt such a religion. As the cake of

social custom was at firrt the great need for. and after-

5Si the great obstacle in the way of, social evolution, so
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the sanctions of a communal religion were at first the

great need for, and afterwards the great obstacle in the

way of, religious evolution md of personal develoomept.

Through its sanctions religion it the most powerftu of all

the factors of the higher human evolution, either helping

it onward or holding it back.
. , , ,

Has, then, any religion secured such a dual development

as we have just seen to be necessary? As a matter of

fact, one and only one has done so, Christianity. This

relipion clearly attains and mainUins the apparently im-

possible combination of individualism and communalism

bv the nature of its conception of the method of individual

salvation. Its communalism is guaranteed by, because

it resU on. its individualism. At the very moment that it

pronounces the individual of inestimable worth,—a son of

God,—it commands him to ihow that sonship by lovmg all

God's other sons, and by serving them to the extent of

self-sacrifice, and of death if need be. It* conununaliffi)

is thus inseparable from its individtialiKn and its indi-

vidualism from its communalism.

Christian individualism embraces and includes

thoroughgoing communalism. True and full Christians

are the most devoted patriots. As the acorn sends fortfi

far-reaching roots into the soil for moisture and noon*-

mcnt, and a mighty trunk and spreading branches upward

for air and sunlight, so the seed of Christian life develops

in two directions, individualism as the root and commun-

alism as the beautiful tree. They are not contradictory,

but sutmlementary principles. While his own final gam

is a real aim of the individual, it is jnly a part of his aim

;

he also desires and labors for the gain of all ; and even the

individual gain, he well knows, can be secured only

through the communal principle, through service to his

fellow-m-jn. His own welfare, whether temporal or eter-

nal, is inseparably bound up with that of his fellows.

The Christian religion finds the sanctions for any and

every social order that history knows, in the fact that all

physical and social laws and organisms are part of the

divine plan. Because anv particular social order is the

association of imperfect men and women, it i.iust be more

or less imperfect. But the Christian, even while he is
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seekinp tf> n form the social order and to bring it up to

his ideal, imist be loyal to it. Ai.d for this '.oyalty to fel-

low-men and to ( lod, the highest conceivable sanctions are

held out, namely, an endless and infinite life of conscious,

joyous fellowship with souls made perfect in the Kingdom

of God, and with God himself.

A comprehensive study, therefore, of the real nature

and the true function of religion in relation to man's de-

velopment, whether individual or communal, shows that

Christianity fulfills the conditions. A comparative study

would show that, of all the existing religions, Christianity

alone does this. It alone combines in perfect proportion

the individual and the communal elements, and the

requisite sanctions.

An expansion of coii munal religion is taking place in

modem times. The community now arising is interna-

tional in scope, interracial and universal in character.

Cultivated men and women the world around are begin-

ning to talk of national rights and national duties. Eu-

rope is thought to be justified in suppressing the slave

trade ami its accompanying horrors m Africa, and con-

demned for not preventing the Turk from carrying on his

wholesale slaughter of innocent Armenians. The Span-

iard is despised and condemned for his prolonged inhu-

manities in Cuba and the Philippines, and the American

is approved in warring for humanity and justified in in-

terfering with Spain's sovereignty. The conscience of

the world is beginning to discover that no nation, though

sovereign, has an absolute right over its people. Right

is only measured by righteousness. International right-

e(nisness, duty and rights, regardless of military power,

are omiing to the forefront of the thinking of advanced

nations.

Looked at closely, and studied in its implicatums, what

is this but a developing form of communsu religion? No
nation is conceived as existing apart ; each exists as but

one fraction of the world-wide community ; in its rela-

tions it has both rights and duties. Does this not mean

that appeal has been made from the communal sanctions

of might to the supra-communal sanctions of right ? We
do A. nniply ask what do other naticms think ol this or
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that national act. but what is right, in view of the- whole

order of the natare which has brought man mtc) Ik mg and

St Vam in families and nation.. In otlu^r worcU. national

r ghtl and .luties are felt to flow from the ""P^-rn^

oiircc. God the Creator of heaven and earth a«d *Uthat

in them is. The sanctions for natt. -nal rights and d«tit»

are religious sanctions and rest on a rchRious %v. -w.

Now the point of interest for us is the u. \ J^P^

has entered mto this univeraal comawmtv and i« feehr«

the sanctions of this univerwl OT«nttn»i rehgio«. Tl*

ntemational rights and duties oi JafWi are a theme^
rlquent discourse and conv.rsatio.. Japan stoutly ma«-

teiried that the war with cl.ma was a g»-sen. a nght-

SSJwar; waged primarily for th. ike of Kor.a^ Many

Hap^e e'^^s'^ldignant over Uk- cruelty of the urk

?he savage barbarity of the Spaniard, and the >nipotence

and supinene. V ingl.nd and Europe. I have ab««iy

spoken of the voung man who became - '"d gnant «
England's compiling China to take It ^»"!M™J

orooosed to go to l-ngland to preac. .. mti-opittm

SjuMdriapan is beginning to enter mto the larger com-

SSml Hfe of the world, although, of course, she has as

yet little perception of its varied tmpiicrtions.

^ Manv a student of New Japan Pf"***".^^;/*"!;
abandoning her old religious conceptiona. and that ma«yS amfsocial evils are entering the land, who yet does

«otlee that the wide acceptance of some new religion by

3^^ ^fe s irSl^itant for'the maintenance of the tjatjon^

SomTSrnest Japanese thinkers are beginning to realize

fhaT relS ii.^. "eedful to steady the national

ife but thev fail to see that Christianity alone

condilSon. Many are saying that a religion "cienUfi^
^structed must be manufactured especially for JapMi.

^trZm why individualistic religion takes such an

..J^^T^rt in the higher evo ution of man ts. in a

STcaSrtiie re^oL «nc^^^
^sSarFoMh"

powerful than all others, either legal or

£^af sanctions are chiefly
'^^fLSSitdiS^

and uncertain, and easily evaded by Ae «1^^md«U.
Thp «ncial sanctions, too. are often far from J""

2Sir<S\S2r Furthermore, the rise of individuah«a
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in the social order secures privacy for the individual, and
so far forth removes him from the restraints and stimuli

of the social sanctions. It is the religious sanctions akme
that follow the man in every waking moment. Not one
of all his acts escapes the eye of the religious judgment.
He is his own judge, and he cannot escape bearing witness
against himself.

Now, it is manifest that where superior beings and
man's relation to these and the corresponding religious

sanctions are defectively conceived, as, for instance, quite
apart either from the individual or the communal life,

they are valueless to the higher evolution of man and have
little interest for the student of social evolution. In pro-
portion, however, as man advances in intellectual grasp
of religious truths and in susceptibility to the moral ideas

and religious sanctions they provide, conceiving of moral-
ity and religion as inseparable parts of the same system,
the more powerfully does religion enter into and promote
man's higher evolution. An individualistic social order
demands the religious sanctions more imperatively than
a communal social order; for, in proportion as it is in-

dividualistic, the social order is weak in compelling,
through the legal and social sanctions alone, the communal
or altruistic activity of the individual. Altruistic spirit

and action, however, are essential to the maintenance even
of that individualistic order. The more highly society

develops, therefore, the more religious must each member
of the society become.
The same truth may be stated from another standpoint

The higher man develops, the more impatient he becomes
with illogical reasonings and defective conceptions; he
thus becomes increasingly skeptical in regard to current
tradition?! religions with their crude, primitive ideas ; he
is accordingly increasingly freed from the restraints they
impose. But unless he finds some new religious sanctions
for the commtmal life, ior social conduct, and for the in-

dividual life,—ideals and sanctions that command his as-
sent and direct his life,—he will drop back into a thorough-
going atomic, individualistic, selfish life, which can be
only a hindrance to the higher development both of society

and of the individual. In order that men advandng in
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intellectual ability may remain useful members of society,

they must remain subject to those ideals and sanctions

which will actually secure social conduct. While disre-

garding the chaff of primitive religious superstitions and

ceremonials man must retain the wheat ; he must fed the

force of the religious spirit in a deeper and profounder,

because more personal way than did his ancestors. In-

creasing intellectual power and knowledge must be

balanced by increasing individual experience of the re-

ligious motives and spirit. This is the reason why each

advancing age should study afresh the whole religious

problem, and state in the terms of its own experience the

prominent and permanent religious truths of all the ages

and the sanctions that flow from them. Hence it is that

a religion onlpr traditional and ceremonial is quite unfitted

for a developing life.

Japan is no exception to the goieral laws of human
evolution. As her intellectual abilities increase, the forms

of her old religious life will become increasingly unac-

ceptable to the people at large. If, in rejecting the obso-

lete forms of religious thought, she rejects religion and its

sanctions altogeUier, atomistic individualism can be the

mily result, and with it wide moral corruption will eat out

the vitality of the national life.

That Christianity alone, of all the religions of the worid,

fulfills the conditions will not need many words to prove.

As a matter of fact Christianity alone has succeeded in

surviving the criticism of the nineteenth century. In

Christendom, all religions but Christianity have perished.

This is a mere matter of fact. As for the reason, Chris-

tianity alone gives complete intellecttudljr satasfactonr

sanctions for Iwth the communal and the individualistte

principles of social progress. Christianity, as we have

sufficiently shown, has both principles not unrelated to

each odier, but vitally interrelated. For these reasons it

is safe to maintain not only that Japan needs to find a new
religion, but that the religicMi must be Christianity in std>-

stance, whatever be the name given it

The Japanese have been described as essentially irre-

ligious in nature. We have seen how defective such a

description is. But have we not now traced (Xte root of
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this seeming characteristic of New Japan? The old re-

Ugious conceptions have been largely outgrown by the

educated. They have come to the conclusion that the oW

relieious forms constitute the whole of religion^nd that

consequently they are unworthy of attention The spirit

of New Japan is indifferent to religion ; but this is not due

to an inherently non-religious or irreligious nature, but

to the empty extemalism and shallow puerihties of ^
only religions they know. How can they be zmIous for

them or recognize any authority in them? Those few

Japanese who have come within the influence of the larger

Jonoption of religion brought to Japan by Christianity

are showing a religious zeal and power supporting the

contention that the generally asserted lack of a rehgious

nature is only apparent and temporary. Preadung tlic

rieht set of ideas, those v^hich appeal to the national sense

of communal needs, by supplying the demand for sanc-

tions for the social order; ideas which appeal to intellects

molded by modem thought, by supplying such an intel-

lectual understanding of the universe as justifies the

vari(;us supra-communal sanctions; and ideas which ap-

peil to the heart, by supplying the personal demand of

^ch individual for a larger life, for intercourse with flie

Father of all 'Spirits and for strength for the prolonged

battle of life—preach these and kindred ideas, and the

Japanese wiB again become as conspicuously a religious

people as they were when Buddhism came to Japan a thou-

^Buufth?real nature of a full and perfect religion is

to save not only the individual, providing sanctions fw

• Writers on the history and philosophy of religion have mnclj

to sav Sort tte differences Ween nationaF and universal

TeliSSniT^e three religions which they pronounce univers^

lSs^S!*omedani«m. Budahism. and ChriitTanity. The ground

fM thU sutetnent ik the fact that each of these religions has

develoMdltiong individualistic characteristics. They are con-

clraed with infividual salvation. The importance of this el*.

mlSt none w 11 deny, least of all the writer. But I qnestion thd
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his conduct, but also to justify the social order, and to pro-

vide sanctions that shall secure its maintenance, any re-

ligion which fails to have both characteristics can hardly

claim the name universal. We have seen that Buddhism

lacks one of these elements. In my judgment it is not

properly universal. So long as it exists in or goes to a

land already provided with other religions securing the

social order, it may continue to thrive. L.ut, on the one

hand, it can never become the exclusive religion of any

land for it cannot do without and therefore it cannot de-

pose the otfier religions; and, on the other hand, it must

give way before the stronger religion which has both the

individual and communal elements combinetl. Buddhism,

therefore, lacks a vital characteristic of a universal re-

ligion. It may better be called a non-local, or an inter-

natiwial religion. We now see another reason why Bud-

dhism, although found in many Oriental lands, has never

annihilated any of Ae {nre-existing religions, but has only

added one more to the many varieties alread> existing.

It is so in Thibet, in Oiina, in Burmah, and in Japan.

And in India, its home, it has utterly died out.

Many of the efforts made by students of comparative

religion to classify the various religions, seem to the writer

defective throt^ lack of the perception that social and

religious evoluWMi are vitally connected. From tfiis ^mt
of view, the classification of religions as communaMi^
vidual, and communo-individual, would seem to be tM
best.



XXXVI

WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF THE ORIENT?

WE have now passed in rather detailed review

the emotional, aesthetic, intellectual, moral, and

jf religious characteristics of the Japanese race.

We have, furtiiermore, given considerable attention to the

problem of personality. We have tried to understand

the relation of each diaracteristic to the Japanese feudal

system and social order.

The reader will perhaps feel some dissatisfaction with

the results of this study. " Are there, then," he may say,

" no distinctive Japanese psychical characteristics by

which this Eastern race is radically differentiated from

those of the Occident ? " " Are there no peculiar features

of an Oriental, mental and moral, which infallibly and

always distinguish him from an Occidental ? " The reply

to this question given in the preceding chapters of this

work is negative. For the sake, however, of the reader

who may not yet be thoroughly satisfied, it may be well

to examine liat problem a little further, analyzing acme of

^bt current diaracterizations of the Orient.

That Oriental and Occidental peoples are each possessed

of certain unique psychic characteristics, sharply and com-

pletely diflFerentiating them from each other, is the opinion

of scientific sociologists as well as of more popular

writers. An Occidental entering the Orient is well-nigh

overwhelmed witfi amusement and surprise at the antip-

odal characteristics of the two civilizations. Every visi-

ble expression of Oriental civilization, every mode of

thought, art, architecture ; conceptions of God, man, and

nature ;
pronunciation and structure of the language—^all

seem utterly different from their corresponding elements

in the West Furthermore, as he visits oat Oriental

421
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country after another, ahhough he discovers differences

between Japanese, Koreans, Chinese, and Hindus, yet

he is imprewed with a strange, a baffling similarity.

The tourist naturally concludes that the unity character-

izine the Orient is fundamental ; that Oriental civilization

is due to Oriental race brain, and Occidental aviluation

is due to Occidental race brain.

This impression and this conclusion of the tourist are

not, however, limited to him. The " old resident in

the East becomes increasingly convinced with every added

vear that an Oriental is a different kind of human being

from a Westerner. As he becomes accustomed to the ex-

ternals of the Oriental civilization, he forgets its comical

aspects, he even comes to appreciate many of its con-

veniences. But in proportion as he becomes familiar

with its languages, its modes of thought and feeling, its

business methods, its politics, its literature, its amuse-

ments, does he increasingly realize the gulf sft between

an Oriental and an Occidental. The inner hfe of the

spirit of an Oriental would be utterly mane, spinUws to

the average Occidental. The " old resident accordingly

knows from long experience what the tourist only guesses

from a hasty glance, that the characteristic differences

distinguishing the peoples of the East and the West are

racial and ineradicable. An Oriental is an Oriental, and

that is the ultimate, ooly thoroughgoing aq>lanataon of

his nature. j ^i. u « »»

The conception of the tourist and the old resident

crops up in nearly every article and book touching on t ar

Eastern peoples. Whatever the point of remark or criti-

cism, if it strikes the writer as different from the custom

of Occidentals, it is laid to the account of Orientalism

This conception, however, of distinguishing Oriental

characteristics, is not confined to popular writers and tm-

sctentific persons. Even professed and eminent sociolo-

trists advocate it. Prof. Le Bon, in his sophistic volume

on the " Psychotogy of Peoples," advocates it strenuously^

A few quotation* from this interesting work may not be

out of place.

" The object of this work is to describe the psydio-
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logical characteristics which constitute hk -ion', t f races,

and to show how the history of a people anu its civiliza-

tion is determined by these characteristics."* "The
point that has remained most clearly fixed in mind, after

long journeys through the most varied countries, is that

each people possesses a mental constitution as unalterinjg

as its anatomical characteristics, a constitution which is

the source of its sentiments, thoughts, institutions, beliefs,

and arts." f
" The life of a people, its institutions, beliefs, and arts,

are but the visible expression of its invisible soul. Fw a

people to transform its institutions, beliefs, and arts it

must first transform its soul." %
" Each race possesses a constitution as unvarying as its

anatomical constitution. There seems to be no doubt that

the former corresponds to a certain special structure of

the brain." §
" A negro or a Japanese may easily take a university

degree or become a lawyer ; the sort of varnish he thus

acquires is, however, quite superficial and has no influence

on his mental constitution. What no education can give

him, because they are created by heredity alone, are the

forms of thought, the logic, and above all die character

of the Western man."
||

" Cross-breeding constitutes the only infallible means at

our disposal of transforming in a fundamental manner

the character of a people, heredity being the only force

powerful enough to contend with heredity. Cross-breed-

ing allows of ue creation of a new race, possessing new
physical and psydiological characteristics.^ f

Such, then, being the opinion of travelers, residents, and

professional sociologists, it is not to be lightly rejected.

Nor has it been lightly rejected by the writer. For years

he agreed witfi this view, but repeated study of the prob-

lem has convinced him of the fallacy of both the conceij-

tion and the argument, and has brought him to the pori-

tion maintained in this work.

The characteristics differentiating Occidental and

•P. xvii. tP. xviii. i^: '9-

ap.6. iP.37. II P. 83.
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Oriental peoples and dviliiations are undoubtedly great.

But they are differences of social evolution and rest on

social, not on biological heredity. Anatomial difference*

are natal, racial, and necessary. Not so with social char-

acteristics and differences. These are acquired by each

individual chiefly after birth, and depend on social en-

vironment which determines the education from infancy

upward. Furthermore, an entire nation or race, if sub-

jrctcd to the right social environment, may profwndly

transform its institutions, beliefs, and arts, which in turn

transform what Prof. Le Bon and kindred writers call

the invisible
" race soul." Racial activity produces race

character, for " Function produces organism." I cannot

aeree with these writers in the view that the race soul is

a given fixed entity. Social psychogenesis is a present

and a progressive process. Japan is a capital UlustratKm

of it. In the development of races and civilizatiOTS in-

volution is as continuous a process as evolution. Evolu-

tion is, indeed, only one-half of the process. Without

involution, evolution is incomprehensible. And involu-

tion is the more interesting half, as it is the more signifi-

cant. In modem discu8SK» nmdi that passes by the

name of evolution is, in reality, a discussion of involu-

^^The attentive reader will have discovered that the real

point of the discussion of Japanese characteristics given

in the preceding chapters has been on the point of involu-

tion How have these characteristica arisen? has been

our ever-recurring question. The answer has invariably

tried to show their relation to the social order. In this

way we have traversed a large number of leading char-

acteristics of the Japanese. We have seen how they arose,

and also how they are now being transformed by the new

Ocddentalized social order. We have seen that not one

of the characteristics examined is inherent, that is, due

to brain structure, to biological heredity. We have con-

cluded, therefore, that the psychical characteristics which

differentiate races are all but wholly social.

It is incumbent on advocates of the biological view to

point out in detaU the distinguishing inherent tnutsof the

Orient Let them alao cattfogne the eaaential paydac
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characteristics of Occidentals. Such an attempt is sel-

dom made. And when it is made it is singularly uncon-

vincing. Although Prof. Le Bon sUtes that the mental

constitution of races is as distinctive and unalterii^ as

their anatomical characteristics, he fails to tell US what

they are. This is a vital omission. If the differences are

as distinct as he asserts, it would seem to be an eaav

matter to describe them. Whatever the clothing adopted,

it is an easy matter for one to distinguish a European

from an Asiatic, an Englishman from an Italian, a Japa-

nese from a Korean, a Chinaman from a Hindu. The

anatomical characteristics of races are clear and easily

described. If the psychic characteristics areequ^ly to-

tinct, why do not they who assert this distinctness describe

and catalogue these differences?

Occasionally a popular writer makes somethmg of an

attempt in this direction, but with astonishingly sjjgnt re-

sults. A recent writer in the London Daily Mml has

illustrated afresh the futility of all attempts to catalome

the distinguishing characteristics of the Oriental. He

names tbt inferior position assigned to women, the hcen-

tiousneM of men, licensed prostitution, lack of the play m-

stinct among Oriental boys, scorn of Occidental civiliza-

tion, and the rude treatment of foreigners. Many of his

statements of facts are sadly at fault. But supposing

them to be true, are they the differentiating characteristics

of the Orient? Consider for a moment what was the

position of woman in ancient times in the Occident, and

what was the moral character of Occidental men? Is

not prostitution licensed to-day in the leading cities oi

Europe? And is there not an unblurfiing prosUtuUon in

the larger cities of England and America which would

put to shame the licensed prostitution of Japan? Are

Orientals and their civilization universally esteemed and

considerately treated in the Occident? Surely none ol

these are uniquely Oriental characteristics, distinguishmg

them from Occidental peoples as clearly as the anatoimcal

characteristics of oblique eyes and yellow skin.

Mr. Percival Lowell has made a careful philosophi«l

effort to discover the essential psychic nature of th«

Orient He describes it, as we have seen, as ' Imperson-
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altty." The faihm of Ms effort we Inve taffidently eon-

sidered. . . , _ .

There remain a few other charactenzatums of the Ori-

ent that we may well examine briefly.

It has been stated that the characteristic psychic trait

dirtinguishing the East from the West is that the former

is intuitive, while the latter is logical. In olden times

Oriental instrtiction relied on the intuitions of the student.

No reliance was placed on the logical process. Re^gi(m,

so far as it was not ceremony and magic, m«w intuitional,

"Satori," " Enlightenme:n," was the keyword. Each

man attains enlightenment by himself—through a flash of

intuition. Moral instruction likewise was intuitional.

Dogmatic statemmts were made whose truth the learner

was to discover for himself ; no effort was made to explam

them. Teaching aimeil to go direct to the pdnt, not

stopping to explain the «vay thither.

That this was and is a characteristic of the Orient

cannot be disputed. The facts are abundant and clear.

But the question is whether this is a racial psychic char-

acteristic, such that it ineviubly controls the entire think-

ing of an Oriental, whatever his education, and also

whether the Occident is conspicuously deficient in this

psychic characteristic. Thus stated, the question almost

answers itself.
. , , .

Orientals educated in Western methods of thought ac-

quire logical methods of reasoning and teaching. The old

educational methods of are now obsolete. On the

other hand, intuitionalism is not unknown in the West.

Mystics in religion are all conspicuously intuitional. So

too are Christian scientists, faith-healers, and s{»ntual-

ists. Great preachers and poets are tntuttionalists rather

than logicians.
,

Furthermore, if we look to ancient times, we shall see

that even Occidentals were dominated by intuitionalism.

All primitive knowledge was dominated by intuitions, and

was as absurd as many still prevalent Oriental conceptions

of nature. The bane of ancient science and philosophy

was its reliance on a pricri considerations ; that is, on in-

tuition. Inductive, carefully logical methods of thought,

of science, of fdiitosophy, and even of reH|^(m, are rd»-

I
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tively modem developments of the Occidental mind. We
have Warned to doubt intuitions unverified by investiga-

tion and experimental evidence. The wide adoption of

the inductive method it a recent cfaancteriitk of the

West.
Modem progress has consisted in no slight degree to

the development of logical powers, and particularly in the

power of doubting and examining intuitions. To say that

the East is ccmspicuously intuitional and the West is con-

spicuously iqgicai is fairly true, but this misses the real

difference. Tlie West is uituitional plus logical. It uses

the intuitional method in every depArtment of life, but it

does not stop with it. An intuition is not accepted

as tmth until it has been subjected by the reason to the

most thorough criticism possible. The West distrusts the

unverified and unguided mtuitive judgment. On the other

hand, the East is not inherently deficient in logical power.

When brought into omtact with Occidental life, and

especially when educated in Occidental methods of

thought, the Oriental is not conspicuously deficient in

k^cal ability.

This line of thought leads to the conclusion that the

psydiic characteristics distinguishing the East from the

West, profound though thev are, are soaological rather

than tnok^iical. They are uie characteristics of the dvi-

fization rather than of essential race nature.

A fact remarked by many thoughtful Occidentals is the

astonishing difficulty—indeed the impossibility—of becom-

ing genuinely and intimately acquainted with the Japa-

nese. Said a professor of Harvard University to the writer

some years ago :
" Do you in Japan find it difficult to be-

come truly acquainted with the Japanese? We see many
students here, but we are unable to gain more than a su-

perficial acquaintance. They seem to be incrusted in a

shell that we are unable to pierce." The editor of the

Japan Mail, speaking of the difficulty of securing " gen-

uinely intimate intercourse with the Japanese people,"

says :
" The language also is needed. Yet even whai the

language is added, something still remains to be achieved,

and what that something is we have never been able to

discover, though we have been considering the subject for
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thirty-three years. No foreigner hat ever yet

in being admitted into the inner drck of Japuese intcr-

'^Is'this a fact? If not. why is it so widespread a be-

lief? If it i» a fact, what is the interpretation ? Like most

eeneralizations it expresses both a truth and an error. As

the statement of a general experience, I beheve it to be

true. As an assertion of universal application I believe it

to be false. As a truth, how is it to be explained? Is it

due to difference of race soul, and thus to racial antipathy,

as some maintain? If so, it must be a universal fact.

This, however, is an error, as we shall see. The explana-

tion is not so hard to find as at first appears.

The difficulty under consideration u due to two das^
of facts. The first is that the people have long been taught

that Occidentals desire to seize and possess their land.

Although the more enlightened have long since abandoned

this fear and suspicion, the people still suspect the

stranger; they do not propose to admit foreipiersto any

leading position m the political hfe of the land. They do

not implicitly trust the foreigners, wen when tokMiinto

tbelr employ. That foreigners should not be ^nutted to

the inner circle of Japanese political life, therefore, is not

strange. Nor is it unique to Japan. It is not done m any

land except the United States. Secondlj', the diverse

methods of social intercourse characterizing the East and

the West make a deep chasm between individuals of these

civilizations on coming into social «^t»o'«^,The On;M»»

bows low, utters conventional " aisatsu salutationa,

listens respectfully, withholds his own opinion agrees

with his vis-a-vis, weighs every word uttered with a view

to inferring the real meaning, for the genius of the lan-

ruage requires him to aisume that the real meaning is not

on the surface, and chooses his own langr apt Uie

same circumspection. The Occidental extwids hMjMd
for a hearty shake—it he wishes to be fnf««y--

looks his visitor straight in the eye, speaks directly from

his heart, without :ion or fear of being asunder-

stood, expresses his . opinions unreservedly. The Oc-

cidental, accustomed to this direct oP*" "^"^l^^
taneously doubts the man who hdcs it. It i» inqXMStOW
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foi tin Occidental to feel genuinely acqtiaiBted wiUi an

Oriental who does not respond in OccideittM ityie of

frank open intercourse. Furthermore, it is not Japanese

cutom to open one's heart, to make friends with every-

one who comes along. The hail-fellow-well mi t char-

acteristic ot the Occident is a feature of it» iniiividualism,

that could not come into being in a feudal civaiaticm

in which every respectaWe man carried imo twordb wiffl

v hich to t ke instant vengeance on whoever ilmaM ti»-

l en or 'ioubt him. Universal secretiven<ss and conv«-i-

tionaiitv, pdlte forms and veiled expre^ ions, were the

necessaVv shields of a military feudalism iJri h the social

order w»d the language were fitted to dt velop to a high

degree tfie power of ^tention to tnhmteM details of man-

ner and sp. ecb and of inferrit^ important natten trom

slight indicatic us 1 ' e whole iociail order served to de-

velop the intuitional nictliod in human rt lations. Reliance

was placed more or what was not said tl an m what was

deam eqjrewed A doubtii* state of md was the nec-

csnry ngycllnlojp<^ pwreqaiaitc for such an inferential

system. AnddoStwaa directly taaght. " Hite wo mireba

dorobo to omove." " when you see a man, count him a rob-

ber," may be an rxaggeration. but this ancient prove*!*

throws much liRh; on the Japai, se chronic state f mind.

Mutual suspicion— ^nd especialU suspicion of strangers

—

was the rule in OUi Japan. A nong themselves the Japa-

nese make relatively few intimate friends. They rem.irk

on Occidental skill in making friends.

That the foreit'^er is not arlmitted to the mner social

life of the Japanese is likew ise not diflficuU of ex(Auiatk«.

if we bear in mmd the nati^rt of that socl ^ life I it

possible for one v. no V^eps concubines, who i?. -as «

in geisha, and who isits houses of prostit :
coi

verse freely and confidentially with those wh «r

these practices? Can he who stands for a sfpi-gf ^

morality, who criticises in unsparing measun

morality of lapanese societ , expect to be ar ret to

inner social . ircles? Itm ,sible. Howevci ndly u

reUitions of Japanese ami toreitr" ^- ma> b. i husine

and in the diplomatic con s, the nral ch--- pparatmt

the social lilc trf the Occi^M irtm that of the Orient ef
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fect<iatly prevent* a foreigner irom Uing admitted to iU

JtSntS Tin well hat immoral OcadentaU

i^^S^rthy of . . us. Mthough for a seaKJn they may

SSb^^ether, the niniao- is shallow and »hort-Uve(f;

iflSSS^U iod 0. profound s, mpath.es of head
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KlHions are fulfilled for intimate relatioi^

tals and OrientaU which resuk, M a mat-

iuine and intimate frtendrinp. TTie !«»•

iig between many missionaries and fte Mtive

ristii. and pastors refute the assertion of

the ..pan Mail that, " no foreigner has ever yet^
d in being admitted into the inner circle of Japanese

ours^This awertion is doubtless true in regard

-elation of foreigners to r^-^^^jj^"^^]:
for the fact, however, is not ^^"^J^^^

M and the other Oriental in psychic nature, bul

Mk «causc of diverse moral views, aims, and coodtKt.
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It is not the contention of these pages, however, tf»t

intimate friendships between Occidental and Onental

Christians are as easily formed as between members ot

two Occidental nations. Although common views of hfe,

and common moral aims and conduct may provide the

requisite foundations for such intimate friendships, the

diverse methods of thought and of social intercouree may

still serve to hinder their formation. It is probably a

fact that missionaries experience greater difficulty m mak-

ing genuine intimate friendships with Japanese Christians

tlian with any other race on the face of the globe. The

reasons for this fact are manifold. The Japanese racial

ambition manifests itself not only in the s^ere of

political life; it does not take kindly to foreign con-

trol in any line. The churches manifest this character-

istic. It is a cause of suspicion of the foreign mis-

sionary and separation from him; it has broken up

many a friendship. Intimacy between missionaries and

leading native pastors and evangelists was taort con>™{»»

in the earlier days of Christian work than more recentlv,

because the Japanese church organization has recenfly

developed a self-consciousness and an ambition for organic

independence which have led to mutual criticisms.

Furthermore, Japanese Christians are still Japanese.

Their methods of social intercourse are Oriental; they

bow profoundly, they repeat formal salutations, they re-

frain from free expression of personal opinion andprefer-

ence. The crust of polite etiquette remains. The tor-

eigner must learn to appreciate it before he can penetrate

to the kindly, sincere, earnest heart. This the foreigner

docs not easily do, much to the detriment of his work.

And on the other hand, before the Oriental can pene-

trate to the kindly, sincere, and earnest heart of the Oca-

dental, he must abandon the inferential method ; he must

not judge the foreigner by what is left unsaid nor by

slight turns of that which is said, but by the whole thought

as fully expressed. In other words, as the Occidental

must learn and must trust to Oriental methods of social

intercourse, so the OrienUl must learn and must trust to

the corresponding Occidental methods. The dt^ulty

is great in ether case, though of an opfKMUte nature.
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Which has the greater difficulty is a question I do not

active. This
.J;
^

t^jng dreaming characteristics

l^":.S^Zy business, *f„£\*flCa^/^;'.S

CocdiSTcompared with -w.^^?.

S'Lr--a« no^Sfoi ^undiswrbed .hough,

|rd«s t4 Orfcnt critki.e ""1 cha.**-"' ">«

SToccSental. the Oriental seems so absotted in a drcwi

Se Aat the artual life is to him but a dream.

Tf The chlwterization we are considering is meant to
If the cnaracrenzau

^ of appreciation
signify that the Oneirt g«s«^s a po

^^^^^

subordination to the wpeno^-t^S ihat the Orient is

Oriental character is due to the fact ^J"^^'^^
still as a whole c(Mnmunal « ^ ^'^^J^^S^
Occident U individualistic IntheWett cKnnwiiPw
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his own fortune ; his position in societjr rests on his own
individual energy. He is free to exert it at will. Society

praises him in proportion as he manifests energy, grit,

independence, and persistence. The social order selects

such men and advances them in political, in business, in

soda], and in academic life. The energetic, active char-

acteristics of the West are due, then, to the high develop-

ment of individualism. The entire Occidental dvilixa-

tion is an expression of free will.

'i lie communal nature of the Orient has not system-

atically given room lor individual progress. The inde-

pendent, driving man '.las been condemned socially. Sub-

mission, absolute anc' perpetual, to parents, to lord, to an-

cestors, to Fate, has been the ruling idea of each man's life.

Controlled by such ideas, the easy-gdne, time-ignoring,

dreaming, contemplative life—^if you so dioose to call it—

of the Orient is a necessary consequence.

But has this characteristic become congenital, or is it

still only social? Is dreamy appreciation now an inborn

radal characteristic of Oriental mind, while active driv-

ing energy is the correniondit^ essential trait of Occi-

dental mind? Or may these characteristics chai^ with

the social order? I have no hesitancy whatever in ad-

vocating the latter position. The way in which Young

Japan, clad in European clothing, using watches and

running on " railroad time," has dropped the slow-going

style of Old Japan and has acquired habits of rapid walk-

ii^, direct dear-cut conversation, and punctualhy in bad-

ness and travel (comparatively speaking) proves con-

clusively the correctness of my conte.ition. New Japan

is entering into the hurry and bustle of Occidental life,

because, in contact with "the West, she has adopted in a

large measure, though not yet comfieUiy, Ae indi-

vidualism of the West.
As time goes on, Japanese dvilization will increasingly

manifest the phenomena of will, and will proportionally

become assimilated to the dvilization of the West. But

the ultimate cause of this transformation in civilization

will be the increasing introduction of individualism into

tiie aocial order. And this is possible only because the

Kxalkd racial diaracteristics are sodolQgical, and not
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iMological. The transformation of " race soul " therefore

does not depend on the intermarriage of diverse races, but

only on the adoption <^ new ideas and pnKtices throon^
social intercourse.

We conclude, then, that the only thorougl^oing inter-

pretaticm of the differences characterizing Eastern and

Western ptydiic nature is a social one, and that social

differences can be adequately esquressed only by cmtrast-

ing the fundamental ideas ruling their respective social

orders, namely, commnnaltKn for the East and tndividiial-

ism for the West.
The unity that pervades the Orient, if it is not due to

the inheritance of a common psychic nature, to what is it

due? Surely to the possession of a common civilization

and social order. It would be hard to prove that Japa-

nese, Koreans, Chinese, Siamese, Burmese, Hindus (and

how many distinct races does the ethnologist find in

India), Persians, and Turks are all descendants from a
common ancestry and are possessed therefore by physical

hetedity of a common racial psychic nature. Yet such is

the requirement of the theory we are opposing. That die

races inhabiting the Asiatic continent inive had from an-

cient times mutual social intercourse, wfaerdiy the dvili-

zation, mental, moral, and spiritual, of the most developed

has passed to the other nations, so that China has <* )mi-

nated Eastern Asia, and India has profoundly influenced

all the races inhatnting Asia, is an indisputable fact. The

psydric unity ot tlie Orient is a civilizational, a social

unity, as is also the psychic unity of the Ocddart. The
reason why the Occident is so distinct from the (Ment in

social, in psychic, and in civilizaticmal characteristics is

because these two great branches of the human race have

undergone isolated evolution. Isolated biological evc'u-

tion has produced the diverse races. These are now fixed

physical types, wMdi can be modified only by intenmr-

riage. But although isolated social evolution has pro-

duced diverse social and psychic diaracteristics diese are

not fixed and unalterable. To transform psychic and

social characteristics, intimate social intercourse, under

iv "ial ccMiditions, is nredful alone.

.'. the dianctaristics differentiating the Eastern from
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the Western peoples are only social, it might be supp^
thlt the results of association would be mutual, the Ewt

Sfluencing the West as much as the West influences the

East toth at last finding a common level. Such a result,

however, is impossible, from the laws regulatmg psyjic

and social intercourse. The less developed psychic tMt
can have no appreciable effect on the more highly devel-

oped, just as undeveloped art cannot mfluence highly de-

v«looed art. nor crude science and philosophy highly

Sped 8dence and philosophy. The law governing

the relations of diverse civihzations when brought into

contact is not like the law of M':o9tat^5S^wheJeby two

bodies of water of different levels, brought ^tof"*«»
munication, finally find a common level deternmwd by tte

d fference in level and their respective ma^. InS intercourse the higher civilization is unaffected by

the lower, in any important way. while the lower is

mightUy modified, and in sufficient time is lifted to the

jrrade of the higher in all important respects. This is a

law of great significance. The Orient is becoming Oaa-

dentalized to a degree and at a rate little by jw-

den and not fully appreciated by the Orientals them-

selves. They know that mighty changes have taken

pUce. and are now taking place, but they do not fully rec-

ognize their nature, and the multitudes do not know the

source of these changes.. In so far asthe East has sur-

passed the West in any important direction wiU the East

influence the West.
. . »t. *. *u-.

In saying, then, as we did in our first chapter, that the

TamKM hkve already formed an Occidento-Onental

i^SSon, we meant that Japan has introduced not only

Se external and mechanical elemems of XVestem civUiza-

tion into her new social order, bat also its inner and deter-

minative principle-individualism In "
the Ethiopian cannot change his skin nor the »«o^'d »"»

spots, so Japan will never become thoroughly Occidait-

Jked, we did not intend to say that siie was so Oriental

SIS physiolopcal nature, in her " race soul," that she

could make no fundamental socuil transformation; but

Merely that she has a social heredity thtt wiU alvoys and

JSeSSwy modify every Ocddentd eastern and conctptwo
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that may be brought to this land. Although in time Japan

mav completely individualize her social order, it will never

be identical with that of the West. It will always bear

the marks of her Oriental social heredity in innumerable

details. The Occidental traveler will always be impressed

with the Orientalisms of her civilization. Although the

Oriental familiar with the details of the pre-Meiji social

order will be impressed with what seems to him the com-

plete Occidentalization of her new civilization and social

order although to-day communaUsm and individualism

are the distinguishing characteristics respectively of Ott

East and the West, they a . not necessary characteristics

due to inherent race nature. The Orient is sure to be-

come increasingly individualistic. The future evolution

of the great races of the earth is to be increasmgly con-

vergent in all Ae essentials of individual and racial pros-

oerity. but in countless non-essential details the customs of

the past will remain, to give »^ «^
tinctive ptydac and aoctal duracteristfcs.
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GENatti. OONCUISiUNS

THE aim of the present work has Ijeen to gain in-

usht the teml nature of both Japanese char-

acter and its moiera tMBsformation

In doing this we hw« ««M«n^«itered the doimm

of social fcience, where we tare been »o^
issue with many, to us, defective conceptiom. Ourdte-

cussions of social principles have, ^
limited. We have confined our attention to the interpre-

tation of those social and psychic characteristics differ-

CTtiating the Japanese from other races. Our chie cot-

Son has beeTthat these charactenstioj are due to the

nature of the social order that has prevailed «^f.^^
and not to the inherent nature of the people ;

and that the

evolution of the psychic characterist cs of all races is due

to social more tiian to biological evolution.

This petition and the discussions offered to prove it

imply more than has been explicitly stated. In this clos-

ing chapter it seems desirable to state conasely, and there-

fore with technical terminology, some of the more funda-

mental principles of social philosophy assumed or unpUwl

S Ais work.^ Brevity requires that this statement take

^ form of domnatic propositions and unillustrated ab-

SiS. Tte^erale rwder will find little to interest

WnvM^s accofdmgly advised to omit it entirely

Let us first cleariy see that we have made no effort to

account for the origin or inherent natttre of psychic hfe.

That association or the social order is the original produc-

ine cause of psychic life is by no means our contention.

GWen tlK pw*ic nature as we find it in man, the prob-

lem is to accoant for its diverse mamfestatwn in the dif-

SlniiSuSrSciT^ This, tad Hib .lone, tai

been our prohkm.
43«
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Psychic nature is the sole and final catue of sootl Me.

Without psychic nature there could be no association.

PenoMOixed psychic nature is the sole and final cause of

hmwi locial life. Numberless conditions determine by

stimulation or imiutioa the manifestation of psychic life.

Th«e conditions differ for differait lands, peoples, ag^
and political relations, producing diwne "oal orders for

each seoarated group. These diverse social orders de-

Smine^ psfdiic characteristics differentiating the

variS groapr Social life and social order are objective

SpSSTS^a reaUty of which psychic nature is the

^SJSJTand therefoii6^ r«ility. Jh-^
Jwo oimiot

be ruthlessly torn apart and remain complete, nor can they

be understood, or completely interpreted, aP^^ «^
other. They are correlative and complementary expres-

sions for the same reality. . .

sLSarly Physical and'psychical life are to be conceived

as >ofoiSy5' interrelated, being respectively obj^ive

rnd^ubjective expressions of * ««^ty
"If

rate interpretation. Yet each has markedly distinct char-

SeS and is the subject of dirtinct laws of activity

*"HS&r:f-two kinds, biological heredity, transmit-

ting imiate characters, and social heredity transmitting

acquired habits and their physiologi^ results.

The innate characters transmitted by biological heredity

are either physiological, anatomical, or psy*"^
The acquired habits transmitted by social heredity are

essentially psychical: but they may result « acquirrf

physiological, or even anatomical, characters, "we De-

lone the physiokwical effects of diet, housing, clothing.

SiSpatioS. IduaSm, etc.. which have not yet .been tak«i

up aS incorporated into the inmite physio ogica consti-

tution by biological heredity. The Phy«olog»f

of social heredity are through the daily Phy"«l»^*„«^
activity of each individual, m accordance with the r^»^rt-

Sof the social order in which he is reared ;
and tfiese

through its influence on the acquired psychi«l

habiSwWchm transmitted through ass^^^^^^

tion, and the control of activitie. by language and edu-

cation.
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In biological heredity the tranwaisMOO >» eo^««vdy

prior to bifth. while in todal heredity it is chiefly, if not

entirely, after birth. • _j u„
In social heredity the transmission is not determined oy

coosaneuinity, and therefore extends to members of alien

races when they are incorporated in the soci&l organiza-

**°While the transmission of biol<«ical inheritance to

each offspring is inevitable and complete, that of soaal in-

heritance is largely voluntary. It is also more or less com-

plete, according to the knowledge, purpose, and effort Ot

the individuals concerned. The transmission of acquired

social and psychic characteristics even from i)arents to otf-

spring depends on their association, and the imjxwition on

their offspring by parents of their owu modw of li.e.

Sharing with parents their bodily artivmes, their lan-

guage and their environment.both social and psychical, the

offspring necessarily develop psychic and social character-

istics similar to those of the parents.

Evdution takes place through the transformation of

inheritance. The evolution of innate physiological,

anatomical, and psychical characters takes place through

the transformation of biological inheritance; and the cv^

lution of society and of acquired characters chiefly throu|^

the transformation of social inheritance.
.

Nearly all biologists admit that change in the form of

natural selection is one of the principles transforming

biological inheritance; but whether the acquired char-

acters of parents are even in the least degree inherited by

the offspring, thus becoming innate characters, is oik of

the important biological problems of re -ent years. Into

this problem we have not entered, though we recognize

that it must have important bearings on sociological

science. Briefly stated, it is this : Do social and psychic

characteristics, acquired by individuals or by groups of

individuals, affect the inrrmsic inherited and transmissible

psychic nature in such ways that offspring, by the mere

fact of being offspring, necessarily manifest those char-

acteristics, regardless of the particular social crvironment

in which they may be reared? Into this pro!)i-ni, thus

broadly stated, we do not enter. Limiting our v iew to
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those advanced races which manifest practically equal

physiological development, we ask whether or not their

differentiating psychic characteristics are due to modifica-

tions of their inherited and intrinsic psychic nature, sudl

that those characteristics are necessarily transmitted to

offspring through intrinsic biological heredity. Current

popular and scientific sociology seems to give an affirma-

tive answer to this question. The reply of this work em-

phasizes the negative. Although it is not maintained that

there is absolutely no difference whatever m the psydUc

nature of the different races.or that the psychic differences

distinguishing the races are entirely transmitted by social

heredity, it is maintained that this is very largely the case

—far more largely than is usually perceived or admitted.

Such inherent differences, if they exist, are so vague and

intangible as practically to defy discovery and dear state-

ment, and may be practically ignored.

The only adequate disproof of the position here main-

tained would be about as follows. Let a Japanese infant

be reared in an American home from infancy, not only

fed and clothed as an American, but loved as a member of

the family and trained as carefully and affectionately as

one's own child. The full conditions require that not only

the child himself, but everyone else, be ignorant of tas

parentage and race in order that he be thought to be, and

be treated as though he were, a genuine member of his

adoptuig home and people. What would be the psychic

characteristics of that child when grown to manhood ? If

he should manifest psychic traits like those of his Japa-

nese parents, if he should think in the Jaiwnese ord«%if

he should have a tendency to use prepositiwis as port-

positions, if he should drop pronouns ajid should use

honorific words in their piace, if he should be markedly

suspicious and inferential, if he should bow in making his

salutations rather than shake hands, if he s ould show

n^arked preference for sitting on the floor rather than on

chairs, and for chopsticks to knives Mid forks and

-leveloping powers as an artist he should naturally pa^
Japanese pictures, Japanese- landscapes,and JaP^nese fac«u

finding himself unable to draw accordingto the ranons^

WeSSn art, if on devek^Hug poetk taste, he should iW
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.nedal oleMUft in seventeen sylUble or thirty-one •ylUMe

ISSmft^ poems, finding little interest in Longfellow

SesSanMf. short! he should develop a predilec-

tion for a^VdUtinrtive Japanese custom habrt of rt^^ht

rShod of speech, emotion or vohtion. it w^e^tly
due to his intrinsic heredity. If in all thete iwtters,

hJWwr he should prove to be like an American, •av^

S'S American education like any Amencai. boy. «^ if

Si bring brought to Japan, at. say. ^.rty years of age

sUulupiosing himself to be an American, he ?hotJd have

Mual d&ty with any American in mastering the lan-

Xee w^d adapting himself to and underftoiiding the

uSSe^^ people, then it would foltew that h« paydiic

iffi^riJShkve been inherited soc ally and he ..^
hnTnatioBaUy, because of hU social heritage. Su<a a

J^Si^oMw that thewchic tiaHt 5Sei«ti«taf

he«use the problem is then reUtively simple,

SSrand the issue clear. Much discMsion in^
JErTowSoioKy. and sociology is futile because it con-

2S*tffi?5SEuiy mythical W^^^ the aboriginal man,

SXwSSJwd piychic life no one knows anything

J Mv what he chooses without feai

AiSi^SunSiS^S^s. Whether

«tS teo>vn to-day are differentiated fwmtite^
oayhy acquired socikl and psychic characterj^ «

lUflfcrences of psychic nature, may perhaps be ai

SS, quSSST HoweVeV this may be. the case is fajrj

^r T^Ti to the higher races inhabiting the earth

iSir di^rentiating psychic charactenstics are, for thS p^rt Sue to dUrse psychic nature

•Salorders. while the transmission of these charactei

SSS 2£» pla«. as a matter of observation, throug

"m^'S&M of this work are exclusively conceme

withtlwrSSi of society and of Mychic characteri!

Um But even in this limited field we have not atteroptc

o cover the whole ground We fave.gWen o«|M*tel

«

tention to the interdependence of ^^^^^
psychic characterutics. The camcs of evolutioii m tl
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KKial ofdtr taw not becB tl»

^"seSentioo is the essential cooditkm on which diver-

gent evolution is dependent. Many forasrf

tion may be specified, under each of wftidi evolution pro-

ceeds on a different principle. In brief, it may be slid

that bicdoeical segregation prevents the swamping ot in-

ctpieiSr«ganic divergences, by preventing the inter-

SJSge of tho*e poaessing such divergences, while

sSSiegregation ^ev«uflie swamping of inapiwt

social divergences and their corresponding tti^mA

psychic characteristics by preventing the mter-association

of those having such tendencies.

Biologically segregated groups undergo divergent bio-

logical^lufion through "egregated i^rnagejprod.^

diltinct physiological umtiejwraaal

types are now retotively fixed and can be apf«^>»y

mSified only by the intermarriage of d»«?rentrac».

Socially segregated groups undergo divergent socttl

evolution through the segregated social intercourse of the

a^bm of eadi group, producing distmct avihzationa

S5wSiSeT The differences between these social

%toS«iaUy distinct groups may thus be unified bio-

lo^S^W^Su/bytaSSSSe, wke socially physicaly

dS'groipsUy be^^djiomUy a^syd^^
without Wrwrriaie. but WKtaawely through assoaa-

"°fhe psychic defects of the offspring of interracial mai-

riages my be largely due toAe defertive soaa^ hergUg

tSSnittilvth?p«ent^f«»l^

Th?l^m " race soul " is a convenient, though delusive,

because hShly figurative, expression for the psyctac mu^y

of a social griup. "IT^^lL 'if"^.^2^ S^^i^

mm
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Am araODb of common ideas, ideals, methods of thought,

eioiis education. .

The psychic evolution of social groups is divergent so

long as isoUtioo U fairly complete, but becomes

v«|ent in proportten to association PeHect aMociatioo

produces complete psych c unity. ^hou^U •h«ddh*

noted that perfect asscciattoo of geograpWttHjr MpwaM
ocial eroups is practically unattainable.

The essential elements constituting national unity an

psychic and social, not biological. Racial unity is W
iofftcaL The Mune race may accordingly separate int<

^SaA aodd and psychic groups. And members o1

diffSS mH may Wong to the Mme social psychK

^^tS^ so-called "race soul" of many sociologbto is

therefore, a fiction and indicates mental ajnfuskm. T»
•^MTrnfen not to the racial unity of inherent psy«l

Xe?lS toZ «Kial unity ofj^aally inherite.

^iSnctJrirticf
S^rotberadall) nomogeneous. InP«^°*^
race is strictly iiomogeneousTwologically, nor is a^r ioai

ETOup complef:ly unified psychical y.

In sociology as in biology function products orf.

that is to My, activity produces the organ or facultj fitte

SperfoSm Se activity"* The psydiic characteristics d^

ferWmg social groups are chiefly.

sively. due to diverse soaal activities. These activitoes ai

determined by innumerable causes. S^^P^^^^^
economic, political, intellectual.

^°^'<^''\^'i^^\!^
The plasSdty of a psychic group is due to the pUsti«

of^ iStot^nd and brain, which is wonderfully capab

of acquiring the language, thought forms, and differenl

•Whether or not the activity modifies the

is the problem as to the inheritMce of •cquired
<*«f»«t.

whether that c^-mltm ia U—SWlwIWsW ael. « W«l
or sociology.
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ating characteristics of any proup in wWdl h nrny be

reared. To what extent this plasticity extends only care-

fully condticted experiments can show. In the higher

Asiatic and EurapMB nccs we find it to be much greater

than is generally mppoMd to be the ca»e, but U «»n^^
probable that the lowest races possess it in a modi lower

decree
The relative fixity of a psychic group is due to the fact

that in full-grown a^' tits, who form t!ie majority of every

groi», function has ^-oduced structure. Body, brain, and

mind have " set " or crystalliied in the mold provided by

the social order. Influences iuftdently powerful to trans-

form the young have Kttle effect on tke adnh. The rela-

tive fixity of a psychic group is also due to the diffictuty

—well-nigh impossibilitv—of bringing new psychic influ-

ences to bear on all members of the group simuluneously.

The maiority, being oblivious to tlw new Mj^chic forces,

mainuin the dd psychic regir The difficulty of re-

form, of transformii^ a social order, is principally due to

these two causes.

The " character " of a people (ps\ chic group) consists

of its more or less unconscious, because structuralized

or incarnate, ideas, emotions, and volitions. Chief among

than are those concerning the chaiacter of God, the nature

and value of man and womiu'. the necessary relation of

haracter to destiny, the lu^i. re nd naming of bfe and

death, and the nature and the ^ i of moral taw. In

proportion as the social or" r atrs high or low

views on these vital subjects, arncter of the people

elevated and strong, or debase. v, ak. ...
The destiny of a people, and the role it plays m historv.

are drtermined not by dumce nor yet by environment, bui

in the last analysis by its own character. Yet this diar-

acter is not something given it complete at Oie stort. an

intrinsic psychical inheritance, nor if it dependent^ for

transmission on biological heredit; .
i.rssirg only .'o:n

parents to offspring. Character U u^s to the sphere of

social psychic Ufe and is the subjc^' of soaal heredity.

Through social intercourse the moral character dominat-

ing a psychic group may be transmitted to ">fn»>^,^*J£
alien psychic group. This usuaUy takes place mxanffi
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mUdnnarv activity. The moral character of a osychic

XrmayTn this way be fundamentally trwfenBed.

ind with character, destiny.

Floating ideas, not yet woven mto the warp and woof

of life n<5 yet incarnate in the individual or tn the social

2dlr! tove^itUe influence on the character of the indi-S or the group, however beautiful, true, or elevating

rucS d^as mfTbe in themaelves. The character of a

Se is to be judged, therefore not by the «^au y el^

Vation of every idea that may be found I'tf"*]"*;

but only by those ideas that have been assimilatedJfliat

£^ve become incorporated into the social order. These

determine a people's character and d^tiny. Accordmgw

these ideas pereist in the aodal order, » its character

^pj^ress consists of expanding life, communal and in-

divid^l, extensive and intensive, physical and psychical.

True progress is balanced. High communal development

that is, h&hly organized society, is impossible wi hout the

™de attaLnent of highly developed individuals. Pro-

gressive mastery of nature likewise is
"JJPPf

^^ap^
from growing psychic development m
emotional, intellectual and volitional, commtmal ana

'"Historically, communalism is the first principle to

emeree in consciousness.. To succeed, however it must

be a^mpanied by at least a certain degree of •nd>v.dual-

ism. even though it be quite implicit. The^full develop-

ment of the communn! principle is impossible »f^J^
Se correspondingly full development of the »ndiv»d«ll

orinciple. These are complementary principles of prog-

Rtt Each alone is impossible. Tn proportion as either

u eiiiphasized at the expense of the other, is progress im-

peded Arretted dvUiiatiomiared^^

portionate and excessive development of one or the other

of these principles.

Personality, expressing and realizirg itself in_ com-

munal and individual life, in objective and subjective

forms, is at once the caust and the goal of progress.

Social and psychic evolution are. therefore, in *"ie last

unlytis, perwnal processes. The irreduable and final
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factor in social evolation and in social science is person-

ality; for personality is the detenmnative factor of a

^"proerSr^in personal development consists of increas-

ing extent and accuracy of knowledge, refinement and ele-

l^tiS^Swtions. airf nobilitv and reliability of yoh-

tions. Progress in pers^aldev^pment requires

vidual to pass from objective heten3|^tic to wbje^
autocratic or self-regulative ethical life. He

""f P«»
from the traditional to the enlightened, from the com-

munal to the individualistic stage in ethics and religion.

He must feel with increasing force the binding nature of

the supra-communal sanctions for communal and mdi-

vidual Hfe. accepting the highe^ d«*^J>* "Ig^-
ened moral consciousness as the tows of tne ttmverw.

But this means that the individual must secure increasing

insight into the immutable and eternal laws of spiritual

beimr and must identify his personal interests, his very

self with those laws, with the Heart of the Universe, with

God himself. Only so will he become completely autono-

mous, self-regulative. Only thus wdl the indrndu^
come and remain an altruistic communo-mdividurt, fitted

to meet and survive the relaxation of the historic com-

munal and supra-communal sanctions for communai ana

mdividual Ufe, a reUxation induced by growing political

liberty and growing inteUectual rejection of primitive or

defective reHgious beliefs.

Frogress in pe.sonality is thus at bottom «nethico-

religious process. The wide attainment of *7«fP~^-
senility permits the formation of enlarging highly organ-

ized psydiic groups, accompanied by increasing specializa-

tiS Vf its iSihridual members. I his communal expan-

sion. ramifying organization and individual spmalizaUo^^^

secures increasing extensive ««? «nt?"«7*
»2fvl^

understanding of the universe, and this m t«™ a^t^^^"*^

tery of nature, with all the consequences of growing ease

and richness of life. . . .

EtMco-retifftous, autonomous personality is thus tne

ta^ioot ofKr «leveloped and pemanently pr^^^^
ciVilizat;ons. Personality is. ^^^^^^^l^^J^^^.
progress. Mere ease of physical Hfe, fraeilom Inm r—
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ietv lieht-hearted, care-free happiness, mastery of nature

2e f1 civilization, highly developed art. hterature. Md
Imlsic. or ev.n refined culture, are parti«l and tnadeqwle^

if not positively false, criteria.
u- u •*

Personality, as a nature, is an inherent psychic heritage

Oared by all human beings. It is transmitted only from

oarents to offspring, and its traasmission depends only

that relation. Personality, as a varyuig psyAic dm-
acteristic, is a matter of social tigimtMice^ ma » P?!
foundly dependent, therefore, on tte MlMM Ofmmm
order and the social evolution.

. ^ .

Religion, as incorporated in life, is the most important

single factor detenrnniiig the personality and character

of its adherents, eiAer hindemig or pfomotnf wm

^plSese social and psychic evolution have in no re-

spect violated the universal laws of evolution. JapanttO

beraonal and other psychic characteristics are the product

Jwt of essential, but of social inheritance and social evolu-

tion Japan has recently entered into a new social inherit-

ance from which she is joyfully '\<=<=«^*«"g

tions and principles of communal and individBal Ufe.

These she is working into her social organism.

Already these are producing profound, and we may De-

Ueve permanent, transformations in her soaal order and

corretpon^lgly profound and

of her diMMlsr and destiny.
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tion." 46 . ,

Reforma, governmental inltl*-

tive, aoi . ^
Religion: ita ch«r«ct«rlatlcn

oSiri, not racial, 309; loyalty

ndffiM Piaty, saa; liberty

ia bdirf. 3«7: the Imperiia

Edict, sat; forma det«rmined

by hiatory. 3*9; th»jroM«m
of to^ay, 414;
classified. 4*1

Religkwtor not? appearancea

explained. flS6; judged by
phenomena, aSS; pr«y«r>

shrines, chama. »a; Bud-

dha-ahelvea, God-ahelves.

393; emotion and social

training. 196; emotion shown
in abstraction, »97

Religious life, 404. 4"1»»"-
mnnal. 404: vntuA^OMltf
in Japan, 4ao

Renaiaaance of Japan, 89-30

Revenge: the ancient law. laB;

tMefitagi of Confucius and

LMvtae. iBl-189

Reverence, apparent lack of,

304
" Ri " defined, aai

Roman alphabet: adoption

recommended by many. i9t

" Roundaboutnaaa":
teriatic of apaeeh wwactMW,
mi;
tn

Sadneaa aaAitalatlM «l 1

Si^of Omi. St* " Omi Saiin."

ggwatfam and ain. 314: Bod*
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social lead*™, impractical.

144; their rBlatit>njo Uadj.

Sa; .
" '''

fiwn

!

their relatit>n to trada.

Self-confldenca not without

ground*. i4i> «43; reorgam

iation by young men, i4«-

Self-control: moral taacbing.

950; Kujuro, tha MiiMa
trullad. S51

SentitivaMM to anvirottmaat.

7a. II ; iUnrtrated by tndaata

slSSSm. Mr., invention,

tmokaleu powder. 207
" Shinahu,' "Reformed Bud-

dhism, 198 ^ . , ^
Shinto: nature and history,

305. 90*: P«K»nal gods. 391;

communal, 40S; no .'JOR?'
rdigion. 405; world view,

406: religioua unction tat

aocUa orter, 407; reviTed,

41*
Sin, terminology, jij; .

con-

acionsness of, S'7; imt—<*
of conversion. 318

Shusl. aaS , , » »

Sodal evU, the, 161 (note)

Social iiaattinn and aocial

divafganca, ai

Social and racial unity dis-

tinguished. 443
Sociu evolution convergent,

14; principle revealed. 15;

personal process, 446
S<xial hereditv, tranamitUsg

resttlU of toil, 71 , ^ ^
Social interconrae of Occident

and Orient. 496 _ _^
Social order &«» ttif West.

413; the parttofaftta ways.

4*4 - ^
Sociological theory of: charac

tar, 14. 446; pnde. »o; fear

of ridicule. 73; cruelty, 135;
-

'
' 136; stolidity, 163;

power of ganaraliHlisB. IN}
plUloaophteal davalopmeat,

^i; ^parent daficiencv m
imagination. a96: differences

characterising Eastern and
Western psychic nature, 147.

4«(; untruthfulness. 856; con-

cuUnage. ate; religious char-

acteristics. 309, 3Jfit*»
prassioa of Phalliettm. jay;

f^igioaa tolrnHMa. saw «.
^racoa aad '* falU^ in towi.*

3?5; courtaay. 963, 3*4: tha

personal pronoun, 37a; ">a

failure of Buddhism, 38$:

the conception of Pate, 387

Sociology and individual ra-

ligion. 401: ltl"W«i,

ScmSierland. tt

Sonl ol Japan." tha. 144 ^
Sool «( tba Far Baat," <pMlik>

sSSwiqf: eaaily distinguished

from stoicism, 164. i6s, tha

peasanU. 165; social. n<*

racial. 167; cultivated. 168

students: testimony of tccaign

teachers. ai8; at homa Md
abraad,a>f . .

Stticida. a nattar «i boMr.

Sutra, translation of, 40a

Saaoicioaaaaaa and military

Taguchi. Dr..
190

Tai-ku Reform.
period, aoi ^ ^

Takahaahi. Mr. ••>; tha

mooka taa coMakMmta of

•in. S«7 . .

Taste and lack of tam la

woman's dress, i8a

Temples. sUtistics, tqb
Tokugawa Shogunate. 38-40;

how overthrown. 40-43; pro-

hibitive of progress, 104; lart

of "Cn
«X4
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IB Wddtog. ;"ff7»
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4S7

TortuM. In JapM* W
Bnrap*. IJ3 . ....

contrMted, 109-103; W««tern

III, 113 (noU); Buddfii«t»nd

Confucian teaching,

pblowghy, tjS; ii

WtitiBg, • fiM I7S

nan. th« Greek*, the l«w»
eompared, 257. noU; trade

nd the feudal order, 1B4

Traaemlcration. 919; u»«<»nr

iUoKical, but helpful. 380

Truthfulneee, undeveloped, ass

Tyranny and Wertem wives

m
VOTbeek.Or.O. F.,91

Viiionary tendency. 136. ts?

Vivacity, Oeidwi^i6t

Wallace, n
" Way." St* Muro Kyuio, aso;

reference to. aS?

Wealth incieaaiag, tn

Xavier. Francis. 308

"l&ato Damadiii.''w "The
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